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Shifty asymmetries: universals and variation
in shifty indexicality
Amy Rose Deal
University of California, Berkeley

Shifty indexicals draw their reference from an attitude event, rather than
from the overall utterance. In this talk, I take up the analysis of indexical
shift from a crosslinguistic point of view. Not all languages with indexical
shift behave identically in terms of which verbs and indexicals are involved
in indexical shift, how much optionality is attested in indexical shift, and
whether shifty indexicals must be interpreted de se. I outline a constrained
typology which aims both to capture known variation in these patterns and
to make testable predictions about its ultimate limits. The resulting account
models variation both within and across languages using tools drawn from
Anand and Nevins’ (2004) shifty operator view. I enrich this view with
two innovations: stacking of shifty operators, and shifty operators that fall
outside the scope of centered modal quantification. The first innovation
facilitates a constrained approach to partial indexical shift (wherein some
types of indexicals shift but others do not); the second allows for a constrained
theory of shifty indexicals that lack de se requirements.

Exhaustivity and the presupposition of
questions
Danny Fox
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

In this talk I will adopt the assumption, common in much current literature, that the denotation of a question is not always directly a partition (of
logical space or of the common ground). Instead, a question denotes a simple
set of propositions (not necessarily mutually exclusive), which can nonetheless induce a partition, and thus retrieve notions useful for pragmatics:
Partition(Q) is the set of equivalence classes under the relation
w ∼ w0 iff ∀p∈Q[p(w)=p(w0 )]
I will propose that the partition induced by a question is also needed
for the specification of the question’s presupposition: a question, Q, presupposes that every cell in the partition it induces can be identified by a
member of Q, via Exhaustification (∀C∈ Partition(Q)[∃p∈Q[Exh(Q,p)=C]]),
and conversely, that every member of Q identifies a cell in the partition
(∀p∈Q[∃C∈Partition(Q)[Exh(Q,p)=C]]). I will argue that this presupposition (together with an appropriate definition of exh) provides a characterization of the conditions under which a question can receive a “mention some”
interpretation and at the same time allows for an improvement on previous
accounts of negative islands.
Time permitting, I will try to explain how my proposal, if right, reinforces a conception of the interface between grammar and pragmatics for
which I have argued elsewhere, one in which conversational principles can be
defended an a-priori grounds, and Exhaustification is a formal device allowing speakers to convey all of the information they have relevant to a given
question (thereby satisfying a non-stipulative maxim of quantity).

Distributional semantics and linguistic research
Louise McNally
Universitat Pompeu Fabra

This talk, which reports on a position paper in progress with Gemma
Boleda, Josep M. Fontana and Alessandro Lenci, begins with a brief introduction to distributional semantics, an approach to meaning representation
which has come to dominate computational semantics in the last 10 years.
Distributional semantics traces its modern origins to Zelig Harris and J.R.
Firth, as well as to Latent Semantic Analysis (Landauer and Dumais 1997)
and ”vector space” methods in information retrieval. Distributional representations are usage-based, non-discrete, not limited to truth-conditionally
relevant components of meaning, integratable with multi-modal sources of
information (e.g. image, sound), and amenable not only to compositional
but also to ”decompositional” views of meaning. Despite the existence for
some time of notable (and very varied) efforts within computational semantics to connect distributional semantics to the logical semantics tradition (a
representative sample includes Coecke, et al. 2010, Garrette et al. 2011,
Copestake and Herbelot 2012, Lewis and Steedman 2013, Baroni et al. 2014
and the papers in Boleda and Herbelot 2016), the method has had virtually
no impact on formally-oriented theoretical linguistic research. We want to
change this by highlighting the potential of distributional methods, when
properly combined with formal methods, not only to afford insight into the
semantic problems for which they are already well known, such as the analysis of polysemy, but also to illuminate certain claims in the syntax literature
that have lacked any meaningful connection to semantic theory (arguably to
the detriment of both subfields), as well as patterns of semantic change.

Why Gesture Semantics?
Philippe Schlenker
Institut Jean-Nicod, CNRS; New York University

While gestures have long been studied within linguistics (e.g. Kendon
2004, McNeill 2005, Ladewig 2011), only recently have they been investigated in formal semantics. Three areas have particularly been explored: the
definition of an iconic semantics (e.g. Giorgolo 2010); the integration of gestures into discourse representations (e.g. Lascarides and Stone 2009); and
co-speech gesture projection, pioneered by Ebert and Ebert 2014. There is
now little doubt that gestures interact in subtle and challenging ways with
logical semantics. But we will argue that four additional considerations justify making gestures first class citizens of semantic studies. First, co-speech
gestures are essential as a point of comparison for iconic enrichments in sign
language (it is often thought that they yield comparable semantic effects,
but this now seems doubtful). Second, pro-speech gestures (= gestures that
replace spoken words) turn out to obey sophisticated constraints, sometimes
reminiscent of sign language grammar, for instance in the areas of anaphora
and plurality. Third, gestures occupy virtually all slots of the inferential typology of language, yielding entailments, presuppositions, implicatures, supplements, expressives, etc. – hence a rich source of new inferential data.
Fourth, pro-speech gestures make it possible to generate new words virtually
at will, and to minimally vary their informational content so as to assess how
it gets productively divided among various inferential components. We will
survey ongoing results that bear on these questions.
Relevant manuscripts:
Schlenker, P.: accepted with minor revisions, Iconic Pragmatics. Natural
Language & Linguistic Theory. [LingBuzz]
Schlenker, P.: 2017, Gestural Grammar. [LingBuzz]
Schlenker, P.: 2017, Gestural Semantics. [LingBuzz]

Quantification in event semantics: generalized quantifiers vs. sub-events
Sascha Alexeyenko
Goethe University Frankfurt
Introduction In semantic systems that do not take events to be a basic semantic type, the interpretation and semantic behavior of quantificational DPs have been intensely studied and are comparably well
understood. QPs are standardly assumed to denote generalized quantifiers, type het, ti, which implies an
asymmetry between subjects and non-subjects: non-subjects produce a type clash in their base positions,
which is usually circumvented by Quantifier Raising to a position of type t, typically S/IT/TP. Furthermore,
it is Quantifier Raising that is also used to model quantifier scope ambiguities.
In event semantic frameworks, by contrast, not a single but several equally well established analyses of
the semantics of QPs exist. On the one hand, QPs may be assumed to be of type het, ti and to denote
generalized quantifiers as in (1) (cf., e.g., Landman, 2000). In this case, both subjects and non-subjects alike
must undergo QR to TP for type reasons. On the other hand, QPs may also be assumed to be expressions of
type hhe, vti, vti that make reference both to ‘ensemble’ events and to sub-events and introduce an existential
quantifier over sub-events in the scope of quantifiers over individuals as in (2) (cf., e.g., Schein, 1993). In
this case, neither subjects nor non-subjects can undergo QR to TP, but they can be interpreted in situ or
be optionally QRed to vP for reasons of scope.
(1)
(2)

Ja cigaretteK = λP.∃x[cigarette(x) ∧ P (x)]

Ja cigaretteK = λP.λe.∃x[cigarette(x) ∧ ∃e0 [e0 ⊆ e ∧ P (x)(e0 )]]

Both analyses capture the fact that the event quantifier always takes scope under quantifiers over individuals (cf. the Event Type Principle in Landman (2000)): due to obligatory QR to TP in the generalized
quantifiers analysis and due to the presence of an existential quantifier over sub-events in the sub-events
analysis. However, the latter analysis has also been argued to be able to account for some further data,
viz. for adverbs qualifying ensemble events and for mixed cumulative/distributive readings (Schein, 1993;
Kratzer, 2000; but see Champollion, 2010). The goal of this talk is to show that there is also some data
which the sub-events analysis has difficulties to account for (namely, data concerning the interpretation of
indefinites in habituals) and to present an analysis of these data within the generalized quantifiers analysis.
Data The semantics of habitual sentences, such as in (4) and (5), is usually assumed to contain the silent
generic quantifier GEN (Krifka et al., 1995), an unpronounced counterpart of overt adverbs of quantification
like always in (3). Being a quantifier, GEN is expected to enter into scopal relations with other quantifiers,
and this is indeed the case in (4), where both scope configurations are available (although only one of them
is pragmatically felicitous). However, bare habituals like in (5) do not seem to allow for multiple scopally
distinct readings: while the scope configuration in (5-a) is pragmatically odd, the fact that the sentence in (5)
is infelicitous altogether implies that the pragmatically fine scope configuration in (5-b) must be unavailable
for some reason.


(3)
John always smokes a cigarette every morning .


when he is nervous
(4)
John smokes a cigarette
.
after dinner
(5) #John smokes a cigarette.
a. #∃x  GENe (pragmatics; cf. John smokes a pipe)
b. *GENe  ∃x (unavailable since the sentence is #)
Now, it is exactly the scope configuration in (5-b), and only this scope configuration, that the sub-events
analysis for a cigarette in (2) yields for the sentence in (5), which gets the following semantics:
(6)

J(5)K = GENe[C(e)][agent(john)(e) ∧ ∃x[cigarette(x) ∧ ∃e0 [e0 ⊆ e ∧ smoke(e0 ) ∧ theme(x)(e0 )]]]

Thus, Schein’s (1993) analysis of quantificational DPs in (2) generates the logical form for (5) that must
be ruled out in some way, but fails to produce the logical form for the (pragmatically infelicitous) reading
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this sentence actually has. This can be remedied by assuming that there is something special about GEN
in (5) as compared to (4), as has indeed been done in the literature: it can be assumed that (5) contains a
non-quantificational generic operator introduced close to the verb (whence narrow scope) which is different
from the generic quantifier in (4) (Rimell, 2004; Boneh & Doron, 2013) or it can be assumed that the generic
quantifier in (5) is introduced by type-shifting and so has narrow scope (Cohen, 2013). In what follows, I will
show however that the scope configurations available for (5) can be derived under the generalized quantifiers
analysis of quantificational DPs without the need to assume multiple silent generic elements or type-shifting.
Analysis For bare habituals such as (5), I assume that they contain the standard aspectual head HAB, i.e.
the habitual version of the imperfective, which introduces the generic quantifier GEN (Krifka et al., 1995),
and the (semantically vacuous) present tense head PRES whose specifier position is occupied by the deictic
pronoun NOW which refers to the utterance time now (von Stechow, 2009).
(7)
(8)

JHABK = λP.λt.∃E[t ⊆ τ (E) ∧ GENe[e ⊆ E ∧ C(e)][P (e)]]

JPRESK = λP.λt.P (t)

Accordingly, (5) gets the structure in (9), which under the generalized quantifiers analysis of a cigarette
is interpreted as in (10).
(9)
(10)

[TP [a cigarette]1 λ1 [TP NOW PRES [AspP HAB [VoiceP John smoke t1 ]]]]
∃x[cigarette(x) ∧ ∃E[now ⊆ τ (E) ∧ GENe[e ⊆ E ∧ C(e)][smoke(e) ∧ agent(j)(e) ∧ theme(x)(e)]]]

Since a cigarette is assumed to denote a generalized quantifier and thus must undergo QR to a position
of type t (i.e., TP), whereas HAB, being an aspectual head, cannot be QRed, the (pragmatically odd) scope
configuration in (10) is the only one we can get for (5), as desired.
For adverbs of quantification like in (3), I assume that they are merged in [Spec,TP], thus competing for
the same position as NOW. Semantically, they are generalized quantifiers over times, as shown in (11) below
for every morning (always being the spellout of ‘all times’/‘every time’). The aspectual head in sentences
containing adverbs of quantification is a simple perfective head PFT, rather than HAB.
(11)
(12)

Jevery morningK = λP.∀t[morning(t) → P (t)]
JPFTK = λP.λt.∃e[τ (e) ⊆ t ∧ P (e)]

If every morning is interpreted in its base position in [Spec,TP], a cigarette takes scope over it and this
results in the pragmatically odd reading similar to the one formalized in (10). However, unlike HAB, the QP
every morning can also be QRed to take scope over a cigarette as shown in (13), yielding the pragmatically
felicitous scope configuration in (14). Thus, again, all the readings available to (3) get accounted for.
(13)

[TP [every morning]2 λ2 [TP [a cigarette]1 λ1 [TP t2 PRES [AspP PFT [VoiceP John smoke t1 ]]]]]

(14)

∀t[morning(t) → ∃x[cigarette(x) ∧ ∃e[τ (e) ⊆ t ∧ smoke(e) ∧ agent(j)(e) ∧ theme(x)(e)]]]

Finally, for overt restrictors without an overt adverb of quantification such as in (4), I assume that they
restrict a silent always as a default adverb of quantification (Lewis, 1975), which accounts for the fact that
there are the same two scope configurations available in (4) as in (3), as desired. Thus, in sum, a restrictor
can always stay unpronounced, an adverb of quantification can stay unpronounced if it’s always, but always
and its restrictor cannot both stay unpronounced, unless they are contextually licensed (e.g., if (5) is the
answer to What does John do after dinner? ). This excludes the possibility that bare habituals such as in
(5) always contain a silent always, which would allow two scope configurations contrary to fact.
References
Boneh, N., & Doron, E. (2013). Hab and Gen in the expression of habituality. In A. Mari, C. Beyssade, & F. Del Prete (Eds.),
Genericity (pp. 176–191). Oxford: Oxford University Press.
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ACQUAINTANCE CONTENT AND OBVIATION
Pranav Anand (UC Santa Cruz) & Natasha Korotkova (Tübingen)
Introduction A number of subjective expressions—e.g. predicates of personal taste (PPTs) (tasty),
psych predicates (sounds) and subjective attitudes (find)—have been noted to give rise to what Ninan
(2014) calls the Acquaintance Inference (AI) (see also Pearson 2013; Kennedy and Willer 2016). Asserting sentences in (1), the speaker is committed to having a relevant firsthand experience with the object in question: gustatory (1a), auditory (1b), or visual (1c). Explicit denials of that commitment yield
infelicity. However, the AI may disappear in scope of certain obviators (Pearson 2013; Klecha 2014;
Ninan 2014; also Tenny 2006). They convey indirectness of some sort (cf. von Fintel and Gillies 2010
on must), and include the classes in (2) and, fittingly, grammatical markers of indirect evidentiality (3).
(1) a.
b.
c.

The cake was delicious, #but I never tasted it.
The piano sounded out of tune, #but I’ve never heard it.
I consider the dress blue and black, #but I’ve never seen it.

PPT
PSYCH PREDICATE
SUBJECTIVE ATTITUDE

(2) The cake . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . delicious, but I never tasted it.
a.
b.
c.

3must/might have been
3obviously/certainly/apparently was
3will/is going to be

EPISTEMIC MODAL AUXILIARIES
PREDICATES OF CLARITY / EVIDENCE

dene-meliy-im. { Lezzetliy-miş / #Lezzetli }.
I
durian-ACC try-must-1SG
tasty-IND.EV / tasty
‘I should try durian one day. { It is tasty, I hear/infer. / #It is tasty.}’

(3) Ben durian-I

FUTURATE OPERATORS

TURKISH EVIDENTIAL miş

In this talk, we show that the cross-constructional variation in the patterns of AI obviation presents
challenges for previous accounts of the AI (Pearson 2013; Ninan 2014). In place of these, we argue for
the existence of two kinds of acquaintance content: (i) the AI of PPTs, which arises from an evidential
restriction dependent on a parameter of interpretation that obviators update; and (ii) the AI of psych
predicates, subjective attitudes and overt experiencer PPTs, which we argue is a classic presupposition.
Previous approaches: Ninan (2014) Ninan argues that the AI arises due to an epistemologically
grounded norm of assertion. In order to know the truth of o is tasty, the speaker must have prior experience with o. Asserting unmarked propositions (as in 1a) typically assumes such knowledge. Marked
(e.g. modalized) propositions, as in (2), are not subject to this convention and thus allow obviation. This
approach correctly predicts autocentric cases (where the taster is the speaker; Lasersohn 2005), but
does not account for the exocentric ones. Exocentric readings also have an AI (4) that is subject to obviation (5). Ninan’s (2014) pragmatic approach rooted in the speaker’s knowledge does not predict it.
(4) Hobbes’s new food is tasty, #but no cat has ever tried it yet.
EXOCENTRIC AI
(5) Hobbes’s new food { must be / obviously is / will be} tasty, 3but no cat has ever tried it yet.
Previous approaches: Pearson (2013) Pearson argues that the AI is a presupposition:
(6) Jtasty-toKc,i = λxλo: x has tried o in WORLD(i). 1 iff o is tasty to x in WORLD(i)
Pearson further argues that PPTs are Chierchia’s (1995) individual-level predicates licensed in the
scope of a generic operator. The generic binds the taster argument x, and as its restrictor it has the
quantificational domain restriction Dom. The AI projects, yielding a generic presupposition that every
member of Dom has tried o. In this system, bare PPTs have an autocentric AI when the speaker is in
Dom. Obviation (the cases in (2)) is explained as follows. As per von Fintel and Gillies (2010), must is
taken to signal the speaker’s indirect evidence for o’s tastiness. Therefore, the speaker is not in Dom, as
indirect evidence excludes having tried o, and (2a) is felicitous. However (cf. Ninan 2014), by the same
token the felicity of the continuations in (1) is incorrectly implied: because the speaker has indirect
evidence, they should be not in Dom. Pearson’s (2013) account faces further problems. It predicts
that the speaker, when not in Dom, is necessarily irrelevant and is not committing to a judgment on
o if/when they do try it. The prediction is false. (7) shows that with must, the AI disappears.

(7) Just look at it! The cake { is, must be} delicious, #but I am going to find it disgusting.
Finally, by connecting the AI to genericity Pearson’s (2013) analysis predicts that dispositional generics
(Flavio smiles) would be similar to PPTs. However, the obviation with them is more constrained (8):
(8) Even though your son hasn’t smiled yet, based on his age, he obviously { #does / 3can}.
A direct proposal We take the acquaintance content of PPTs to comment on direct evidential
grounds for a proposition and model the AI following the account of directness in (von Fintel
T and
Gillies 2010). A kernel of propositions K encodes direct knowledge, and the proposition K is
the set worlds compatible with what is known directly and indirectly. We assume that kernels are
provided via an interpretive coordinate (cf. Yalcin’s (2007) information state) and treat evaluation
indices as minimally 4-tuples: h world, time, kernel, judge i. Our semantics for PPTs, where they
only take one argument, is given in (9a). The presupposition is couched in terms of vF&G’s direct
settlement (9b). Finally, we assume that evaluation of a proposition for truth conventionally sets the
kernel to that of the auto- or exocentric judge’s directly experienced knowledge.
(9) a.
b.

JtastyKc,hw,t,K,ji =λo:K directly settles whether o is tasty for j in w at t. 1 iff o is tasty for j in w at t
X directly settles whether p iff ∃q ∈X [ q ⊆p ∨ q∩p=∅ ]

Our account predicts that bare affirmative and negated propositions alike trigger an AI by the judge,
capturing the fact that both exocentric and autocentric construals have an AI. For obviation, we
propose that modals and other markers of indirectness update the kernel (like T
attitudes for Yalcin
(2007)): they eliminate the direct/indirect distinction by overwriting K with { K} (10a), which
leads to a requirement that the relevant information state is decided on the prejacent (10b). (10c)
provides vF&G’s semantics for must: it adds the at-issue content that the information state is one
where the prejacent is true as well as a requirement that the kernel doesn’t directly settle the prejacent.
(10) a.
b.
c.

T

Jmust αKc,hw,t,K,ji = JmustKc,hw,t,K,ji ( JαKc,hw,t,{ K},ji )
T
Jmust [the cake is tasty]Kc,hw,t,K,ji is defined iff { K} directly settles whether the cake is tasty
T
JmustKc,hw,t,K,ji = λp: K does not directly settle whether p. K ⊆p

Covert and overt experiencers One argument for treatments of PPTs where they take an individual argument (a.o. Stephenson 2007; Stojanovic 2007; Pearson 2013) is the possibility of ‘overt
experiencers’ (to me / to Hobbes) in addition to ‘bare’ uses. However, obviation patterns of covert and
overt experiencers are not aligned. Overt experiencers in (11a) override all of the obviators but might
(likely counterfactual here), and thus pattern with psych predicates (11b) and subjective attitudes (11b).
(11) a.
b.
c.

The cake { #must/3might have been, #probably/#possibly was, #obviously/#apparently was}
delicious to { me, Epectetus }, but { I, he } never tasted it.
OVERT EXPERIENCER PPT
The cake { #must/3might have, #probably/#possibly, #obviously/#apparently} delighted { me,
Epectetus }, but { I, he } never tasted it.
PSYCH PREDICATE
{ I, Epectetus} { #must/3might have, #probably/possibly, #obviously/#apparently} found the
cake delicious, but { I, he } never tasted it.
SUBJECTIVE ATTITUDE

The lack of an AI for bare PPTs under classic holes like must is alone an argument against Pearson’s
(2013) presuppositional analysis. However, overt experiencer PPTs pattern in line with that analysis,
and so do other predicates with an acquaintance requirement for overt experiencers, such as psych
predicates and subjective attitudes. In sum, this suggests that bare uses are not simply instances of
covert experiencers, but rather are something else (Lasersohn 2005; MacFarlane 2014). Our approach
captures these data by making overt experiencers sensitive not to the kernel coordinate but to the
kernel of the overt experiencer itself (12). In this way overt and bare uses have fundamentally the
same requirement, but with respect to grammatically different sources for their kernel element.
(12)

Jtasty to αKc,i = λo: the kernel of J α Kc,i in w at t directly settles whether o is tasty to j in w at t. 1
iff o is tasty to j in w at t
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No explanation for the historical present: Temporal sequencing and discourse
Pranav Anand and Maziar Toosarvandani
University of California, Santa Cruz
The study of how we infer temporal sequencing from a series of event descriptions has had a
long and contentious history. To revisit a common chestnut, consider the contrast in (1).
(1) a. The administration firede1 Mike. He loste2 his house.
forward moving: e1 < e2
b. The administration firede1 Mike. He mete2 with the ambassador. backward moving: e1 > e2
Cases like (1a) motivated reference time theories (e.g., Partee 1984, Hinrichs 1986, Kamp &
Reyle 1993), wherein past perfective events push forward an index that anchors following event
descriptions. Problematic cases like (1b) inspired pragmatic approaches (e.g., Kehler 2000,
Asher & Lascarides 2003), where the e2-sentences are anchored to the discourse via different
rhetorical relations (Narration & Explanation), which restrict temporal sequencing.
We discuss a novel contrast involving the historical/narrative present tense (HP). Unlike the
simple past (1b), bare sentences in the HP do not allow backward sequencing (2b), surprising if
the HP is, informally, present morphology with past interpretation. (Crucially, such backshifting
is allowed under a habitual interpretation for the present, a question we do not engage with here.)
(2) a. The administration firese1 Mike. He losese2 his house.
b. The administration firese1 Mike. He meetse2 with the ambassador.

e1 < e2
*e1 > e2

We argue that the contrast in (1-2) follows from bicontextual accounts of the present tense
(Schlenker 2004, Anand & Toosarvandani 2016) and a salience constraint on how bicontext
parameters update. The data thus provide support for approaches that semantically unify
non-canonical and canonical uses of the present tense, as well as evidence that backshifting is
subject to pragmatic restrictions beyond selection of the appropriate discourse relation.
No going back! Despite the term “narrative present,” (2b) does not indicate that HP texts as a
“genre” only countenance Narration relations. First, present perfect and simple past
continuations (all licensed in HP discourses; Schiffrin 1981) permit Explanation relations (3a).
(3) a.
b.
c.
d.

The administration firese1 Mike. He {met, has met}e2 with the ambassador.
Donald hase1 a lovely meal that night. He eatse2 lots of salmon.
Senecal opense1 the door. The room iss2 pitch black. The fan is runnings3.
I offere1 him a drink with dinner, but {he refusese2, #he drinkse2 one earlier}.

e1 > e2
e1 ⊃ e2
e1 ० s2 ० s3
e1 < e2

HP also permits Elaboration (3b) and Background (3c) relations as well as Violated Expectation,
but not if e2 precedes e1 (3d). In short, in the HP, an event can follow or overlap a previously
mentioned event, but cannot precede it. Statives (both lexical or derived), which by default
overlap (3c), but which sometimes follow (Dowty 1979), never precede (e.g., He returns to the
gym. #He has a broken leg.) However, a backshifted interpretation is available when the
sentences are linked by an overt connective (e.g., after, because, even though), as in (7) below.
Bicontextual semantics. We take the HP to arise via pragmatic flexibility in a bicontextual
semantics (Schlenker 2004, Anand & Toosarvandani 2016, pace Bary 2016, Eckardt 2015).
Following Doron (1991), MacFarlane (2003), and Sharvit (2008), a.o., expressions are
interpreted relative to contexts of utterance (u) and assessment (a), with the present indexical to a

(4). Different uses of the present arise from different relations between a and u. If TIME(a) =
TIME(u), the CP arises, and if TIME(a) < TIME(u), the HP arises. In the HP, TIME(a) can be
wider than an utterance, permitting non-stative eventualities (Anand & Toosarvandani 2016).
u,a,g
u,a,g
(4) a. [[PRESi]]
is defined iff g(i) ⊆ TIME(a). When defined, [[PRESi]]
= g(i)


u,a,g
u,a,g
b. [[PASTi]]
is
defined
iff
g

(i)

<
TIME(
a
)

.
When
defined,
[[PAST
]]
=
g(i)

i

Updating. How is TIME(a) updated across sentences? Typically (5a), such as the canonical
present (CP) or past (CPast), TIME(a) moves forward in lockstep with the utterance time.
(5) a. TIME(a) := TIME(u) b. TIME(a) := 𝜏(E0) c. i. push(A, aj),
 s.t. TIME(aj)
 > TIME(A0)
ii. TIME(a) := TIME(A0)
(6) a. E = ⟨e0, . . ., en⟩ event stack
b. A = ⟨a0, . . ., an⟩
assessment stack
We propose that TIME(a) updates in two other ways. First, it can be anaphorically backshifted to
a salient time interval (5b). We encode salience via an update semantics ranking discourse
referents by prominence (e.g., Bittner 2001). As discourse unfolds, described events are pushed
onto a stack, E (6a). In backshifting (5b), TIME(a) updates to the run-time of E0, the top of E.
Thus, for the past sentences in (1b), TIME(a) is updated to 𝜏(e1); (4b) consequently requires that
𝜏(e2) ⊆ g(i) < 𝜏(e1), permitting Explanation. By contrast, Explanation is incompatible with the
HP discourse in (2b), as the condition in (4a) forces an overlapping interpretation, 𝜏(e2) ⊆ g(i)
⊆ 𝜏(e1). However, when a past tense or present perfect sentence follows an HP sentence, this
inference can arise: in (3a), TIME(a) is not updated, so that 𝜏(e2) ⊆ g(i) < TIME(a). (In general,
simultaneous interpretations with events or states (3b, c) arise when TIME(a) is not updated.)
Narrative progression. For forward moving discourses like (2a), we assume the update in (5c),
which makes reference to a stack of assessment contexts, A (6b). Paralleling approaches that
analyze narrative progression as locating one event in the consequent state of another (Webber
1988, Bittner 2009, Altshuler 2016), TIME(a) is updated to the time of a novel assessment
context, aj, whose time coordinate follows the previous assessment time. Since the assessment
time itself advances, (5c) is not simply a mechanism for sequencing events. Rather, it encodes a
forward moving temporal perspective, one that proceeds lockstep with the described events. We
take this as responsible for the vividness of the HP, i.e., the sense of narrating something
unfolding before one’s eyes (Palmer 1965). As (7) shows, overt connectives admit backshifting
in the HP. We suggest that here, TIME(aj) is set wide enough to contain both events. Thus,
although in (7) e5 is backshifted relative to e4, it still follows e3, as (5c) demands of TIME(aj ).
(7) Mike is nominatede1 and confirmede2. Controversy swirlse3. Then the administration firese4
him because he meetse5 with the ambassador (#before his nomination).
e1 < e2 < e3 < e5 < e4
Future Prospects. The surprising restrictions in (2) illustrate how tense can constrain discourse
relations, as long discussed for aspect (Partee 1984, a.o.). This arises because the HP neither
strongly relates TIME(a) to TIME(u) like the CP, nor weakly relates it to the tense’s time like the
CPa. The HP and other noncanonical tenses may thus furnish ideal grounds for exploring how
tense, overt discourse connectives, discourse relations, and temporal modifiers interact.

References. Altshuler. 2016. Events, states, and times. Anand & Toosarvandani. 2016. Unifying
the canonical, historical, and play-by-play present. SUB 21. Bary. 2016. Why the historical
present is not the mirror image of free indirect discourse. GLOW 36. Bittner. 2001. Surface
composition as bridging. JoS. Sharvit. 2008. The puzzle of free indirect discourse. L&P.

Roles and the lexical semantics of role-denoting relational adjectives
Curt Anderson and Sebastian Löbner (SFB 991, Heinrich-Heine-Universität Düsseldorf)
Introduction In this talk we examine the lexical semantics of role-denoting relational adjectives
(RAs) such as presidential, arguing for a model of the semantics where lexical information is
available for compositional operations, and arguing against recent theories that claim RAs denote
properties of kinds. Role-denoting RAs have a meaning that is similar but not identical to that of
a possessor. (1a) and (2a) have the implication that the referent of the nominal has a relation to
the president with respect to their official duties and responsibilities while in office. Although the
referents in (1b) and (2b) may be used by the president during their time in office, they do not have
an implication that they have any necessary connection to the office itself; the president’s desk may
be a favorite desk brought to use in a private study, and the president’s advisor may refer to an
advisor in non-official matters, such as personal finances.
(1)

a.
b.

the presidential desk
the president’s desk
(i.e., his personal desk)

(2)

a.
b.

a presidential advisor
the president’s advisor
(i.e., a personal finance advisor)

This observation holds for event nominals like visit as well. The use of the RA implicates that the
visit is an official duty of the president. This relation does not obtain when the agent (the president)
is represented as a possessor (compare (3a) and (3b)), or with a verbal predication (see (4)).
(3)

a.
b.

the president’s visit (to his mother)
a presidential visit (#to the president’s mother)

(4)

The president visited his mother ↝̸ There was a presidential visit to the president’s mother.

Criticism of Previous Theories Recent semantic accounts of relational adjectives have claimed
that Carlsonian kinds play a role in their predication. McNally & Boleda (2004) propose that RAs
are properties of kinds. They assume that a common noun such as arquitecte ‘architect’ (Catalan)
has a kind argument (type k) in addition to an argument for an ordinary individual (type o). A
Carlsonian R relation asserts that the ordinary individual is an instantiation of the kind. Relational
adjectives such as tècnic ‘technical’ are interpreted intersectively and predicated of the kind.
(5)

Jarquitecte tècnicK = λ xk λ yo [R(yo , xk ) ∧ architect(xk ) ∧ technical(xk )]

Arsenijevic et al. (2014) extend this account to ethnic adjectives (EAs) such as French. These
adjectives are also predicates of kinds, but encode an additional Origin relation that asserts that the
kind arises in the nation denoted by the adjective.
(6)

JFrench wineK = λ yo ∃xk [wine(xk ) ∧ Origin(xk , France) ∧ R(y, xk )]

McNally & Boleda and Arsenijevic et al. predict that RAs should be able to be used predicatively
when their argument is a kind. But some RAs (such as medical) cannot be used predicatively even
with kind-referring expressions (such as doctors/a doctor) (as in (7b)). Moreover, some RAs (such
as public) can be used predicatively even when their argument is not a kind (as in (8)). These
inconsistencies weaken the case for RAs simply being properties of kinds.
(7)

a. Why would someone choose not to become a medical doctor?
b. *Doctors/a doctor can be medical.
1

(Google)

(8)

This university is public, but there are also some private universities and colleges on the
island.
(Google)

As demonstrated in (9), RAs can show different relations between the adjective and the modified
noun. This calls into question the strategy of specifying a relation internally to the adjective, such
as with EAs and Origin. And although an Origin relation is intuitive for the EA subclass, what
relation to use for other classes of RA is not clear, making the strategy difficult to generalize.
(9)

a.
b.
c.

gynecological clinic
gynecological education
gynecological conference

(clinic for gynecological problems)
(education about gynecology)
(conference for gynecologists)

Last, we worry about the proliferation of kinds, especially about considering too many utterances to
be kind-related and trivializing the notion of what counts as a kind.
Proposal The core of the adjective presidential is president and is represented as a frame, a
structured representation consisting of functional attributes and their values. We decompose the
concept for president and model president as making reference to an event of leading an institution
(e.g., a presidency), where a president is the agent of this event. This event is extended over time and
has as its subparts the events that a president participates in during the course of their presidency.
Additionally, since officeholder for the presidency does not stay the same, the role of the president
as agent is separate from the person implementing the office at some particular time i.
(10)

president (of the USA) ; ιx∃e[I MPLi (AGENT(e)) = x ∧ lead(e) ∧ T HEME(e) = USA]

An event nominal such as visit will be a predicate of events. A presidential visit is modeled as a visit
that occurs as part of the lead event from president. The participant role president has in the visit
event is not specified; it is inferred from the president’s duties and responsibilities while in office.
This predicts roles other than agent (such as theme) should be available for presidential visit, contra
other accounts of RAs, such as Alexiadou & Stavrou (2011). (12) shows an example confirming
this prediction, where the theme of the event is the US president.
(11)

presidential visit ; λ e0 ∃x∃e[I MPLi (AGENT(e)) = x ∧ lead(e) ∧ visit(e0 ) ∧ e0 v e]

(12)

Will NBA champions continue to visit the White House under Donald Trump? One of the
first players to make the presidential visit gives his opinion.
(Google)

A non-event nominal is in a relation with the agent of the lead event rather than the event itself. In
the case of presidential desk, the agent of lead is equated to the be possessor of the desk. This avoids
incorrectly attributing possession to the officeholder. We surmise the uniqueness of presidential desk
is a consequence of the uniqueness of president, following observations that possessors determine
uniqueness for the noun phrase if the head noun is a functional concept, as is the case here (Löbner,
2011).
(13)

presidential desk ; ιy∃x∃e [

I MPLi (AGENT(e)) = x ∧ lead(e) ∧
]
desk(y) ∧ P OSSESSOR(y) = AGENT(e)

Lastly, presidential advisor is considered to encode an event of advising. The agent of the leading
event from president is asserted to be the theme of the advising, again distinguishing assertions
2

about the role of the president from the officeholder at a particular time.
(14)

presidential advisor ; λ yλ x∃e∃e0 [

I MPLi (AGENT(e)) = x ∧ lead(e) ∧ advise(e0 ) ∧
]
AGENT(e0 ) = y ∧ T HEME(e0 ) = AGENT(e)

Conclusion In our analysis we distinguish the agent of leading an institution/nation from the
its implementor. In this way, we can model why the adjective presidential predicates of the role
corresponding to the president rather than an ordinary individual. This shows that lexical information
is vital to understanding attributions with RAs; analyses that expose the lexical semantics of
modifiers and modifiees offer a better chance of correctly capturing the fine-grained and manifold
meanings found with RAs and how they interface with world knowledge. Our results are discussed
in the context of a decompositional theory of lexical meaning that allows for subcompositional
processes. And, although we focus on presidential, our results are generalizable to other roleadjectives such as senatorial, papal, gubernatorial, and royal, providing additional insight into how
natural language represents roles.
References
Alexiadou, Artemis & Melita Stavrou. 2011. Ethnic adjectives as pseudo-adjectives: a case study
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Intensional-functional relative clauses with syntactic reconstruction
Itai Bassi and Ezer Rasin
MIT
ibassi@mit.edu, rasin@mit.edu
Overview: We compare two theories of functional relative clauses, focusing on one type of relative clauses with embedded intensional quantifiers discussed in Grosu and Krifka (2007). The two
theories agree on the overall meaning of the construction, but diverge on the compositional details.
The first theory makes use of a semantic mechanism that type-shifts the relative head NP to a higher
type (Grosu and Krifka, 2007; see also Jacobson 1994 et seq., Sharvit 1999). The second theory,
developed here, adopts syntactic reconstruction of the relative head, following Heim’s (2012) analysis of functional readings in questions. The two theories make different predictions regarding the
availability of functional readings with head-external relatives: type-shifting permits functional
head-external relatives, but syntactic reconstruction without type-shifting does not. Using Hebrew
resumptive pronouns, which disambiguate a relative clause in favor of the head-external structure, we show that the predictions of syntactic reconstruction are borne out: intensional-functional
readings are blocked with resumed relatives but are incorrectly generated by type-shifting theories.
Intensional-functional relative clauses: Our focus is on two readings of sentences like (1) discussed in Grosu and Krifka (2007). De re reading: you claim to be a certain gifted mathematician,
say Erdİos, and he should be able to solve this problem. De dicto reading: if what is claimed about
your mathematical skills is true, then you should be able to solve this problem.
(1)

The gifted mathematician that you claim to be should be able to solve this problem

Grosu and Krifka (2007) derive the de dicto reading by combining abstraction over functional
variables of type hs, ei with a semantic mechanism along the lines of Engdahl (1986) which typeshifts the relative head from a predicate of individuals to a predicate of individual concepts and
binds variables embedded in the relative head, as in (2). Other compositional analyses of functional
relative clauses that use type-shifting include Jacobson (1994) et seq. and Sharvit (1999).
(2)

h

i

JTS(gifted mathematician)K@ = λfhs,ei . ∀w ∈ dom(f ) gifted math’w (f (w))

Syntactic-reconstruction theory: Following Grosu and Krifka’s (2007) analysis of the de dicto
reading of (1), we assume that the relative clause denotes a predicate of individual concepts (type
hse, ti) achieved by a mechanism of abstraction over functional variables. Our own analysis is
an adaptation to relative clauses of Heim’s (2012) theory of functional readings in questions: it
replaces type-shifting and semantic binding with syntactic reconstruction of the relative head, but
the resulting denotation is the same as Grosu and Krifka’s (2007). The LF of the subject, given
in (3a), includes the key ingredients of Heim’s (2012) analysis. The higher syntactic copy is
deleted and the lower copy (indicated by the outer square brackets) undergoes trace conversion
(Fox, 2000); a functional variable f of type hs, ei is saturated by a world pronoun available in the
syntax; the functional variable is bound by the relative lambda operator and the world pronoun is
bound by the intensional operator; the relative head is not type-shifted and keeps its basic hs, etitype meaning. The denotation of the subject is given in (3b). A few steps in the computation
are given in (4)-(6): the converted trace projects its presuppositions as in Heim (2012) and the
highest definite article locally accommodates the presuppositions of the predicate abstract in (6).
Otherwise, the composition proceeds as in Grosu and Krifka (2007).

(3)

a. LF: THE GM λfhs,ei you2 claim@ λw PRO2 to bew [THE GMw IDENT [fhs,ei ws ]]
b. the minimal function f : CLAIMyou,@ → De such that ∀w ∈ CLAIMyou,@ ,
you =w f (w) ∧ f (w) is a gifted mathematician in w

(4)

JTHE GMw IDENT [fhs,ei ws ]Kg = g(f )(g(w)) 

if g(w) ∈ dom(g(f )) and gifted mathematicianw g(f )(g(w)) , otherwise undefined

(5)

Jλw PRO2 to bew [THE GMw IDENT fhs,ei ws ] Kg =



λw : w ∈ dom(g(f )) ∧ gifted mathematicianw g(f )(w) . JPRO2 Kg =w g(f )(w)

(6)

Jλf you2 claim@ [λw PRO
to bew [THE GMw IDENTi fhs,ei ws ]Kg =
h 2
h
i
λf : ∀w ∈ CLAIMyou,@ w ∈ dom(f ) ∧ GMw (f (w)) . ∀w ∈ CLAIMyou,@ you =w f (w)

Hebrew resumptive pronouns (RPs) block the de dicto reading. In the Hebrew sentences corresponding to (1), an RP in the gap position is optional. Crucially, the gapped relative is compatible
with the de dicto reading (7a) but the resumed relative (7b) is not. The primary evidence that such
RPs involve head-external relatives in Hebrew comes from insensitivity to islands and various interpretive effects (Sichel, 2014). Example (8), with an RP in an island context, is only compatible
with a head-external structure and the de dicto reading is blocked.
(7)

Hebrew interpretive asymmetry
a. ha-matematikai ha-mexunani še-to’anim
še-ata ti amur lehacliax...
the-mathematician the-giftedi that-claim.3 PL that-you ti should be.able...
‘The gifted mathematician that they claim you are should be able...’ (de re, de dicto)
b. ha-matematikai ha-mexunani še-to’anim
še-ata hui amur lehacliax...
the-mathematician the-giftedi that-claim.3 PL that-you himi should be.able...
‘The gifted mathematician that they claim you are should be able...’ (de re, *de dicto)

(8)

ha-mat’ ha-mexunani še-heficu
et ha-[NP šmu’a še-ata hui /*ti ] amur...
the-math’ the-giftedi that-spread.3 PL ACC the-[NP rumor that-you himi /*ti ] should...
Intended de dicto: ‘there’s a rumor that your mathematical skills are very high’ (*de dicto)

The proposed account does not generate the de dicto reading with RPs: under the assumption
that type-shifting of the relative head is unavailable, the unmoved relative head cannot be typeshifted to a predicate of individual concepts, leading to a type mismatch and an uninterpretable LF
([The [math’he,ti [λfhs,ei ... ]]hse,ti ... ]). Type-shifting theories overgenerate the de dicto reading:
Grosu and Krifka (2007) would have the same de-dicto-inducing denotation for the relative clause
regardless of the presence of the RP, by combining the type-shifted head (2) with the predicate
abstract in (9). Conclusion: the interpretive pattern follows from syntactic reconstruction but is
surprising under type-shifting theories, which would at least require additional constraints to block
the de-dicto reading in (8) and (7b).
(9)

Jλfhs,ei they claim@ λw you are fhs,ei K@ = λfhs,ei . ∀w ∈

CLAIM you,@

h

i

you =w (f (w))

Selected references. Grosu, Alexander, and Manfred Krifka. 2007. The gifted mathematician
that you claim to be: Equational intensional reconstruction relatives. Linguistics and Philosophy
30:445–485. Heim, Irene. 2012. Functional readings without type-shifted noun phrases. Ms.,
MIT. Sichel, Ivy. 2014. Resumptive pronouns and competition. Linguistic inquiry 45:655–693.
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DECOMPOSING CORNERING EFFECTS: AN EXPERIMENTAL PERSPECTIVE
The goal: Alternative Questions with or not (NAQ) convey a cornering effect, which isn’t found
with they polar counterparts (PQ). This effect has been claimed to consist of two parts (Biezma
2009): NAQs (i) can’t be used discourse-initially (1) and (ii) are necessarily discourse final (2).
(1) A: Jane had a baby!
B: Great news! Is it a boy?(# or not)?
(2) A1: Jane had a baby! B1: Great news! Is it a boy? A2: The baby is so cute. B2: Ok, but is it a
boy or not? A3: We should visit her! B3: #Is it a boy?
In this paper, we ask the following: Are both parts of cornering linked to the same property of
NAQs? Or do they reflect distinct linguistic phenomena? We explore the issue by comparing the
behavior of NAQs to Complement Alternative Questions (CAQs), a type of question that, like
NAQs, presents logically opposite alternatives but, unlike NAQs, fully spells out the 2nd one:
(3) Is it a boy or a girl? (4) Is the car automatic or manual?
Results from three experiments suggest that only part (i) of cornering reflects a distinctive property of NAQs; part (ii) can instead be explained in terms of a pragmatic ban on resorting to a
questioning strategy that didn’t previously work. We thus argue that the two parts of cornering
pertain to different phenomena and propose an analysis that derives the two parts independently.
Hypotheses: It has been claimed that part (i) and (ii) of cornering are part of the same phenomenon. Biezma (2009) links cornering to NAQs presenting logically opposite alternatives,
which force a cooperative hearer to provide an answer. As such, they fail to license further subquestions, while coming across as overly insisting discourse-initially. Biezma & Rawlins (2014),
instead, trace cornering to NAQs bundling all alternatives to p with negation, conveying that the
speaker is exclusively interested in p. Such a strategy is only felicitous when the discourse is already biased towards p (hence, (i)), and is more powerful than any other available strategies to
inquire about p, making them irrelevant (hence, (ii)). Crucially, if (i) and (ii) are driven by the
same force, we expect CAQs to have homogeneous behavior across (i) and (ii). In particular, the
former accounts predicts that CAQs, by also presenting logically opposite alternatives, should
behave like NAQs in (1-2) (Hyp.1); the second account predicts that CAQs, by not bundling the
second alternative under negation, should neither feature part (i) nor part (ii) (H2). As a third
possibility (H3), we hypothesize that (i) and (ii) might pertain to different phenomena; specifically, part (ii) might be linked to *Repeat, a pragmatic principle that penalizes resorting to a
strategy that already proved unsuccessful (i.e., the first PQ). If so, we expect that, independently
of what we see for (i), both NAQs and CAQs should fail to license a question that was previously unsuccessful, but not questions that hadn’t been used yet.
Exp1: Exp1 compared CAQs and NAQs with respect to (i). Trials were written dialogues ending
with a question, rated on a 1-7(max) scale. The question was either a NAQ or a CAQ, which was
either asked for the 1st or 2nd time. 48 English speakers were recruited on Turk (24 items, 24
fillers). While both CAQs and NAQs are felicitous to re-ask a question, NAQs are significantly
worse than CAQs when asked 1st (p<.0001), ruling out H1 and leaving H2-H3 open.
Exp2: We tested NAQ/CAQs’ ability to license further questions ((ii)) if the addressee doesn’t
respond. In each trial the speaker first asks a PQ; then either a NAQ or a CAQ; and finally a PQ
with either normal or emphatic intonation (CAPS) in Ex2A, and either a PQ or a Wh-Q in Ex2B.
Herb: "Man, I'm happy about the car!" Kelly: "Is it automatic?"
1st Q
H:"Well, it drives great!". K: "Ok, but is it automatic or {NAQ: not?/CAQ: a stick shift?}" :
2nd Q
Exp2A: H:"It has 6 gears". K:"{Plain PQ: Is the c. autom.?/Emphatic PQ: IS THE C. AUTOM?}
3rd Q
Exp2B: H:"It has 6 gears". K: "{PQ: Is the c. autom.?/Wh-Q: What is the trans. system of the c?}
3rd Q

If both part (ii) and (i) of cornering are driven by bundling the second alternative with or not, as
predicted by H2, we expect that CAQs, contrary to NAQs, should be able to license subquestion.
If, instead, *Repeat is what drives part (ii) of cornering, as per H3, both NAQs and CAQs should
not license questions that have already been asked (e.g., plain PQs); they should instead license
inquisitive strategies that are discursively novel (e.g., emphatic PQs in Exp2A; Wh-Qs in Exp2B). The last question of each dialogue was rated on a 1-7 scale. A WH-Question-PQ-NAQ was
also tested as a control, which is predicted to be felicitous under both H2-3. 48 native speakers of
English were recruited on MTurk for each study (20 items, 20 fillers). Both final emphatic PQs
and WH-Qs were better than regular PQs (ps<.0001), regardless of whether they were preceded
by a CAQ or a PQ; they were also rated as natural as the control.

Discussion & proposal: These findings suggest that part (i) and (ii) of cornering are driven by
different sources. EXP1 shows that the inability to appear discourse-initially, i.e. (i), is a specific
property of NAQs; EXP2A/B support the idea that NAQs’ seeming inability to license further
subquestions, i.e., (ii), reflects a general pragmatic principle that applies equally to NAQ and
CAQ. To explain (i), we appeal to the focus structure of alternative questions (AQs) and compare
them to their PQ counterparts. AQs – no matter whether NAQs or CAQs - mandatorily place
main focal stress on the disjuncts (Bartels 1999, Truckenbrodt 2012). This yields the focus structure in (5a) for a CAQ - i.e. focus on the antonyms -, whose PQ counterpart is (5b); and the focus
structure in (6a) for a NAQ – i.e. focus on the polarity-, whose PQ counterpart is (6b). Crucially,
the PQ versions already behave differently discourse-initially: While PQ (5b) with focus on the
antonym can be used naturally (see (1)), PQ (6b) with focus on the polarity cannot, as in (7). We
argue that, to license this narrow focus on the polarity in (6a-b), the proposition "it to be a boy"
has to be given (Schwarzschild 1999). This makes (6a-b) infelicitous discourse-initially, but ideal
for re-raising the issue {p, ¬p}. What needs to be given in (5a-b), instead, is the proposition
"∃X[it is X”, which can be easily accommodated discourse-initially.
(5) a. Is it [a boy]F or [a girl]F? (6) a. Is it a boy ([yes]F) or [not]F?
(7)A: Jane had a baby!
b. Is it [a boy]F?
b. [Is]F it a boy?
B: Great! #[Is]F it a boy?
To explain (ii), we propose that the general pragmatic principle in (8) penalizes the felicity of
inquisitive strategies that were previously unsuccessful in discourse, regardless of whether they
were preceded by a NAQ or a CAQ. Supporting this claim is the observation that multiple strategies are available for the speaker to follow up to a NAQ/CAQ with another question, such as
placing special emphasis on the question, or switching to a different question form.
(8)*Repeat: When pursuing an issue, avoid re-using a strategy that previously didn’t help solve the issue.
The upshot is that part (ii) of cornering is linked to the optimal strategies that the speaker should
pursue to solve the QUD. As such, the infelicity of follow up PQs in (2) emerges as a side effect
of NAQs’ licensing conditions: since NAQs always need to come after a PQ (part (i)), a follow
up PQ will automatically cause a violation of *Repeat, leading to infelicity.
Bartels, 1999. The intonation of English..- Biezma, 2009. Alternative… SALT 19- Biezma&Rawlins, 2014. Bundling questions…Talk
at SemPhilEur7 – Schwarzschild, 1999. Givenness, AvoidF…NLS7. Truckenbrodt 2012. Semantics of intonation.

Scalar diversity and negative strengthening
Anton Benz, Carla Bombi Ferrer and Nicole Gotzner
Leibniz Centre General Linguistics
For more than a decade, scalar implicatures haven been a core topic of experimental
pragmatics. However, it has been complained that psycholinguistic studies concentrate on a
few scales only, most notably the scales hall, somei and hand, or i. In [7] the authors provide
an overview of 29 experimental studies from 2001 to 2014. Of them, only two studies consider
scales other than hall, somei and hand, or i. They speculate that the underlying reason for
this bias is the belief that these scales are somehow representative for scales in general,
such that findings on them can be generalised to all scales. This is the so–called uniformity
hypothesis. This hypothesis has received some interest in recent years. The experimental
studies in [2, 3, 7] addressed it in a special form: they tested the hypothesis that all scales
show the same capacity for generating scalar implicature. This means, in this special form
the hypothesis says that there is a constant percentage S such that for all scales i about S%
of the subjects will draw an implicature for the weak scalar alternative. The most thorough
and systematic study on this hypothesis is [7]. They tested 43 scales, among them 32 scales
with adjectives, 6 with main verbs, 2 with auxiliary verbs, 2 with quantifiers, and 1 with
adverbs. In their first experiment, they presented 25 subjects of an MTurk experiment with
questions of the form: John says: She is intelligent. Would you conclude from this that,
according to John, she is not brilliant? Subjects then had to choose between answers ‘yes’
and ‘no’. The relevant scale is here hbrilliant, intelligenti. If subjects answer ‘yes’, then
they must have drawn the implicature ‘intelligent’ +> ‘not brilliant’. The study showed
that scales show considerable variance in their ability for generating scalar implicatures. In a
post-analysis of their data, the authors of [7] found that boundedness of scales and perceived
distance between strength of alternatives correlates with implicature rates, but none of the
other parameters they considered. In particular, they briefly dismissed negative strengthening
as a possible confounding parameter. In our talk, we present the results of a study based on
[7] that shows that negative strengthening is (anti-)correlated with scalar implicatures, that
a modified version of the uniformity hypothesis postulating a constant ratio between scalar
implicature and negative strengthening can be maintained.
Negative strengthening [4, 6, 1, 5] is the phenomenon that the negation of the stronger
scalar alternative is strengthened to an interpretation that also negates the weaker alternative.
In (1) this is demonstrated for the scale hhappy, contenti.

(1)

|
|
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happy

{z
content
}|

}|
?

{z
content

}|
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not content
{z
}|
{z
not happy
unhappy

}
}

The second line shows the semantic extension of the adjective ‘content’ and its negation,
the third line the effect of scalar implicature and negative strengthening: the extension of
‘content’ is shortened to ‘? content’, and that of ‘not happy’ is strengthened such that it covers
the area between ‘content’ and ‘not happy’. Negative strengthening is variously explained
as R-implicature [4], I–implicature [6], or blocking phenomenon [1, 5]. All authors agree
that it arises differently from scalar implicature, which are special Q–implicature. The effect
of negative strengthening in the experimental set up of [7] is the following: if subjects are
asked John says: He is content. Would you conclude from this that, according to John,
he is not happy?, then the ‘no’–answer may indicate a lack of scalar implicature, or the
presence of negative strengthening. The scale hhappy, contenti shows particularly low levels
1

Table 1: Fit of modified uniformity hypothesis for M-scales (left) and L-scales (right)
orange: bounded scales, blue: unbounded scales, blue line: regression, green line: predicted by UH
of scalar implicature (4%). The authors dismiss this possibility, among other reasons, with
the argument that their data show that scales with negative strong scale mates (henceforth
neg-scales) generate high rates of implicature although these scales are known for showing
a robust tendency towards negative strengthening. In order to test relevance of negative
strengthening, we did an experiment with exactly the same items and fillers as [7] used in
their experiment (Exp. 1), but modified the questions. For example, for hhappy, contenti, we
asked subjects John says: He is not happy. Would you conclude from this that, according to
John, he is not content? If the answer ‘yes’, this indicates that they negatively strengthened
‘not happy’ to ‘not content’. On average, for all scales, 42.3% of the subjects answered ‘yes’.
Selected results are shown in (2), with neg-scales on the right. Contrary to expectations,
neg-scales are not particularly strong triggers of negative strengthening. Overall, we observe
a correlation between so (i), the observed % of SIs for scale i, and (1 − no (i)), with no (i) the
% of NS for i (Spearman’s rank correlation: 0.463, p < 0.002).
(2) Results for selected scales: % of scalar implicature (SI) from [7], % of negative strengthening (NS)
from our study
Scale
hfree, cheapi:
hall, somei:
hlove, likei:
hfinish, starti:
hexhausted, tiredi:
hhappy, contenti:

SI

NS

Scale

100%
96%
50%
21%
4%
4%

28%
42%
43%
14%
69%
92%

himpossible, difficulti:
hnone, few i:
hunsolvable, hardi:
hunavailable, scarcei:
hunforgettable, memorablei:

SI

NS

79%
75%
71%
62%
50%

25%
31%
43%
58%
56%

The studies of [2, 3, 7] convincingly show that the uniformity hypothesis s0 (i) = s for
a constant s is false. However, we may ask whether there are other uniform constants
that represent a similarity of behaviour for certain classes of scales. Given the correlation
between so (i) and 1 − no (i), the simplest reformulation of the uniformity hypothesis (UH)
is to postulate a constant ratio between these values, i.e. there is a constant s such that for
all i so (i)/(1 − no (i)) = s. The constant s can be fitted to the data. In Table 1, the results
are shown for two classes of scales: M-scales for which the semantic extension of the scale
mates covers a stretch from the middle to one extreme (e.g. hhappy, contenti), and L-scales
in which they cover the whole stretch except for the lower end (e.g. hall, somei). As we
can se, the two classes show a radically different behaviour. Whereas M-scales can be very
well characterised by a fitted constant of s = 0.80 (SD 0.22), L-scales do not follow UH (
s = 0.73, SD 0.45). We therefore propose the modified UH as a diagnostic that allows for
more fine–grained differentiations between scale classes.
Conclusion. We show that a modified version of the uniformity hypothesis is consistent
with the data presented by previous experimental studies. We present the first study that
shows a numerical correlation between two different types of implicature: scalar implicature
which are Q–based, and negative strengthening which is I– or M–based. The correlation
between SI and NS may be sensitive to general scale structure. This shows that a more fine
grained typology of scales can be motivated by numerical analysis.
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Questioning speech acts
Diti Bhadra1 , Haoze Li2 , and Jess H.-K. Law1
1 Rutgers University, 2 New York University
1 Introduction Speech acts such as assertions and questions had been initially argued to be unamenable to being embedded under other elements (Ross 1970; Hooper & Thompson 1973). However, recent studies in German, Japanese, English and other languages have indicated that speech
acts can and do serve as arguments for higher sentential operators (Zimmermann 2008, Davis 2011,
Krifka 2014). In this paper, we draw attention to an interrogative sentence-final particle (SFP) ho
in Cantonese, and argue that it is a question operator on speech acts, rather than on propositions.
2 Cantonese SFP ho Cantonese ho is a polar question SFP (Lam 2014). Ho embeds a speech act,
i.e., the assertion in (1) and the question in (2), crucially appearing after the speech act operator in
the structure. In (1), the speaker A is committed to the truth of the proposition in the scope of the
assertion operator. Ho functions to confirm whether the addressee B is also committed to the same
proposition. In (2), ho embeds a wh-question and returns a polar question with a special function.
This polar question conveys not only that the speaker thinks Where is Aaman? is a valid question
but also asks whether the addressee shares the same question. The addressee can answer the polar
question, as shown in (2B).
(1)

(2)

[Aaman wui lai gaa]
ho?
Aaman will come ASSERT HO
‘Aaman will come. Right?’
A: [Aaman heoi-zo bin le] ho?
Aaman go-ASP where Q HO
‘Where is Aaman? Do you wonder
the same thing?’
A:

B:

B:

Hai aa.
yes SFP
‘Yes, he will.’
Hai lo.
yes SFP
‘Yes. (I also wonder about it.)’

3 Proposal Using the framework in Farkas & Bruce (2010), Rawlins (2010) and Malamud &
Stephenson (2015), we analyze ho as an operator on speech acts, rather than on propositions. Concretely, we assume that a context is a n-tuple hH, T, DC x, DC y, ...QUD x, QUD y, ...i, where ‘H’ is a
non-empty set of conversation participants, ‘DC x ’ is a participant-oriented discourse commitment,
‘T’ is a table, defined in (3) (Farkas & Bruce 2010; Malamud & Stephenson 2015), and ‘QUD x ’ is
a participant-oriented question-under-discussion (QUD) stack, defined in (4) (Davis 2011).
(3)

Table: A table is a stack of issues to be resolved (the top issue first), where issues are
represented as sets of propositions.

(4)

Participant-oriented QUD stack: QUD x is a set of questions that x commits her/himself
to seeking a resolution to, and QUD x is totally ordered by the precedence relation.

In this framework, an assertion is formalized as an assertive update of contexts, as in (5). Asserting
a proposition φ is to update an input context by putting φ on T and adding it to the speaker’s DC.
Correspondingly, a question is formalized as an interrogative update of contexts, as in (6). Hence,
an interrogative sentence Q (a set of propositions) can update an input context by putting Q on T,
where Q is the top item in the speaker’s QUD.
S
(5)
Assertive update: c+[ASSERT S (JφK)] = Hc, push({JφK}, Tc ), DCcS {JφK}, QUDcS, ... ,
where push(e, S) represents the new stack with item e added to the top of the stack S.
1

(6)

Interrogative update: c+[QUESTION S (JQK)] = Hc, push(JQK, Tc ), DCcS, JQK = top(QUDcS ), ...
where top(S) represents the top item in the stack S.

We propose that ho denotes a set of updates, as in (7). ACCEPT means that the addressee accepts
the input context. As in (8), If the input context results from the assertive update, the addressee is
S
also committed to the asserted proposition (DCcA top(Tc )); whereas, if the input context results
from the interrogative update, the addressee also wonders the answer to the question (top(Tc ) =
top(QUDcA)). By contrast, REJECT means that the addressee rejects the input context. As in (9), if
the input context results from the assertive update, the addressee is not committed to the asserted
proposition (top(Tc ) < DCcA); whereas, if the input context results from the interrogative update,
the addressee does not want to resolve the question (top(Tc ) , top(QUDcA)).
(7)

JhoK = {c + [ACCEPT A], c + [REJECT A]}

(8)

c + [ACCEPT A] =
(see also Farkas & Bruce 2010)
c S
c
(a) Hc, pop(Tc ), DC A top(Tc ), QUD A, ... if top(Tc ) is a singleton set;
(b) Hc, pop(Tc ), DCcA, top(Tc ) = top(QUDcA), ... if top(Tc ) is a non-singleton set
where pop(S) represents the stack by popping off the top item of the stack S.

(9)

c + [REJECT A] =
(see also Krifka 2015)
(a) Hc, pop(Tc ), top(Tc ) < DCcA, QUDcA, ... if top(Tc ) is a singleton set;
(b) Hc, pop(Tc ), DCcA, top(Tc ) , top(QUDcA), ... if top(Tc ) is a non-singleton set

Then, (1) and (2) can be translated as (10) and (11). Applying an interrogative update to each set
yields a new question–‘does the addressee accept or reject the speaker’s update?’, capturing the
intuition that a ho question asks whether the addressee ‘shares’ the speaker’s assertion or question.
(
)
(c + [ASSERT S (JAaman will comeK)]) + [ACCEPT A],
(10)
J(1)K =
(c + [ASSERT S (JAaman will comeK)]) + [REJECT A]
(
)
(c + [QUESTION S (Jwhere is AamanK)]) + [ACCEPT A],
(11)
J(2)K =
(c + [QUESTION S (Jwhere is AamanK)]) + [REJECT A]
4 Unembeddable questions A prediction from the proposed analysis is that ho cannot embed
a question the speaker knows that the addressee already has an answer for. This is because if
the addressee already has an answer for a question, she wouldn’t be committed to resolving the
question and hence wouldn’t have it in her QUD stack. (12) illustrates this point:
(12)

*Ni giu me meng le ho?
you call what name Q HO
‘What is your name? Do you wonder the same thing?’

5. Answering the embedded question Another prediction is that when the addressee picks the
ACCEPT update (by using a response particle like ‘yes’ or ‘right’) and adds the question embedded
by ho into her QUD stack, she cannot provide an answer for the embedded question, as illustrated
in (13B). Answering the embedded question in (13A) is only possible when the addressee does
not pick the ACCEPT update, as illustrated in (13B’), which indicates that the addressee rejects the
question.
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(13)

A:

Aaman heoi-zo bin le ho?
Aaman go-ASP where Q HO
‘Where is Aaman? Do you wonder about the same thing?’

B’: #Hai lo. Keoi heoi-zo hokhaau.
Yes SFP he go-ASP school
‘Yes. He went to school.’

B:

Keoi heoi-zo hokhaau.
he go-ASP school
‘He went to school.’

References: Davis, C. 2011. Constraining Interpretation: Sentence Final Particles in Japanese,
UMass diss. Farkas and Bruce. 2010. On Reacting to Assertions and Polar Questions. JoS.
Krifka. 2014. Embedding illocutionary acts. Krifka. 2015. Bias in Commitment Space Semantics. SALT-25. Rawlins. 2010. Conversational backoff. SALT-20. Lam. 2014. A complex ForceP
for speaker &-addressee-oriented discourse particles in Cantonese. SCL.
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Event-relative modality: the case of Wolof imperfective di
M. Ryan Bochnak (Konstanz) & Martina Martinović (Florida)
The puzzle. The morpheme di in Wolof (Niger-Congo) is associated with several readings
(Robert 1991): an event-in-progress/progressive as in (1); a habitual as in (2); and a future as in
(3). In comparison, (5) only receives an episodic, default past interpretation. Interestingly, the
availability of these readings depends on di’s structural position. In (1)-(3), when di is below T,
all readings are available, but when di is in C (in non-copular sentences), only the future is possible, see (4) (Martinović 2015). Whereas Robert took this as evidence for two distinct lexical
items, we provide a unified analysis of di to derive the attested readings, and which crucially
relies on the event-relativity of modal expressions (e.g., Portner 1998; Hacquard 2006).
(1)
Progressive reading; low di
((1)-(4) are from Robert 1991; English translations ours.)
Dafa
di (> dafay) añ,
mën-ul ñëw.
do.C.3 SG IMPF
eat.breakfast can- NEG come
‘Il est en train de manger, il ne peut pas venir.’/ ’He is eating, he cannot come.’
(2)

Habitual reading; low di
Dafa
di (> dafay) jaay.
do.C.3 SG IMPF
sell
‘Il vend.’ = ‘Il est marchand.’/’He sells’ = ’He’s a merchant.’

(3)

Future reading; low di
Context: devant la maison en construction/in front of a house under construction
Kii
mu-a di (> mooy) rafet kër!
this.one 3 SG-C IMPF
pretty house
‘Elle va être drôlement belle, sa maison, à lui!’/’It’s going to be really beautiful, this
one’s house.’

(4)

Future reading; high di
Di-na-∅
gor garab bi.
IMPF -C-3 SG cut tree the
‘(À ce moment là) il abattra l’arbre.’/’(At that time) He’s going to cut the tree.’
[impossible if he is already trying to cut it]

Episodic reading; no di
Xale yi
lekk-na-ñu céeb.
child DEF. PL eat-C-3 PL rice
‘The children ate rice.’
Progressive and habitual readings. Imperfectives crucially involve a modal component (e.g.,
Dowty 1979, Portner 1998, Ferreira 2016). Portner argues that this modality is event-relative.
The modal base is a circumstantial one, CIRC(e), denoting “the set of circumstances relevant
to whether e is completed.” The ordering source, meanwhile, is one of non-interruption, NI(e),
and denotes the “set of propositions which assert [or entail] that e does not get interrupted.”
The propositions in NI(e) serve to order the worlds in CIRC(e). The imperfective universally
quantifies over the inertia worlds of e, the BEST worlds in CIRC(e) relative to NI(e), i.e., those
in ∩CIRC(e), where e is not interrupted (ideal with respect to an ordering <NI,e ).
(6)
Modal component of low di: (progressive/habitual reading; based on Portner 1998)
For a property of events P and event e : ∀w ∈ BEST(CIRC,NI,e) [P (e)(w) = 1]
where BEST(CIRC,NI,e) = {w ∈ ∩CIRC(e)|¬∃w0 ∈ ∩CIRC(e) s.t. w0 <NI,e w}
While Portner’s analysis is designed to account for progressives, Ferreira (2016) shows
that this basic setup can be straightforwardly carried over to habituals, by assuming that the
(5)

imperfective applies to plural events in habituals, but singular events in progressives. We can
thus account for these two interpretations of di by adopting the Portner/Ferreira analysis.
Modal variability and syntactic height. Since the progressive/habitual interpretations are
not always available for di, it must be that not all the components in (6) are lexicalized in di.
Meanwhile, the availability of certain readings depending on syntactic height is reminiscent of
the generalization that epistemic and root modality correlate with modals occupying high and
low positions, respectively (e.g., Hacquard 2010). Hacquard proposes that low-scoping modals
(below T) only have access to a circumstantial modal base, while high-scoping modals (above
T) only have access to an epistemic modal base. She derives this via the event-relativity of
modal bases, which are relative to the vP event for low modals, yielding a circumstantial modal
base, and relative to the speech event for high modals, yielding an epistemic modal base.
Relating this to our semantics in (6), we derive the progressive and habitual readings for low
di because the modal base is necessarily CIRC. For high di then, the modal base is epistemic.
For both, we keep the non-interruption ordering source NI, in order to derive the inertia worlds
of e. The modal component for high di is shown in (7).
(7)
Modal component of high di:
For a proposition p and speech event e : ∀w ∈ BEST(EPIST,NI,e) [p(w) = 1]
where BEST(EPIST,NI,e) = {w ∈ ∩EPIST(e)|¬∃w0 ∈ ∩EPIST(e) s.t. w0 <NI,e w}
Since the modalities are event-relative, the inertia worlds for low and high di will be different. For low di, they are continuations of the vP event. That is, in all the best worlds w where
e is not interrupted given the circumstances of e, e continues and culminates in w. For high
di, the relevant event is the speech event, deriving an epistemic modal base (i.e., propositions
believed by the speaker). The inertia worlds in this case are the best continuations of e which
are not interrupted. However, it is not the speech event which is not to be interrupted; rather,
the continuations of the speech event e should be those futures of e where the speaker’s beliefs
do not change (i.e., the circumstances that derive the epistemic modal base from e), so that p is
true in all worlds in BEST(EPIST,NI,e). The final piece of the puzzle to ensure a future reading
is the temporal component of di, to which we now turn.
Temporal component of di. Intuitively, all the readings of di are future-oriented. For progressives, an event that is ongoing at the reference time culminates in all inertia worlds in the
future of the reference time. For habituals, the habit has instantiations in all inertia worlds in
the future of the reference time. For futures, an event occurs in the future of the reference time.
Abstracting away from the modal component, we propose the following temporal conditions
on di, where the relation CONT(e0 , e) is true if e0 is a temporal continuation of e:
(8)
Temporal component of di: For an event e, time t and event predicate P :
τ (e) = t & ∃e0 ∃t0 [t0 > t & τ (e0 ) = t0 & CONT(e0 , e) & P (e0 ) = 1]
For progressives and habituals, the vP event e must have a continuation e0 which makes P
true in the future t0 of reference time t. For high di, a continuation e0 of the speech event e is
such that P (e0 ) is true. That is, for all the speaker believes at t, P (e0 ) will be true at a future
time t0 . The future reading for low di can now be accommodated if we assume that the run time
of an event includes its preparatory stages. Under this view, P (e0 ) can be true at t0 > t if e0 is a
continuation of a preparatory stage e. In other words, a preparatory stage e can hold at t, with
its continuation holding at a future t0 .
In sum, we capitalize on the event-relativity of modality to derive the different readings of di in
its high and low positions, following ideas from Hacquard (2010). For low di, the modal base
is circumstantial, deriving a Portner/Ferreira semantics for progressives and habituals. For high
di, the modal base is epistemic, and only a future interpretation is derived. Future readings of
low di are accounted for by making reference to preparatory stages of events.

Children’s comprehension of pronouns and definites
Are children sensitive to contextual requirements?
Saskia Brockmann (University Tübingen), Valentine Haquard, Jeffrey Lidz and Sara
McConnell (University of Maryland)
Summary: This experiment tests children’s comprehension of the requirements of use of pronouns and definites. An adult-like use of definites and pronouns imposes different but related
requirements. In the case of definites, a unique referent is required in the context, whereas in
the case of a pronoun, the referent in the context has to be salient. In this experiment, we use
a novel word task to test 3 year olds’ sensitivity to these requirements.
Theory: The analysis of the definite determiner as triggering a presupposition of its referent
being unique in the utterance context is the basis for analyses of pronouns in recent accounts
(cf. Elbourne 2013; Postal 1966, Schwarz 2009):
(1) Jthe/it/he/sheK = λf<e,t> : ∃!x[f (x)].ιx[f (x)]
Roberts (2003) argues that pronouns carry an additional saliency presupposition, compared
to definites, as shown by the contrast in (2), leading to an analysis of definites as in (1) and
an analysis of pronouns as shown in (3) to (5).
(2) A woman entered from stage left. Another woman entered from stage right.
√
√
a) # The woman / The FIRST woman / The SECOND woman was carrying a
basket of flowers. (Roberts 2003:324, example (40))
√
b) She was carrying a basket of flowers, while # the woman/ the FIRST woman/
# the SECOND woman led a goat. (Roberts 2003:324, example (41))
(3)
(4)

Jit/sheK = λf<e,t> : ∃!x[f (x)&SALIENT (x)&∀y[SALIENT (y) → y ≤SAL x].ιx[f (x)]
JSALIEN T Kc = λx.x is among the salient discourse referents in the context c

The ordering ≤SAL : For all a, b that are discourse referents in c: a ≤SAL b if (i) b is
strongly familiar and a is weakly familiar (ii) b pertains to a more immediate Question under Discussion (QUD) than a and (iii) b is more prominent than a regarding
grammatical relations such as topic/focushood etc. (adapted from Robert 2003:334)
In this experiment, we test whether children are sensitive to the uniqueness and salience of
referents in their comprehension of pronouns and definites.
The Experiment: The experiment was set up in such a way that an experimenter and a child
are skyping with Froggy on a laptop. Froggy is visiting his grandmother and has forgotten to
bring his toys. The task is to help Froggy, by packing the toys that he wants in a suitcase. The
experimenter displays three cards which depict unfamiliar objects (Froggy’s toys) between
the child and the laptop: Two of the objects look the same and one is different (see (6)). Then
the experimenter makes salient one of the toys by talking about it ("This one is interesting!"):
either the unique toy or one of the non-unique toys, or no toy at all. Froggy then delivers the
test sentence, which involves either a pronoun ("Pack it in the suitcase"), a definite ("Pack the
blicket in the suitcase"), or an indefinite ("Pack a blicket in the suitcase").
(5)

(6)
Salience conditions: Experimenter talks about 1) none of the toys (NA) 2) the unique
toy (AU) or 3) one of the none-unique toys (ANU).
a)

Target sentence (Group 1): Pack {the blicket/a blicket} in the suitcase.

b) Target sentence (Group 2): Pack {the blicket/ it} in the suitcase.
With this novel word task, we make sure that children rely on their understanding of definites and pronouns to find out which toy Froggy intended: In the case of the definite article,
children should pick the unique toy (i.e. the oddball), whereas in the case of a pronoun, they
should pick the toy the experimenter made salient (i.e. the toy that the experimenter singled
out). Children were divided in two groups: In group 1 (DEF/INDEF), children heard target
sentences including the definite article or the indefinite article to test for a potential definite
overuse as reported in previous studies (cf. Van Hout et al 2010, Karmiloff-Smith 1979). In
group 2 (DEF/PRO), children heard target sentences with the definite article or a pronoun
(see example toys and items in (6)). If children understand the uniqueness requirement of
definites (and lack thereof for indefinites), they should pick the unique toy when they hear
the definite article, whereas they should be at chance at picking the unique toy in the case of
the indefinite article. In group 2, we expect children to behave the same way for the definite
article, but when hearing a pronoun, they should only pick the unique toy when it is made
salient. A statistical analysis was conducted with a generalized mixed model in R.

(7)

a)

b)

The results in (7a) for group 1 and (7b) for group 2 demonstrate the percentage of children picking the
unique toy in the three salience conditions were either no toy is made salient (NA), the unique toy is
made salient (AU) or one of the none-unique toys is made salient (ANU).

As expected for group 2, children pick the unique toy almost always when it is made salient
(AU), whereas they almost never pick the unique toy when one of the non-unique toys in
made salient (ANU). However, there is no difference between picking the unique toy when
the definite article is used as opposed to when an indefinite article is used in group 1.
Conclusion: As in previous studies, 3 year olds demonstrate considerable difficulty in distinguishing between the indefinite and the definite article. They however seem to understand
the saliency requirement of the use of pronouns. Thus, children seem to understand the
requirements on pronouns, but seem to have a hard time with distinguishing between the requirements on the definite article and the indefinite article. Adult data will complement the
present results.
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painting cows from a type-logical perspective

S. Bücking, Tübingen

Aim: Depiction verbs in combination with an indefinite noun phrase allow an (‘unspecific’)
image reading and a (‘specific’) portrait reading (Goodman, 1969; Zimmermann, 2006, 2016):
(1) Ben painted (draw, sculpted, . . . ) a cow.
a. ‘Ben painted an image of an unspecific cow.’
b. ‘There is a specific cow that Ben painted.’

i(mage)-reading
p(ortrait)-reading

I will develop a meaning adaption account according to which depiction verbs select for representations: the representation’s source is either the noun (i-reading) or coercion from objects
to representations (p-reading). The proposal, framed in type composition logic (Asher, 2011),
will be shown to solve puzzles of the property-based analysis by Zimmermann (2006, 2016).
Key traits: (i) The combination of depiction verbs with true quantifiers as in (2) licenses the preading in (2a), but not the i-reading in (2b) (Forbes, 2013; Zimmermann, 2016). Nevertheless,
quantification over images is feasible, as in (2c). This is supported by the observation that the
noun can receive an i-reading even if no depiction verb is given, as in (3) (Partee, 2010, fn. 6).
(2) Ben painted every cow here.
a. [on a farm] X ‘Ben produced a portrait of every cow on the farm.’
b. [on a farm] 6= ‘Ben produced an image of the presence of every cow.’
c. [in a museum] X ‘Ben produced every cow-image in the museum.’
(3) [showing a picture book] Where is the cow? – Here is the cow.
As noted by Zimmermann (2016), the property-analysis of the i-reading predicts the contrast
between (2a) and (2b), but it is at odds with the referential force needed for (2c) and (3). Following Partee (2010), I conclude that nouns can adapt an appropriate representational meaning.
(ii) Zimmermann (2016) challenges adaption accounts of i-readings by examples such as (4)
(s. his (65)/(66)). These would wrongly predict that nouns as such license anaphors to pictures.
(4) a. Ben painted #(a picture of) a cow. It is exhibited in the Louvre.
b. That is #(a picture of) a cow, and I’ll put it in my pocket.
I consider this reasoning flawed: (4a) and (4b) suggest anaphoric links to the media on which
the representations are realized. But adaption accounts merely say that nouns can introduce
representations. Once this distinction is controlled for, anaphors to representations are licit; see
(5a), where turn out selects for representations instead of media, or (5b), where medium and
representation coincide. That is, anaphoric references in fact support adaption accounts.
(5) a. Ben painted a cow. It turned out very beautifully.
b. Ben sculpted a cow and put it his pocket.
(iii) For the p-reading, Zimmermann (2006) offers the standard de re-construal in (6). Crucially,
the relevant property is presupposed to uniquely identify the portrayed object. Zimmermann,
however, concedes that this is at odds with twin scenarios such as (7), where no such property
is given. So, (6) does not capture properly the link between portrait and object.
(6) ∃x∃P[cow(x) ∧ given qua(x, Ben, P) ∧ ∃y[paint(Ben, y) ∧ picture(y) ∧ represent(y, P)]]
(7) [A & B are qualitatively identical bridges] Ben painted bridge A.
Proposal: Following Asher (2011), I assume semantic terms to include fine-grained type presuppositions (encoded by parameters π ) that must be met by the terms’ arguments during composition. Specifically, I propose two interacting hypotheses. First, nouns presuppose the justification of disjoint types consisting of the object-type and its corresponding representation, as in
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(8a). Second, depiction verbs select for representations, but license local coercion from objects
to representations if a type-conflict arises. This adaptive potential is captured by polymorphic
types, as ρ (HEAD (Ψ)) in (8b) (where HEAD maps a quantifier to its fine-grained head-type).
(8)

a. JcowK = λ xλ π .cow(x, π ∗ ARG cow
1 :
b. JpaintK =

ANIMAL ∨ R ANIMAL )

λ Ψλ zλ π .Ψ(λ yλ π ′.paint(z, y, π ′))(π ∗ ARG 2paint : R − ρ (HEAD (Ψ)))

(9) JaK = λ Qλ Pλ π ∃x[Q(x)(π ) ∧ P(x)(π )] / JeveryK = λ Qλ Pλ π ∀x[Q(x)(π ); P(x)(π )]
I-reading: For (5a), application yields (10). The requirements for x can be met by a simple
meet operation; s. (ANIMAL ∨ R ANIMAL ) ⊓ R = R ANIMAL . This gives us the justified form in (11).
(10) Jpaint a cowK = JpaintK(JaK(JcowK)) = λ zλ π ∃x[cow(x, π ∗ ARG 2paint : R − ρ (COW ) ∗
paint
: R − ρ (COW ))]
ARG cow
1 : ANIMAL ∨ R ANIMAL ) ∧ paint(z, x, π ∗ ARG 2
(11) λ π ∃x :

R ANIMAL [cow(x, π ) ∧ paint(Ben, x, π )]

‘Ben painted a cow-representation.’

As desired, (11) renders the representation anaphorically accessible. Notably, the choice of the
type R ANIMAL makes the type ANIMAL inoperative, which explains for free why cows of flesh
and blood are anaphorically opaque on the i-reading; s. (12). Finally, the same derivation yields
(13) for (2) with a true quantifier; this correctly predicts i-reading (2c) instead of i-reading (2b).
(12) Ben painted a cowimage . #Itanimal was called Bella.
(13) λ π ∀x : R ANIMAL [cow(x, π ); paint(Ben, x, π )]
‘Ben painted all cow-representations.’
P-reading: On p-readings, the context determines that the restricting noun argument justifies
the object-type. This yields (14) for (2)/(2a) and, thus, a conflict in the nuclear scope: x cannot
be both an animal and its representation. However, the polymorphic type ρ (COW ) allows for
mapping cows to representations; technically, justification then proceeds via Type Accommodation with Generalized Polymorphic Types (s. Asher (2011, 225)), which yields the revised
logical form in (15).
(14) λ π ∀x :
(15) λ π ∀x :

paint

ANIMAL [cow(x, π ); paint(Ben, x, π ∗ ARG 2

: R − ρ (COW ))]
ANIMAL [cow(x, π ); ∃w : ρ (COW )[φρ (COW) (w, x, π ) ∧ paint(Ben, w, π )]]

As desired, (15) says that for each cow of flesh and blood, there is a representation. Notably,
these portraits do not root in the noun cow, but in the adaptation as guided by the polymorphic
type provided by the verb. Thus, each portrait is dependent on the particular object it represents,
which solves the puzzle with twin scenarios. Moreover, their local interpolation within the
nuclear scope correctly predicts portraits to be anaphorically inaccessible; s. (16).
(16) [on a farm] Ben painted every cow here. #They turned out beautifully.
Outlook: The given proposal is based on fine-grained lexical information. This makes it well
suited for extending it to rarely addressed constraints such as #Ben wrote a cow. Specifically, I
will argue for the following explanation: first, representations provided by nouns such as cow
are not propositional (no i-reading), and, second, write does not license coercion (no p-reading).
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On Acquiring a Complex Personal Reference System:
Experimental Results from Thai Children with Autism
Nattanun Chanchaochai
University of Pennsylvania
Issue: While certain types of pragmatic inferences have been widely studied in the acquisition literature, implicated presuppositions has received much less attention, with some exceptions such as Yatsushiro (2008) and Legendre et al. (2011). Sauerland (2008) adopted Heim’s
Maximize Presupposition maxim to explain the semantic markedness of F-features in
pronouns. Since first and second persons possess a person F-feature, they trigger the lexical
presuppositions referring to the speaker and addressee/participant, respectively. The lack of
such F-feature on third person gives rise to an implicated presupposition that the referent
is not the speaker nor the addressee/participant on this account. This study extends the
contexts of pragmatically-derived inferences to the issue on deictic and person interpretations of pronouns in Thai, a language that is rich in personal reference terms and consists
of not only over 50 personal pronouns, but also kin terms, occupational titles, and personal
names (Bandhumedha 2011; Cooke 1968; Iwasaki & Ingkapirom 2009). The populations under examination include both typically-developing children (TD) and children with autism
spectrum disorders (ASD), a population group which has long been observed to have difficulties with pronouns, manifested in the form of pronoun reversal errors between ‘I’ and
Table 1: Participant Information
‘you’ in English (Chiat 1982; Fay 1979; Kanner 1943).
Methods: Children with ASD and their age-,
ASD
TD
gender-, and non-verbal-IQ-matched TD controls
N =29 N =67
were recruited for the experiment (See Table 1).
24
55
The main design of the experiment adapts the Male N
9;10
9
Fishing Task (Girouard et al. 1997; Legendre et Age M
Age
Min
6;7
6;1
al. 2011). The speech context comprises five par12;2
12;8
ticipants, including the experimenter, the child Age Max
112.95
(tested individually), and 20-inch-tall cardboard Ravens IQ M (SD) 97.8
(22.24)
(15.46)
figures of a boy, a girl, and a monkey. In the beginning of each block, the children were first asked to name pictures of commonly known
animals and objects. The pictures were then distributed across participants. The initial
task was the production task where each child was asked ‘Who is holding X ?’ twice for
each target in a pre-randomized order, leading to answers of ‘Referential form is holding X’.
The comprehension task involved the familiarization phase using the question ‘What is {the
boy/girl/monkey/child’s name} holding?’, while the test phase used different pronouns instead of nouns or names. The test phase included 8 personal reference terms (1 first-person,
4 second-persons (3 for each participant, depending on their gender), and 3 third-persons).
The order of pronouns in question was pre-randomized.
Results: Overall Accuracy - An answer is marked as accurate when it refers to the
right referent. The accuracy rate for production is near ceiling for both ASD (94.6%) and TD
(90.6%) groups, although the difference is significant (Mann-Whitney U =97595, p=0.04).
The accuracy rate for comprehension dropped for both groups (60.4% for ASD; 82.3% for
TD) with a much sharper drop for ASD. The comprehension task accuracy thus yields a

highly significant difference across participant groups (Mann-Whitney U =658640, p<0.001).
Production - The most common personal reference terms that the children in both groups
used to refer to themselves are personal names and personal pronouns. However, they were
found in a reversed preferred pattern, i.e., in ASD group, personal names were used 57.4%
of the time versus 25.9% for personal pronouns, compared to 15.7% versus 75.2%, respectively, for TD. The proportion of counts for the two most commonly-chosen categories for
self-reference showed a very significant difference across participant groups (Fisher’s Exact,
p<0.001). The choice for referring to the experimenter and all other third-persons was not
significantly different across groups (Fisher’s Exact, p=0.23 and p=0.19 respectively).
Comprehension - Overall, third person yields the poorest performance for the ASD group
(See Figure 1 for details). As for the TD group, only the male third person yields poorer
performance. The only form where ASD children outperformed TD children is the formal
second-person pronoun with a non-ambiguous referent. The TD’s performance seems to be
suppressed by the social awkwardness of using the pronoun to refer to a child, while the
ASD children solely paid attention to the person F-feature.
Discussion: The results of this
study suggest that children with
ASD are able to comprehend the
second person lexical presupposition
suggested by the person F-feature,
when the pronoun does not have person underspecification. The pattern
of errors in the comprehension task
also supports the analysis. However,
in the production task, when they
have their freedom of choice as the
language allows for many acceptable
variants, ASD children avoid person
deixis by choosing fixed referential Figure 1: Accuracy in Comprehension Task by Target (E=Experimenter;
terms (names), rather than terms C=Child; B=Boy; G=Girl; M=Monkey)
with a higher level of person deixis (pronouns). The social deictic dimension of the formal second-person pronouns was also largely ignored by the children with ASD. In terms of
implicated presuppositions across populations, challenges arise to resolve implicated presuppositions when certain F-features are unspecified. For the ASD group, person unmarkedness
alone could decrease their performance, as can be seen in the lower performance in all the
third-person forms. The further pragmatic inference that has to be made for gender unmarkedness of male pronouns had an additive decreasing effect in the ASD group. On the
other hand, the TD’s performance was only affected in male third-person pronouns, but not
the other third-person forms. This suggests that the TD group may only be affected when
two implicated presuppositions (from person and gender unmarkedness) appear simultaneously or that the gender unmarkedness is particularly difficult for them. Such performance
on different kinds of implicated presuppositions and deixis might correspond to the order of
acquisition. On a final note, three other second-person pronouns were tested in the comprehension task, yielding different results from the formal second-person term presented in
the abstract. Two of them are commonly used in deictic-center shifting, where adult native

speakers of Thai seem to, prima facie, reverse ‘I’ and ‘you’ while talking to young children,
e.g., asking whether a child wants ice cream by using the sentence ‘Do I want ice cream?’. A
discussion, comparing the phenomenon with person underspecification, will also be provided.
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A Split Temporal System in Atayal
Sihwei Chen (University of British Columbia)
Morphologically tenseless languages, although unified by the absence of overt tense
inflection, are heterogeneous in receiving a tensed analysis or a tenseless analysis of varied
nature. This paper investigates temporality in Atayal (Austronesian), an underrepresented
language spoken in northern Taiwan. Although Atayal is morphologically tenseless, temporal
reference is either restricted to a non-future interval or unrestricted at all, depending on voice
selection (i.e., four-way case/agreement on the verb, similar to other Philippine-type
languages) as well as the presence/absence of an overt aspect. I provide evidence that the
unrestricted temporal interpretation in bare non-actor-voice sentences cannot be reduced to
planned contexts, and that the overall temporal interpretation is restricted, rather than being
induced by, an aspect or mood category. For both empirical and conceptual reasons, I
conclude that Atayal has an independent temporal system, and offer a formal analysis. The
finding contributes to the ongoing debate on analyzing morphologically tenseless languages.
Atayal temporal reference. The following temporal data is collected by using temporal
adverbs and contexts that constrain temporal references (see Cover and Tonhauser 2015).
Bare sentences in the actor voice and those containing an overt aspect in Atayal can be
interpreted as either past or present, but not future, (1-2); future reference requires
substituting the actor voice form (*M-) with p-, (3), or adding p- or the future modal musa’,
(4). This pattern contrasts with bare sentences in a non-actor voice, which allow for future
interpretations without extra marking, (5-6) (cf. Egerod 1965, Huang 1993). The exactly
same pattern recurs in clauses embedded under attitude and report verbs (data are omitted
here for the reason of space). Note that present episodic readings are absent across
aspectually unmarked sentences, irrespective of voice, (1b) and (5-6), which I analyze as due
to the incompatibility of a neutral aspect (in the sense of Smith 1991) and the instantaneous
present tense, much akin to the absence of present perfective in English (cf. Bennett and
Partee 1978). Another note is that the voice interference in tense holds for intransitive and
transitive predicates.
(1) a. m-’uy=saku’
la.
(3) a. p-k-’uy=saku’
la.
AV-tired=1S.ABS PRT
FUT.AV-STV-tired=1S.ABS PRT
‘I was/am/#will be tired.’
‘I will be tired.’
b. m-nbuw hiya’.
b. p-nbuw
hiya’.
av-drink 3s.n
FUT.AV-drink 3S.N
‘He drank/#will drink.’
‘He will drink.’
(2) a. cyux
m-’abi’.
(4) a. p-k-cyux
m’abi’ kira’.
PROG.DIST AV-sleep
FUT-STV-PROG.DIST AV-sleep later.today
‘He was/is/#will be sleeping.’
‘He will be sleeping later.’
b. wal=nya’
kblay-un blihun la.
b. musa’=nya’ wal kblay-un blihun la.
PRF=3S.ERG make-PV door
PRT
FUT=3S.ERG PRF make-PV door
PRT
‘He had/has/#will have fixed the door.’
‘He will have fixed the door (by then).’
(5) thaygal-an ni Tali’ laqi’ qasa.
(6) kyal-un=su=nya’ maha …
bully-LV ERG Tali’ child that
speak-PV=2S.ABS=3S.ERG CMP
‘Tali’ bullied/will bully that kid.’
‘He told/will tell that …’
Not conditioned by aspect or mood. A tenseless analysis that relies on default temporal
interpretations of Aktionsart and/or viewpoint aspect (e.g., Smith et al. 2007) cannot be
extended to Atayal. Although Atayal also has certain aspect-induced tense defaults: bare
eventives and perfect-marked predicates tend to be interpreted as past, while bare statives and

progressive-marked predicates receive a present reading out of the blue, they do not align
with voice. Moreover, according to Smith et al., future reference always accompanies
modality, and requires extra grammatical resources; this wrongly predicts that bare nonactor-voice sentences in Atayal are always interpreted as past. Telicity is not a crucial factor
for Atayal either: both telic and atelic bare predicates receive a past interpretation as default,
unlike what is described in, e.g., Bohnemeyer and Swift (2004) and Lin (2006). Lastly, I will
show that the Atayal temporal pattern does not follow from a mood-based analysis: on one
hand, p-, musa’, and bare non-actor-voice verbs are not used in any prototypical irrealis
contexts except for the future; on the other, since the non-future interpretation holds for
aspectually marked and unmarked predicates, which are not all in perfective, it cannot be
equated with a realis category, which relies on, for instance, perfectivity (e.g., Bohnemeyer
2009).
Tenselessness and (un)restricted future time reference. Recent research has shown that
morphologically tenseless languages vary in the (un)availability of future reference without
grammatical marking. Languages that require overt grammatical marking for the future
motivate a tensed analysis (Matthewson 2006, Cable 2016). In other languages, temporally
unmarked clauses may refer to the past, present or future (Mucha 2013), or are not
systematically restricted to non-future times (i.e., in some environments they can have future
reference without overt marking) (Bohnemeyer 2009, Tonhauser 2011, Bochnak 2016), both
types of which are argued to favour a tenseless analysis. Tonhauser and Bochnak demonstrate
that in their languages, the future interpretation without overt marking arises due to
independently motivated reasons such as futurates, a special conjunction, or a general
constraint. Reducing the future interpretation of non-actor-voice sentences to futurates (e.g.,
Copley 2002) however is not a viable option for Atayal because bare non-actor-voice
sentences are compatible with varied modality including intention and prediction, rather than
limited to planned or scheduled events. Moreover, language-internal facts such as negation
and reduplication show that the future interpretation of bare non-actor-voice verbs resembles
that of those overt future markers. These considerations verify the fact that bare non-actorvoice sentences receive free temporal reference. Therefore, unlike the documented languages,
Atayal temporal reference splits into a tensed and a purely tenseless pattern, which are in
complementary distribution and hence predictable.
Some speculations for the role of voice. A salient issue is whether voice conditions the
temporal interpretation directly or indirectly. Transitivity doesn’t appear to be the factor (i.e.,
transitive verbs induce future reference), since transitive sentences with an overt aspect are
also excluded from having a future interpretation without p- or musa’. Another direction is to
look at diachronic semantic change of non-actor voices, which is unfortunately beyond the
scope of this work.
The proposal. Assuming that tense is pronominal (Partee 1973, 1984), which introduces a
variable over temporal intervals, tense distinction is formulated as presuppositions restricting
the reference of the variable (Heim 1994, Kratzer 1998). Based on the generalization that the
two temporal patterns are in complementary distribution and the fact that bare eventives in
any voice advance reference time in narratives (i.e., motivating a pronominal tense), I
propose that Atayal possesses two covert tenses whose use is conditioned by whether a nonactor voice is the only overt head in their complement. The tense in (7) introduces a free
variable whose interpretation wholly depends on a contextually defined assignment function
(Mucha 2013, Bochnak 2016), and it is used in bare non-actor-voice sentences, whereas the

tense in (8) restricts the value of a temporal variable to non-future intervals (Matthewson
2006) and is present elsewhere.
(7) ⟦T(NAV)9⟧g,c = g(9)
(8) ⟦NONFUT⟧g,c = g(7), defined only if no part of g(7) is after tc ; undefined otherwise
Concluding remarks. The Atayal temporal reference interacts, but is independent of, other
grammatical components. I propose two tense variables responsible for each of the
complementary patterns correlating with voice and overt aspect. Since one of the tenses is
restricted to non-future references, this proposal can be deemed as a tensed analysis.
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Context updates in head-final languages: linear order or hierarchy?
WooJin Chung
New York University
Introduction Schlenker (2009, 2010) proposes a parsing-based approach to presupposition projection.
The analysis derives the order in which operators update the context, based on their classical semantics.
Instead of hard-coding such information in the lexicon, Schlenker defines local context (LC) as follows:
(1)

Local context (Schlenker 2010)
The local context of an expression d of propositional or predicative type which occurs in a
syntactic environment a b in a context C is the strongest proposition or property x which
guarantees that for any expression d’ of the same type as d, for all strings b’ for which a d’ b’ is
a well-formed sentence,
0
C c →x a (c’ and d’) b’ ↔ a d’ b’

Informally speaking, the LC of an expression E within S is the smallest domain the interpreter has
to consider in interpreting E, without jeopardizing the truth condition of S. The interpreter traverses the
string of expressions from left to right, thus upon encountering E, it only has access to the expressions
that linearly precede E. Given those expressions, the interpreter calculates the strongest but innocuous
restriction. Schlenker shows that the suggested model nearly replicates the prediction of Heim (1983).
Issues in linear order-based approach Strictly relying on linear order fails to account for the presupposition projection behavior in head-final languages. In the following Korean example, the attitude verb
mit ‘believe’ follows the embedded clause. Since Schlenker’s theory calculates the LC of the embedded
clause based on the expressions that linearly precede it, the interpreter does not have access to the matrix
verb. The consequence for the theory is that the LC of the embedded clause cannot be restricted to Johns
doxastic worlds. However, the example does presuppose that John believes that Mary used to smoke.
(2)

John-un [Mary-ka keysokhayse tambay-lul pi-n-tako]
mit-nun-ta.
John-TOP [Mary-NOM continuously cigarette-ACC smoke-PRES-COMP] believe-PRES-DECL
‘John believes that Mary continues to smoke.’
(embedded clause > believe)

Ingason (2016) also points out that strictly relying on linear order is problematic. The Japanese
examples in (3) show that the context is first updated with respect to a head noun, then with respect to its
relative clause: (3a) is felicitous because the head noun zyosei ‘woman’, which is less restrictive than its
relative clause yamome-dearu ‘who is a widow’, updates the context first. In contrast, (3b) triggers the
redundancy effect because the head noun yamome ‘widow’ is more restrictive than the relative clause
zyosei-dearu ‘who is a woman’. Ingason suggests that this is evidence that the order of context update
mirrors syntactic hierarchy, but not linear order.
(3)

a. Taro-ga [[yamome-dearu] zyosei-ni]
atta.
Taro-NOM [[widow-COP]
woman-DAT] met
‘Taro met a woman who is a widow.’
b. # Taro-ga [[zyosei-dearu] yamome-ni] atta.
Taro-NOM [[woman-COP] widow-DAT] met
‘Taro met a widow who is a woman.’

(widow > woman)

(woman > widow)

Hierarchy-based account Romoli and Mandelkern (2017) reform Schlenker’s original formulation
in a way that the LC is calculated on LF: when calculating the LC of E within a full clause S, the
interpreter considers only the expressions that c-command S at LF, instead of considering the expressions
that linearly precede it. The net effect is that the expressions that are higher in the structure update the
context first. This hierarchy-based account correctly predicts that the redundancy effect arises in (3b). In
calculating the LC of the relative clause, only the expressions that c-command it are taken into account,
hence Taro, met, and widow. Accordingly, the LC is restricted to the individuals x such that widow
1

x and met Taro x is true. Further updating this LC with respect to woman is redundant, therefore is
infelicitous. The hierarchy-based account also makes the right prediction for (2): John and believe ccommand the embedded clause, thus they are both considered in calculating the LC of the embedded
clause. Therefore, the LC can be restricted to John’s doxastic worlds.
Issue in hierarchy-based approach The hierarchy-based account cannot explain why the context
is invariably updated left-to-right in a coordinated structure, despite the cross-linguistic variation in
constituency. The issue arises in Korean, where the left conjunct and the conjunction operator form
a constituent as in (4). In this set-up, the hierarchy-based account predicts that the right conjunct is
updated before the left conjunct because the former c-commands the latter. This is not borne out; just as
in English, the left conjunct first updates the context, so the entire sentence presupposes that ‘if John is
over thirty, he cannot apply’.
(4) a. John-un selun-i
nem-ess-ko caki-ka ciwenha-ci mosha-n-ta-nun
John-TOP thirty-NOM over-perf-and self-NOM apply-CI cannot-PRES-DECL-REL
kes-ul
al-n-ta.
thing-ACC know-PRES-DECL
‘John is over thirty and he knows he cannot apply.’
b.

CP

CP
CP

and
he knows he cannot apply

John is over thirty
Proposal Based on the consideration of the syntax-semantics interface, we make the following two
adjustments to Schlenker’s theory: First, the interpreter parses a sentence from left to right, but the LC of
an expression (either propositional or predicative) can be calculated only at points where the interpreter
has access to the semantic value of the parsed expressions. The reasoning is that the mutual entailment
which Schlenker posits in (1) should be an entailment on semantic values, not on strings. Then our
adjustment receives support from the theories that limit access to semantic values of an expression
to certain points in the derivation (Barker and Shan 2014, Chomsky 2008). Among them, we adopt
Barker and Shan’s view that semantic values can only be retrieved from a clause. The net effect is that
calculation of LC needs to be delayed if the parsed expressions altogether do not constitute a clause.
The second adjustment concerns what can be a target of LC computation. We suggest that only
maximal projections (NP, VP, CP), but not heads or bar-levels (N, N̄, V, V̄, C, C̄), can be such targets.
Case study: Ex (2) Delaying the LC computation is crucial in explaining (2). The bullet points in (5)
mark the positions of our interest, at which the interpreter attempts to calculate the LC of the embedded
clause. Only •3 is a possible position for calculating the LC, whereas doing so in •1 and •2 is blocked.
As for •1 , the interpreter has only parsed John, which is not a full clause. Similarly, by the time the
interpreter reaches •2 , it has encountered John that Mary continues to smoke. But again, the expressions
do not form a clause. Thus, the calculation of LC is delayed until •3 , the point at which the interpreter
has access to the sentence-final believes.
(5) John •1 [that Mary continues to smoke] •2 believes •3
Case study: Ex (4) As for the Korean coordinated structure, the interpreter first parses the left conjunct. Upon completion of the left conjunct, the interpreter can calculate its LC because John is over
thirty is a full clause. The general prediction is that cross-linguistic variation in coordinated structure is
irrelevant to the order of context update; the left expression always updates the context before the right
one.
2

(6)

[[CP John is over thirty] • and] [CP he knows that he cannot apply]

Case study: Ex (3) The redundancy effect in (3b) is also accounted for. First, only •3 , but not •1 or
•2 , is a possible point of LC computation; neither John that is woman nor John that is woman widow is
a full clause in (7). In calculating the LC of the NP as in (7a), all of the parsed expressions except the
NP (because its LC is being computed) will be taken into account; John and met are considered, but not
that is woman because it is part of the NP. Consequently, the LC of the NP is the set of individuals that
John met. In contrast, when computing the LC of the relative clause as in (7b), John, widow, and met
are considered. Therefore, the LC is the set of individuals x such that widow x and met x John is true.
As in the hierarchy-based account, updating this LC with that is woman is redundant.
(7)

a. LC of NP: John [NP [RelP that is woman] •1 widow] •2 met •3
b. LC of RelP: John [NP [RelP that is woman] •1 widow] •2 met •3
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Counterfactual donkeys don’t get high
Mike Deigan
Yale University
Background: Much work has been devoted to finding the best way to derive a ‘strong’
reading of indicative donkey sentences. On this reading, what would be naturally translated as ∃xPx → Qx is equivalent with ∀x[Px → Qx]. Van Rooij (2006) extends this project
to counterfactual donkey sentences (CDSs) like (1).
(1)
If John owned a donkey, he would beat it.
According to van Rooij, there is an analogous reading of these sentences, what Walker
and Romero (2015) call the ‘high reading’, for which the following equivalence holds.
Counterfactual Donkey Equivalence (CDE): ∃x[Px] > Qx ⇔ ∀x[Px > Qx]
To give a semantics which predicts this reading, van Rooij combines a dynamic binding
theory of indefinites and donkey pronouns with the standard Lewis-Stalnaker ordering
semantics plus one crucial modification: similarity relations between possibilities (world,
variable assignment pairs) that hold only when possibilities share assignment functions.
Wang (2009) criticizes van Rooij’s account: she claims that CDE does not hold in general
for any available reading, and provides an assignment-insensitive ordering semantics on
which it doesn’t. Walker and Romero (WR) defend van Rooij on this point, claiming that
in some contexts there is a high reading of CDSs, and reject Wang’s account on the grounds
that fails to predict this.
Summary: I defend Wang’s approach. After rebutting WR’s argument against Wang’s
account, I show that that to avoid being implausibly weak, the ∀ on the righthand side of
CDE must be interpreted in a way that ranges over merely possible entities, then argue
that this results in it being too strong. I conclude that CDSs do not get high readings.
WR’s case: WR observe that Wang’s account makes predictions equivalent to the high
reading (i.e. predicts ‘high entailments’) of assignment-sensitive theories (only) when the
contextually supplied similarity relations have a certain special property: roughly, the
world closest to the evaluation world where one individual satisfies the antecedent is just
as close as the closest world where any other individual satisfies the antecedent. WR then
provide a case which they claim has the high entailments, but where the similarity relation
of the context does not have this special feature. The setup is that there are two farmers
in the kingdom: the cruel Onophobus, who wants to own a donkey and has nearly the
means to do so, and the kind Onophilos, who neither wants to own a donkey nor has
nearly enough money to buy one.
(2)
a. KING KAKOS: Here’s what I think about the farmers in my kingdom. If a
farmer in my kingdom owned a donkey, he would beat it.
b. ADVISOR: No, it’s not the case that if a farmer in your kingdom owned a
donkey, he would beat it. Onophilos is a vegan and would never do so.
WR judge (2-b) true and say that “Clearly, a world in which Onophobos owns a donkey is more similar to the actual world than one in which Onophilos owns a donkey”.
They conclude that the ordering cannot have the special feature, since the closest farmerowning-donkey worlds are ones in which only Onophobus owns a donkey and beats it,
and so Wang cannot predict a true reading of (2-a).
This argument, however, depends on assuming that the similarity ordering relevant
1

for the semantics of counterfactuals aligns with some intuitive notion of similarity. But
as has been known since Lewis (1979)’s response to Fine (1975), a similarity-based theory
of counterfactuals cannot rely on an intuitive notion of similarity in any direct way. The
world where Nixon’s button pressing had led to a nuclear holocaust is intuitively more
similar to the one where it miraculously malfunctioned, even though it is true (in Fine’s
scenario) that if he had pressed it there would have been a nuclear holocaust. It is
unproblematic, then, for Wang to maintain that the similarity ordering in this scenario
has the special property, even if that requires deviation from an ordering of worlds by
intuitive similarity. A full defense of a Wang-style account would need to spell out what
the similarity ordering must look like in order to generate special orderings where needed,
but already we have said enough to see that it has not yet been refuted.
The vase case: Now we argue that lacking a high reading is an advantage of Wang’s
semantics. First we show that the ∀ of CDE must range over merely possible entities, then
present evidence that this results in a reading stronger than any that is available.
Suppose Allie and Bert think Mary the potter probably didn’t make anything yesterday,
but they aren’t sure she didn’t. And now Allie says the following.
(3)
If Mary had made a vase, she would have made it from glass.
Now consider the following scenario.
Case 1: Mary didn’t make anything, and there is no contextually relevant actual pottery.
In this case, (3) does not come out trivially true or give rise to presupposition failure (due to
vacuous universal quantification). Nor does it depend on looking at various non-pottery
that exists in the world (the high entailment need not imply, for example, that if Mary
were a vase that she made, she would have made herself from glass). Instead, what goes
into determining the truth or falsity of (3) in Case 1 are some merely possible vases and
their composition in worlds where Mary made them—the quantifier in question, then,
must be a possibilist one.
If high entailments come from a special similarity ordering, as on Wang’s account, we
shouldn’t expect them to arise when the antecedent is true in the evaluation world, since
in such cases there can be no special ordering without violation of strong centering—the
requirement that each world must be strictly closest to itself—a requirement assumed by
all of van Rooij, Wang, and WR. We now consider a case, Case 2, where some contextually
relevant actual entity satisfies the antecedent and consequent but a merely possible one
doesn’t satisfy the consequent in the nearest world where it satisfies the antecedent.
Suppose the conversation between Allie and Bert continues.
(4)
a. Bert: No, she could have made it from clay!
b. Allie: Oh, I didn’t know she had any clay left, nevermind what I just said.
Bert raises a relevant possible way for the antecedent to be made true that wouldn’t lead
to the truth of the consequent, which gets Allie to retract her claim. This is what we’d
expect on a high reading. But now suppose that it turns out that Mary in fact did make
some vases yesterday.1
Case 2: Mary made two vases, both of glass.
In this case it seems that Allie’s utterance of (3) was true, if only by luck. And the fact
that Mary could have made a different vase which she would not have made from glass
1

True antecedents in cases like these are not generally problematic; see Anderson (1951).

2

has no bearing on its truth. Once the facts about what Mary actually made are known
to Allie and Bert, challenging the original assertion again by raising the possibility of the
clay vase is bizarre.
(5)
a. Allie: Looks like I was right after all.
b. Bert: ??No, even though she didn’t make any clay vase, she still could have
made a vase from clay, and she wouldn’t have made that from glass.
So it seems that in this case, any available reading of (3) is true. There are not high
entailments in this test case, as the assignment insensitive semantics theories like Wang’s
predict, but that theories which allow high readings do not predict. After considering a
couple of objections, I conclude that high readings, once they’re understood to involve
possibilist quantification, are too strong.
References: Alan Ross Anderson (1951). “A Note on Subjunctive and Counterfactual Conditionals”. In: Analysis 12.2, pp. 35–38  Kit Fine (1975). “Critical Notice
of David Lewis’s Counterfactuals”. In: Mind 84, pp. 451–458  David Lewis (1979).
“Counterfactual Dependence and Time’s Arrow”. In: Noûs 13, pp. 455–476  Robert
van Rooij (2006). “Free choice counterfactual donkeys”. In: Journal of Semantics 23.4,
pp. 383–402  Yingying Wang (2009). “Counterfactual donkey sentences: a response
to Robert van Rooij”. In: Journal of Semantics 26.3, pp. 317–328  Andreas Walker and
Maribel Romero (2015). “Counterfactual donkey sentences: A strict conditional analysis”.
In: Proceedings of SALT 25, pp. 288–307
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Strong NPIs vs. n-words: acceptability experiment in Czech
Mojmír Dočekal and Jakub Dotlačil, Masaryk Uni. (CZ), Uni. of Amsterdam (NL)
docekal@phil.muni.cz, j.dotlacil@gmail.com
Background. In the analysis of negation, it is common to distinguish (at least) three
different groups of expressions licensed by negative-like environments: weak NPIs (anything, (1a)), strong NPIs (punctual until, (1b)) and n-words. The last group is restricted
to the so-called negative concord (NC) languages, as is Czech, (1c).
(1)

a.
b.
c.

John didn’t say anything.
John didn’t leave until his birthday.
Neznám tady nikoho
Not-know here nobody
‘I know nobody here.’

Czech

While the licensing conditions of strong NPIs are commonly characterized in semantic
terms (e.g., Zwarts, 1996, Gajewski, 2011) and the distribution of n-words is described
in syntactic terms (Zeijlstra, 2004, a.o.) it is also often observed that the two groups are
closely related (Laka, 1990, a.o.). For example, under Gajewski’s account, strong NPIs are
licensed if the assertive component as well as the presuppositional/implicated component
are downward-entailing (DE). Of all the standard DE triggers, this leaves only negative
expressions (no, never etc.), negation and the preposition without as potential licensors.
The same elements are known to license n-words (see, e.g., Giannakidou and Zeijlstra, to
appear).This opens up a question whether NC langauges have strong NPIs as a separate
class, not assimilated to n-words. If so, do speakers agree on which elements belong to
n-words and which elements belong to the group of strong NPIs?
Experiment. We designed an experiment to target these questions. In the experiment,
run in Czech (a strict NC language), participants had to judge acceptability of sentences
on a Likert scale, 1–5.
The experiment tested two expressions: (i) the adjective žádný ‘no’, which is an nword, and (ii) the emphatic expression ani (jeden) ‘even (one)’. In the Czech linguistic
tradition, it is assumed that the latter expression in its emphatic meaning is licensed by
negation (Havránek et al., 1960), which would suggest that it also is an n-word. Howeveer,
we hypothesized that it is a candidate for a strong NPI given that ‘even’-emphasizers are
NPIs in other languages (Lahiri, 1998).
There are two main differences between n-words and strong NPIs: (i) strong NPIs
can appear in clauses embedded under negated neg-raising (NR) predicates (Gajewski,
2007, a.o.); n-words in strict NC cannot be separed from the morphological realization
of their licensing negation (Zeijlstra, 2004), (ii) strong NPIs must be in the scope of
negation while n-words can outscope negation, as long as they are in the same clause as
negation; in particular, n-words can appear as fragment answers, which should not be
possible for (strong) NPIs. We used both tests to investigate the status of ani (compared to the baseline žádný), see (2) and (3) for an example of an item. Three other
conditions appeared in the experiment. First, ani/žádný appeared under ‘without’, (4)
(a baseline condition since strong NPIs/n-words should be equally acceptable). Second,
we let ani /žádný modify expressions on high end-points of a scale, (5). This should not
be possible for ani if it was a (strong) NPI since NPIs are standardly minimizers (cf.
Chierchia, 2013). In contrast, žádný should not be excluded in this context. (Finally,
the experiment tested whether ani/žádný can appear in idiomatic constructions, but the
condition is not relevant here.) In total, there were 5 × 2 conditions. 25 stimuli were

created, along with 25 fillers. 55 participants filled in the experiment, 1 participant was
excluded due to unreliable responses to fillers.
(2)

a.
b.

(3)

a.
b.

(4)

a.
b.

(5)

Nový asistent nechce, aby žádný student vyletěl u zkoušky.
(NR)
‘The new assistant professor does not want any student to fail the exam.’
Nový asistent nechce, aby ani jeden student vyletěl u zkoušky.
A: Kdo vrátil včera knížky do fakultní knihovny? B: Žádný student. (Ellipsis)
‘A: Who returned books to the faculty libary yesterday? B: No student.’
A: Kdo vrátil včera knížky do fakultní knihovny? B: Ani jeden student.
Prodal mu dvě šachové sady bez ani jednoho krále.
‘He sold him two chess sets without a king.’
Prodal mu dvě šachové sady bez žádného krále.

(. . . ) nestal se ani/žádným kardinálem.
‘He didn’t become even a cardinal.’

(Without)

(Likelihood)

Results & discussion. We analyzed the data in a mixed-effects linear model with
subject and item intercept+slope random effects. The dependent variable was a bysubject z-transformed response. The independent variables were environment (ref-level:
without), expression (ref-level:žádný) and their interaction. We found a negative
main effect of NR (t = −4.1). The model also revealed a negative interaction of ani by
ellipsis and likelihood(t = −2.6, t = −4.7) and a positive interaction of ani by nr
(t = 2.4). The interactions show that ani is worse in ellipses/the likelihood constructions
than n-words, but better under NR predicates than n-words (see Fig. 1). The results taken
together strongly support the position that ani (jeden) ‘even (one)’ is a strong NPI and not
an n-word and that strong NPIs co-exist with n-words in Czech. But given the fact that
the evidence to consider ani a strong NPI is very limited (e.g., the only positive evidence
would be that the particle might appear under negated NR predicates), could speakers
differ wrt their categorization of ani? To this end, we checked whether ani subjectrandom slopes correlate in the Likelihood/Ellipsis/NR conditions. The idea was
that some speakers might accept likelihood/ellipsis if ani is an n-word for them; but
then, the same speakers should reject NR with ani. There was a nearly significant negative
correlation between such-constructed Likelihood and NR (t = −1.9, p = .065). Nothing
was observed in the ellipsis-NR pair (p > .1). We also considered a model in which mean
response (per person) to Likelihood with ani and to Ellipsis with ani was a predictor
of NR-responses. The former mean response was a significant predictor (t = −2.1). We
take these data to be inconclusive, but they suggest that participants more sensitive to the
minimizer semantics of ani are more likely to treat it as a strong NPI. Thus, the lexical
semantics might be an important factor when categorizing this expression as an NPI.
●

2.8

●

●

Response

●

●

Expression
● ani
● zadny

●

2.4

●

2.0
●

Without

Ellipsis
Likelihood
Acceptability

NR

Fig. 1: Responses (mean and SE)
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Focus on what’s not at issue:
gestures, presuppositions, supplements under Contrastive Focus
Masha Esipova (New York University)
masha.esipova@nyu.edu
Introduction The semantic status of gestural modifiers is an open question. Ebert (2017)
claims that co-speech gestures (which co-occur with the verbal expressions they modify),
as in (1), are Pottsian (2005) supplements (akin to non-restrictive relative clauses, NRCs),
and post-speech gestures (which follow the verbal expressions they modify), as in (2), are
parentheticals. Schlenker (to appear) argues co-speech gestures trigger presuppositions of
the form P ⇒ G (where P is the verbal expression the gesture modifies, G is the gesture’s
content, and ⇒ is generalized entailment), and post-speech gestures are supplements.
(1) Context: We are in a bar making bets on what our colleagues are going to order.
, I’ll win.1,2
If John orders a beerlarge
Ebert: ≈ If John orders a beer, which (by the way) will be large, I’ll win.
Schlenker: In the local context of beerlarge , beer ⇒ large.3

3
3

(2) If John orders a beer — large, I’ll win.
Ebert: ≈ If John orders a beer (and, btw, that beer will be large), I’ll win.
Schlenker: ≈ If John orders a beer, which (by the way) will be large, I’ll win.

3
3

While Ebert and Schlenker claim both co- and post-speech gestures are by default non-atissue (NAI), co-speech gestures are sometimes forced to have at-issue (AI) readings under
Contrastive Focus (CF) (observation originally due to Rob Pasternak (p.c.), but for different
examples), while post-speech gestures in similar configurations can remain NAI:

and Bill orders a beerlarge
, I’ll win.
(3) If John orders a beersmall
≈ If John orders a small beer and Bill orders a large beer, I’ll win.
6→ If John orders a beer, it will be small; if Bill orders a beer, it will be large.
Ebert: ≈ If John orders a beer, which (btw) will be small, and Bill orders a beer, which
(btw) will be large, I’ll win.
7
Schlenker: → If John/Bill orders a beer, it will be small/large.
7

(4) If John orders a beer — small and Bill orders a beer —
→ If John/Bill orders a beer, it will be small/large.

large, I’ll win.

Ebert could modify her analysis saying co-speech gestures are ambiguous between nonrestrictive (NAI) and restrictive (AI) interpretations, with the former being the default.
Schlenker attributes AI uses of co-speech gestures to local accommodation, allowed for as a
last resort in some presupposition theories (e.g., Heim 1983; Schlenker 2009). However, one
still has to explain what forces AI interpretations of gestures in (3), but not in (4).
Generalization: temporal alignment matters (and not just for gestures) I explore
1

In ‘wordgesture ’ the gesture co-occurs with the word, in ‘word — gesture’ it follows the word; illustrations
come after ; bold is for prosodic CF ((L+)H*), italic is for prosodic Contrastive Topic ((L+)H*L-H%).
2
The judgements come from at least 5 native English speakers for each example; variation is reported.
3
A lot hinges on what the local context is, but for local accommodation to work one needs narrow inferences.

1

how different types of NAI content interact with CF, and show that NAI content that shares
a time slot with some AI content (co-speech gestures, presuppositions) can’t be focused
independently, without focusing the co-occurring AI content. Thus, when the AI content of
such “two-dimensional” contrasted elements is not contrastive, the co-occurring NAI content
has to be treated as AI to make CF felicitous. NAI expressions with their own time slots
(post-speech gestures, NRCs) can always be contrasted independently, without becoming AI.
More data The generalization above has already been illustrated for co- vs. post speech
gestures. Similarly, two contrasted NRCs can remain NAI even if the nouns they modify
aren’t contrastive (in fact, (4) and (5) have very similar readings):
(5) If John orders a beer, which (btw) will be small, and Bill orders a beer, which (btw)
will be large, I’ll win.
→ If John/Bill orders a beer, it will be small/large.
Co-speech gestures under CF are only NAI if the verbal expressions they modify contrast,
too. Thus, in (6) the size of the drinks isn’t part of the bet, but in (3) it is. (7) has no CF
on the word-gesture clusters in the first place, so the gestures can remain NAI.
(6) If John orders a beerlarge and Bill orders a cocktailsmall , I’ll win.
→ If John orders a beer, it will be large; if Bill orders a cocktail, it will be small.
(7) If John orders a beersmall and Bill orders a beerlarge , I’ll win.
→ If John/Bill orders a beer, it will be small/large.
The data for (standard) presuppositions are more complicated, as the AI vs. NAI split in
this case is sublexical and thus less clear, and it’s hard to find items whose AI content isn’t
contrastive while their presuppositional content is. These two examples approximate that:
(8) a. %If John doesn’t smoke and Bill stopped smoking, I’ll win.
6→ Bill used to smoke.
b. If John stopped smoking and Bill never used to smoke, I’ll win.
?%
−→ John used to smoke.
Two out of the five speakers I consulted with don’t accept (8a), but those who do (i) don’t
get projection of the presupposition of stopped, (ii) get the strengthened reading of the first
conjunct: doesn’t and didn’t use to. If stop has doesn’t as its AI content and used to as its
presuppositional content, the AI content of the two CF-ed elements in (8a) is identical and
thus non-contrastive. Accommodating the presupposition of stopped isn’t enough: used to
and doesn’t vs. doesn’t still aren’t contrastive, as one entails the other. So, one needs to
further exhaustify doesn’t with respect to stopped, getting doesn’t and not (doesn’t and used
to), i.e., doesn’t and didn’t use to. This extra step likely makes (8a) unacceptable for some.
All the speakers accept (8b), but vary on whether they get projection of the presupposition of stopped (of the five speakers above two get projection, three don’t) and are overall
less sure about their inferential judgements. The AI content of the two contrasted elements
is doesn’t vs. never used to. Neither of the two entails the other (unless one interprets never
used to as including the present, in which case it entails doesn’t, and then the reasoning is
as above), yet, it’s unlikely the two would be addressing the same question under discussion,
especially in the presence of a more salient contrast (used to vs. never used to), which might
be why some people don’t get projection in (8b).

2

Crucially, there is a contrast with (9) (a counterpart of (6)), where speakers typically get
projection of both presuppositions (local accommodation might still be possible, since start
and stop are usually considered weak triggers, but arguably it’s not enforced by CF):
(9) If John stopped smoking and Bill started smoking, I’ll win.
→ John used to smoke; Bill used to not smoke.
Thus, regarding interaction with CF, co-speech gestures pattern with presuppositions, and
post-speech gestures pattern with supplements, which is in line with Schlenker’s story, but
is this contrast actually due to different semantics (presuppositional vs. supplemental)?
Proposal I propose that AI content co-occurring with prosodic Focus markers has to be
semantically focused, even if it shares a time slot with some NAI content. Consequently, when
two word-gesture clusters are contrasted with one another, the verbal expressions must be
semantically focused. If they aren’t contrastive, as in (3), the gestures must be treated as AI
to make CF licit. If the verbal expressions are contrastive, as in (6), the gestures can remain
NAI. The reasoning is the same for presuppositions. NAI content that has its own time
slot (NRCs and post-speech gestures) can be focused independently, without simultaneously
focusing some AI content.
This story relies solely on temporal alignment and is thus compatible with treating cospeech gestures as triggering presuppositions that can be locally accommodated (Schlenker’s
story), or as modifiers that are non-restrictive by default but can be interpreted restrictively
under pressure (modified Ebert’s story). It also doesn’t require positing different semantics
for co- vs. post-speech gestures to explain their divergent behavior under CF. While there
might be other reasons to consider assuming different syntactic structure and semantic status
for the two (e.g., certain anaphoric constraints on post-speech gestures discussed in Schlenker
to appear), this is the first step towards a more uniform analysis of gestures.
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The Analysis of less-Comparatives: Evidence from the Processing Cost of Downward
Entailingness
Yosef Grodzinsky1,2, Galit Agmon1, Kedem Snir1, Isabelle Deschamps3 & Yonatan
Loewenstein1
[1] HUJI, [2] FZ Jülich, [3] Université Laval
The landscape: it is widely accepted that the monotonicity of (proportional or degree)
quantifiers has a processing signature – in tasks that time sentence verification against
proportion-depicting images, Downward Entailing (DE) environments manifest significantly
higher Reactions Times (RTs) than Upward Entailing (UE) ones (Deschamps, Agmon,
Loewenstein & Grodzinsky, 2015; Geurts & van der Slik, 2005; Just & Carpenter, 1971):
DRT=RTDE–RTUE >sig 0. We call this a DE Cost (DEC) effect. We review 2 published tests,
report the results of a 3rd one, and motivate a refined DEC, which helps to identify hidden DEoperators in less-comparatives, a topic of debate (Büring, 2007, Heim, 2006, Rullman, 1995).
Deschamps et al. (2015) also report the results of 2 speeded verification tests (n=22), in
which matched auditory phrasal comparatives (containing more/less but no degree adjective)
were coupled with images of blue and yellow circles (1), where blue/yellow proportion was a
7-valued parameter determining both truth-value (T/F), and DEC-independent task difficulty:

Both tests found that DRT(= RT(1b) –RT(1a)) >sig 0, across all 7 values of the proportion
parameter (x-axis in (2)): 1. with a base of 16 blue circles (image 1a), [t(21)=6.647, p<.001];
2. with a base of 24 blue circles (image 1b), [t(21)=8.014,
p<0.001]. No monotonicity-by-proportion interaction was
found – RT curves in (2) (blue=UE, red= DE) are parallel.
The RT puzzle: a DEC effect is not expected in (1): the
monotonicity of comparative quantifiers is “mixed”, their
structure being “A-not-A” (Schwarzschild, 2008): –er, the
comparative morpheme (part of more/fewer) is typically
analyzed as an existential quantifier over degrees, whose
first argument is UE, with a negation in the than-phrase, which makes its second argument
DE. This type of analysis is corroborated by the reversed entailment pattern of the arguments:
(3) a. More cats than snakes died Þ More mammals than snakes died ({cats}Ì{mammals})
b. More cats than reptiles died Þ More cats than snakes died
({snakes}Ì{reptiles})
The pattern in less-comparatives (realized as fewer in the absence of an adjective) is opposite:
(4) a. Fewer mammals than snakes live in deserts Þ Fewer cats than snakes live in deserts
b. Fewer cats than snakes live in big cities Þ Fewer cats than reptiles live in big cities
For DEC, (1a) and (1b) do not differ in that they both contain a DE environment (+ a UE
environment). Assuming DEC, we expect RTmore»RTless, or DRT»0, contrary to fact.
Paths to a solution: this theory/data mismatch may be due to (i) experimental reasons, (ii) an
incorrect definition of DEC, (iii) incorrect assumptions regarding comparative structure.

(i) A possible experimental wrinkle and its fix: All image stimuli in
(1) are 2-colored (blue/yellow). In this context, the parsing of the
matrix alone, “there are more/fewer blue circles…”, will suffice for
verification. If parsing stops there, then DEC should only be
computed on the first part of the comparative, which is UE in morecomparatives, and DE in less-comparatives. DRT>0 is therefore
expected, but then RT results would teach us little about structure,
as parsing is incomplete. This potential wrinkle was removed in a
new (Hebrew) experiment (n=22). It used the same sentences (1), but forced complete parsing
of the comparative, by adding an image (and response) type – Infelicitous – to True and False
(e.g., an image with blue and red circles for (1a); with yellow and red circles for (1b)). The
correct response was now discoverable only at the end of the sentence. The effect persisted
(3) under this tighter test paradigm [F(1,21)=97.236, p<.000...]. The RT puzzle remains.
(ii) Refining DEC: parsing mixed monotonicity may mean that each DE operator contributes
to processing cost. We thus let DEC be determined by the number of DE-operators nDE in a
given LF: nDE(LF2) > nDE(LF1) Þ RT(LF2) >sig RT(LF1). Next, we show how this refinement
makes our paradigm theoretically informative: counting DE operators (nDE) and measuring
their effect on response time can now be used as a tool to discover potentially hidden DE
operators (e.g., where 2n*DE =nUE) through RT patterns.
(iii) The linguistic puzzle and debate: there is an apparent mismatch between entailment and
NPI licensing patterns (exemplified here with phrasal comparatives): I. more/less
comparatives have the entailment pattern in (3)-(4). II. this pattern is expected to correlate
with the pattern of NPI-licensing. III. the observed correlation is only partial: as expected,
more licenses an NPI just in the than-phrase (5); but contrary to expectation, less licenses
NPIs in both of its arguments (6), and in particular, its UE argument (6b) (Seuren, 1973):
(5) a. #This city has more cats that ever meow than snakes
b. This city has more cats than snakes that ever bite
(6) a. This city has fewer cats that ever meow than snakes
b. This city has fewer cats than snakes that ever bite
Whence this mere partial correlation between NPI-licensing and entailment patterns? The
non-decompositional view (Rullman, 1995): Under certain conditions (too involved for an
abstract), NPIs are licensed not only by DE quantifiers, but also, by non-DE, negative
adjectives. The unexpected NPI licensing in the than-phrase of (6b) is thus independent of the
DE-ness of fewer. The decompositional view (Büring, 2007; Heim, 2006): the effects are
derived through an LF with two DE pieces, that together form a UE(=DE+DE) pattern in the
than-phrase. One DE piece comes from few, a quantifier over degrees; the other, from the
“comparative negation”. Each DE piece licenses an NPI in its scope, and the pattern follows.
Our main claims: (i) all experimental results are accounted for with a refined DEC, and only
when the decompositional analysis is assumed; (ii) Juxtaposing a correct DEC to structural
assumptions becomes a powerful tool for linguistic discovery. We now show that.
Predictions with a refined DEC: the refinement harbors clues on the decomposition debate.
The non-decompositional view assumes that LFs of both more- and less-comparatives contain
1 DE-quantifier - –er; when coupled with the refined DEC, it (falsely) predicts that
RTmore»RTfewer. The decompositional view, by contrast, takes more-comparatives to contain 1
DE operator (–er), and less-comparatives to contain 2 (–er, little). With DEC, it predicts
DRT=RTfewer – RTmore>sig 0, as found. The decompositional view is experimentally supported.
Conclusions: this robust DEC effect in phrasal comparatives (i) sharpens our view of the way
the processing cost of DE-ness should be defined; (ii) supports a decompositional view of
less-comparatives, and (iii) underscores the value of experimental work in discovering hidden

structure. The talk will also discuss monotonicity X truth-value interactions, further behavioral
predictions, as well as possible underlying reasons for the DEC effect, and its neural reflexes.
References: Büring, Daniel (2007). CLS. Deschamps, Isabelle et al. (2015). Cognition. Heim,
Irene (2006). SALT 16. Geurts, Bart & Frans van der Slik (2005). Journal of Semantics. Just,
Marcel A., & Patricia A. Carpenter (1971). Journal of Verbal Learning and Verbal Behavior.
Rullmann, Hotze (1995). Ph.D. thesis, UMass, Amherst. Schwarzschild, Roger (2008).
Language and Linguistics Compass. Seuren, Pieter (1973). Generative Grammar in Europe.

An Analysis of Counteridenticals in Terms of Dream Reports
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Counteridenticals are counterfactual conditional sentences whose antecedent clauses embed an identity statement, e.g.:
(1)
(2)

If I were you, I’d buy the blue dress.
If Peter were Angela Merkel, he’d be the chancellor of Germany.

In this paper, I argue that counteridenticals are best analyzed along the lines of dream
reports. The analysis opposes existing proposals of counteridentical meaning (Lakoff
(1996); Kocurek (2016)), both of which constitute variations of Lewis’ (1973) counterpart
theory. First, I show that counteridenticals and dream reports exhibit striking grammatical as well as perceptual parallels. Then, I suggest an analysis of counteridenticals on a
par with Percus and Sauerland’s (2003), henceforward P&S, analysis of dream reports.
In contrast to the existing theories, this proposal is able to account for the correlations
between the two linguistic structures.
Counteridenticals and dream reports exhibit at least four parallels with regard to their
grammatical and perceptual make-up. Some of these correlations have already been noted
in the literature by Arregui (2007), and this paper provides two novel arguments in favor
of an analysis which treats the two constructions on a par.
1. Both allow for sequences to occur which violate the binding principle B (cf. (3-c))
with respect to first person pronouns (3), but not second and third person pronouns (4).
(3)

a.
b.

Ii dreamed Ii was Brigitte Bardotj and Ii⊕j kissed mei .
If Ii were youj , Ii⊕j ’d kiss mei .

c. *Ii kiss(ed) mei .

(4)

a. *Peteri dreamed [hei was Brigitte Bardotj and] hei⊕j kissed himi .
b. *If Peteri were Sarahj , hei⊕j ’d kiss himi .
(cf. Arregui 2007: 31)

In dream reports and counteridenticals, pronouns with the same features may have multiple referents, (indicated in the examples via distinct indices). Whereas the subscripts
i and j are used for pronouns referring to entities which inhabit the actual world in addition to the counterfactual one, the subscript i ⊕ j designates pronouns referring to a
non-actual entity composed of a combination of the antecedent clause’s subject’s and object’s properties, i.e. the subject’s dream/counterfactual self. The availability of multiple
referents enables the circumvention of the binding principle’s application in (3)/(4).
2. Both enable us to comprehend clauses which, under canonical circumstances (i.e.
excluding role playing situations, etc.), seem irremediably false in extensional contexts
(e.g. I dreamed I was you/If I were you, I would be happier in contrast to *I am you) (cf.
Arregui 2007: 31). When evaluated against the facts of the actual world, the identification
of two inherently different individuals seems clearly infelicitous. Nevertheless, in the cases
of dream reports and counteridenticals, we can easily make sense of such a relation, since
we derive that instead of consulting our knowledge of the actual world we are to imagine
worlds which differ from ours with regard to some contextually relevant presuppositions,
here: the identity of the speaker/the addressee.
3. The pronouns of both constructions obey the Oneiric Reference Constraint (ORC),
1

a syntactic constraint on pronoun movement that rules out any LF for dream reports
in which some pronoun referring to the dream-self is asymmetrically c-commanded by a
pronoun referring to the actual entity (cf. P&S 2003: 5). The ORC explains why dream
reports involving two pronouns with the same agreement features (e.g. John dreamed that
he was marrying his grand-daughter) are ambiguous between only three readings, even
though there are four possible combinations of the consequent pronouns’ referents (i.e.
the actual-John and his dream-self): It disallows that reading in which the first pronoun
refers to the actual self of the dreamer, while the second one refers to that person’s
dream-self (*In John’s dream, John marries the dream-self’s grand-daughter) (cf. ibid.:
4). In counteridenticals, we find a similar pattern (cf. (5)): Those pronouns which can be
interpreted ambiguously between referring to the speaker’s actual self and the person s/he
counterfactually identifies with obey the ORC. (Note that the first consequent pronoun,
Ii⊕j , is excluded from the constraint in this example since it can never refer back to the
actual speaker). In (5), the ORC renders that reading infeasible, or at least marginal, in
which the actual speaker’s son shall play with the counterfactually imagined daughter.
(5)

If I
a.
b.
c.

were you, I’d encourage my son to play with my daughter.
If Ii were youj , Ii⊕j ’d encourage myi⊕j son to play with myi⊕j daughter.
If Ii were youj , Ii⊕j ’d encourage myi⊕j/i son to play with myi daughter.
*If Ii were youj , Ii⊕j ’d encourage myi son to play with myi⊕j daughter.

4. Both structures presuppose that the speaker has taken over the entire set of (contextually relevant) properties of the person s/he imagines to be. Any deviation from that
expectation has to be made explicit, otherwise the listener is expected to object (e.g. I
dreamed I was you. I lived in NYC . . . – Wait, but I don’t live there).
In particular the similarity of dream reports and counteridenticals with respect to
the ORC calls for an analysis along the lines of P&S (2003). Following their proposal, I
suggest to make use of concept generators in their realization as centered worlds. To this
end, I propose that if sets up an environment in which the proposition x is y is taken
under a certain attitude; it is interpreted via a ‘counterfactually imagine’-relation, by
means of which the speaker predicates, in the cf-imagine mode, the consequent property
to his/her counterfactual-self (cf. (6)) (cf. Moltmann 2003).
(6)

JIf x were yKg = Jcf-imagine (x be y)Kg = λQ. λx. λw. ∀ <y, w0 > in CF-IMAGINEx,w ,
Q(y)(w0 ) = 1.
(based on P&S 2003: 8)

Whereas P&S’s proposal of dream reports restricts the analysis of the embedded proposition to those worlds in which the speaker completely identifies with the person s/he
dreams to be (i.e. to that set of pairs <y, w0 > such that w0 is a world compatible with
x’s dream in w, and y is the individual in w0 who x, in w, identifies as himself (ibid:
8)), matters are more complex for counteridenticals. In counteridenticals, the degree of
identification between the speaker and his/her counterfactually imagined self may vary.
In (1), the speaker assumes the addressee’s external properties while keeping his/her internal properties in tact, a strategy which enables him/her to give advice. By contrast,
in (2), the consequent clause is true if Peter is either completely identified with Angela
Merkel in the counterfactual worlds or if he is merely identified with her with respect to
her profession. Hence, the contribution of y may differ in a context-dependent way. To
capture the different degrees of identification, and, thus, the different denotations of the
counterfactual self, I propose CF-IMAGINEx,w to have the following interpretation:
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(7)

= {<y, w0 >| w0 is a world compatible with the worlds x counterfactually imagines in w, and y is the individual in w0 from whom x, in w, takes over
a contextually relevant set of properties (meaning that P(w,y) (w0 )(x) = 1, where
P(w,y) of type <s, et >represents the coersion of the individual y into a contextually
salient set of properties in w)}.
(based on P&S 2003; Percus&Sharvit 2014)

CF-IMAGINEx,w

Under these assumptions, multiple pronoun reference can be accounted for as in P&S,
via different pronoun interpretations: Reference to the actual person is achieved through
their usual interpretation as a variable, analyzed in situ (cf. me2 in (8)). Reference
to the dream-self is realized via a starred pronoun which behaves similar to a relative
pronoun (cf. I* in (8)): it moves to the left periphery of the complement clause, which
triggers a predicate abstraction over the trace it leaves behind (cf. P&S 2003: 7f). If
CF-IMAGINE is assumed to quantify over centered worlds, taking a property (the meaning
of the complement clause) as an input, the movement leads to an identification of the
starred pronoun with the center of those worlds compatible with agent’s counterfactually
imagined ones, i.e. with the person the speaker adopts properties from, y (cf. (6)).
(8)

(If
a.
b.
c.

I were you,) Icf-imagine-self ’d love meactual-self .
(I) cf-imagine [ I* λ3 [ λw1 [V P w1 t3 love [me2 w1 ] ] ] ]
λx. λw. ∀<y,w0 > in CF-IMAGINEx,w ,y loves g(2)(w0 ) in w0 .
This “property” will hold, e.g., of the speaker, if for all of his/her cf- imagined world, at which s/he takes over contextually relevant properties from the
addressee, his/her counterfactually imagined self loves his/her actual self.
(based on P&S 2003: 8)

The proposed analysis of counteridenticals on a par with dream reports thus predicts both
the conceptual and the grammatical parallels between the two linguistic structures.
Selected References: • Arregui, A. 2007. Being Me, Being You: Pronoun Puzzles in Modal Contexts.
• Kocurek, A.W. 2016. Counteridenticals. • Lakoff, G. 1996. Sorry, I’m not myself today. • Moltmann,
F. 2003. Propositional attitudes without propositions. • Percus, O. & Sauerland, U. 2003. Pronoun
Movement in Dream Reports. • Percus, O. & Sharvit, Y. 2014. Copular asymmetries in belief reports.
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A Formal Pragmatic Account of Double Access
Peter Klecha • Swarthmore College • p.a.klecha@gmail.com
This paper presents a formal analysis of Double Access (DA) readings as being due to
imprecision. (1) is an example of DA.
(1)

Dorothy said that Trish is sick.

(2)

Dorothy said that Trish was sick.

DA is typified by the embedding of a Present-Tensed clause beneath a Past-Tensed attitude
verb. (1) entails the simultaneous reading of (2), i.e., that the time of Trish’s alleged sickness
was the time of Dorothy’s saying (modulo de se), but also seems to convey that Trish is sick
at speech time (ST). This is puzzling, since typical cases of embedded tense, like (2), only
identify the embedded event-description with a single time, but additionally, the nature of this
second inference, relating to ST, is mysterious, since (1) clearly does not entail that Trish is
actually sick at ST, nor that what Dorothy said entails that Trish is sick at ST (Ogihara 1995).
De re theories of DA (e.g., Ogihara) have had considerable success accounting for these basic
facts for certain cases of DA, but Gennari (2003) has provided several important examples of
DA that the temporal de re theory cannot explain.
Analysis (1) is acceptable, and has the meaning it does, because of imprecision. Imprecision
is the phenomenon by which sentences may be uttered felicitously in a discourse even when
strictly false, so long as the distinction between what they describe and the actual truth is
irrelevant for the purposes of the discourse (Lasersohn 1999, Lauer 2012, Klecha 2014). A
typical case of imprecision is one in which I felicitously utter John is 6 feet tall even though
his actual height is 5 ft. 11.5 in., because the distinction between John?s being 6 ft. tall and
his being 5 ft. 11.5 in. is simply unimportant for the purposes of the discourse in which the
utterance takes place. Our indifference to distinctions of half an inch can be thought of as
imposing a kind of low resolution on the logical space, coarsening our measurement of heights
to (in this case) round inches. On my analysis, (1) contains a deictic Present Tense embedded
under a Past-Tensed-attitude verb. Thus its literal meaning is that Dorothy said x in the past,
where x entails that Trish is sick at ST. This is a violation of the Upper Limit Constraint (ULC,
Abusch (1997)), which requires that the reference time of the embedded clause not be any later
than the attitude holder?s now. So (1) is utterable only if the distinction between the time of
Dorothy?s saying and speech time is simply irrelevant for the purposes of discussing Trish’s
alleged sickness, and we are therefore operating at a low enough temporal resolution to conflate
the two.
I adopt a formal analysis of imprecision along the lines of Lauer and Klecha who analyze
it as a pragmatic phenomenon. However, they both assume a global theory of pragmatics,
whereby lexical/compositional semantics determines a literal meaning for an utterance, after
which point the pragmatics determines a pragmatic meaning (implicature), in part on the basis
of the literal meaning. A globalist analysis is clearly insufficient for this phenomenon, however.
According to the present theory, on its literal meaning, (1) is a violation of the ULC. On any
well-formalized implementation of the ULC (e.g., Schlenker 2004, Klecha 2016) a violation
of the ULC leads to crash of the semantic derivation, thus no literal meaning is generated, and
no pragmatic enrichment can take place. So the theory must allow the embedded clause to first
be interpreted imprecisely, then compose with the attitude verb. In other words, DA must be
treated as a case of embedded implicature.
Per Klecha (2014), the pragmatic interpretation of S is just whatever the speaker would
have to believe in order to utter S cooperatively, where “cooperatively” is defined in Gricean
terms, taking a baseline (literal) interpretation of S as a starting point. A context in which a

past time and speech time are conflated for the purposes of discussing the state Trish sick is one
in which the interlocutors are not considering the possibility that Trish sick holds at one of the
two times but not the other; thus while the literal meanings (3a-b) are distinct, their pragmatic
enrichments (4) are not. Following Klecha (2016), the t argument of (3a-b) corresponds to the
temporal limit imposed by attitude verbs; by default it is (−∞, g(0)).
JTrish is sickKg = λt, w[sick(g(0) ∩ t, w)]
JTrish was2 sickKg = λt, w[sick(g(2) ∩ t, w) & g(2) < g(0)]

(3)

a.
b.

(4)

JTrish is sickKg,ρ = JTrish was2 sickKg,ρ = λt, w[sick([g(2), g(0)] ∩t, w) & g(2) < g(0)]

Composition of a past tensed attitude like said that imposes its reference time as an upper limit
(Klecha 2016) with (3a) creates a crash, whereas with (4) it yields a meaning equivalent to (2).
(5)

JDorothy said2 SKg = λt, w[g(2) < g(0) & ∀v ∈ Bd,g(2)∩t,w [JSK((−∞, g(2)))(v)]]

Thus if the embedded clause is interpreted imprecisely, the compositionally determined meaning of (1) is identical to (2) – but because said composition can only occur successfully if
the speaker means for the embedded clause to be interpreted imprecisely, any use of (1) also
gives rise to the additional inference that the past reference time and speech time ought to be
conflated.
Benefits This correctly predicts the felt inference that Trish is sick at ST in the Dorothy-saidworlds, without actually strictly entailing that Trish is sick at ST in any of the relevant worlds;
the implicature is that ST is not worth distinguishing from the time of Trish’s alleged sickness
for the purposes of discussing said alleged sickness, which implies that the intervening interval
is not enough time for the alleged sickness-state under discussion to have changed or ended.
This captures the well-known fact that DA sentences tend to impose a limit on the length of the
interval separating the attitude-holder?s now and ST (i.e., the time between the two points of
Access); it also captures the fact that the limit varies from predicate to predicate.
(6)

a.
b.
c.

{Yesterday/?Last month/#2 years ago}, John said that Mary is pregnant.
{A minute ago/#Yesterday}, Mary said that John is in the kitchen.
The ancient Romans thought that the sun revolves around the earth.

Since the lengths of pregnancies are usually measured in months or weeks, simply using the
predicate pregnant requires a temporal resolution at least fine enough to distinguish intervals
on the order of months or weeks (6a). Since a person typically only stays in a room for a few
hours at most, be in the kitchen requires a temporal resolution at least on the order of hours, if
not a finer one (6b). But since patterns of movement of heavenly bodies typically last billions
of years, a temporal resolution coarse enough to conflate ST with a time thousands of years
prior is acceptable (6c). This is supported by the novel observation that if our discourse makes
relevant distinctions even finer than those imposed by given predicates, otherwise utterable DA
cases can become bad.
(7)

a.
b.
c.

A: Mary hasn’t given birth yet; but they think she will sometime in the next few
hours.
B: Whoa, wait, how is it you know that Mary?s pregnant?
A: {A minute ago/#Yesterday,} John told me she is.

Compare (7c) to (6a). Because our discourse makes relevant the distinction between now and
a few hours from now, our temporal resolution is a few hours (or less), so we cannot conflate
ST with a time 24 hours prior to ST; thus the yesterday variant of (7c) is bad. Note that in this
discourse Mary is (believed to be) still pregnant, which makes this example problematic for de
re accounts.

Petr Kusliy and Ekaterina Vostrikova

UMass Amherst

Hard cases of third readings in terms of the standard solution
Introduction. Schwager (2011) and Sudo (2014) argued that there are cases of the so-called
third readings of attitude reports, initially discovered in (Fodor 1970), that cannot be
accounted for in terms of a theory of indexed world variables (Percus 2000), which is often
referred to as the Standard Solution. More complicated alternatives to the Standard Solution
have been formulated in terms of evaluating a property in the metaphysically closest worlds
where the property is not empty (Schwager 2011), substitution of contextually equivalent
functions (Sudo 2014), generalized concept generators (Baron 2016). We argue that all the
seemingly problematic cases can be naturally accounted for in terms of the Standard Solution,
if we take into account the elided material in the original reports and assume the classical
principle of interchangeability of intensionally equivalent expressions in intensional contexts.
Data and discussion. According to the Standard Solution, the sentence in (1b) can be a
truthful attitude report, given the context in (1a), if the predicate expensive dress is interpreted
w.r.t. the matrix world of evaluation and not in Mary’s belief-alternatives (the so-called nonspecific transparent interpretation). The LF proposed for (1b) by the Standard Solution is
given in (2a) and the truth conditions in (2b).
(1)a. Context: Mary wants to buy one of Versace dresses she sees in the window of a
boutique. She does not know that they are all expensive. The speaker knows this.
b. Mary wants to buy an expensive dress.
(2)a. [λw1 Mary wants in w1 [λw2 PRO to buy in w2 an [expensive dress in w1 ] ]
b. ||(2a)||w,g=1 iff ∀w'∈Desire-Alt(Mary,w): ∃x(x is exp.dress. in w & Mary buys x in w')
The problematic cases include the examples given in (3)b and (4)b.
(3)a. Context: Malte’s jacket is a green Bench jacket. Adrian does not know what kind
of jacket Malte has; Adrian wants to buy a green Bench jacket.
b. Adrian wants to buy a jacket like Malte’s.
If we evaluate jacket like Malte’s in the actual world, we will predict that Adrian wants one of
the green Bench jackets existing in the actual world. However, this is too strong: in some of
his desire alternatives, call it w2, Adrian might just as well be buying jacket j1, if it happens to
be a green Bench jacket in w2, even if, in the actual world, j1 is a red Bench jacket.
(4)a. Context: Mary is looking at the Burj Khalifa, which has 191 floors. No other currently
existing building has more floors. Mary doesn’t know this. She also doesn’t
know how many floors Burj Khalifa has. She says, ‘Wow, I want to buy a
building that’s even one floor higher!’
b. Mary wants to buy a building with 192 floors.
The problem with (4b) is that evaluating building with 192 floors in the actual world will
yield an empty set. Thus there will be no world where the existential quantification is true.
The report is predicted to be true only if the set of Mary’s desire-alternatives is empty.
Proposal. We observe that in all of the problematic cases the desire report contains elided
material. We reconstruct this material and allow it to be evaluated with respect to the
evaluation (actual) world. We make use of Frege’s principle of substiutivity given in (5).

(5) Frege’s principle: an expression in an intensional context can be substituted by another
expression that has the same intension (sense) salva veritate (see Frege 1948, p. 219)
For example, (3)b should be read as (6)a and a possible LF for it is given in (6)b. The elided
noun has a world variable bound by the matrix abstractor. (We follow Schwager (2011) in
assuming that like stands for being of the same brand and color.)
(6)a. Adrian wants to buy a jacket like Malte’s jacket.
b. [λw1 Adrian wants in w1 [λw2 to buy in w2 a [jacket in w2 like in w2 Malte’s jacket in w1]]
(6)a is a true report in the context in (3)a because (7) and (8) pick out the same set of worlds
(assuming that w0 is the actual world). This is so because, in every world w', being a jacket
like Malte’s jacket in the actual world is being a green Bench jacket in w'. Thus, following
Frege’s principle in (5), we can substitute (8) for (7).
(7)[λw2 PRO to buy in w2 a [jacket in w2 like in w2 Malte’s jacket in w0]
(8)[λw2 PRO to buy in w2 a [green Bench jacket in w2]
In case of (4)b, what the speaker picks up directly from the context in (4)a is that Mary wants
to buy a building one floor higher than Burj Khalifa. The LF for this report is given in (9)
Following the standard assumptions, we suggest that there is ellipsis in comparatives. The
elided predicate comes with a world variable bound by the matrix abstractor,
(9) [λw1 Mary wants in w1 [λw2 PRO to buy in w2 a building in w2 that is one floor higher
in w2 than Burj Khalifa is high in w1]]
The report in (4)b is true, because (10) and (11) are equivalent (they denote the same
proposition). According to Frege’s principle, substitution of (10) by (11) is valid here.
(10) [λw2 PRO to buy in w2 a bld. in w2 that is one fl. higher in w2 than B.Kh. is high in w0]]
(11) [λw2 PRO to buy in w2 a building that has 192 floors in w2]
In every possible world, a building that is one floor higher than Burj Khalifa is in the actual
world is a building that has 192 floors. Thus, if (9) is a true de dicto report picked up directly
from (4)a, then the speaker is justified in asserting (4)b because (4)b describes the very same
desire that is described by (9), even though Mary would not have used the same words to
express it.
This line of argumentation demonstrates that the problematic cases discussed in the
literature do not require us to abandon the Standard solution.
Importantly, the account proposed here does not violate the Intersective Predicate
Generalization that disallows intersecting predicates evaluated in different possible worlds
(Keshet 2008). For example, in (9), the elided predicate is high in w1 is not the one that is
intersected with the predicate building in w2. The former predicate is just a subconstituent of a
bigger predicate is one floor higher in w2 than Burj Khalifa in w1 that is intersected with
building in w2.
Further predictions. In our talk, we will go over other problematic cases proposed in
Schwager (2011) and Sudo (2014): Adrian is planning to order a piano like your
grandmother’s, The reporter wants to interview someone who broke the curfew, Mary thinks
that Sue is Catholic. We will show that they can all be naturally derived in terms of the
Standard Solution along the lines proposed here.

Degrees as Nominalized Properties: Evidence from Differential Verbal
Comparatives in Mandarin
Qiongpeng Luo (Nanjing University) & Zhiguo Xie (The Ohio State University)
Background: One popular theory of degree semantics treats degrees as points (or intervals) on a scale,
analogous to real numbers. Comparisons are constructed out of scales: individuals are mapped onto scales,
and the relative positions of the individuals on the scale determine the comparison outcome (Scontras 2017;
see also von Stechow 1984; Kennedy & McNally 2005; Morzycki 2016, a. o.). However, recent research
has identified Differential Verbal Comparatives (DVCs) in Mandarin to be a case that challenges this
standard knowledge (1) (Li 2009, 2015; Lin 2013; Liu 2013):
(1) a. DP1
bi DP2
duo/shao
V
*(differential phrase)
b. Zhangsan bi Lisi
duo/shao
kan-le
liang ben xiaoshuo.
Zhangsan bi Lisi
more/less
read-Asp
two CL
novel
‘Zhangsan read two more novels than Lisi did.’
The differential in (1b) is obligatory, and it takes the form of a DP (liang ben xiaoshuo ‘two CL novels’).
On the standard degree-based account, differentials denote difference between the target of comparison
and the standard of comparison. This means liang-ben xiaoshuo in (1b) should denote a set of numbers
(that ZS read but LS didn’t read)! As the gloss in (1b) indicates, (to borrow from Grosu & Landman
(1998)), “it just can’t be correct”.
Li’s degreeless analysis: Taking certain differential phrases in DVC sentences as “regular,” individualdenoting DPs, Li (2009, 2015) holds that a degree-based semantic analysis would fall short of the DVC,
and that the construction is amenable to a degreeless, mapping-based semantics that compares the entities
in two sets. She posits the semantics in (2a) for duo, which involves a bijective mapping between two sets
of entities to which the subject (i.e. DP1 in (1a)) and the standard of comparison (DP2) relate by the
predicate (V). It identifies the difference between the sets with the denotation of the differential phrase. For
(1b), Li assumes (2b) to be its LF structure, where bi projects a PP and is semantically vacuous. DP2 is
taken to be a simple PP complement, with no clausal syntactic structure. The semantics of (1b) is given in
(2c), which says that for each novel Lisi read, Zhangsan read a matching copy, and there are two novels
that Zhangsan read but for which Lisi did not read matching copies.
(2) a. [[duof]]g = λP<e,<et>>λxeλyeλke.∀ze[P(z)(y)→∃te[t=g(f)(z)∧proper(g(f)) ∧P(t)(x)∧P(k)(o )∧¬t○k]]
b. [S [DP liang ben xiaoshuo]i [S λi [VP [DP1 Zhangsan] [VP [PP [[P bi][DP2 Lisi]]][VP [ duo kan-le ti]…
c. [[1(b)]] =1 iff ∃xe[novel (x)∧#x≥2∧∀ze[read(z)(Lisi) →
∃te[t=g(f)(z) ∧PROPER(g(f)) ∧read(t)(Zhangsan) ∧read(x)(Zhangsan) ∧¬t○x]]]
Empirical issues: Li’s (2009/15) mapping-based analysis of the DVC is largely motivated by the
observation that when the differential phrase in the DVC is not a measure phrase (MP), it shares certain
properties with DP objects that purport to denote individuals. However, we note that her arguments are
actually less conclusive than she had intended, and that the following observations can be taken to be
evidence setting non-MP differential phrases in DVC sentences apart from genuine DPs. (a) A non-MP
differential phrase in the DVC at best can be marginally referred back to by a (referential) pronoun or
empty category, while referring back by a degree modifier such as zhe(me) or na(me) ‘this/that’ plus an
MP is always acceptable (3). (b) When the differential phrase in the DVC is a numeral + classifier phrase,
it can be preceded by the degree-modifying na(me), a modifier that cannot precede a genuine DP (4). (c)
Unlike genuine DPs, a non-MP differential in the DVC cannot be topicalized, even if it is preceded by a
demonstrative (5).
(3) a. Zhangsan bi Lisi duo du-le
[liang ben xiaoshuo]i. ??/*Wangwu ye du-le [tamen]i.
Zhangsan bi Lisi more read-Asp two CL novel
Wangwu also read-Asp them
Intended: ‘Zhangsan read two more novels than Lisi did. And Wangwu read them, too.’
b. Zhangsan bi Lisi duo du-le
[liang ben xiaoshuo]i. Wangwu ye du-le
[na’me]i liang-ben.
Zhangsan bi Lisi more read-Asp two CL novel
Wangwu also read-Asp that
DUO
‘Zhangsan read two more novels than Lisi did. And Wangwu read that many (more) too.’
(4) Jisuanji zhuanye bi women duo shang na’me san-men ke.
computer major
bi we
more study so
three-CL course
‘Computer science majors (merely) take three more courses than we do.’
(5) a. Zhangsan bi Lisi duo du-le
zhe ben xiaoshuo.
Zhangsan bi Lisi more read-Asp Dem CL novel

b. */?? [Topic Zhe ben xiaoshuo], Zhangsan bi Lisi duo du-le e.
As a further note, degree-denoting DPs are widely attested in natural languages, most of them are
typologically unrelated to Mandarin Chinese: English (6) (Rett 2014); Hindi-Urdu (7) (Bhatt and
Takahashi 2011), Japanese (8) (Sudo 2015):
(6) a. Four pizzas is more than we need. b. Many guests is several more than Bill anticipated.
(7) [Pim-ne kal jitnii kitaabe parh-i:] [Tina-ne aaj us-se zyaadaa kitaabe parh-i:].
Pim yesterday how.many books read Tina-Erg today that-than more books read-Pfv.FPl
Lit.: ‘How many books Pim read yesterday, Tina read more books than that today.’
(8) John-wa [[ Bill-ga katta ]-yori ] takusan hon-o katta
John-top Bill-nom bought-than many book-acc bought
‘John bought more books than the amount of books that Bill bought.’
Proposal: Cresswell (1976) conjectures that DPs can denote either a set of individuals or the cardinality of
that set. To implement this classic thesis, we follow Anderson & Morzycki (2015) and Scontras (2017) to
assume that degrees are more ontologically complex than are typically thought: they are nominalizations of
quantity-uniform properties, namely, degrees reference both abstract representation of measurement and
the objects in the world that instantiate that measurement (9a). Specifically, the degree-denoting DPs
contain a null  morpheme that turns a set of individuals to an n-membered set of individuals (cf. Scontras’
(2017) treatment of amount) (9b-c) (“” and “” are the familiar operators that turn properties to kinds and
vice versa, cf. Chierchia 1998):
(9) a. DEGREE := x.k[f(x)=n  k(x)] (where k is kind, f is a contextually-specified measure)
b. [[]] = knd.d=x.f(x)=n  k(x)
c. [DP [ClP [NumeralP liang [Cl ben [ [NP xiaoshuo]]]]]]= λd. d=x.CARD(x)=2  [[novel]](x)
(9c) amounts to saying that there is a 2-membered set of individuals which is instantiated by the kind
NOVEL. Direct support for this (degrees-as-kinds) analysis comes from the fact that differentials in DVCs
can be kind-denoting terms (in (10a), Pride and Prejudice denotes a novel kind, as evidenced by its
modification by a Num+Cl sequence):
(10) Zhangsan bi Lisi duo kan-le
(yi-ben) Pride and Prejudice. (Li 2015)
Zhangsan bi Lisi more read-Asp (one-CL) Pride and Prejudice
One immediate advantage of this analysis is that it provides a unified account of the degree-denoting DPs
and individual-denoting DPs. Via the familiar process of DKP (Derived Kind Predication) (Chierchia
1998), degrees grant us access to the individuals that instantiate them (DKP: If P applies to objects and k
denotes a kind, then P(k) = x[k(x)P(x)]).
This analysis offers a more motivated account of DVC sentences. First, the fact that the differential
DP in the DVC can be preceded by the degree modifying zhe(me)/na(me) ‘this/that’ is straightforwardly
captured. In Mandarin, zhe(me)/na(me) are etymologically and semantically related to the demonstrative
zhe/na. Demonstratives contain a semantic component about maximality (A. A (the largest member of A
if there is one)) and reference to some salient objects. They can combine with a set of degrees and return
the largest degree. The semantic representation of na(me) liang ben xiaoshuo ‘that two CL novels’ is
provided in (11):
(11) [[name liang ben xiaoshuo]] = λd. d=x.f(x)=2  [[novel]](x) = x. f(x)=na+bNOVEL(x)
Second, the present analysis predicts that the differential DPs are obligatory in DVC sentences, because on
the present account, degrees contain both abstract measurement and the information about the sortal
predicates that instantiate it. This prediction is borne out (see Li 2015 for details). Third, the present
analysis correctly delivers the truth-conditions of DVC sentences without running into the difficulties the
standard degree-based account would face. We take duo to be a difference function that takes five
arguments: an object x (the standard of comparison), an object y (the target of comparison), a predicate P
that relates events and objects, a degree d, and an event e (Svenonius & Kennedy 2006; Kennedy & Levin
2008) (12):


(12) a. [[duo]] = P<v, et>dxeyeev.P(e)(u)(d) (y) ( an object y is different from x relative to P such that
y holds of P bud x does not)


b. P (d) (y) =1 iff dD³ (d)[P(d)(y)=1 P(d)(x)=0]
Applying the standard A-not-A analysis for comparisons (Schwarzschild 2008) yields the desired results
for DVC sentences (simplifying somewhat):
(13) [[zhangsan bi Lisi duo du le san ben shu]] =1 iff dD³ (d)[P(d)(ZS)=1 P(d)(LS)=0]
= x[f(x)=3BOOK(x)  [read (x)(ZS)  read (x)(LS)]]

In prose, (13) states that there is some instantiation x of BOOK kind whose cardinality is 3 such that
Zhangsan read x but Lisi did not read (the same thing). This semantics is logically equivalent to what is
obtained in Li (2015), but free from her problems.
Conclusion and implications: Recent research has documented remarkable variability in the expression of
comparison (Beck et al. 2004; Kennedy 2009; Bhatt and Takahashi 2011; Bochnak 2015). There are two
driving questions behind this line of research: (1) whether a case of apparent surface variability in making
comparison reflects variability in grammar, (2) which component of grammar (if any) can a case of
variability in comparison be reduced to. In this paper, we reexamined Differential Verbal Comparatives in
Mandarin, a comparative construction purportedly making use of direct comparison of two sets of
individuals with no reference to, or mediation by, degree. We have shown that this unnatural bifurcation of
degree-based vs. degreeless comparatives can be eliminated, provided we allow a richer semantics of DPs
and an complex ontology of degrees: the former requires us to admit that DPs denote degrees and the latter
forces us to model degrees as (abstract) representation of measurement plus the objects in the world that
instantiate that measurement.
References: Anderson, C. & M. Morzycki. 2015. Degrees as kinds. NL&LT 33(3). // Chierchia, G. 1998. Reference to kinds
across languages. NLS 6. // Cresswell. J. 1976. The semantics of degree. In B. H. Partee (ed.), Montague Grammar. New
York: Academic Press.// Erlewine, M. Clausal comparison without degree abstraction in Mandarin Chinese. NL&LT (To
appear). // Grusu, A. & F. Landman. 1998. Strange relatives of the third kind. NLS 6. // Kennedy, C. 2009. Modes of
Comparison. In M. Elliot et al. (eds.), Proceedings of CLS 43. // Li, X. 2015. Degreeless comparatives: the semantics of
differential verbal comparatives in Mandarin Chinese. JoS 32. // Rett, J. 2014. The polysemy of measurement. Lingua 143:
242-266. // Scontras, G. 2017. A new kind of degree. L&P (Online first 02/2017).

Inclusive plurals and the theory of number Luisa Martí, QMUL
Two	
  recent	
  approaches	
  to	
  the	
  semantics	
  of	
  morphologically	
  plural	
  count	
  nouns	
  are	
  the	
  
ambiguity	
  approach	
  (Farkas	
  and	
  de	
  Swart	
  2010	
  (F&deS),	
  Grimm	
  2012:	
  morphologically	
  
plural	
  nouns	
  are	
  ambiguous	
  between	
  number-‐neutral	
  and	
  non-‐atomic	
  denotations),	
  and	
  
the	
   non-‐ambiguity	
   approach	
   (Sauerland	
   2003,	
   Sauerland	
   et	
   al.	
   2005,	
   Spector	
   2007:	
  
morphologically	
   plural	
   nouns	
   are	
   unambiguously	
   number-‐neutral	
   and	
   non-‐atomic	
  
interpretations	
  arise	
  via	
  presupposition	
  or	
  implicature).	
  I	
  provide	
  a	
  new	
  argument	
  for	
  
ambiguity	
   and	
   propose	
   that	
   English	
   plural	
   forms	
   on	
   their	
   number-‐neutral	
  
interpretation	
  are	
  the	
  morphological	
  reflex	
  of	
  general	
  number.	
  
A theory of num ber. 	
  Harbour	
  (H)	
  (2011,	
  2014)	
  uses	
  (1),	
  the	
  features	
  in	
  (2),	
  and	
  (3)	
  
to	
   generate	
   the	
   cross-‐linguistic	
   typology	
   of	
   nominal	
   number	
   distinctions	
   (see	
   Corbett	
  
2000)	
  (Q	
  a	
  free	
  variable,	
  ⊔	
  the	
  join	
  operator,	
  ⊏	
  the	
  proper	
  subpart	
  relation):	
  
(1) 	
  	
  	
  	
  …	
  
	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  (2)	
  	
  ⟦+atomic⟧  =	
  λx.	
  atom(x)	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  ([±at])	
  
	
  	
  NumP	
  
⟦−atomic⟧=λx.	
  ¬atom(x)
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  3	
   	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   	
  
⟦+minimal⟧=λPλx:	
  P(x).	
  ¬∃y	
  P(y)&	
  y⊏x	
  	
   	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  ([±min])	
  
Num0	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  nP
⟦−minimal⟧=λPλx:	
  P(x).	
  ∃y	
  P(y)&	
  y⊏x	
  
	
  
3	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
⟦+additive⟧=λPλx:	
  Q(x)&Q⊏P.∀y	
  Q(y)→Q(x⊔y)	
  	
   	
  	
  	
  	
  ([±add])	
  
n0	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  √
⟦−additive⟧=λPλx:	
  Q(x)&Q⊏P.¬∀y	
  Q(y)→Q(x⊔y)	
  	
  
	
  
(3) a.	
  Activation	
  of	
  Num0:	
  [±add]/[±min]/[±at]	
  is	
  (not)	
  a	
  feature	
  in	
  Num0	
  
	
  b.	
  Feature	
  recursion:	
  it	
  is	
  (not)	
  possible	
  to	
  repeat	
  a	
  feature	
  in	
  Num0	
  
n0	
   structures	
   roots	
   into	
   join-‐semilattices	
   (Link	
   1983).	
   The	
   features	
   in	
   (2)	
   operate	
   on	
  
them.	
   [±At]	
   derives	
   singular-‐plural	
   systems	
   (singular	
   form=[+at],	
   plural	
   form=[−at]).	
  
[±Min]	
   derives	
   minimal-‐augmented	
   systems	
   (H	
   2011,	
   Noyer	
   1992).	
   Features	
   may	
  
combine	
   or	
   repeat	
   ((3)b).	
   [±Min,	
   ±at]	
   is	
   for	
   singular-‐dual-‐plural:	
   importantly	
   for	
   what	
  
follows,	
   dual=[+min]([−at](P))	
   (singular=[+min]([+at](P)),	
   plural=[−min]([−at](P)),	
   and	
  
*[−min]([+at](P)),	
  given	
  (2)).	
  [±Min,	
  ±at]	
  with	
  [±min]	
  repeatable	
  is	
  a	
  singular-‐dual-‐trial-‐
plural	
   system	
   (trial=[[+min]([−min]([−at](P))),	
   other	
   numbers	
   as	
   before,	
   remaining	
  
combinations	
   ill-‐formed).	
   [±add]	
   derives	
   approximative	
   number	
   (e.g.,	
   paucals)(with	
  
additional	
   assumptions	
   not	
   discussed	
   here).	
   H	
   derives	
   all	
   and	
   only	
   the	
   cross-‐
linguistically	
   attested	
   nominal	
   number	
   systems	
   on	
   principled	
   and	
   parsimonious	
  
grounds	
  without	
  using	
  primitives	
  such	
  as	
  [dual],	
  [trial]	
  or	
  [paucal].	
  
A problem for H (and others). 	
   In	
   many	
   languages,	
   morphologically	
   plural,	
   [−at]	
  
nouns	
  seem	
  to	
  include	
  atoms	
  in	
  downward-‐entailing	
  contexts	
  (and	
  questions):	
  
(4) I	
  don’t	
  have	
  children	
   	
  
	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  (neither	
  one	
  nor	
  more	
  children;	
  inclusive)	
  
(5) If	
  you	
  have	
  children,	
  you	
  qualify	
  for	
  benefits	
   	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  (just	
  one	
  child	
  is	
  enough;	
  inclusive)	
  
The	
   non-‐ambiguity	
   approaches	
   above	
   assume	
   that	
   these	
   plurals	
   are	
   inclusive	
   (i.e.,	
  
include	
   both	
   atoms	
   and	
   non-‐atoms)	
   instead	
   of	
   [−at],	
   i.e.,	
   that	
   English	
   nouns	
   use	
   [+at]	
  
(for	
  singular	
  nouns)	
  but	
  not	
  [−at]	
  (implementations	
  vary).	
  Assuming	
  that	
  [+at]	
  by	
  itself	
  
is	
   a	
   possible	
   number	
   system	
   for	
   nouns,	
   however,	
   will	
   not	
   do.	
   [−At]	
   is	
   involved	
   in	
   the	
  
generation	
   of	
   other	
   numbers,	
   such	
   as	
   dual,	
   trial,	
   or	
   paucal,	
   so	
   these	
   non-‐ambiguity	
  
approaches	
  predict	
  that	
  languages	
  with	
  such	
  numbers	
  should	
  not	
  have	
  inclusive	
  plurals.	
  
Slovenian	
  has	
  well-‐established	
  singular-‐dual-‐plural	
  on	
  nouns	
  (Herrity	
  2016,	
  a.o.),	
  i.e.,	
  it	
  
is	
   [±min,	
   ±at]	
   without	
   repetition	
   of	
   features.	
   [+min]([−at](P))	
   is	
   necessary	
   to	
   generate	
  
the	
   dual	
   (Dvorak	
   and	
   Sauerland	
   2006	
   (D&S)	
   argue	
   that	
   their	
   [dual]	
   primitive	
   for	
  
Slovenian	
  is	
  presuppositional,	
  not	
  assertive,	
  contra	
  H.	
  More	
  on	
  D&S	
  below).	
  Slovenian,	
  
however,	
  has	
  inclusive	
  plurals	
  (own	
  fieldwork):	
  
(6) Nimam	
  	
   	
  	
  	
  	
  konjev	
  
	
  	
  
NEG.have.1P	
  	
  horse.GEN.PL.MASC	
   	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
	
  ‘I	
  don't	
  have	
  horses’	
  	
   	
  
	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  (neither	
  one	
  nor	
  more	
  horses;	
  inclusive)	
  

(7) Vsaka	
  hiša	
  
ki	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  ima	
  okna	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  s	
  pogledom	
  na	
  morje	
  je	
  precenjena	
  
every	
  house	
  	
  
which	
  has	
  	
  window.ACC.PL.NEUT…	
  
‘Every	
  house	
  which	
  has	
  windows	
  with	
  a	
  view	
  of	
  the	
  sea	
  is	
  overpriced’	
  
(inclusive)	
  
A solution.	
   I	
   propose	
   that	
   languages	
   with	
   inclusive	
   plurals	
   use	
   [±at],	
   with	
   H.	
   In	
  
addition,	
   they	
   spell	
   out	
   the	
   inactivation	
   of	
   all	
   features	
   in	
   Num0	
   ((3)a)	
   with	
   the	
   plural	
  
form.	
  This	
  is	
  a	
  version	
  of	
  the	
  ambiguity	
  approach	
  in	
  which	
  inclusive	
  plurals	
  instantiate	
  
general	
  number—a	
  number	
  category	
  some	
  languages	
  mark	
  morphologically	
  and	
  which	
  
indicates	
   number	
   neutrality	
   (Bayso,	
   the	
   Fouta	
   Jalon	
   dialect	
   of	
   Fula;	
   Corbett).	
   (3)a	
  
already	
   allows	
   a	
   language	
   not	
   to	
   ever	
   activate	
   any	
   feature	
   in	
   Num0	
   (Pirahã,	
   Everett	
  
1986;	
  Chinese,	
  Rullmann	
  and	
  You	
  2006	
  (R&Y);	
  Dëne,	
  Wilhelm	
  2008).	
  The	
  innovation	
  is	
  
that	
  even	
  languages	
  that	
  allow	
  activation	
  of	
  features	
  in	
  Num0,	
  and	
  hence	
  make	
  number	
  
distinctions,	
  may	
  also	
  choose	
  to	
  have	
  them	
  all	
  inactive.	
  With	
  no	
  activation	
  in	
  Num0,	
  no	
  
feature	
   acts	
   on	
   the	
   n0-‐provided	
   semilattice	
   and	
   number	
   neutrality	
   results	
   (cf.	
   R&Y).	
  
Bayso	
  and	
  Fouta	
  Jalon	
  Fula	
  make	
  number	
  distinctions	
  in	
  addition	
  to	
  general	
  number,	
  so	
  
this	
   innovation	
   is	
   necessary	
   anyway.	
   Thus,	
   English	
   and	
   similar	
   languages	
   mark	
   the	
  
inactivation	
   of	
   features	
   in	
   Num0	
   with	
   a	
   form,	
   the	
   plural,	
   that	
   they	
   also	
   use	
   for	
   [−at].	
   The	
  
proposal	
   correctly	
   predicts	
   that	
   inclusive	
   plurals	
   are	
   possible	
   in	
   languages	
   with	
   dual	
  
nouns	
  (or	
  any	
  other	
  number	
  based	
  on	
  [−at])(if	
  Slovenian	
  has	
  general	
  number	
  realized	
  
via	
   plural	
   forms,	
   then	
   it	
   should	
   use	
   them,	
   not	
   the	
   dual,	
   when	
   number	
   is	
   not	
   at	
   stake,	
  
which	
   explains	
   many	
   of	
   D&S’s	
   examples).	
   In	
   addition,	
   it	
   correctly	
   predicts	
   that	
   there	
  
should	
  be	
  languages	
  where	
  it	
  is	
  morphologically	
  singular	
  nouns	
  that	
  spell	
  out	
  inactive	
  
Num0	
   (contra	
   Sauerland	
   2008).	
   Indeed,	
   Turkish	
   (Bliss	
   2003,	
   Görgülü	
   2015)	
   and	
  
Brazilian	
   Portuguese	
   (Schmitt	
   and	
   Munn	
   1999,	
   Müller	
   2002)	
   singular	
   noun	
   forms	
   are	
  
semantically	
   singular	
   or	
   number-‐neutral,	
   and	
   plural	
   noun	
   forms	
   are	
   always	
  
semantically	
   plural,	
   even	
   in	
   (4)/(5).	
   For	
   F&deS,	
   English	
   singular	
   nouns	
   are	
   not	
   [+at];	
  
their	
  account	
  of	
  singularity	
  is	
  thus	
  incompatible	
  with	
  H.	
  	
  
Distribution of exclusive and inclusive form s.	
  However,	
  we	
  can	
  appeal	
  to	
  F&deS	
  
in	
  their	
  use	
  of	
  the	
  Strongest	
  Meaning	
  Hypothesis	
  (SMH)	
  (Sauerland	
  and	
  collaborators,	
  
and	
   Spector,	
   also	
   do,	
   but	
   implementations	
   vary).	
   In	
   upward-‐entailing	
   contexts,	
   the	
  
[−at]/exclusive	
   meaning	
   entails	
   the	
   number-‐neutral/inclusive	
   one	
   and	
   is	
   strongest—
There	
   are	
   children	
   in	
   the	
   house	
   is	
   usually	
   about	
   a	
   plurality	
   of	
   children.	
   In	
   downward-‐
entailing	
   contexts,	
   it	
   is	
   the	
   inclusive	
   meaning	
   that	
   is	
   strongest.	
   As	
   predicted,	
   (7)	
  
contrasts	
  with	
  its	
  minimal	
  pair	
  ‘Ena	
  hiša…’	
  ‘A/one	
  house…’,	
  with	
  the	
  exclusive	
  reading	
  
of	
   okna	
   ‘windows’	
   and	
   no	
   longer	
   a	
   downward-‐entailing	
   context.	
   Also	
   predicted	
   is	
   that	
  
SMH	
   applies	
   to	
   singular	
   noun	
   forms	
   in	
   Turkish	
   or	
   Brazilian	
   Portuguese.	
   With	
   singular	
  
noun	
  forms	
  ambiguous,	
  number	
  neutrality	
  entails	
  [+at]	
  in	
  downward-‐entailing	
  contexts	
  
and	
  is	
  the	
  meaning	
  that	
  prevails,	
  as	
  in	
  the	
  Brazilian	
  Portuguese	
  (8);	
  cf.	
  (9),	
  not	
  subject	
  to	
  
the	
  SMH,	
  since	
  plural	
  noun	
  forms	
  denote	
  only	
  pluralities	
  (refs	
  above,	
  own	
  fieldwork):	
  
(8) Eu	
   não	
   tenho	
   filho	
   para	
   cuidar	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  (9)	
  Eu	
   não	
  tenho	
  filhos	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  para	
  cuidar	
  
I	
   not	
   have	
   child	
   to	
  
take.care.of	
   	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  I	
   not	
  	
  have	
  	
  	
  children	
  	
  to…	
  
‘I	
  don’t	
  have	
  children	
  to	
  take	
  care	
  of’	
   	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  ‘I	
  don’t	
  have	
  pluralities	
  of	
  children…’	
  
As	
   the	
   SMH	
   also	
   predicts,	
   there	
   are	
   cases	
   (e.g.,	
   incomplete	
   knowledge)	
   where	
   the	
  
strongest	
   upward-‐entailing	
   statement	
   the	
   speaker	
   can	
   make	
   is	
   inclusive	
   (F&deS	
   for	
  
English	
  plural	
  forms)—the	
  same	
  happens	
  with	
  the	
  positive	
  version	
  of	
  (8).	
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Necessary and sufficient conditions in lexical causative verbs
Fabienne Martin (University of Stuttgart)
1. Introduction. As often observed, lexical causative verbs (henceforth LCs) can not only express ‘direct’ causation events (taking place between temporally adjacent causes and effects),
but also indirect ones, pace Fodor (1970). For instance, (1a) can mean that Peter directly communicated an idea to Mary — ‘d(irect)-reading’ — but can also convey that Mary found this
idea thanks to something Peter said (e.g. about the cat) two weeks ago — ‘i(ndirect)-reading’,
cf. Oehrle (1976). The same way, (1b) does not have to express a direct killing event (Neeleman
and Van de Koot 2012). It is also felicitous in a situation where, e.g., the gunsmith accidentally
put real bullets instead of fake ones in the toygun used some days later by Sue, Ana’s co-player.1
(1) a.
b.
c.
d.

Peter gave Mary the idea she needed for her paper.
Eventually, the gunsmith killed Ana!
Peter didn’t give Mary the idea she needed for her paper.
I’m surprised that Peter gave Mary the idea she needed for her paper.

2. Differences between the two readings.
I. At-issue component. When the LC statement is embedded in presupposition holes, no event
involving the subject’s referent (henceforth S) has to be assumed under the d-reading. However, under the i-reading, some event involving S that could have developed into a P-event (P
being the property denoted by the verb) is taken to be familiar in the discourse. For instance,
under its d-reading, the statement (1c) does not presuppose any of Peter’s action, while under
the i-reading, some discourse-familiar event involving Peter is said not to have inspired Mary.
This difference in the at-issue component reflects itself in several ways. (i) For some speakers,
the i-reading of LCs is easier to get if some element — e.g. a fronted by -ing gerund/event
description (By doing this, he killed her), an adverbial like eventually, the embedding of the
LC under an implicative verb like end up — contributes to make familiar some event involving
S (henceforth eS ). (ii) When a LC statement is embedded under a propositional attitude verb
like be surprised that, the mental state tends rather to bear on S’s motivation to perform such
or such act in the d-reading, and on the fact that some eS resulted in the causation event under
the i-reading. For instance, (1d) either reports my surprise that Peter communicated this idea to
Mary (d-reading), or my surprise that some event involving Peter resulted in Mary having the
idea needed for her paper (i-reading). This difference is expected if the occurence of some eS
is under discussion on the d-reading only, given that the reported attitude bears on this at-issue
component only (e.g. I’m surprised that Ana stopped smoking typically does not convey surprise that Ana smoked before).
II. Cross-linguistic counterparts The d- and i- readings of English LCs are often morpho-syntactically distinguished cross-linguistically. In particular, in languages that allow the so-called
non-culminating ‘zero-result’ reading of causative verbs (cf. e.g. Sue killed Ana but she did
not die), the i-reading shares more properties with the form that entails culmination (the Salish
limited/non-control morphology, see e.g. Bar-El et al. 2005, Jacobs 2011), the Tagalog ’ability
and involuntary-action’ ma(ka)-/na(ka)- prefixes, see Dell 1983) than with the competing control/neutral form, that implies culmination only. Firstly, both Salish limited/non-control morphologies and the Tagalog maka- morphology suggest that the P-event obtains as the result of
certain circumstances not under S’s control, which is also an inference triggered by sentences
like (1a/b) under their i-reading. Secondly, with the Salish limited/non-control morphology,
some eS that could have developed into a P-event outscopes the negation and almost-adverbials
1 Note

that the subject’s referent S can act intentionally or not under both readings: Peter may have had the
intention to induce a particular idea in Mary when speaking about the cat two weeks ago, or the gunsmith can
‘directly’ shoot Peter to death accidentally.

1

(the ‘nothing happened’ reading is possible only with the control morphology, see Jacobs’ 2011
tables on pp. 122 & 128). Thirdly, in Tagalog, maka- statements embedded under attitude reports like be surprised to are interpreted the same way as English LCs under the i-reading
(suggesting that some eS that could develop into a P-event is also presupposed). On the other
hand, the neutral form is interpreted as the English LCs under the d-reading (suggesting that
the whole causation event is asserted), see Dell (1983: 183) examples (21/22).
3. A previous account. Wolff (2003) claims that LCs can report causation events made of nontemporally adjacent causes and effects only if the additional cause is an ‘enabling condition’,
that is, ‘does something that is concordant with the tendency of the causer’. Rappaport Hovav
(2014) adopts Wolff’s (2003) claim to explain the contrast in (2a); the idea is that the ambient
condition is ‘the most direct cause’, while the agent is only an indirect cause and the ambient
condition is not an enabling condition (because the gardener does not control it). However,
(1a/b) shows that the i-reading of LCs can be felicitous although the subject’s referent is not
‘an enabling condition’ (i.e. (1b) is not paraphrasable by Sue enabled the gunsmith to kill Ana
in our scenario). Finally, Wolff’s (2003) account does not capture the facts in I and II.
4. Proposal. My account is inspired by Baglini and Francez (2016) and Nadathur (2016). I
assume that LCs have the same semantics under their d- vs. i- readings, with CAUSE being
underspecified for direct or indirect causal relations. Nevertheless, their d- vs. i- readings differ by the way sufficient and necessary conditions for the P-event are distributed among its
participants and by the causal dynamics projected in discourse. Under both readings, all eS independent causal factors for the P-event are assumed to be satisfied, see [iii.] below.
In the d-reading, a LC statement asserts that eS is both the necessary and sufficient cause for
the P-event (see also Lauer 2011: 21). On the other hand, a LC statement under the i- reading
is interpreted very similarly to two-way implicative verbs as analysed by Baglini and Francez
(2016) and Nadathur (2016):
Under the i-reading, a LC
i. presupposes in the context of utterance cu some discourse-familiar eS to be causally necessary, but not sufficient, for the occurrence of a P-event;
ii. asserts that eS actually caused a P-event. Consequently, a negative LC statement asserts that
eS did not cause a P-event.
iii. presupposes in cu that all eS -independent necessary conditions for a P-event are satisfied.
Given that [iii.] requires all necessary conditions independent from eS to be taken for granted
in cu , it conveys that eS is sufficient for a P-event in this context (Nadathur 2016) .
5. Supporting data. A. The account captures the observations in I in § 2, since the occurrence
of some event eS is presupposed (resp. asserted) under the i-reading (resp. d-reading). Relatedly,
adverbials like ultimately or verbs like end up help to get this i-reading because they contribute
to present an event eS involving S as familiar in the context of utterance. B. The contrast in
(2a) can be accounted for as follows: in the causal model assumed in a default context, a particular change of temperature, but not the act of a gardener, can be conceived as the sufficient
cause for the blossoming. But we can force such a context as in the French example (2c), more
acceptable than its agentive counterpart (2b). The contrast in (2d) can be explained the same
way: out of the blue, the press coverage about a book is not conceived as a sufficient cause
for getting the Nobel Prize. But this interpretation can be forced as in (2e), by backgrounding
the causal role of the book itself, and highlighting the press coverage as the sufficient cause
given this causal background by the adverbial en fin de compte ‘ultimately’. C. The contrast
(2f/g) is accounted for by [iii.] above: Sue’s shooting, which is a causal factor necessary for the
P-event independent from the gunsmith’s act in the context of utterance, is asserted in (2f), but
presupposed in (2g). Similarly, in the context given in (2h), the i-reading of (1b) — selected by
the last clause — is infelicitous, because one of the causal factors for the P-event is explicitly
put into question (cf. Nadathur 2016’s similar examples 25/26).
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(2) a. *The gardener blossomed the fruit trees/Early summer heat blossomed fruit trees
across the valley. (Rappaport Hovav 2014)
b. *Ana a fâné les roses du
jardin.
Ana has wilted the roses of-the garden
‘Ana wilted the roses of the garden.’
c. (?)Ce qu’Ana a fait a suffi
à fâner les roses du
jardin.
What Ana
has done has sufficed to wilt the roses of-the garden
‘What Ana did was sufficient to wilt roses of the garden.’
d. #La presse lui a donné le prix Nobel.
the press her has given the prize Nobel
‘The press gave her the nobel Prize.’
e. #C’est vrai, il a écrit
un bon livre. Mais en fin de compte,
c’est la
it is
true he has written a good book but at the end of the day it is the
presse qui lui a donné le prix Nobel.
press that him has given the prize Nobel
‘True, he wrote a good book. But at the end of the day, it is the press that gave him
the Nobel Prize.’
f. The gunsmith killed Ana #by forcing Sue to shoot her. (following Jackendoff 1972)
g. The gunsmith forced her assistant Sue to shoot Ana. So ultimately he killed her!
h. It’s not clear whether the gunsmith put real bullets in Sue’s gun while repairing it. But
ultimately, he killed Ana! #Sue who used it later thought the bullets were fake.
6. Conclusions Alonso-Valle and Hsieh (2017) already point out that the Tagalog (and Salish)
limited/non-control morphology have an inferential profile very similar to English two-way
implicative verbs like manage to as analysed by Baglini and Francez (2016). What I argue for
is that in languages like English, LCs can also have the same inferential profile under their
i-reading. This explains the parallelisms pointed out in II in § 2. Given that in languages like
English, such limited/non-control morphologies do not exist, and that some restrictions also
seem to bear on the use of many periphrastic causatives, such a flexibility in the use of English
LCs is expected.
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Some kind of relative clause

Jon Ander Mendia - UMass Amherst

Introduction. Amount Relatives (ARs) diﬀer from restrictive relative clauses in that they often
have an interpretation where what is referred to is not a particular object denoted by the head of the
relative clause, but an amount of such objects (Carlson 1977, Heim 1987).
(1) a. We lost the battle because we didn’t have [ the [ soldiers [ that the Imperial Army had]]].
b. It will take us the rest of our lives to drink the champagne they spilled that evening.
Both sentences in (1) are ambiguous: the restrictive (intersective) interpretation of (1a) states that
the reason for losing the battle was that we lacked the particular soldiers that the Imperial Army
had (a truism). This is the  reading. On the more salient  reading, (1a) claims that
what we lacked was the amount of soldiers that the Imperial Army had. Virtually all extant analyses
of ARs like (1) agree on one thing: the CP denotes a set of degrees. This is usually implemented
by covert movement of a degree operator and abstraction over a degree variable (Heim 1987, Grosu
& Landman 1998, von Fintel 1999, Meier 2015, a.o.).
(2) ⟦CP(1a) ⟧ = [Opd λd .[ the Imperial Army had td - soldiers]]
Proposal. This paper proposes a novel analysis for ARs. I suggest that the  readings in
(1) are a special case of  interpretations. Concretely, in (1) the individual property denoted by
the CP contributes a way to determine the  of the -level object provided by the head
of the relative clause. As an illustration take (1a). The head NP soldier provides the name of a
 (Carlson 1980) that we can reference and attribute properties to when pluralized (Chierchia
1998). From here, two observations independent to ARs are important to the argument: First , it is
generally possible to allude to speciﬁc  by further restricting a plural deﬁnite description
either with a demonstrative or with a relative clause (cf. Zamparelli 1998).
(3) a. {*The/Those} cows are widespread. b. The cows *(that we talked about) are widespread.
The sentences in (3) make reference to some arbitrary  of cows that are recoverable from
the context. This shows that there are no a priori restrictions about what counts as a , any
arbitrary property P realized by a particular set of cows might do. (E.g., in (3) we could partition
the kind cow by the  of cows that I like and that of those I do not like.) Keeping this
parallelism, I suggest (4) as a paraphrase of (1a).
(4) We lost the battle because we didn’t have soldiers with property P.
This paraphrase makes explicit the idea that the denotation of the CP in (1a)–as in (3b)–is utilized to
inform about the relevant property P that the -level soldiers in the extension of the AR realize, thereby providing information about how to determine a partition of the  soldier into diﬀerent . Thus, (1a) attributes the defeat in the battle to the property P that the soldiers of the
Imperial Army had and crucially ours lacked. The second independent observation is that properties like being d-many can be used to establish partitions: pluralities of n objects instantiate the
property be of cardinality n. Since cardinalities are non-monotone, they obey Carlson’s condition
of the disjointness of  (see discussion in Carlson 1980, p.212). The result is that amounts
(cardinalities, volumes) should be taken into account when establishing what property P in the
context provides the right way to partition a  into . Prediction I:  ⊆ .
It follows that  readings are parasitic on  readings. Some arguments: I. All ARs allow
 interpretations, by suitable adjustments of the contexts.
(5) a. The Imperial Army has many more soldiers than us.
⟦(1a)⟧ ↝ 
b. The Imperial Army has less soldiers, but they are all elite/stronger/…
⟦(1a)⟧ ↝ 

II. McNally (2008) noted that  readings of ARs resist modiﬁcation by DP-level only. The
same is true of  readings; this is exempliﬁed by (6), which only has an  reading.
(6) It will take days to drink the only champagne they spilled that evening.
[McNally 2008]
III. Semantically, the heads of ARs with both  and  readings seem to behave like
indeﬁnites, despite the presence of the deﬁnite determiner (see Wilkinson 1995 on the noun “kind”):
neither the  nor the  readings of (1a) have real-world referents (that is, they lack the
 reading), as shown by their compatibility with for adverbials.
(7) John drank the wine that we spilled at the party every day for a year.
↝̸ 
IV. Syntactically, both  and  readings are incompatible with which, (8a), and they are
restricted to the deﬁnite determiner, (8b).
(8) a. It will take us years to drink the champagne {∅ / that / *which} there was at the party.
b. It will take us years to eat {the / *some / *few} chocolates they ate at the party.
V. Embedded exclamatives provide another context where  readings of relative clauses
arise, and here too  readings are readily accessible: a sentence like It’s amazing the peppers
she ate! might express amazement at the amount or at the kind of peppers that she ate (Rett 2008
a.o.). VI. If  and  readings of ARs are related in any way, we should expect similarities between the syntactic distribution and semantic properties of the nouns “kind” and “amount”
as well. Scontras (2014) shows that this is indeed the case, and that they both diﬀer from ordinary
pseudo-partitives–e.g., “glass of water”–in crucial respects. Prediction II: degree abstraction. If
ARs like (1) were degree constructions, i.e., if they involved either degree abstraction or some form
of null gradable predicate, we would expect ARs in (1) to have a parallel distribution to constructions that are well-known to involve degree abstraction. There is some evidence against this. First,
degree abstraction is subject to certain restrictions. For example, the ill-formedness of (9a)–(9c)
is commonly attributed to the interaction between negation and a degree operator (Rullmann 1995
a.m.o.). However, ARs with an  reading are felicitous in the same conﬁguration, (9d).
(9) a. * How many soldiers doesn’t the Imperial Army have?
b. * How many soldiers the Imperial Army doesn’t have!
c. * We have more soldiers than the Imperial Army doesn’t have.
d. We won the battle because we had the soldiers that the Imperial Army didn’t have.
Second, constructions involving degree abstraction often allow sub-deletion, a hallmark of degree
abstraction plus deletion processes (Kennedy 2002, Grosu & Landman forthcoming). ARs don’t.
(10) a. I brought the amount of bananas that you brought of apples.
b. I brought as many bananas as you brought apples.
c. * I brought the bananas that you brought apples.
Third, in some cases with enough contextual support,  interpretations are accessible even
in the absence of a relative clause (e.g., replaced by a PP or dropped altogether), showing that we
should not depend on the presence of a degree operator within the CP to get  readings.
(11) We lost the battle because we didn’t have the soldiers (of the Imperial Army).
Conclusion. The paper has consequences for the typology of relative clauses and for the status of
ARs altogether: it recasts a subset of Carlson’s (1977) ARs as run of the mill restrictive relative
clauses with a  reading, which are shown to exist independent of ARs. If this paper and (some
of) the conclusions in Herdan (2008) and McNally (2008) are correct, there might not be ARs in
English. In the paper I also provide a compositional account of () readings of ARs like (1)
and discuss the consequences for our understanding of the relationship between kinds and degrees.

Underspecified changes: a dynamic, probabilistic frame theory for verbs
Ralf Naumann, Wiebke Petersen and Thomas Gamerschlag
Data and central issue. Though most non-stative verbs express a change, in many contexts no unique kind
of change needs to be singled out, as shown in (1)-(3).
(1)
(2)
(3)

a. The temperature (of the liquid) rises.
b. China rises. (example taken from [Coo10])
They loaded the truck with hay.
a. Surii tEEN
klOOn kh Wn tEE jaN mâj sèd.
Surii compose poem ascend but still not finish.
‘Surii composed a/the poem, but has not finished it yet.’ (Thai; [KM00])

Underspecification can arise at two different levels. First, the attribute in regard to which the change is
measured and second the way the change is measured: is the change maximal, i.e. is there a definite end
point on the scale (culmination)? ‘Rise’ shows both kinds of underspecification. In (1-a) the attribute is fixed,
TEMPERATURE , but no unique value is determined which has to hold in the end state. In addition, without a
constraining context no particular attribute is determined in (1-b). Possible instances are POLITICAL POWER
or ECONOMIC POWER. In (2) the change can be measured either in regard to the loading capacity of the
truck or the volume of the hay. Though no end point is explicitly determined, the value in the end state is
compatible both with a maximal (culminated) or a non-maximal reading. Hence, there is underspecification
at both levels though there is a dependency: maximality implies a change in regard to the volume of the
truck. For the Thai example in (3), a unique attribute is determined and a culmination reading is preferred.
This latter inference is, however, defeasible as shown by the non-contradictory continuation.
The underspecification can be resolved by various types of information sources: (i) context (e.g. talking about China’s role as a global player in the economic sector); (ii) ‘by’-phrase (‘rise by n degree’); (iii)
determiner (mass term ‘hay’ vs. ‘the hay’) and (iv) morphological marker (the perfective marker ‘kh Wn’ in
Thai). Two kinds of information must be distinguished: ‘soft’ and ‘hard’. Soft information does not completely resolve underspecification, but one particular kind of change is singled out as the most probable one.
By contrast, hard information singles out a unique change and discards all others. Both types are illustrated
in (3). The perfective marker ‘kh Wn’ provides soft information: a culmination reading is singled out as the
preferred one. Other readings are not completely excluded as shown by the continuation in (3). This continuation, however, excludes the completion at reference time and therefore provides hard information. In
addition, this example shows the non-monotonic character of the resolution process.
In our talk we will present a unifying analysis of the above data by focussing on the following two
questions: (i) how can underspecification w.r.t. various kinds of changes be represented? and (ii) How can
the resolution process be formally modelled? This requires not only a modelling of soft and hard information
as well as their contribution to the resolution process but in addition also an account of the non-monotonic
character of this process.
Outline of the analysis. Our analysis is based on four assumptions about what types of information are
specified for the lexical entry of a verb: (i) sortal information σ is added: e.g. it is a rising or a loading; (ii) an
event e of this sort is added to the current information state. Hence, verbs are not static, i.e. tests, but change
the current information state; (iii) information about admissible changes is not explicitly given in the lexical
representation of a verb, yielding underspecification. Rather, this information is built into the dynamics. The
change of information triggered by introducing e is non-deterministic. For each admissible kind of change
there is an output state; and (iv) the strengths with which a particular change is endorsed is modelled by
defining a probability distribution on the set of output states.
We use frames (i.e., recursive attribute-value structures) to represent information states. For the dynamics, we use Incremental Dynamics, [vE01], a context c is represented as a stack of objects. New information
is added by context concatenation, c / c0 (context c extended by |c0 | elements). A frame is defined relative
to a context c. Nodes in a frame correspond to elements of c so that the universe of a frame is a substack of
c. Frames are built from attributes attr(x, y), that are typed. Attribute formulas can be combined to paths

formulas π using functional composition •. π = λc∃jk.τ (c[j], c[k]) for τ = attr1 • . . . • attrn is called a
path property.
There are two constraints on admissible changes. First, on the value range of attributes. Value ranges can
be classified according to their algebraic properties, say a flat or a linear order. E.g., for ‘rise’, we follow
[HL10] and assume that in its motion verb use the value range of the attribute w.r.t. which the change occurs
is required to be an unbounded linear path with a minimal element. Let this constraint be θ. Second, changes
proper are defined by imposing a constraint on how the values of attributes that get changed are distributed
during the change. To this end one F
considers a linearly ordered sequence of subevents e1 . . . en of e s.t. (i)
meet(ei , ei+1 ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, (ii) {e1 , . . . , en } = e and (iii) each ei is assigned a subframe of e. E.g., a
culminated reading for ‘load’ or ‘klOOn’ in Thai, the culmination is required to be false for all ei except for
the last one en , for which it has to be true. This is implemented using Fernando’s string theory of events,
[Fer04].
The different strengths are modeled by a probability distribution defined on the set of output contexts
α consisting of a context and a path property defined below. The first projection of each element w of α
is assigned a probability pr with pr(w) ∈ [0, 1]. The elements of α differ w.r.t. the way e brings about a
change which is expressed by the second projection, whose probabilities are defined in terms of w in the
usual way. E.g., for (1-b), there is an element c0 in which China’s political power rises and another element
in which it is its economic power. Without a constraining context, both output contexts can be taken to
receive the same probability. Let this initial distribution be pr(·). Additional information about a frame can
change these initial probabilities assigned to the value of an attribute. Formally, this change is calculated by
conditioning on the new information. This yields the new probability distribution pr(· | π), for π the new
information. Soft information ‘redistributes’ probability information without discarding any possibilities.
Hard information singles out one possibility and discards the others. Hence, the semantic function of the
perfective marker ‘kh Wn’ in Thai consists in raising the probability for a culminated change and lowers that
for a non-culmination reading though it is still considered possible. By contrast, the continuation in (3), being
hard information, excludes the culmination reading at reference time. This non-monotonic character of the
resolution process is captured by the fact that changing the probability distribution is an iterable process. E.g.,
one can have pr(π1 ) < pr(π1 |π2 ) and pr(π1 |π2 ) > pr(π1 |π2 ∧ π3 ) with the temporal ordering: π1 − π2 − π3
so that the probability of path π1 is first raised and then lowered. The translation of ‘rise’ in (4-a) has a path
PATH • VALUE whose value has to be token-identical to the path whose value gets changed. The relation
between (4-a) and the probability component is established by a polymorphic combinator G which lifts a
state transformer or a relation between n individuals and a state transformer to a relation between a context
and a property of contexts. In (4-b) the instance for an intransitive verb is given. Applying (4-b) to (4-a)
yields a relation between (output) contexts and properties of those contexts. In the translation of ‘China’,
(4-c), both paths are of sort θ defined above so that their values can be changed by a rising event. Applying
(4-c) to (4-a) therefore excludes attributes like TEMPERATURE or PRICE which are not defined for the Chinaframe. Applying the appropriate instance of G to the translation of ‘China rises’ yields (4-d) which still leaves
underspecification w.r.t. the two attributes. Given a context saying that China is an economic global player,
expressed by a path property π, triggers an update, yielding ECO POWER • VALUE as the most preferred
attribute to be changed by the rising.
(4)
a. rise := λjcc0 ∃kl[c / c0 ∧ c0 [k] = erise ∧ THEME(c0 [k], c0 [j]) ∧ PATH • VALUE(c0 [j], c0 [l])].
b. Gc := λφc0 π∃j[φjcc0 ∧ πc0 ].
c. China := λP λcλc0 ∃j∃k[c/c0 ∧c0 [j] = china∧[(POL POWER∪ECO POWER)•VALUE](c0 [j], c0 [k])∧
P jcc0 ].
d. λc0 π∃jklm[c / c0 ∧ c0 [j] = china ∧ [(POL POWER ∪ ECO POWER) • VALUE](c0 [j], c0 [k]) ∧ c0 [l] =
erise ∧ THEME(c0 [l], c0 [j]) ∧ PATH • VALUE(c0 [l], c0 [m])].
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Coreference and disjoint reference in the semantics of narrative dance
P. Patel-Grosz, P. G. Grosz, T. Kelkar and A. R. Jensenius (University of Oslo)
Background: Recent years have seen a resurgence of interest in work that applies the
methodology of formal linguistics (including formal semantics) to phenomena outside of
natural language. Our research builds on recent approaches to music semantics (Schlenker
2016), dance syntax (Charnavel 2016), and Abusch’s (2013, 2014) studies of picture
semantics. In an exploratory production study (using video and motion capture recordings),
we investigate how coreference vs. disjoint reference can be encoded in the narrative dance
form of bharatanatyam (Puri 1986, 2004; Ramesh 2013). This contributes to developing a
foundation for addressing the question of whether dance has meaning that lends itself to an
analysis by means of a formal semantics.
Motivation: Narrative dance such as bharatanatyam serves the
purpose of explicitly encoding meaning by means of visual (i.e.
pictoral) sequences, and can thus be likened to comics without
text, as investigated in Abusch’s (2013, 2014) work. Abusch
(2013) asks how coreference is established across panels of a
‘silent’ comic, such as Masahi Tanaka’s Gon: e.g., what is the
cognitive mechanism by which the bobcat in Fig. 1 is identified
across the two panels? The same question can be asked for Fig. 1 (Abusch 2013:12)
narrative dance, which shares several properties with silent
comics: [i.] it uses a visual medium, [ii.] it can be performed in silence, and [iii.] it serves to
tell a story (i.e. it creates a visual narrative). While bharatanatyam has an elaborate inventory
of conventionalized gestures (cf. Puri 1986), our aim is to investigate a phenomenon that goes
beyond, say, a symbolic gesture for ‘moonlight’, ‘sword’, or ‘strong’.
Design: We carried out a pilot study in collaboration with a professional bharatanatyam
dancer, who performed short narratives that we constructed, consisting of six minimal pairs.
One sample item is given in (1); the context makes a crowd of people salient, which allows us
to introduce new referents as part of the narrative. The coreference condition, (1a), involves a
narrative about a single individual, whereas the disjoint reference condition, (1b), introduces a
second individual. The dance sequences were recorded both on video and by means of 8
motion capture cameras; the motion capture recordings were post-processed and qualitatively
analyzed by means of the Qualisys QTM software.
(1) Context: An artist has designed a statue for a temple. She is at the temple, watching how
people interact with the statue; the room is full of people.
a. The artist sees a strong man sitting on the ground. Then she sees that the same man
is holding a spear.
[coreference condition]
b. The artist sees a strong man sitting on the ground. Then she sees that another man is
holding a spear.
[disjoint reference condition]
...[sitting on the ground]. Then (she sees) the same man is [holding a spear].

Results (Coreference): Figure 2
!
illustrates the 3D motioncapture rendering of the
coreference
condition;
we
observe that the dance sequence
involves a fluid transition from
the dancer’s [sitting-on-the[P11]
[P12]
[P13]
[P14]
ground] position to the [holdingFig.
2:
rendering
of
the
coreference
condition
(1a)
a-spear] position. This is
expected, due to low-level processes of indexing in vision (Pylyshyn 2003), as discussed in
Abusch (2013:18-19). It serves as a baseline, departing from which we now turn to the
mechanisms that a dancer can utilize in order to encode disjoint reference.

Results (Disjoint reference): Figure 3 shows that disjoint reference can be encoded by means
of three components. First, the dancer performs a hand-and-arm gesture that symbolizes
‘another’ (roughly: waving the hand from the left to the right; screenshot P23); second, she
marks a new location (screenshot P24), which she then assumes (screenshot P25), thereby
changing her orientation and direction (see Charnavel 2016); third, she mirrors the original
[holding-a-spear] dance position (screenshot P26), raising her left instead of her right arm.
...[sitting on the ground]. Then (she sees) that another man . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . is [holding a spear].

[P21]

[P22]

[P23]

[P24]

[P25]

[P26]

Fig. 3: rendering of the disjoint reference condition (1b)
Analysis: We build on Abusch (2013:12, 2014:10) in positing satisfaction conditions such as
(2a-b) for the different dance positions Pn (note that, since dance is continuous, discrete steps
from Pn to Pn+1 must be stipulated). Dance positions are mapped to propositions ⟦Pn⟧, i.e.
dance positions Pn are interpreted by way of situations σn that satisfy them. In line with
Abusch (2013:13), the person in (2a-b) must be existentially quantified, as there is no
semantic requirement for, say, P11 and P14 in Fig. 2 to contain the same person/agent.
(2) a. σ21 satisfies P21 only if in σ21 a person is sitting.
b. σ26 satisfies P26 only if in σ26 a person is holding a spear.
Building on Charnavel (2016), we propose: [i.] grouping is a central factor in determining the
semantics of a dance sequence; change of direction and/or orientation give rise to group
boundaries, as indicated by the upward arrow between P24 and P25 in Fig. 3; [ii.] in the
absence of a group boundary, a dance sequence is interpreted as part of one larger situation σ,
as in (3) (compare Abusch 2013:13); [iii.] coreference (in Fig. 2) arises in the pragmatics,
when there is no indication for σ’s parts σ11 and σ14 to contain more than one person.
(3) σ satisfies P11,P14 only if σ has a part σ11 such that in σ11 a person is sitting, and σ has a
part σ14 such that in σ14 a person is holding a spear.
By contrast, the group boundary in Fig. 3 blocks the inference towards a larger situation σ,
and thus contributes to the encoding of disjointness between the agents of the two activities.
Moreover, the (iconic) location change in P24-P25 qualifies as a counterpart of linguistic
phenomena such as loci and role shift in Sign Languages (e.g. Davidson 2015).
Conclusion: We have shown that a formal semantic analysis of narrative dance is warranted
in parallel to a formal semantic analysis of pictures as pioneered by Abusch (2013, 2014).
References: Abusch, Dorit. 2013. Applying Discourse Semantics and Pragmatics to Co-reference in
Picture Sequences. Proceedings of SuB 17, 9-25.  Abusch, Dorit. 2014. Temporal succession and
aspectual type in visual narrative. In L. Crnič & U. Sauerland (eds.): The Art and Craft of Semantics:
A Festschrift for Irene Heim, vol. 1, MITWPL 70, 9-29.  Charnavel, Isabelle. 2016. Steps towards a
generative theory of dance cognition. Ms., http://ling.auf.net/lingbuzz/003137  Davidson, Kathryn.
2015. Quotation, demonstration, and iconicity. Linguistics and Philosophy 38, 477-520.  Puri,
Rajika. 1986. Elementary Units of an Action Sign System: The Hasta or Hand Positions of Indian
Classical Dance. Semiotica 62, 247-278.  Puri, Rajika. 2004. Bharatanatyam Performed: A Typical
Recital. Visual Anthropology 17, 45-68.  Pylyshyn, Zenon. 2003. Seeing and Visualizing: It’s Not
What You Think. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press.  Ramesh, Rajyashree. 2013. Indian traditions: a
grammar of gestures in dance, theatre and ritual. In C. Müller et al. (eds.): Body - Language Communication (HSK 38.1). Berlin: de Gruyter, 306-320.  Schlenker, Philippe. 2016. Prolegomena
to music semantics. Ms., http://ling.auf.net/lingbuzz/002925
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Constraining (shifting) types at the interface
A longstanding problem in semantics is that natural language only makes use of a small subset of
the possible types generated by the standard recursive definition of semantic types (e, t are types;
if , ⌧ are types, then � , ⌧� is a type). What restricts the actively used types in this manner? This
paper provides a novel argument for the hypothesis that while types are in principle unconstrained
in the semantics, one way that they are constrained is at the syntax–semantics interface because
syntactic operations only ever result in -abstractions over individual types, e.g. e and d (Chierchia
1984; Landman 2006). While existing research shows that movement does not create -abstractions
over generalized quantifiers (Romero 1998; Fox 1999), this paper shows that movement also does
not create -abstractions over properties and that traces cannot be shifted into property meanings.
Data: Postal (1994) observes that there are environments in English that can be targeted by only
some types of A′ -movement. For example, in existentials, wh-movement can target the post-verbal
position (1b), but topicalization cannot (1c). For space, only four of the environments are given
here: existentials (1), change-of-color verbs (2), predicate nominals (3), and naming verbs (4). (The
paper includes discussion of several purported counterexamples for topicalization, e.g. Pat may be
a good administrator, but a good teacher, he is not; not discussed here for space.)
(1) a.
b.
c.
(2) a.
b.
c.

There is a book on the table.
(3) a. Pat was a teacher.
b. 3 What kind of teacher1 was Pat t1 ?
1 is there t1 on the table?
* A book1 , there is t1 on the table.
c. * A math teacher1 , Pat was t1 .
Sue painted the house blue.
(4) a. Helen called the cat Garfield.
3 What color did Sue paint the house t ?
b. 3 What name1 did Helen call the cat t1 ?
1
1
* Blue1 , Sue painted the house t1 .
c. * Garfield1 , Helen called the cat t1 .
3 What

We discover three novel empirical generalizations about these A′ -asymmetries: [Generalization
I: Properties] The apparently heterogeneous syntactic environments that exhibit the asymmetry
are environments where the DP denotes a property, i.e. type �e, t�. To support this characterization,
we appeal to independently-motivated arguments in the literature for each of the environments:
existentials (Heim 1987; McNally 1997, 1998), change-of-color verbs (Kratzer 2005), predicate
nominals (Williams 1983; Partee 1986), and naming verbs (Matushansky 2008). We refer to these
environments as ⇧-positions. [Generalization II: Scope] Movement cannot target a ⇧-position i↵
that movement shifts the scope of the moved DP. Some movement types, e.g. topicalization, can be
shown to shift scope obligatorily (5). For this reason, they can never target a ⇧-position.
� a; 3a � every
*every � a; 3a � every

(5) a. Everyone likes a (di↵erent) TV show.
b. A (#di↵erent) TV show1 , everyone likes t1 .

3every

However, other movement types, e.g. wh-movement, can be shown to shift scope optionally (6).
Crucially, these movement types can only target ⇧-positions when they do not shift scope (7).
(6) How many books1 should Nina read t1 ?

3how

many � should; 3should � how many

a. Wide: For what n: There are n-many particular books x such that Nina should read x.
b. Narrow: For what n: It is necessary for there to be n-many books x such that Nina reads x.
(7) a. How many books1 should there be t1 on the table?
b. How many colors1 should Nina paint the house t1 ?

*h.m. � should; 3should � h.m.
*h.m. � should; 3should � h.m.

c. How many kinds of teacher1 should Nina become t1 ?
d. How many nicknames1 should Nina call the cat t1 ?

*h.m. � should; 3should � h.m.
*h.m. � should; 3should � h.m.

This generalization is further supported by ⇧-positions prohibiting QR over the subject or negation:
3not � two; *two � not
(8) a. There aren’t two books on the table.
3a � every; *every � a
b. A (#di↵erent) contractor painted the house every color.
3a � every; *every � a
c. A (#di↵erent) student became every kind of teacher.
3a � every; *every � a
d. A (#di↵erent) child called the cat every dumb name.

[Generalization III: Weak definites] Definites in ⇧-positions cannot be anaphoric, as shown in (9)
where quantificational covariance with an indefinite is impossible from a ⇧-position. Thus, definites
in ⇧-positions are always weak definites, and never strong definites (in the sense of Schwarz 2009).
(9) Every time Irene picks out a new color for the bathroom, { #Helen has to paint the room [the
color]⇧-pos � 3Helen complains that the color is too bright }.
Analysis: Scope-shifting movement is incompatible with ⇧-positions because it must leave a trace
of type e in order to shift scope. An e-type trace is incompatible with the property-type requirement
of a ⇧-position, thereby yielding a type mismatch and hence ungrammaticality (10). Movement
that does not shift scope instead reconstructs syntactically. Therefore, if a DP would not ordinarily
violate the property-type requirement of a ⇧-position, it will not under reconstruction either (11).

(10) * [ DP1 xe . . . [ . . . [ xe ]⇧-pos . . . ]]
(11) 3 [
1 . . . [ . . . [ DP1 ]⇧-pos . . . ]]
reconstruct
type e trace
When seemingly type-e DPs occur in a ⇧-position (e.g. I painted the house the darker shade of
green), a property-type denotation is achieved via nominal type shifting (Partee 1986), in particular
using BE, which shifts from the generalized-quantifier domain into the property domain. A ban on
type shifting traces prevents type shifting in (10). We will propose that this ban derives from the
complementarity of nominal type shifting and Trace Conversion (TC), the LF rule that interprets
traces wherein the lower copy of a chain is converted into an anaphoric definite description (Fox
2002). Under Schwarz’s (2009) weak–strong definite distinction, TC crucially requires the strong
definite determiner because it has access to an index that can be bound by the higher -abstraction
created by movement (13). We propose that the complementarity is syntactic: (i) thestrong occupies
D0 , (ii), nominal type shifters occupy D0 as well, and (iii) theweak occupies some lower functional
head, say n0 ; this is schematized in (14). The result is that (i) TC and type shifting cannot apply to
the same nominal and (ii) type-shifted definites in ⇧-positions are always weak definites (see 9).

(12) �theweak � = s P . ◆x[P(x)(s)]
(13) �thestrong � = s P y . ◆x[P(x)(s)∧x = y]
0
0
(14) [ D [ n NP ]]
(where thestrong and type shifters are in D0 and theweak is in n0 )

Implications: First, ⇧-positions show that movement cannot create -abstractions over properties.
Otherwise, scope-shifting movement would be able to target ⇧-positions. ⇧-positions thus provide
a novel argument for the hypothesis that syntactic operations only ever create -abstractions over
individual types. Second, the three novel generalizations show that the ⇧-position asymmetry is
not an arbitrary distinction between movement types, but reduces to scope. This recharacterization
leads to an analysis that preserves the syntactic uniformity of A′ -movement, contra Postal (1994).
Third, since quantificational elements can occur in ⇧-positions but only with in-situ scope, there
must be some mechanism for interpreting quantifiers (over properties) in-situ in English.

Embedding Non-Restrictive Relative Clauses
Claudia Poschmann (Goethe-Universität Frankfurt a.M.)
Outline: Schlenker (2013) argues that, contrary to standard assumptions (e.g. Arnold
2005, Potts 2005, Simons et al. 2010), non-restrictive relatives (NRRCs) can take narrow
scope with respect to operators of the matrix clause. He mentions this embeddability
to be limited to sentence-final NRRCs that establish a coordinating discourse relation
(Asher & Lascarides 2003) to the matrix clause. These restrictions match the characteristics formulated in Holler (2005) for ”continuative” NRRCs, which she assumes to
di↵er in structure from appositive RCs. In three experiments, we tested the availability
of embedded readings for sentence-final NRRCs in German conditionals and investigated
whether this embeddability was restricted to continuative NRRCs.
Experiments: In Exp. 1, with 62 participants and 18 items, we tested the availability of embedded readings depending on the clause-type of the embedded construction
(NRRCs, ”and”-conjunctions, V2-parenthesis). According to Holler (2005), continuatives
are restricted to event-predicate type. Hence, we additionally manipulated the predicate-type (event vs. state). Each item consisted of a little context-story and a target
sentence. The participants had to judge whether the target was appropriate as part of a
summary of the information given by the story. The stories were constructed such that
the wide-scope reading and a modal subordination reading of the target sentences were
ruled out. The targets in (1) were presented in a context in which Gerd got bitten by
a poisonous snake and only can be saved if he reaches Dr. Meier and Dr. Meier gives
him the right anti-dot. The context made clear that we don’t know, whether Gerd can
be saved even if he reaches Dr. Meier, since it’s unclear whether Dr. Meier has got
the right anti-dot available. Thus, if the participants only got a wide-scope or modally
subordinated reading (similar to (1-d)), according to which Gerd is saved as soon as he
reaches Dr. Meier (because in this case Dr. Meier will for sure inject him the right
anti-dot), they were expected to reject the target as part of a summary of the context.
Only if the participants interpreted the NRRC as contributing conjunctively to the antecedent of the if -clause (such as the conjunction in (1-b)), were they expected to accept
the target sentence as a summary of the context-story. (1-a) to (1-c) give an example
for a test item with event-predicate type in the three clause-type conditions of Exp. 1.
In Exp. 2, with 22 participants and 12 items, we directly compared the interpretation
of sentence-internal NRRCs (1-a) and the corresponding matrix clauses in sentence-final
position ((1-d)), again each with event and state predicate. The most salient discourse
relations for the event-type were Narration/Result and for the state-type Explanation/Background. In Narration/Result, the occurrence of the event in the NRRC
is dependent on the event in matrix clause, which might favor an embedded interpretation. In Exp. 3, with 43 participants and 12 items, we therefore only tested NRRCs and
either forced a Contrast-interpretation, which should block this e↵ect, or Narration
interpretation by inserting either ”dann” (then) or ”wider Erwarten” (counter intuitions).
(1)

Target-Sentences:
a. Wenn Gerd rechtzeitig Dr. Meier erreicht, der ihm das passende Gegengift
verabreicht, kann er gerettet werden. (If Gerd reaches Dr. Meier in time,
who gives him the right anti-dot, can he be saved)
b. Wenn (. . . ) und der ihm das passende Gegengift verabreicht, (. . . ).
(If (. . . ) and he gives him the right anti-dot, (. . . ))
1

c.
d.

Wenn (. . . ) (der verabreicht ihm das passende Gegengift), (. . . ).
(If (. . . ) (he gives him the right anti-dot), (. . . ))
Wenn Gerd rechtzeitig Dr. Meier erreicht, kann er gerettet werden. Der gibt
ihm das passende Gegengift. (If Gerd reaches Dr. Meier in time, can he
be saved. He will give him the right anti-dot.)

Results: The results of Exp. 1-3 show that NRRCs indeed can be interpreted as embedded. In Exp.1, we found an e↵ect of clause type (p <0.001) as well as an e↵ect
of predicate type (p <0.001). NRRCs with event predicates got overall acceptance
rates about 49 percent, lower than the corresponding conjunctions (0.92), but significantly higher than the matrix-clause-parenthesis (0.21). NRRCs with state predicate
rated nearly as low (0.25) as the corresponding matrix-clause parenthesis. The contrast
(p <0.001) between NRRCs with event predicate and the corresponding matrix clause
parenthesis indicates that the observed embeddability is not only a discourse e↵ect but
the result of a structural embedding of the NRRCs. In Exp. 2, event-NRRCs again rated
higher (0.51) than state-NRRCs (0.29) (p <0.001) and higher than the postponed matrix
clauses (0.09)(p <0.001), on which a variation of predicate type had no e↵ect. In Exp3,
the predicate-e↵ect was still significant (p <0.01), but acceptance rates raised importantly for all conditions, even for those with state predicates, with Contrast sentences
rating significantly (p <0.01) better (0.82/0.78) than those with Narration(0.70/0.61).
The high acceptance of state-NRRCs in Exp. 3 rules out that embedding is only available with continuative RCs. We can make sense of the great acceptance of Contrast
sentences, if we consider that inserting ”wider Erwarten” not only forces a Contrast
relation, but also blocks the competing wide scope or modal subordination reading of
the NRRC. Discussion: The data show that NRRCs in German can be interpreted as
embedded. Coordinating discourse relations improve the embeddability, but embeddability is not restricted to ”continuatives” (Holler 2005). This is compatible with Schlenker
(2013), who suggests that NRRCs can be interpreted at any sentential node (IP or CP).
His analysis, however, is not fully compositional and does not account for his second observation that embedding is limited to sentence-final NRRCs. We will suggest that NRRCs
are attached at DP-level. NRRC and matrix proposition are linked by a (conjunctive)
relation. In internal position of the NRRC, this relation cannot be interpreted and has
to be resolved by the pragmatics at discourse level. In this case, the NRRC is interpreted
as an independent speech act, which is (not-)at-issue depending on position (Koev 2013)
and discourse structure (Jasinskaja 2016). An extraposed NRRC can be attached to any
sentential node to which it is right-adjacent. In this case, the relation holding between
the NRRC and the matrix clause can be interpreted locally and the NRRC contributes
locally to the at-issue content of the matrix clause. A general preference for high attachment disprefers embedded interpretations even in the extraposed case. Embedded
readings, however, can be forced either by ruling out the competing wide-scope readings
(as in our Contrast cases) or by establishing a coordinating discourse relation which
comes with a strong ”connectivity” (Wang et. al 2005).
References: Asher, N. & Lascarides, A. (2003). Logics of Conversation. Cambridge/ Holler, A.(2005):
Weiterführende Relativsätze. Berlin./Jasinskaja, K. (2016). Salience and (not-)at-issue status of subordinate clauses. In: SuB 2016, 111-112./ McCawley, J.D.(1982). Parentheticals and discontinuous
constituent structure. In: Linguistic Inquiry, 13(1): 91–106./ Koev, T. (2013). Apposition and the
Structure of Discourse. PhD Rutgers./ Potts, C. (2005). The logic of conventional implicatures. Oxford./ Schlenker, P. (2013). Supplements without bidimensionalism. semanticsarchive.net/ Simons, M.
et al. (2010). What projects and why. In: SALT, 20, 309–321./Wang et al. information dependency in
quantificational subordination. In: Heusinger et.al. (eds.).Where semantics meets pragmatics. 267-306.
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Abundance inferences are scalar implicatures: Evidence from child and adult Greek
Agata Renans1 , Jacopo Romoli1 , Maria-Margarita Makri2 , Lyn Tieu3 , Hanna de Vries2 ,
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Ulster University, 2 University of York, 3 Macquarie University
Summary: Some languages that exhibit a mass-count distinction allow pluralisation of mass nouns.
In Greek, plural marking can appear on mass nouns in existential contexts, giving rise to an abundance inference indicating that there is a large quantity of the mass/stuff that is being talked about.
This inference has recently been analysed as a scalar implicature, in parallel with the multiplicity
inference of pluralised count nouns (Kane et al. 2016). We tested Greek-speaking 4–5-year-olds and
adults on the abundance inference in upward- and downward-entailing contexts, and on the scalar
inference of ‘some’. The results provide support for an implicature analysis: children and adults
computed more abundance inferences in upward-entailing contexts than in downward-entailing contexts, and children computed fewer of both inferences than adults did.
Theoretical background: In many languages, including English, plural marking cannot appear on
mass nouns. (1) is unacceptable, unless the mass term is reinterpreted as referring to types of or
standardized quantities of water (e.g., Chierchia 1998, 2011). Recently, it has been observed that
pluralised mass nouns are attested in a variety of languages, e.g., Greek (Tsoulas 2008), Innu-Aimun
(Gillon 2015), Yudja (Lima 2015), Nez Perce (Deal 2016), and can be interpreted without coercion.
In Greek, for example, the equivalent of (1) in (2) is acceptable, and crucially is not interpreted as
types/standardized units of water (Tsoulas 2008). In addition, although mass nouns in Greek can
be pluralised, they retain their mass properties; for example, they cannot directly combine with
numerals, as shown in (3).
(1)
(2)

(3)

*Waters are dripping from the ceiling.
Trehun ner-a
apo to tavani.
drip.3pl water-pl from det ceiling
‘Water is dripping from the ceiling’
*Dio ner-a
trehun apo to tovani.
two water-pl drip.3pl from det ceiling
‘Two waters are dripping from the ceiling’

English
Greek

[from Tsoulas 2008, p. 135]

Most relevantly for us, the pluralised mass noun in Greek (2) triggers an abundance inference (4)
that is not present for the corresponding singular (Tsoulas 2008).
Much water is dripping from the ceiling.

(4)

Following suggestions in Tsoulas (2008) and Harbour (2008), Kane et al. (2016) analyse this abundance inference as a scalar implicature, extending the account of the multiplicity inference of pluralised count nouns from Spector (2007). They argue that the abundance inference of (2) is simply
the vague/context-dependent counterpart of multiplicity inferences like (5b), which arises from (5a)
(Chierchia 1998, Spector 2007, Sauerland 2003, Zweig 2009, Ivlieva 2013).
(5)

a.

John saw giraffes.

b.

John saw more than one giraffe

Experimental background: Despite considerable variation in reported rates of implicature calculation in children (Chierchia et al., 2001; Gualmini et al., 2001; Papafragou & Musolino, 2003,
a.o.), a robust finding is that without extra facilitation, 4–6-year-old children typically compute
fewer scalar implicatures than adults. Against this background, Tieu et al. (2014, 2016), following
previous work by Sauerland et al. (2005), conducted a truth value judgment task experiment to test
the hypothesis that the multiplicity inference of pluralised count nouns is an implicature. Their

results support the implicature analysis in two ways. First, children and adults computed the inference more often in upward- than in downward-entailing contexts. Second, children computed the
inference less than adults did, following the general pattern found with scalar implicatures.
Present study: We designed an experiment to test the proposal that the abundance inference of
pluralised mass nouns is a scalar implicature, along the lines of the multiplicity inference triggered
by count nouns (Kane et al. 2015, Tsoulas 2008, Harbour 2008). We adapted Tieu et. al’s paradigm,
using an adapted version of Katsos & Bishop’s (2011) ternary judgment task, originally designed
to test children on scalar inferences. Participants were presented with short animations on a laptop.
An experimenter read a short experimental context and asked questions of a puppet, who responded
with the test sentences (through pre-recorded videoclips). Participants were instructed to judge the
puppet’s sentences by rewarding the puppet with 1 strawberry, 2 strawberries, or 3 strawberries.
On the critical targets, sentences containing pluralised mass nouns
were uttered in contexts in which the abundance inference was clearly
not satisfied (e.g., (6), Fig. 1):
(6)

Exp: Tiger wants to build a sand castle with a moat around it
but he only has this one small bucket with him. Tiger takes just
a small amount of water there. Now he has no more space in
his bucket, so he doesn’t take any sand. Okay, Ellie, so Tiger
didn’t take any sand. What about waters?
Puppet: I tigri pire nera! ‘The tiger took waters!’
Figure 1: Target image for (6).

On the critical scalar implicature trials, Ellie uttered sentences containing ‘some’ in contexts in
which the corresponding ‘all’-sentences were true. In total, participants saw 3 positive plural targets, 3 negative plural targets (e.g., The tiger didn’t take waters), and 4 ‘some’ targets. 28 children
(19 females, mean age 4;06) and 27 adult native speakers of Greek (14 females, mean age 29) participated in the experiment. 12 participants were excluded for scoring fewer than 5/7 correct on
controls, leaving a total of 21 adults and 22 children.
Results from the target conditions are provided in Fig. 2-3. Consider first the plural targets.
Neither group computed any abundance inferences in the Negative condition. Logistic regression
models fitted to responses to the positive targets revealed a significant effect of Group (χ2 (1) =
21.4, p < .001), with adults computing more abundance inferences from the positive targets than
children. Logit models fitted to responses to the positive plural targets and ‘some’ targets revealed
significant effects of Inference Type (χ2 (1) = 15.5, p < .001) and Group (χ2 (1) = 23.8, p < .001),
and no significant interaction between Inference Type and Group (p > .05).
Inference computation

Group
Adults (n=21)

50

Children (n=22)

0
Positive

Negative

Polarity

Figure 2: Mass noun targets.

% Inference responses

% inference responses

Abundance Inference computation
100

100

Group
Adults (n=21)

50

Children (n=22)

0
Abundance.Inference

Some.Implicature

Inference type

Figure 3: Mass noun vs. Some targets.

Discussion: Our results reveal that participants computed more abundance inferences in upwardentailing than downward-entailing contexts, consistent with the signature pattern of classical scalar
implicatures. In addition, children computed fewer abundance inferences than adults, in parallel with their behavior on the ‘some’ implicature. It is worth noting, however, that both groups
computed more ‘some’ implicatures than abundance inferences, suggesting the latter is a relatively
weaker inference. This is presumably due to its context dependency with respect to what counts as

a small/large amount in the context. On the whole, our results support the implicature account of
the abundance inference of pluralised mass nouns, paving the way for a unification of the inferences
of plural morphology across the mass/count divide.

The selectional restrictions of responsive predicates in Estonian
Tom Roberts
University of California, Santa Cruz
Background: Responsive Predicates (ResPs) are those predicates which may take either declarative or interrogative complements, like know and say. To maintain single lexical entries for each
ResP, ResP complements must be treated as having a unified type, despite standard assumptions
that declaratives and interrogatives differ in type. Prior accounts diverge on how to best accomplish this, from type-shifting interrogatives to declaratives (Karttunen 1977, Lahiri 2002, Spector
& Egré 2015, a.o.), declaratives to interrogatives (Uegaki 2016) or dispensing altogether with the
assumption that the two are different types, as in Inquisitive Semantics (Theiler et al 2016).
The Puzzle: A productive avenue for determing the semantic type of verbal complements is identifying patterns in the lexical semantics of those verbs (Lahiri 2002). In Estonian, some ResPs,
including some emotive factives and verbs of contemplation like mõtlema ‘think, consider’, exhibit
an unusual distributional pattern: when paired with a declarative complement, mõtlema indicates
representational belief like English think (1), but with an interrogative complement, it indicates
ignorance toward the answer to the embedded question, like English wonder (2).
(1) Ma mõtlen, et sajab vihma.
(2) Ma mõtlen, kas sajab vihma.
I think that falls rain
I think Q falls rain
‘I think that it’s raining.’
‘I wonder whether it’s raining.’
Cross-linguistically, nonfactive representational belief verbs are typically only declarativeembedding (anti-rogative) and ignorance-implicating verbs are only interrogative-embedding (rogative) (Spector & Egré 2015, Uegaki 2016), yet mõtlema displays characteristics of both, as in (1)
where it is translated as think, and (2) where it is translated as wonder. In this paper, I provide a
semantics for mõtlema that reconciles these facts and pragmatically derives these two seemingly
contradictory interpretations from a single lexical entry. Ultimately, I conclude the mõtlema facts
are parsimoniously obtainable by treating its complements as sets of propositions (questions), and
unobtainable treating its complements as proposition, providing evidence in against the declarative
denotation of ResP complements.
Mõtlema p: Unlike anti-rogative nonfactive belief verbs like uskuma ‘believe’, mõtlema p does not
entail an agent’s commitment to p. Ordinarily, commitment to p is inferred, but this commitment is
cancelable. Unlike think, mõtlema p may be used felicitously when p is plainly incompatible with
the attitude holder’s beliefs, but she is nonetheless entertaining p as though it were true. In such
cases, the interpretation of mõtlema is roughly, ‘think about the idea that p’ as in (3):
(3)

Ma mõtlen, et dinosaurused on ikka elus, kuigi
ma tean, et ei ole.
I think that dinosaurs
are still alive although I know that NEG be.NEG
‘I’m thinking about dinosaurs still being alive, even though I know they’re not.’

Mõtlema Q: With an interrogative complement, mõtlema indicates ignorance on the part of the
attitude holder to the true answer to the embedded question, but a desire to know that answer, like
wonder. Mõtlema Q does not entail ignorance about Q, contra wonder; it can be used in situations
where the attitude holder knows full well the answer to Q:
(4)

Liis mõtleb, kas sajab vihma, kuigi
ta teab, et sajab.
Liis thinks Q falls rain although she knows that falls
‘Liis is thinking about whether it’s raining, even though she knows that it is.’
1

An ignorance implicature is derived when the attitude holder believes there are two or more
epistemically possible answers to the embedded question: that is, their beliefs do not entail any
particular p that is an answer to Q (6).
(5)

Context: There is a knock at Jaan’s door, but he isn’t expecting visitors.
Jaan mõtleb, kes ukse taga on.
Jaan thinks who door behind is
‘Jaan wonders who is at the door.’

In cases like (6) where there is not a mõtlema relationship between an attitude holder and a
specific p, an embedded interrogative cannot be naturally reduced to a declarative.
Analysis: I treat the complement of mõtlema as a set of propositions (Hamblin 1973). The denotation of mõtlema in (7) relates an agent x to an embedded Q by saying Q is an element of a
pair in x’s contemplation state CONTEMw
x , the set of hissue, set of worldi pairs hQ, W i such that Q
is a partition of W and Q is being actively attended by x in w. Embedded propositions are typeshifted into interrogatives by the ID operator (Uegaki 2016), which takes propositions and returns
the singleton set containing that proposition.
(6)

JmõtlemaKw =λxe .λQ<st,t> .∃W <st> [hQ, W i ∈ CONTEMw
x]

Crucially, although this denotation does not encode either ignorance or belief, the litany of
interpretations for mõtlema can then be straightforwardly derived from Gricean pragmatic principles.
With an embedded declarative, mõtlema indicates that the p specified by the complement is
under consideration by an agent x. However, this is not commitment; x can follow up with an
explicit rejection of p, unlike with lexically belief-encoding verbs like uskuma. However, in the
absence of independent evidence that x believes ¬p, x mõtlema p indicates that p exclusively is
being contemplated by x, giving rise to the inference that x tacitly accepts p.
The behavior of mõtlema with embedded interrogatives can also be explained pragmatically
under this account. In contemplating multiple (non-intersective) propositions, a natural inference
to draw is that the attitude holder is considering the ramifications of various possible answers,
precisely because she doesn’t know which is actually true. The attitude holder is welcome to
contemplate various propositions even if she knows many of them to be false, although in ordinary
conversation, such a scenario is unlikely to arise.
Conclusion: The existence of verbs like mõtlema indicates a reductive declarative semantics for
ResP complements to be insufficient. The denotation for mõtlema outlined here accounts for its
considerable interpretative flexibility by uniformly treating its complements as sets of propositions
related to an individual’s contemplative state, compatible with a question-embedding semantics
of ResPs. A close study of lexical semantics in a language heretofore absent from discussion of
ResPs broadens our understanding of such predicates typologically, and provides further clues as
to the optimal semantic treatment of their complements.
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The Semantics of Numeral Constructions in Turkish
Yağmur Sağ
Rutgers University
This study explores Turkish numeral constructions and argues in favor of the semantics of numerals
in Ionin & Matushansky 2006 (I+M). The explanation rests on the semantics of bare nouns
(uninflected by the plural marker -lAr) proposed here to denote sets of atoms contra Bale, et al
2010.
THE SEMANTICS OF NUMERALS The numeral constructions of Turkish have two properties:
the incompatibility of plurals (1a) and the existence of an optional classifier (1b).
1. a. *iki (tane) kitap-lar
b. iki (tane) kitap
two CL book-PL
two CL book
I+M treat numerals as modifiers, the lexical complement of which has to be atomic (cf. Link 1983,
Landman 1989 & Bale et al 2010). The primary motivation comes from the possibility of a
compositional account of complex numerals like two hundred books. In their view, [[two]] =
λP<e,t>. λxe .∃S<e,t> [∏(S)(x) ∧ |S| = 2 ∧ ∀s ∈ S P(s)]. (∏(S)(x) = 1 iff S is a cover of x, and ∀z, y ∈
S [z = y ∨ ¬∃a [a ≤i z ∧ a ≤i y]] - A set of individuals C is a cover of a plural individual X iff X is
the sum of all members of C: ⊔C = X). They also claim that the noun books in two books is actually
atomic and -s is not the genuine plural marker, but merely a semantically vacuous morphological
agreement.
Adopting their view explains the compatibility of the bare nouns with the numerals (‘two book’)
in contrary to the plurals (‘*two book-PL’) if the following hold: (i) Turkish numeral constructions
lack the morphological agreement, (ii) and bare nouns are strict singulars denoting sets of atoms.
Taking (i) as an assumption, I motivate and justify (ii) below. Then I discuss how the classifier fits
in this overall picture.
THE SEMANTICS OF BARE NOUNS
I. Argument Positions Bale et al 2010 argue that Turkish and Armenian bare nouns denote number

neutral sets based on their neutral interpretation in predicate positions as in Turkish 2a. I include
the non-case marked object in 2b as another instance where bare nouns are interpreted as number
neutral in Turkish.
2. a. Ali ile Merve çocuk.
b. Ali kitap okudu.
Ali and Merve child
Ali book read
‘Ali and Merve are children.’
‘Ali did-book reading (one or more books).’
Despite these cases, I argue that bare nouns in Turkish only denote sets of atoms (e.g. [[child]] ={a,
b, c}) since they are strict singular in argument positions, i.e. subject and case-marked object
positions (e.g. Ali kitab-ı okudu. ‘Ali read the book.’ cf. with 2b). This contrasts with the bare nouns
of Armenian which are shown to receive a ‘one or more’ interpretation in the subject positions in
Bale & Khanjian 2008, proving that the two languages should not be treated alike in that respect.
Nevertheless, the case of Turkish seems to be recoverable under the analysis in Bale et al where
Turkish (and Armenian) plurals are claimed to denote pluralities only (e.g. [[child-PL]]={ab, bc,
ac, abc}). Namely, if bare nouns are number neutral and plurals are strict plurals as claimed by
Bale et al, the competition between the two results in the singular interpretation for the former1.
(Note that it is not clear how it would apply to Armenian.)
This story cannot be valid for Turkish because plurals are actually number neutral (e.g. [[childPL]]={a, b, c, ab, bc, ac, abc}). Unlike the Armenian counterparts (Bale & Khanjian), the ‘more
than one’ meaning of them arises in positive contexts as a result of a scalar implicature,
1

disappearing in questions and downward-entailing contexts (nominal restrictors of universal
quantifiers, antecedent of conditionals, and negation) in the sense of Zweig 2009 (Krifka 2003 &
Sauerland et al 2005). Due to space limitations, I only exemplify the negative contexts.
3. a. Çocuk-lar sokak-ta top oynu-yor.
b. Çocuk-lar sokak-ta top oyna-mı-yor.
child-PL street-on ball play-prog
child-PL street-on ball play-neg-prog
‘Children are playing ball on the street.’ ‘Children are not playing ball on the street.’
3b is felicitous when there are no children playing ball, but it cannot mean that more than one child
is not playing ball if there is one child playing. In 3a the scalar implicature surfaces since the ‘more
than one’ interpretation is stronger than the ‘one or more’ interpretation unlike in 3b 2.
II. Kinds Besides denoting properties, both bare nouns and plurals are kind terms evidenced by
their compatibility with kind-level predicates. Unlike plurals, though, bare nouns cannot get
existential readings with object-level predicates via Derived Kind Predication (Chierchia 1998);
instead they are interpreted as singular definites. This would not be expected if the instantiations
of a bare kind were an inclusive set (atoms and pluralities). Instead, I argue that they are like definite
singular kinds of English which are claimed to be taxonomic referring to the whole species as a
singleton set in Dayal 2004 (e.g. The dinosaur is extinct). The lack of derived kind predication with
bare nouns is shown by their inability to take scope under negation (Çocuk sokakta top oynamıyor.
‘The child isn’t playing ball on the street.’ Not: ‘There is no child playing.’). This contradicts with
Armenian: the bare nouns take scope under negation, preserving their neutrality (Bale & Khanjian).
Explaining Neutrality To conclude, bare nouns are atomic in Turkish, and the number neutrality
in 2 is due to external factors. In predicate positions (2a), I suggest that a null D operator, in the
sense of Link 1983, distributes the property of the predicative noun to the individuals of the subject
(i.e. 2a = ∀x [[x ≤ ali+merve ∧ AT(x)] → child(x)]). It is supported by the fact that an indefinite can
be a predicate to a plural subject in Turkish, which is only possible by a D operator: Onlar bir
çocuk. Lit. ‘They are a child.’ In the non-case marked objects (2b), analyzed as pseudoincorporation in Öztürk 2005, the number neutrality is available only in atelic contexts (following
Dayal 2011, cf. 2b with a telic context: Ali iki saatte araba tamir etti. ‘Ali fixed a car/*one or more
cars in two hours.’)
THE SEMANTICS OF THE CLASSIFIER Returning back to the classifier, its presence is
legitimate because it is a partial identity function having a similar role as the numerals. Namely, it
triggers a presupposition that the property it combines with denotes a set of atoms. Since tane only
appears with numerals, I treat it as taking the numeral as one of its arguments (f representing
numerals).
4. [[tane]]= λP<e,t>: ∀x [P(x) → AT(x)]. λf<et,et> f(P)
This accounts for ‘two tane book’ (1b) and ‘*two tane book-PL’ (1a). The optionality of the
classifier is a consequence of the fact that besides the numeral that can directly combine with atomic
properties, the language has also a partial identity function that takes both numerals and atomic
properties as its arguments. (Whether tane has any extra roles on the external behaviors of the
numeral constructions requires a further inquiry, which is beyond the main purpose of this study.)
On the other hand, Krifka 1995 & Chierchia 1998 propose that in obligatory classifier languages
like Chinese classifiers are functions from kinds into sets of atoms constituted by the instantiations
of the kind, i.e. λxk λy [∪x(y) → AT(y)]. Kinds are inherently plural and classifiers are required to
access their atomic level in view of the claim that atoms are crucial in counting. Note that such
kind of semantics would force tane to be attested obligatorily on the plural kinds as in Chinese, but
plurals cannot occur in numeral constructions and tane is not compulsory.
2

IMPLICATIONS My analysis implicates that the denotations of nouns in Turkish aligns with the

ones of English in that bare nouns are strict singulars and plurals are underspecified for number.
However, the two languages differ in the absence/presence of a semantically vacuous
morphological agreement in their numeral constructions. I suggest that this is a cross-linguistic
variation and the absence of such kind of agreement in Turkish might be related to the presence of
a classifier system in the language. I leave this issue as an open question for future research.
References
Bale and Khanjian 2008. Classifiers and number marking. Bale, Gagnon, and Khanjian 2010. Crosslinguistic representations of numerals and number marking. Chierchia 1998. Reference to kinds across
languages. Dayal 2004. Number marking and (in)definiteness in kind terms. Dayal 2011. Hindi pseudoincorporation. Göksel and Kerslake 2005. Turkish: A Comprehensive Grammar. Ionin and Matushansky
2006. The composition of complex cardinals. Krifka 1995. Common nouns: a contrastive analysis of
Chinese and English. Krifka 2003. Bare NPs: kind-referring, indefinites, both, or neither?. Landman 1989.
Groups I. Link 1983. The logical analysis of plural and mass nouns: a lattice theoretic approach. Öztürk
2005. Case, Referentiality and Phrase Structure. Sauerland, Anderssen, and Yatsushiro 2005. The plural
is semantically unmarked. Zweig 2009. Number-neutral bare plurals and the multiplicity implicature.

Endnotes:
1

Notice this competition story cannot be the one where the singular interpretation of the bare nouns arises as a
scalar implicature. That would be only possible if they were interpreted existentially, but they are interpreted as
definites in the argument positions.
2 Plurals

cannot be predicated of singular subjects in Turkish which is shown as evidence for the strict plurality
of the plurals in Bale et al. However, they are not predicated of plural subjects, either. Either çocuklar in Ali ve
Merve çocuk(-lar) ‘Ali and Merve child-PL’ means the children or -lar is the third person plural agreement,
which is an optional marker and a clitic shifting the stress to the preceding syllable (Göksel & Kerslake 2005).
In contrary, the genuine plural marker (as in 3) receives the stress on itself.
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The pa/wa of imperative alternatives
Hiroaki Saito & Adrian Stegovec (UConn)
This talk deals with the interaction of alternative sensitive particles in Slovenian (pa) and
Japanese (wa) with imperative syntax and semantics. We show that although the two are mostly
alike in terms of the semantic alternatives they can associate with, they differ in an important
respect: only pa may associate with alternatives concerning the attitudes of different Speech Act
Participants (SAPs). We argue that such cases show support for an analysis of imperatives that
structurally disentangles their modal component from their speech act component and that the
split in alternative association options can be linked to lexical differences between pa and wa.
Similarities. Both particles can be used to mark thematic topics (Kuno 1973 for wa, Marušič
et al. 2011 for pa), and both can also mark contrast; see (1). In the latter case, they differ slightly
in that wa has an additional ‘at least’ reading which pa lacks (Schwarz and Shimoyama 2011).
(1) a. Trdonja je
pa plesal.
b. John-ga odori-wa-sita.
Thickhead AUX .3 PA danced.3. M
John-NOM dance-WA-did
‘Thickhead danced.’
‘John (at least) danced.’
(as opposed to doing something else)
(as opposed to doing something else)
In (1), the alternatives the two particles associate with are predicates, but both pa and wa can
also associate with alternatives of non-verbal constituents, like NPs, which is illustrated in (2).
(2) a. Kupil
je
pa losos-a.
b. Sake-wa ka-tta.
bought.3. M AUX .3 PA salmon-ACC
salmon-WA buy-PAST
‘He bought salmon.’
‘pro bought (at least) salmon.’
(as opposed to something else)
(as opposed to something else)
Use in imperatives. Crucially, both pa and wa can also function as contrastive markers in
imperative clauses. The examples in (3) are essentially parallel to the declarative ones in (2).
(3) A: I’m at the store, and they don’t have tuna.
a. B: Kupi
pa losos-a.
b. B: Sake-wa ka-e-yo!
buy.IMP.(2) PA salmon-ACC
salmon-WA buy-IMP-SFP
‘Then buy salmon.’
‘Then buy at least salmon!’
Interestingly, pa and wa show an asymmetry in possible semantic contributions in imperatives.
As seen in (4a), pa can be used for concessions, while wa lacks this interpretation, cf. (4b).
(4) A: I know you think tuna is the better option, but I really don’t want to buy it.
b. B: #Sake-wa ka-e-yo!
a. B: Pa kupi
losos-a.
salmon-WA buy-IMP-SFP
PA buy. IMP.(2) salmon- ACC
‘int.: Buy (at least) salmon then!’
‘Well, buy salmon then.’
We argue that this asymmetry stems entirely from the fact that pa can attach at a higher point in
the structure of the clausal spine than wa. This also provides support for treating SAP attitudes
as present in the syntax and disjoint from the modal component in the case of imperatives.
Proposal. The sensitivity of pa’s alternative association properties to syntactic structure can
be illustrated with how its placement is constrained by other alternative introducing particles.
Slovenian pa is a 2nd position clitic and can either precede or follow other 2nd position clitics,
but as noted by Marušič et al. (2011) and illustrated in (5), it can never follow focus sensitive
elements like že (‘already’), also a clitic. We take this to indicate that in the syntactic structure of
a clause pa must always c-command the alternatives it associates with in the semantics.
(5) a. On pa že
spi.
b. *On že
pa spi.
He PA already sleeps
He already PA sleeps
‘He’s already sleeping’.
int.: ‘He’s already sleeping’.
Furthermore, when pa is used in concessive imperatives, where it marks a contrast between the
speaker’s and addressee’s attitudes, this function is also reflected syntactically. As noted by
Sheppard and Golden (2002), Slovenian 2nd position clitics may also occur in the 1st clausal
position, the exception being imperatives, as (6a) shows. However, pa seems to be exempt to this
distributional restriction, specifically in its concessive use, as shown in (6b). In that constellation,
any other pronominal clitics can occur in 1st position together with it (forming a clitic cluster).

pomaga-j {mu}.
b. Pa {mu}
pomaga-j {mu}.
3. M . DAT help-IMP.(2) 3. M . DAT
PA
3. M . DAT help-IMP.(2) 3. M . DAT
‘Help him!’
‘Well, help him then!’
We propose that this behavior of concessive pa reflects a syntactic placement possibility that
allows it to range over SAP attitudes which are encoded syntactically. The main options for pa
and wa in terms of the different alternatives that they can range over are illustrated in (7).
(7) [ pa /*wa SAPattitude [CP [MoodP pa / wa OPIMP [IP/V P pa / wa I/v [ pa / wa DO ]]]]]
Both can combine with alternatives at the level of: NPs (cf. (2)), propositions/predicates, i.e.
IP/vP (cf. (1)), modals/mood (cf. Tomioka 2010 for wa, cases with pa discussed in talk), but
only pa can combine with alternatives of SAP attitudes. The contrast between the last two
options requires that: (i) the modal component of imperatives is expressed in the syntax (see, a.o.
Kaufmann 2012), and (ii) attitudes of SAPs are syntactically encoded (see Speas and Tenny 2003;
Pearson 2012 for two distinct approaches) and separately from the modal imperative component.
Crucially, the SAP-attitude structure must only be present in matrix clauses (see Speas and
Tenny 2003), as evidenced by the root/embedded asymmetry illustrated in (8). Imperatives can be
embedded in speech reports in Slovenian (Sheppard and Golden 2002; Stegovec and Kaufmann
2015), but in such cases the use of pa with an imperative cannot yield a concessive reading.
(8) Zvitorepec je
rekel, da pa pleši.
Slyboots AUX .3 said.3. M that PA dance.IMP.(2)
i. ‘Slyboots said that you should dance.’ (as opposed to doing somthing else)
ii. ‘#Slybootsi said you that should dance then.’ (even though hei doesn’t approve)
The attitude alternatives effect can also be observed with declarative uses of pa, although it must
be coerced with special contexts and other discourse particles. The exchange in (9) shows pa
marking the contrast of B’s new attitude with B’s old attitude (after learning new information).
(9) a. A: You said that the book was Hungerpot’s, but your name is on it.
b. B: Prav. Pa je
moja.
right PA AUX .3 mine
‘Alright. Then it’s mine.’
But why does wa not yield a concessive reading? As a 2nd (and 1st) position clitic, pa has
no unique syntactic position in Slovenian (Bošković 2001); as long as its placement meets its
prosodic requirements it is not excluded. In matrix clauses, 1st position pa can thus scope over
the syntactic representation of SAP attitudes, cf. (10). Conversely, Japanese wa is suffixal, which
restricts its range to the N/V complex it attaches to, cf. (11); it cannot operate at the SAP level.
XP
(11)
MoodP
(10)
(6)

a. {*Mu}

X

(attitude)
(attitude)

MoodP

Mood

pa
PA

V
pidrink-

YP
XP
YP

OPIMP . . .
-j
- IMP

VP
(DO)

V
nomidrink

OPIMP
Y

X

-wa
- WA

-si
-do

-ro
- IMP

Thus, in Japanese, concessive imperatives equivalent to Slovenian ones like (12a) can only be
expressed using a different construction involving nara (‘if’), as illustrated in (12b).
(12) a. Pa pojdi!
[concession]
b. Nara, ik-e!
[concession]
PA go. IMP.(2)
If
go-IMP
‘Well, go then!’
‘Well, go then!’
Conclusion. Pa and wa, two contrastive particles from unrelated languages, are mostly the same
in terms of the alternatives they can associate with. The main difference between them concerns
the ability to yield concessive imperatives. We argued that this stems from the former, but not the
latter, having the ability to range over a syntactic representation of SAP attitudes. This proposal
has implications for both the theory of imperatives and discourse particles, specifically with
respect to how morpho-syntax can directly restrict semantic and pragmatic interpretation.
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The similarity approach fights back.
Katrin Schulz, ILLC, Amsterdam
Introduction. The central question in the semantics of counterfactual conditionals is
the question of the selection function: how to single out the set of relevant antecedent
worlds on which the consequent has to be true to make the counterfactual true. The
similarity approach ([6], [7]) is one way to answer this question. According to this
approach the relevant antecedent worlds are those worlds that are most similar to
the actual world. This approach has established itself firmly as paradigm of how to
approach conditional sentences in the semantic and philosophical literature.
The challenge. Recently a serious challenge to this approach has been brought
forward. [4] and [3] report on an experiment involving a scenario with two switches
S1, S2 and a lamp L. The lamp is on iff the switches are in the same position, up or
down. In a situation where both switches are up (S1 and S2 are true) and the lamp
is on (L is true) the majority of the participants take the counterfactuals ¬S1 > ¬L,
¬S2 > ¬L and (¬S1 ∨ ¬S2) > ¬L to be true, while they take the counterfactual
¬(S1 ∧ S2) > ¬L to be false or undetermined. A simple similarity approach cannot
account for such an observation.1 The problem seems to be that among the selected
antecedent worlds for the counterfactual with antecedent ¬(S1 ∧ S2) are possible
worlds where both switches are down (that explains why the participants consider
this counterfactual not to be true), while for the counterfactuals with antecedent
¬S1 or ¬S2 or ¬S1 ∨ ¬S2 such worlds are not selected (that’s why in these cases
the counterfactuals are judged as true). Such a selection function cannot be modelled
based on an antecedent-independent similarity-relation.
[4] and [3] conclude that we need to give up the paradigm of the similarity approach.
[3] proposes a new selection function f that they combine with Inquisitive Semantics
([2]) to account for the data. In Inquisitive Semantics the meaning of a sentence φ is
not given in terms of truth conditions with respect to possible worlds, but in terms of
support conditions with respect to information states. An information state is a subset
of the set W of possible worlds. The maximal information states supporting a sentence
φ are called the alternatives for φ, and the set of alternatives is denoted by Alt(φ).
The union of the alternatives of φ, |φ|, give the truth conditions of the sentence. While
negation and conjunction work in standard ways in Inquisitive Semantics, disjunction
introduces a set of alternatives, one for each disjunction. The counterfactual is then
proposed to quantify over the alternatives its antecedent gives rise to, see (1).2 Both
ingredients, the new selection function and Inquisitive Semantics work together in
[3]’s account of the observations.
A > C iff ∀φ ∈ Alt(A) : f (φ) ⊆ |C|.
(1)
We will argue that the critical observation needs to be analysed differently. The
problem is not the similarity approach but the semantic meaning assigned to the
antecedent. Not only disjunction, but also negation leads to the introduction of
alternatives that the counterfactual operator quantifies over. With this modification
the selection function can still be similarity-based. We can account for the data,
but also overcome certain mis-predictions the new approach of [3] still inherits from
standard similarity approaches.
1
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The logic of the similarity approach validates ¬A > C, ¬B > C |= ¬(A ∧ B) > C.
For similar proposals see [1] and [5].
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The proposal. Pick your favourite similarity-based selection function f and insert
it into the interpretation rule for counterfactuals given in (1). We only change the
definition of the alternatives Alt by changing the interpretation rule for negation in
Inquisitive Semantics.3 The solution we propose is inspired by standard approaches
to truth makers of negations. A truth maker of a formula ¬φ is a formula ϕ that
contradicts the formula φ in question (ϕ⊥φ). We additionally restrict truth makers of
negations to relevant sentences/propositions that contradict φ. As we are concerned
with semantics here, we use a notion of relevance that relies on the sentence itself.
Each utterance defines a bottom line for what is relevant by the language it uses.
We restrict ourselves here to a propositional language and define L(φ) as the set of
atomic formula occurring in φ. Relevant according to φ is to know the truth value of
all elements in L(φ). In other words, the issue raised by the utterance is Q(φ), the
partition introduced by L(φ) (i.e. the set of sets of possible worlds that assign the
same truth value to all elements in L(φ)). For example, if φ = p∧q, then L(φ)= {p, q}
and Q(φ) = {pq, pq̄, p̄q, p̄q̄}.4 Any formula using the same vocabulary gives rise to the
same issue. We extend support to issues in the standard way: an information state s
supports an issue I (s |= I) in case s completely answers I, i.e. ∃i ∈ I : s ⊆ i. The
new interpretation rule for negation is given in (2). It states that a situation supports
¬φ in case it’s a complete answer to the issue raised by φ and contradicts φ.
s |= ¬φ iff s |= Q(φ) and s⊥φ.

(2)

Predictions and Outlook. According to this interpretation, the semantic value of
the sentences ¬p ∨ ¬q and ¬(p ∧ q) differ: Alt(¬p ∨ ¬q) = {p̄, q̄}, but Alt(¬(p ∧ q)) =
{p̄q, pq̄, p̄q̄}. Crucially, the sentence ¬(p ∧ q) contains an additional alternative, p̄q̄.
When this sentence occurs as antecedent of a counterfactual, also this alternative
needs to counterfactually entail the consequent. This accounts for the critical observations in [4] and [3]. We will show that this also helps to account for additional
observations concerning counterfactuals with redundant material in the antecedent,
which standard similarity approaches, but also [3] cannot account for.
From a more general perspective, this talk is another case-study arguing for more fine
grained semantics for natural language. But while so far the focus has been nearly
exclusive on disjunction, we argue that such a step is also needed to account for negation. The antecedent of counterfactuals is not the only context in which this becomes
evident. As we will discuss in the last part of the talk, similar observations can be
made for negation in scalar implicatures and answers to questions. For instance, it has
been noted that answers containing negation (like ”Not John” to the question ”Who
came to the party?”) receive a non-exhaustive or restricted exhaustive interpretation.
The proposed alternatives semantics for negation can account for this observation.
References: [1] Alonso-Ovalle, 2009. Counterfactuals, correlatives, and disjunction. Linguistics
and Philosophy, 32(2). *** [2] Ciardelli et al., 2013. Inquisitive semantics: A new notion of meaning.
Language and Linguistics Compass, 7(9). *** [3] Ciardelli et al., ms. Two switches in the theory
of counterfactuals. *** [4] Champollion et al. 2016. Breaking DeMorgan’s law in counterfactual
antecedents. SALT 26. *** [5] Fine, 2012. Counterfactuals without possible worlds. The Journal
of Philosophy, 109(3). *** [6] Lewis, 1973. Counterfactuals. Blackwell. *** [7] Stalnaker, 1968. A
theory of conditionals. Studies in logical theory: Essays. Cornman et al. (eds.). Blackwell.
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We could as well have used truth makers semantics.
To simplify notation we write pq̄ to refer to the set of worlds where p is true and q is false.
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Decomposing universal projection in questions
Alexandra Simonenko, FWO/Ghent University, alexandra.simonenko@ugent.be
Bernhard Schwarz, McGill University, bernhard.schwarz@mcgill.ca
Intro. Wh-questions of the form [[wh R] Sp ], where R restricts the wh-word and S is an
open proposition in its scope with presupposition p have been argued to give rise to universal
projection (UP) of p, that is, to the presupposition that p holds for all the individuals given
by R ([6], [1]). As evidence for universal projection, [1] reports that (1) (with factive regret),
presupposes that Bill invited each of these ten people. (2) and (3) make the same point if (2)
carries the (factive) presupposition that each of the team members scored a goal and if (3)
carries the presupposition (triggered by the reflexive’s gender feature) that every member is
female.
(1) Who among [these ten people] does Mary regret that Bill invited?
(2) Which of [the team members] does Fred know scored a goal?
(3) Which [member] nominated herself?
But UP in questions is volatile, i.e. often unattested. To capture this volatility, we propose to
derive UP from three violable pragmatic conditions on question use: (i) a condition militating
against presupposition accommodation (“no accommodation”); (ii) a condition militating
against inclusion in the wh-restrictor individuals known not to have the presuppositional
property (“restrictor economy”); (iii) pressure to limit the members of the restrictor set to
the individuals whose memebership is settled by the context set (“restrictor homogeneity”).
Volatility. UP in [[wh R] Sp ] can be characterized as yielding the proposition in (4), where
R and P are the properties given by R and p, respectively.
(4) {w: ∀x[R(x)(w) → P(x)(w)]}
UP
So we expect [[wh R] Sp ] to call for a context set (in Stalnaker’s sense) entailing that all
the individuals in the restrictor have the presuppositional property. Below we consider three
family of scenarios where this requirement seems to be lifted.
Scenario 1. Suppose regarding (1) that the interlocutors agree, hence that the context
set entails, that the members are Alex, Berti, and Chris. And suppose that the speaker’s
beliefs (and hence the interlocutors’ common beliefs) do not actually settle the sex of any of
Alex, Berti, and Chris, hence fail to entail that Alex is female, and likewise for Berti and
Chris; and suppose also that the listener is aware of this gap in the speaker’s knowledge.
In this scenario, the context set does not satisfy the presupposition that x is female for any
of the three individuals in the extension of the wh-restrictor R. We take it that in such
a scenario, the question (3) is still usable for the speaker, and clearly will not be judged
deficient by either the speaker or the listener. The question may be used, for example, as a
reply to the listener’s statement that some female member nominated herself. The usability
of the question in our scenario is in fact unsurprising, given the familiar phenomenon of
(global) presupposition accommodation (e.g. [2]). Despite the lack of prior knowledge of
Alex’s sex, for example, the speaker could interpret the answer Alex nominated herself upon
accommodating the presupposition that Alex is female.
We assume, however, that forcing presupposition accommodation in this way is a pragmatically dispreferred strategy (“Don’t mark something you know not to be known to your
interlocutor as known”). This is supported by the fact that the limit cases, where an answer
as a whole is given in the form of presupposition that needs to be accommodated, are judged
as markedly deviant, as the following exchange from [8, p.319] illustrates.
(5) a. Q: Are there any boys in your class?
b. A: #I (don’t) like the boys in my class.
We therefore propose a “no accommodation” condition on question felicity in (6). Here Q is
a Hamblin/Karttunen (H/K) question intension, and cQ indicates that use of a question
with intension Q is felicitous relative to context set c.
(6) cQ only if ∀p[ c⊆{w: p∈Q(w)} → c⊆dom(p) ∨ c∩dom(p)=∅] no accommodation condition

(6) states that for every proposition p that is presupposed to be an element of the question
extension, the context set should entail the presupposition of p (so that p will not require
accommodation if offered as a H/K answer) or should be incompatible with that presupposition (excluding p as a H/K answer that might be offered). This condition is violable, given
the plausibility of the Scenario 1.
Scenario 2. Consider now with regard to (2) a scenario where it is part of the interlocutors
common knowledge that only ten out of eleven team members scored. We consider (2) to be
plausible in such a scenario. Obviously, UP does not hold in this case since only ten out of
eleven individuals with the restrictor property (team members) are entailed by the context
set to have scored. Such configurations are not always as innocent though, since the following
discourse is markedly deviant.
(7) a. Of Ann, Bill, and Chris, only Ann and Bill passed the final exam.
b. #Which of those three students does Fred know passed the final?
It seems rationale for a cooperative speaker to exclude from the question extension any
propositions that are already known not be true, in virtue of having presuppositions that
are already known to be false, such as that Chris passed the exam (or “Do not include
in question’s extension answers you know not to be true”). We capture this effect with the
“restrictor economy” condition below. (Cf. proposal in [7] that in reconstructing the question
under discussion in the sense of [5], speakers exclude answers that the interlocutors already
know to be false).
(8) cQ only if ∀p[ c⊆{w: p∈Q(w)} → c∩dom(p)6= ∅]
restrictor economy condition
Arguably the extent to which violation of this condition is perceived as deviant depends on
how easy it would have been to avoid a violation. In the case of (2), the violation is perceived
as benign since it presumably allows the speaker to use a more economical structure instead
of a more pedantic, but also a more verbose one: Which of the team members excluding Alan
(who didn’t score) does Fred know scored a goal? (cf. [3]’s proposal that syntactic complexity
constrains the set of alternatives that pragmatic reasoning refers to). In the case of (7b)
there is a structurally identical non-violating alternative: Which of those two students does
Fred know passed the final?.
Scenario 3. In (9), UP does not seem to hold. We propose that this is because the context
set does not settle the identities of the individuals in the restrictor set. If so, no H/K answer
p meets the condition c⊆{w: p∈Q(w)}. Hence (6) and (8) correctly fail to derive UP.
(9) a. Whom do you regret never having seen in person?
b. Well, Freddie Mercury, Barack Obama, my little niece in London, and some others.
In some cases, there appears to be stronger pressure to agree on the restrictor set members,
witness the oddness of the question in (10) if followed by a remark about speaker’s ignorance
as to the composition of the restrictor (cf. [4]’s notion of D-linking with which-questions.)
(10) #Which girl in group A does John know scored? I have no idea who is in group A.
This leads us to postulate the following felicity condition requiring, in effect, that whrestrictor set membership be fixed by the context set, or, in other words, that the restrictor
set be homogeneous across context set worlds.
(11) cQ only if ∀w,w’∈c[Q(w) = Q(w’)]
restrictor homogeneity condition
Having established the three (violable) felicity conditions on questions above, notice that
when respected, they derive UP, which we restate below:
(12) ∀p[ c⊆{w: p∈Q(w)} → c⊆dom(p) & c∩dom(p)6= ∅]
Universal Projection (derived)
Conclusions. We have proposed to analyze UP in questions as a derived effect which arises
when three independently attested violable felicity conditions on questions are met, which
accounts for the volatility of the effect. A potential extension of this decompositional account
onto a parallel effect in declaratives remains to be explored.

Bibliography. [1] Abrusán, M. 2011. Presuppositional and negative islands. NLS 19. [2]
von Fintel, K. 2008. What is presupposition accommodation, again? Philosophical Perspectives 22. [3] Katzir, R. 2007. Structurally-defined alternatives. L&Ph 30. [4] Pesetsky, D.
1987. Wh-in-situ. [5] Roberts, C. 1996/2012. Information structure in discourse. S&P 5.
[6] Schlenker, Ph. 2008. Presupposition projection. TL 34 [7] Simons, M., D. Beaver, C.
Roberts & J. Tonhauser. 2016. The best question. Discourse Processes 0. [8] Simons, M.,
J. Tonhauser, D. Beaver & C. Roberts. 2011. What projects and why. In Proceedings of
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Ever free relatives as dependent definites: a cross-linguistic perspective
Radek Šimı́k (Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin)
Background and problem statement Ever free relatives (eFRs), exemplified by the bracketed part of Dave ate [whatever Sue cooked], have been discussed in the semantic literature
with regard to two theoretical issues: (i) their denotation/semantic type, i.e. whether they
are definite descriptions (orig. Jacobson 1995; call it DD approach) or universal quantifiers
(e.g. Iatridou & Varlokosta 1998; call it UQ approach), and (ii) the semantic contribution of
the ever-morpheme, where many partial controversies have arisen (see, e.g., Dayal 1997, von
Fintel 2000, or Condoravdi 2008). The DD approach has to cope with observations suggesting that (some) eFRs do, in fact, behave as universal quantifiers (see esp. Tredinnick 2005),
e.g. wrt almost-modification, NPI-licensing, and (narrow-)scope-taking. The reason why most
researchers have become convinced that the DD approach is correct, is the existence of uncontroversially definite eFRs (sometimes called identity eFRs), first observed by Elliott (1971),
exemplified by [Whichever movie (it is that) is now playing at the Avon] is making a lot of
money, combined with the hope for a unified analysis for all eFRs. The problem for the DD approach, on the other hand, is that quite a few languages have been reported to lack the identity
reading of eFRs, e.g. Hungarian (Anna Szabolcsi, p.c. with von Fintel 2000), Greek (Giannakidou & Cheng 2006), and Romanian (David 2014); see also Eilam (2007), who shows that
Modern Hebrew patterns with English.
Basic data We investigate the semantics of eFRs in a number of Slavic languages (SerboCroatian, Russian, Polish). It turns out that while SC readily allows for identity readings (like
English or Hebrew), Ru and Po (apparently) do not (like, e.g., Greek). The data stem from an
informal questionnaire filled out by linguists (4 for SC, 4 for Po, and 5 for Ru).
(1a)

Juče
u 8 Miloje je gledao šta god su davali na HBOu.
yesterday at 8 M.
AUX watched what EVER AUX gave on HBO

[SC]

(1b)

#Včera
v 8 časov Miša smotrel čto by ni
pokazyvali po HBO.
yesterday at 8 o’clock M. watched what SUBJ EVER showed
on HBO

[Ru]

(1c) #Wczoraj o 8 Marek ogladał,
cokolwiek puszczali na HBO.
[Po]
,
yesterday at 8 M.
watched what:EVER showed on HBO
(Intended:) ‘Yesterday at 8pm, M. watched whatever (it was) that they showed on HBO
(I don’t know what it was).’
Once the ‘at 8pm’ modifier is left out in Ru and Po, the sentences in (1) become acceptable.
Crucially, however, they imply that M. watched more than one thing, which (together with the
unacceptability of (1b/c)) might indicate that Ru/Po eFRs are universal quantifiers (introducing
an anti-uniqueness presupposition; Sauerland 2008). Yet, the UQ approach fails on data like
(2), where the (episodic) past of (1) is switched to (episodic) future. There, the identity reading
is available for all languages (only Ru illustrated for space reasons).
(2)

Segodnja v 8 časov Miša budet smotret’ čto by ni
pokazyvali po HBO. [Ru]
today
at 8 o’clock M. will watch what SUBJ EVER showed
on HBO
‘Tonight at 8pm M. will watch whatever they will show on HBO.’

Proposal We take (2) to show that Jacobson’s DD approach is on the right track even for Ru
and Po. We further follow the tradition initiated by Dayal (1997) and assume that the evermorpheme introduces a kind of variation requirement, which dictates that the denotation of
eFRs varies in one way or another. We capture the variation requirement by treating eFRs as
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dependent definites (an option considered but rejected by Lauer 2009)—definite counterparts of
Farkas’ 2002 dependent indefinites. The basic idea is that the resource situation (in the sense
of Schwarz 2009) of eFRs must covary with some bound variable, i.e., it must be co-bound,
and the quantificational domain of the binder must correspond to a set of varying eFR referents.
In (3), the denotation of the eFR covaries with s, which is bound by the Q-adverb vsegda
(working assumption: DDs are individual concepts; Elbourne 2005); the variation requirement
is formulated in (3c) as a presupposition stating that there be at least two situations in which the
denotations of the eFR are not counterparts of each other (6= used for the sake of simplicity).
(3a)

(3b)
(3c)

Miša vsegda est čto by ni
prigotovila Vera.
M. always eats what SUBJ EVER cooked
V.
‘M. always eats whatever Vera cooks.’

[Ru]

∀s < w0 [∃x has.cooked0 (Vera0 , x, s) → eats0 (Marek0 , ιy[has.cooked0 (Vera0 , y, s)](s)]
Variation presupposition of (3a):
∃s, s0 ∈ quant.domvsegda ιx[has.cooked0 (Vera0 , x, s)](s) 6= ιx[has.cooked0 (Vera0 , x, s0 )](s0 )

In (2), the eFR denotation covaries with the situation variable bound by the future tense auxiliary
(budet ‘will’), which we take to be a necessity modal (Copley 2009). Informally, the thing
showed/watched varies from one possible future situation to another. The availability of the
identity reading corresponds to the fact that only a single (minimal) situation bound by the
modal quantifier is part of the actual world (only one thing will actually be showed/watched).
“Self-licensing” If eFRs appear in episodic contexts, without any apparent quantifier over situations, they are interpreted as though such a quantifier was there (e.g. Tredinnick 2005). This is
what gives the universal flavor to the sentences in (1b/c)—the versions *without* the ‘at 8pm’
modifier—the reading being that all (temporally non-overlapping) yesterday-situations were
such that M. watched what they showed on HBO in them (and every time it was something
else). We assume that English and SC eFRs can be self-licensed not just by a covert version of
‘always’, but also by a covert doxastic/epistemic operator (a covert version of ‘I believe/know
that’; cf. Alonso-Ovalle & Menéndez-Benito 2010). In that case, variation is satisfied within
the doxastic/epistemic state of the speaker, giving rise to the ignorance implication (‘I have no
beliefs about/don’t know the identity of the eFR referent’).
Locus of variation The cross-linguistic difference in the semantics of eFRs lies in the kind of
Q-domain with respect to which the variation requirement can be satisfied. While all languages
seem to exhibit licensing by root modals and (covert) Q-adverbs, only some (English, SC)
exhibit licensing by doxastic or epistemic operators. An additional piece of evidence supporting
this view is that some Polish speakers do accept (1c) (albeit with hesitations), but crucially, only
under the so called indifference reading, implying that if HBO had showed something else than
in actuality, M. would still have watched it. The indifference reading clearly relates to root
(rather than epistemic) modality: even if the circumstances had been different (different TV
program), it would have changed nothing about the truth of the sentence. Just like before,
this would be a case of “self-licensing”, though via a covert root counterfactual modal (rather
than Q-adverb). This observation further supports the view that indifference readings are not
(necessarily) derivative of ignorance readings (cf. Lauer 2009). The overall implication of the
present approach is that eFRs are akin to free choice items in that their exact licensing conditions
(the nature of ‘licensing operators’) can differ from language to language (see e.g. Fălăuş 2014
and the references therein). A number of questions remain open: What are the parameters
responsible for the variation? What are the limits of variation? Is there any intra-linguistic
relationship between eFR licensing and free choice item licensing?
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Alternating conj/disjunctions: the case of Japanese –toka and –tari
Ryan Walter Smith & Ryoichiro Kobayashi
University of Arizona Sophia University/JSPS
Introduction: The Japanese particles –toka and –tari are used in declaratives to express nonexhaustive conjunctions of individuals and predicates, respectively. However, in many other
environments, including questions, modals, and the antecedent of a conditional, these particles
receive a disjunctive interpretation. We analyze -toka and -tari as items that introduce
alternatives, which, once they expand into propositions, are universally quantified or unmodified
depending on their environment.
Data: -toka and –tari are used in veridical environments to denote non-exhaustive conjunctions
of individuals and predicates, respectively. To illustrate, (1a) is true if Taro, Hanako, and
someone else comes, and (1b) is true if Taro cleaned his room, studied English, and did
something else.
1) a. Taro-toka Hanako-toka-ga kita b. Taro-wa heya-o soojisi-tari eigo-o benkyoosi-tari sita
T-toka H-toka -Nom came T-Top room-Acc clean-tari English-Acc study-tari did
‘Taro, Hanako, and others came’ ‘Taro cleaned his room, studied English, etc.’
Although often encountered in coordinating constructions, both –toka and –tari can be used as
stand-alone particles, as in (2).
2) a. John-wa Nihongo-toka-o benkyoosita.
b. Taro-wa Eigo-o benkyoosi-tari suru.
J-Top Japanese-toka-Acc studied
T-Top English-Acc study-tari does
‘John studied Japanese and other things.’
‘Taro studies English and does other things’
However, in other environments, such as the antecedent of a conditional (3), questions (4),
imperatives (5), and possibility modals (6), -toka and -tari receive an inclusive disjunctive
interpretation.
3) Antecedent of a conditional
a. Taro-toka Hanako-ga ki-tara, Yosuke-wa ocha-o dasu.
T-toka H-nom come-if
Y-Top tea-Acc serve
‘If Taro or Hanako (or someone else) comes to the party, Ryo serves tea.’
b. Taro-ga burokkori-o tabe-tari gyuunyuu-o non-dari su-reba, mama-wa yorokobu.
T-Nom broccoli-Acc eat-tari milk-Acc drink-tari do-if mom-Top become.happy
‘If Taro eats broccoli or drinks milk (or does something else) his mom becomes happy.’
4) Polar Questions
a. Taro-toka Hanako-toka-ga kita no? b. Taro-wa heya-o sooji-si-tari sentaku-sitari sita no?
T toka H-toka-Nom came Q
T-Top room-Acc clean-do-tari laundry-do-tari did Q
‘Did Taro or Hanako (or someone else) come?’ ‘Did Taro clean the room or do laundry, etc.?
5) Imperatives
a. Tabemono-toka (nomimono-toka) motteko-i! b. Tsumaranai. Odot-tari (utat-tari) sir-o!
food
-toka drink
-toka bring-Imp
boring
dance-tari sing-tari do-Imp
‘Bring me food (or drink or something else)! ‘I’m bored. Dance (or sing or do something else)!’
6) Possibility Modals
a. (Ganbare-ba), shoosin-toka kaigaikimmu-toka-ga
ari-u/e-ru
work.hard-if promotion-toka overseas.assignment-toka-Nom be-modal-Pres
‘There is a possibility that you attain promotion or work abroad, (if you work hard).'
b. Godzilla-wa machi-o hakaisi-tari, teki-o
taosi-tari si-u-ru
G -Top town-Acc destroy-tari, enemy-Acc defeat-tari do-modal-Pres
‘Godzilla may destroy the town or defeat his enemies (or do something else)'

Analysis: Syntactically, we propose that –toka and –tari are independent particles, which,
following Mitrović & Sauerland (2014), may be coordinated by a silent J head, as in (7).
7) a. [JP [tokaP NP-toka] [J’ J [tokaP NP-(toka)]]] b. [JP [tariP VP-tari] [J’ J [tariP VP-tari]]]
Semantically, we propose that –toka and –tari introduce individual and predicate alternatives,
respectively. The alternatives are restricted so that they are contextually salient (denoted by C)
and are similar (notated as ~) to the argument of –toka/–tari. By virtue of being self-similar, the
overtly mentioned argument is also in the alternative set. We provide denotations in (8a-b), and
example alternatives in (8c-d).
8) a. ⟦α<e>-toka⟧ = { x | C(x) & x ~ α}
c.⟦Taro-toka⟧ = {Taro, Ryoichiro, ...}
b. ⟦α<e,t>-tari⟧ = { P | C(P) & P ~ α}
d.⟦heya-o soojisi-tari⟧ = {λx.λw.x clean the room
in w, λx.λw.x study English in w, …}
The J head that coordinates –toka/–tari is treated as simply collecting alternatives, with a
denotation identical to Alonso-Ovalle’s (2006) analysis of or.
9) Where ⟦XP⟧ and ⟦YP⟧ ⊆ Dτ, ⟦[[XP] [J [YP]]]⟧ ⊆ Dτ = ⟦XP⟧ ∪ ⟦YP⟧
The alternatives compose with other elements of the sentence via Pointwise Functional
Application (Hamblin 1973) ultimately yielding a set of propositional alternatives.
10) a. ⟦Taro-toka ga kita⟧ = {λw.Taro came in w, λw.Ryoichiro came in w, …}
b. ⟦Taro wa heya-o soojisi-tari sita⟧= {λw.Taro cleaned the room in w, λw.Taro did laundry
in w, …}
Finally, the alternatives are taken as an argument by one of the following propositional operators.
11) Propositional operators (Kratzer & Shimoyama 2002; Alonso-Ovalle 2006)
a. ⟦∀⟧w (A) = { λw’. ∀p[p ∈ A → p(w’)]}
b. ⟦Q⟧ (A) = A
In a declarative, the alternatives are universally quantified, because an assertion operator higher
in the tree is only defined if the set of alternatives is a singleton set, and the universal operator in
(11a) is the default (Rawlins 2013), resulting in a conjunctive interpretation. The universal
quantifier is inserted above the possibility modal resulting in an interpretation in which all
propositional alternatives are possible (Menéndez-Benito 2005). Similarly, an imperative
operator will take the set of alternatives, distribute a possibility modal over them, and universally
quantify over the set, resulting in an interpretation in which realizing any of the alternative
propositions will satisfy the desires of the speaker (Aloni 2007). For questions, the set of
propositions is left unmodified. Finally, following Alonso-Ovalle (2006), we treat the conditional
suffix as a universal quantifier over alternative propositions. This will return a meaning for (3a)
in which all closest worlds where Taro comes are worlds where Ryo serves tea, and all closest
worlds where Hanako comes are worlds where Ryo serves tea, but it does not require that they
both come in the same world.
Predictions: This analysis predicts that –toka and –tari should have conjunctive readings under
a necessity modal. This is because the interaction of the semantics of the necessity modal and the
insertion of the universal propositional quantifier will result in an interpretation in which every
proposition in the alternative set holds in every accessible possible world. This prediction is
borne out: (12) is interpreted as requiring graduate students to present at conferences, publish
papers, and do something else like that; doing just one of the alternatives doesn’t suffice.
12) insei-wa gakkai-de happyoosi-tari ronbun-o shuppansi-tari su -ru hitsuyoo-ga ar -u
grad-TOP conf -at present -tari paper-ACC publish -tari do-PRS need-NOM be-PRS
‘It is necessary for graduate students to present at conferences and publish papers, etc.’

Conclusion: This paper proposes an analysis of –toka and –tari as introducing alternatives,
which are then manipulated by propositional operators higher in the structure, giving rise to their
varying interpretations as conjunctions or disjunctions depending on their environment. The
analysis captures their use as independent particles and in coordinating constructions, and
derives their interpretation from the independently motivated semantic properties of the
environments in which they appear.
Selected References: Aloni, Maria. (2007). Free choice, modals, and imperatives. Natural
Language Semantics, 15(1), 65-94. Alonso-Ovalle, Luis. 2006. Disjunction in alternative
semantics. Doctoral dissertation, University of Massachusetts Amherst. Menéndez-Benito, Paula.
2005. The grammar of choice. Doctoral dissertation, University of Massachusetts Amherst.
Mitrović, Moreno., and Uli Sauerland. 2014. Decomposing coordination. NELS, 44, 39-52. [8]
Rawlins, Kyle. 2008. (Un)Conditionals; an investigation in the syntax and semantics of
conditional structures. Doctoral dissertation, University of California Santa Cruz.

Shared mechanism underlying non-embedded and embedded enrichments: evidence
from enrichment priming
Chao Sun & Richard Breheny (University College London)

Recent studies have shown that the enrichment of some to some but not all can occur in the
scope of non-monotone quantifiers (Potts et al., 2015; Chemla & Spector, 2011). Classical
(neo-)Gricean accounts fail to predict the availability of this locally enriched interpretation.
Thus, the embedded enrichment of some has to be the result of other mechanisms. Under the
grammatical theory the enrichment operation is computed by inserting a silent operator exh in
the syntactic representation of the sentence (a-b). Thus, the grammatical account would
suggest a shared mechanism or representation in deriving non-embedded and embedded
enrichment.
(a) exh [some of the symols are hearts]
(b) [On exactly one row]x [exh [some of the symbols are hearts on x]]
Here we investigated empirically whether there is evidence for shared level of representation
between non-embedded and embedded enrichments. Structural priming methods were used
previously to tap into almost all levels of representations (Pickering & Ferriera, 2008). Bott &
Chemla (2016) interpreted the priming effect within and between different types of global
enrichments as evidence for a shared derivation mechanism. By adopting Bott & Chemla’s
sentence-picture matching task, we found non-embedded and embedded enrichments can
prime each other. This indicates that there is indeed a shared representation or mechanism
between non-embedded and embedded enrichments.
Exp.1 20 native British-speaker
participated in a sentencepicture matching task with 16
dual-prime/target items and 48
filler trials. For each prime trial,
Fig.1 Example stimuli for exp.1: Non-embedded prime -> Embedded target
participants were presented with
a sentence paired with two
pictures, they were asked to
click on the picture that makes
the sentence true. There were
two different forms of priming:
A. non-embedded some prime
and embedded some target
(fig.1); B. embedded some
Fig.2 Example stimuli for exp.1: Embedded prime -> Non-embedded target
prime and non-embedded some
target (fig.2). As in Bott & Chemla (2016), each target trial was preceded by two prime trials
to boost the effect of prime. There were two prime types. Weak primes displayed a weak
picture (false for interpreting ‘some’ implying not all) and a false picture. Strong primes
displayed a weak picture and a strong picture (true for both literal and enriched readings).
Thus, the participants were primed by the unenriched interpretation in the weak prime and the
enriched interpretation in the strong prime. There were two types of target sentences, the
embedded some and the non-embedded some. The target sentences were always presented
with a weak picture and a covered picture (better picture?). If there is a shared derivation
mechanism between non-embedded and embedded enrichment, it would predict that, for the
priming form A in particular, the rate of enriched-reading responses in the target trial
(choosing the covered picture) should be higher after strong primes than weak primes.

Exp.1 Results 33/304 target responses were removed
Chart.1 Exp.1 results
because primes were not completed as expected. We coded
‘covered picture’ response as 1 and the other as 0. Chart 1
shows the proportion of enriched reading responses in
every condition. Logistic mixed effects modelling of the
data revealed a main effect of priming. Compared to weak
primes, strong primes caused a higher rate of enriched
responses in the target trials (β=1.88, p=.008). However, it is possible that enriched responses
in the embedded target trials were a mixture of local enrichments and global enrichments, i.e.
‘On exactly one row, some symbols are stars and it’s not true that on exactly one row all
symbols are stars’. Therefore we ran exp.2 to test to what
extent the global reading confounded exp1.’s results.
Exp.2 The materials were similar to Exp.1 with one key
difference, that the embedded target sentence was paired
with a picture false on any available reading except the
Fig.3 Example stimuli for exp.2:
local one (fig.3). In exp.2, ‘uncovered picture’ responses were Embedded target trial
purely for the local enriched reading, whereas ‘covered
picture’ responses might be for a mixture of literal and global enrichments. Predictions: For
the embedded target condition, if the enriched response rates observed in exp.1 mainly
reflected the availability of the global enrichments, we predict a decrease in blue bars because
in exp.2, enriched response rates, namely given ‘uncovered picture’ response, purely reflect
the rate of local enriched reading; If the enriched response rates in Expt. 1 reflected the
availability of locally enriched meaning, priming should be replicated in exp.2. Another
group of 20 were tested.
Exp.2 Results: 35/320 target responses were removed.
Chart.2 Exp.2 results
Chart 2 showed the proportion of enriched responses, note
that for embedded target trials, we coded ‘uncovered
picture’ responses as 1 and the other as 0. The rate of
enriched responses in exp.2 was much higher than that in
exp.1, suggesting that the local enriched reading was
available and it was unlikely that the results in exp.1
reflected the global reading confound. We replicated the results of exp.1, that there was a
main effect of priming (β=1.83, p=.003). This confirmed that there was an effect of priming,
in particular, the strong non-embedded enrichment could prime the embedded enrichment.
Conclusion We find that non-embedded enrichments prime embedded enrichments in the
scope of a non-monotonic quantifier. Following from Bott & Chemla (2016), the enrichment
priming can be viewed as evidence for a shared mechanism between non-embedded and
embedded enrichments. These results are consistent with the grammatical approach of
enrichment derivation, as it could be that a syntactic constituent that containing exh was
primed in both embedded and non-embedded cases. It is less clear what the account in Potts
et al. (2015) predicts with global primes and local targets, since (1a) does not require the
mechanism of lexical adjustment. These results are compatible with Chemla et al. (2016) that
there is no processing cost difference between global and local enrichment, suggesting there
is a single mechanism between the two.
Reference: [1] Bott, L &Chemla, E. 2016. Journal of Memory and Language. [2] Chemla, E & Spector, B. 2011. Journal of Semantics. [3]
Chemla, E., Cummins, C. & Singh, R. (2016) Journal of Semantics. [4] Pickering, J. & Ferreira, S. (2008) Psychological Bulletin. [5] Potts,
C., Lassiter, D., Levy, R. & Frank, M. (2015) Journal of Semantics.

Returning to Non-entailed Presuppositions Again
Jérémy Zehr & Florian Schwarz

University of Pennsylvania

Introduction. A key question in presupposition theory concerns the relationship between presupposed and entailed content. Recent work by Klinedinst (2012) and Sudo (2012)
proposes a new perspective on differences between classes of presupposition triggers, with
an empirical split roughly mirroring Abusch’s hard vs. soft distinction and related notions.
They propose that triggers differ in whether or not their presuppositional content simultaneously affect the calculation of the presuppositions and of the entailments of the sentences
in which they appear. Sudo shows that conventionally entailed contents can be singled out
from exclusively presupposed contents in that only the former scope under non-monotone
quantifiers such as exactly one (also see Tonhauser et al. (2013)’s notion of obligatory local
effects). Recent experimental results by Zehr & Schwarz (2015) are in line with this distinction: the content presupposed by stop scopes under exactly one, suggesting that it also
affects entailment. Crucially, this is not the case for also: the presupposed content doesn’t
scope under the quantifier. Various authors (Zeevat, 1992, Glanzberg, 2005, Domaneschi et
al. 2013) advance different proposals sharing a line of thinking, which suggest an explanation
for this split in triggers’ categories. While the verb stop cannot be left aside when composing
the meaning of the sentence – as it would result in something uninterpretable – leaving aside
the additive particle also would not affect the good running of the interpretative process. As
a result, since also exclusively contributes presupposed information, ignoring it results in a
viable interpretation where the presupposed content plays no role under the scope of exactly
one. This strategy is not viable for stop, and its content winds up necessarily contributing
under the scope of the quantifier.
We test this removability/independence (RI) hypothesis experimentally by comparing
return to (go) again (as well as go back ). These are intuitively equivalent in terms of
their overall meaning, but differ precisely with regards to the crucial hypothesized property:
ignoring return (as a main verb) is fatal to the interpretation process, but ignoring the
particles again or back leaves us with perfectly interpretable sentences. In addition, we
include stop and also for additional points of reference and to ensure comparability with
Zehr & Schwarz’s results. Our results provide clear evidence against the RI hypothesis, as
return patterns with again (as well as also), and not with stop. At the same time, our data
provide further support for Sudo’s entailment-contrast proposal.
Design. We employed a picture selection task with a covered box (Huang et al. 2013)
using sentences with non-monotonic quantifiers, parallel to Zehr & Schwarz (2015). The design utilized recordings of minimally varied sentences with identical pictures to test whether
or not the presupposed
 information is
considered for evaluation of the quantifier exactly one.

returned








went
back




went to the
Exactly one kid






also
went






 stopped going
Jackson aquarium {again} on Wednesday. also/again/back/return

1

stop

Zehr & Schwarz’s (2015) results for also (with stress on Wednesday) and stop provide baseline
and ceiling for the role of presupposed content respectively: their subjects generally did not
consider the presupposed information of also (of going to the aquarium before Wednesday
– highlighted in green here) in assessing the exactly one claim for also, instead using only
the entailed information (highlighted in red here), and thus rejected the visible picture. In
contrast, the presupposed information of stop (highlighted in green here) generally WAS
considered for counting-purposes and the picture accepted. Based on the RI hypothesis, we
expect again and back to pattern with also, and return with stop. Though return conveys
the same overall information as the other two, it cannot be felicitously removed (nor can
its prefix re-) while it contributes, independently from the presupposition, to the entailed
content, unlike in the case of again and back.
Procedure. 150 participants were recruited via Prolific.ac to participate in a 15 minute
study for £1.30. Stimuli were presented via Ibex. Participants saw target pictures and
‘covered box’ variants where relevant details were occluded, and had to decide which of the
two matched the sentence they heard. Trigger-type was a between-participant factor, so that
30 participants saw 12 items per condition for each trigger.
Results and Discussion. The predictions of the
Return
Also
Again
RI hypothesis were not borne out. Target acceptance
rates for return, back and again were overall much
closer to also than to stop. This suggests that the
presuppositions of these triggers generally do not figStop
Back
Cond
ure in the evaluation of the exactly one claim. InControlFalse
terestingly, mixed-effect regression models show that
Critical
ControlTrue
back, rather than return, stands out as factoring the
presupposition into the evaluation of the quantifier
more often (though still far less so than stop). A tentative explanation relates this result
to effects of prosody on at-issueness, along the lines of an influential proposal by Simons,
Tonhauser & colleagues, where material becomes presupposed precisely if it is not at-issue in
terms of addressing the QUD. Conversely, stressing a presuppositional expression increases
the chances of it becoming at-issue (also see Tonhauser et al. (2016)). Post-hoc analyses of
mean F0-values in our recordings indeed reveal a higher mean for back compared to again,
but crucially the prosody-based explanation doesn’t extend to return: it exhibited higher
mean F0-measurements, but lower target-acceptance rates, than back and even stop.
Ultimately, our results are in line with an entailment contrast à la Sudo/Klinedinst,
but they leave us without an explanation for why triggers belong to the class they belong.
We see two potential lines of explanation worth of investigation. The first (suggested by
a reviewer) appeals to non-presuppositional alternatives: while go naturally appears as a
non-presuppositional alternative to return, go again and go back, it is harder to find one for
stop. The second draws on Abrusán (2016)’s proposal. It hypothesizes that stop introduces
a timespan of going events as inherently connected to a timepoint of reaching a state of not
going, making it impossible for our participants to restrict their attention to that timepoint;
the other triggers by contrast introduce multiple going events mapped to isolable timepoints.
Also
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Selected References. Abrusán, M. 2016. Presupposition cancellation. NLS Domaneschi et al. 2013.
The cognitive load of presupposition triggers. L&CP. Sudo, Y. 2012. On the semantics of phi features on
pronouns. PhD thesis. Zehr, J. & Schwarz, F. 2015. Entailed vs. non-entailed presuppositions. NELS 46.
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Capturing the interpretational possibilities of weak free adjuncts
Sarah Zobel, University of Tuebingen
The aim of this talk is to provide a unified analysis of the interpretational possibilities of weak
free adjuncts adjoined to functional clausal projections (s. Stump 1985, Fabricius-Hansen &
Haug 2012), as exemplified by the nominal as-phrases in (1).
(1)

a.
b.
c.

As a child, Peter had a cat.
≈ When Peter was a child, he had . . .
As a blond woman, Peter would look like his sister.
≈ If Peter were a blond woman, he would . . .
As a mother, Mary is competent with children.
≈ Because Mary is a mother, she is . . .

(temporal)
(conditional)
(causal)

To do so, we need to account for two interpretational aspects. First, the as-phrase provides
additional information on an individual denoted by a verbal argument (predominantly the external argument), its associated constituent (= AC; underlined in (1)). Second, the as-phrase
is able to function like a temporal, conditional, or causal adverbial clause without additional
lexical marking. I argue that we can capture these two aspects with a uniform semantics for
as-phrases. The different functions arise from different adjunction sites, where as-phrases
combine with different expressions to yield different interpretations.
The as-phrase. As will be assumed to take a Small Clause (SC) as its argument – i.e., it
behaves like a non-verbal copula (s. Stump 1985, Jäger 2003). This is motivated by the fact
that the adverbial clauses in the paraphrases are nominal copular clauses. The subject of SC is
a covert pronoun (PRO) which is controlled by the as-phrase’s AC (captured by coindexation).
(2)

[asP as [SC PROi [Oppred XP]]]

(XP is predominantly an indefinite DP)

Control into high-attaching adjuncts is discourse-governed control (≈ non-obligatory control,
see Adler 2006) – the AC does not c-command PRO and we find strict readings in ellipsis
and arbitrary control. The dependency is modelled via the assignment function. The indefinite
article in XP is the same as found in nominal copular clauses and is semantically vacuous
(see e.g., Heim & Kratzer 1998). The predication operator, Oppred , denotes a function of type
hhe, hi, stii, he, hv, hi, stiiii: Oppred (XP) describes states of having the property denoted by XP
at a time t in a world w. If we combine these ingredients, (2) receives the denotation in (3).
(3)

J(2)Kg,w,t = λti .λws .∃s[s in w & τ (s) ⊇ t & [s : JXPKg,w,t (g(i))(t)(w)]]

I N PROSE : J(2)Kg,w,t holds for a world w and a time t iff there is a state s in w for which the runtime of s includes
t and s is a state of g(i) having the property denoted by the XP in w at t.

Temporal interpretation (=(1-a)). Like cotemporal temporal adverbials, the as-phrase situates
the topic time of the matrix verb as simultaneous to the runtime of the state that it describes.
In (1-a), we learn that at a past time t0 , Peter was a child and had a cat. This is derived by
adjunction of the as-phrase to AspP (for the hierarchy of functional phrases in a clause, I follow
Beck & von Stechow 2015). There, it is able to access the topic time t0 that is contributed by
aspect (Asp). The sentence-initial position is derived via movement that is reconstructed at LF:
(4)

[T P [PAST] [AspP2 [asP as PROi Oppred a child ] [AspP1 Asp [vP Peteri has a cat ]]]]

The denotations of AspP1 and the as-phrase in (4) are given in (5) & (6).
(5)

JAspP1 Kg,w,t = λti .λws .∃s[s in w & τ (s) ⊇ t & ∃y[has’(y)(Peter)(s)(t)(w) & cat’(y)(t)(w)]]
1

(6)

JasPKg,w,t = λti .λws .∃s[s in w & τ (s) ⊇ t & [s : child’(g(i))(t)(w)]]

(g(i) = Peter)

I apply generalized Predicate Modification (PM) to conjoin (5) and (6). After applying [PAST]
to the result (=AspP2 ), we obtain the denotation in (7) for (1-a).
(7)

λti .λws .∃t0 [t0 ≤ t & ∃s[s in w & τ (s) ⊇ t0 & ∃y[has’(y)(Peter)(s)(t0 )(w) & cat’(y)(t0 )(w)]]
& ∃s0 [s0 in w & τ (s0 ) ⊇ t0 & [s0 : child’(g(i))(t0 )(w)]]]

I N PROSE : (7) holds for a world w and a time t iff there is time t0 preceding t such that t0 is included in the runtime
of a state s of Peter having a cat in w and of a state s0 of Peter being a child in w.

Conditional interpretation (=(1-b)). Like if -clauses, as-phrases can restrict the set of accessible worlds of an overt/covert modal operator (see i.a. Kratzer 1991). In (1-b), we learn that in
all w-closest worlds w0 in which Peter is a blond woman, he looks like his sister. I assume the
syntax of conditionals in von Stechow 2004: the as-phrase adjoins to the free variable fcb that
contributes the conversational background (CB) for the modal. The modal WOLL is spelled out
as would in the scope of [PAST] (e.g., Ippolito 2013). The LF for (1-b) is given in (8).
(8)

[T P [PAST][IP [[X fcb [asP as PROi Op a blond woman ]] WOLL][AspP1 Asp Peteri . . . ]]]

The variable fcb contributes the accessible worlds relative to a given time. Like the as-phrase,
it is of type hi, sti. Hence, fcb and the as-phrase can conjoin via generalized PM. The result of
this operation is (9), the modified CB for WOLL (g(i) = Peter). In all, (1-b) denotes (10).
(9)
(10)

JXKg,w,t = λti .λws .fcb (t)(w) & ∃s[s in w & τ (s) ⊇ t & [s : blond-woman’(g(i))(t)(w)]
0

λti .λws .∃t0 [t0 ≤ t & ∀w00 s.t.JXKg,w,t (w00 )(t0 ) = 1
∃s[s in w00 & τ (s) ⊇ t0 & looks-like’(Peter’s-sister)(Peter)(s)(t0 )(w00 )]]

I N PROSE : (10) holds for w and t iff there is time t0 preceding t such that for all worlds w00 in which fcb holds and
there is a state s’ of Peter being a blond woman at t0 , there is a state s in w00 at t0 of Peter looking like his sister.

Causal interpretation (=(1-c)). In the causal cases, the as-phrases do not interact with operators that change either the evaluation time or world. For instance in (1-c), the topic time is
identical with the utterance time (i.e., present tense) and there is no modal operator. I assume
that causal as-phrases adjoin to TP, as in (11) – i.e., higher than IP or AspP and, hence, outside
the scope of temporal and modal operators.
(11)

[T P2 [asP as PROi Oppred a mother ] [T P1 [PRES] [AspP1 Asp [vP Maryi is . . . ]]]]

The contribution of the as-phrase (g(i) = Mary) in (11) conjoins with the denotation of TP1 via
generalized PM to yield (12) for (1-c): Mary is a mother and she is competent with children.
(12)

λti .λws .∃s0 [s0 in w & τ (s0 ) ⊇ t & [s0 : mother’(g(i))(t)(w)]] &
∃t0 [t0 ◦ t & ∃s[s in w & τ (s) ⊇ t0 & [s : comp-w-children’(Mary)(t0 )(w)]]]

I N PROSE : (12) holds for w and t iff there is a state s’ of Mary being a mother at t and there is a time t0 overlapping
with t such that there is a state s in w at t0 of Mary being competent with children.

The causal connection between the two conjuncts in (12) is inferred pragmatically: the proposition denoted by the as-phrase is linked to the proposition of its host sentence through the
discourse relations Explanation or Elaboration (see Lascarides & Asher 1993).
Combined cases. The analysis given above straightforwardly captures the fact that in combined
cases, like (13), the higher, sentence-initial as-phrase can only be interpreted causally while the
lower, sentence-final as-phrase receives a temporal or conditional interpretation. It also captures
the fact that co-occurring as-phrases cannot perform the same function.
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(13)

a.
b.

As a shy person, Peter was quiet as a child.
As a runner, Peter would be successful as a personal trainer.

(causal+temp)
(causal+cond)

Previous analyses. The behavior of weak adjuncts (incl. as-phrases) is discussed in Stump
1985 and Jäger 2003. While Stump (1985) assumes a unified analysis for as-phrases, he introduces special purpose rules to capture the temporal and conditional interpretations. In addition,
the as-phrase subject is assumed to be existentially closed, i.e., the connection to the AC is not
enforced (too weak!). Jäger (2003) briefly discusses cases like (1) but (like Stump) stipulates
that the as-phrases in (1-a) and (1-b) are interpreted inside the restrictor of a temporal or conditional operator. Giving a unified semantics for as, using an established combination rule, and
capitalizing the correspondence between syntax and semantics, the analysis presented above,
therefore, improves on both previous analyses.
References:
Adler, Allison. 2006. Syntax and Discourse in the Acquisition of Adjunct Control. PhD Thesis: MIT,
Cambridge MA. • Asher, Nicholas, and Alex Lascarides. 2003. Logics of Conversation. Cambridge
University Press. • Beck, Sigrid & Arnim von Stechow. 2015. Events, Times and Worlds – An LF
Architecture. In: Christian Fortmann & Irene Rapp (eds.), Situationsargumente im Nominalbereich [Situational Arguments in the Nominal Realm], de Gruyter. • Fabricius-Hansen, Cathrine & Dag Haug.
2012. Big events, small clauses. The Grammar of Elaboration. de Gruyter. • Heim, Irene & Angelika
Kratzer. 1998. Semantics in Generative Grammar. Blackwell. • Ippolito, Michela. 2013. Subjunctive
Conditionals. A Linguistic Analysis. MIT Press • Kratzer, Angelika. 1991. Conditionals. In: Arnim von
Stechow and Dieter Wunderlich (eds.), Semantik/Semantics. An International Handbook of Contemporary Research, de Gruyter. 639–650. • Jäger, Gerhard. 2003. Towards an explanation of copula effects.
Linguistics and Philosophy 26: 557–593. • von Stechow, Arnim. 2004. Modale und Konditionale.
Lecture given in Vienna, Mai 2004. • Stump, Gregory. 1985. The Semantic Variability of Absolute
Constructions. Dordrecht: Reidel.
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Definite marking in bare argument languages
Dorothy Ahn (Harvard University)
Bare argument languages — languages in which bare nominals serve freely as arguments
— lack overt definite determiners, but have other ways of encoding definiteness. Many
languages including Mandarin simply allow bare nominals to have definite interpretations,
while other languages develop alternative strategies of marking definiteness: Bangla uses
an NP-preposed number construction (Dayal 2012), while Cantonese uses a bare classifier
construction (Cheng & Sybesma 1999, a.o.). Bangla and Cantonese do not allow definite
interpretations of their bare nominals, which motivates an economy principle to govern
the distribution. For example, a possible economy principle could be that overt operations
block covert operations that result in the same meaning: this was used to explain why
Hindi, which lacks definite determiners, allows definite bare nominals, while English does
not (cf. Chierchia 1998b).
However, the picture is complicated by Nuosu Yi, a Chinese dialect which has a definite
determiner su but also allows definite bare nominals (Jiang 2012). To account for this,
Jiang proposes an alternative economy principle: lexical elements like su do not enter
the competition unless the semantic types are identical. There is, however, competition
between dedicated syntactic structures and covert operations. The definite reading of a
kind-denoting bare nominal in classifier languages is assumed to be an extension of the
kind at the evaluation index (EI; <ek ,e> Dayal 2011b), so in Yi, the lexical determiner
su (type <et,e>) does not block EI because of type mismatch. EI is blocked, however, by
dedicated syntactic structures such as the NP movement in Bangla (Dayal 2012) and the
ClP movement in Cantonese (Cheng et al. 2017) that result in the same definite meaning.
I present a set of new data from Korean that is not predicted by Jiang’s analysis.
Specifically, I show that Korean has a syntactic definite marking strategy which is visible
in classifier-less number constructions. Although Jiang would predict this to block EI,
Korean allows bare nominals in anaphoric definite uses as in (1).
(1)

yeca-wa
namca-ka wassta. yeca-nun
kincanghan tus poyessta.
woman-CONJ man-NOM came. woman-TOP nervous
seemed
‘A woman and a man came. The woman seemed nervous’
[Anaphoric]

The structure for NumP is shown below: Head-initialness in the nominal domain and NP
movement for linear order are assumed (cf. Choi 2005). Korean is a generalized classifier
language where classifiers are required for numerals to combine with nominals.
(2)

yeca
sey-myeng
woman 3-cl
‘three women’

NumP
NPi
yeca

Num
sey

ClP
Cl

ti

myeng

Korean sometimes allows a numeral to combine with a nominal without a classifier as
in (3). In what I call the CL-less number construction (NC), the numeral appears prenominally without a classifier. The new observations are that a) this construction only
allows definite interpretations as shown by the maximality requirement in (3a), and that
b) it is restricted to simplex numerals up to nine, with complex numerals sounding odd
as in (3b).
1

(3)

sey yeca
three woman
‘the three women’
a.

[CL-less NC]

haksayng sey myeng-i wassta. #twu haksayng-un ancassta.
student 3 cl-NOM came 2
student-TOP sat
‘Three students came. #The two students sat down.’
?yel.sey yeca
ten.three woman
‘the thirteen women’

b.

[maximality]

[?complex numbers]

I propose the following analysis to account for the observations above: while complex
numerals require a NumP to receive the correct additive and multiplicative interpretations
(Ionin & Matushansky 2006), simplex numerals can appear as simple Num heads. In CLless NC, the classifier is null. In order to have a definite interpretation, D must either
be filled (cf. Simpson et al. 2005), or licensed by noun preposing to spec-DP. To avoid
violation of Head Movement Constraint, the null Cl head moves to the Num head first,
then the Cl-Num together moves to the D head. With a filled D head, NP preposition
is not required, resulting in the Num-Nominal order. It is assumed that head movement
leaves behind a trace which are meaningful copies that result in the semantics in (5).
(4)

DP
sey i
ι

(5)
NumP
ti

ClP

JCLK = λk λx [AT(∪ k)(x)]
JNumPK = J3 CL NPK =
=λx[AT(∪∩ woman(x)) ∧ 3(x)]
JDPK = ιx[AT(∪∩ woman(x)) ∧ 3(x)]
∪

= λk<s,e> λx [x≤ks ]
<s,e>→<e,t>
= λP<e,t> λs ιPs
<e,t>→<s,e>
AT(∪ k): returns a set of atomic entities in ∪ k
(cf. Chierchia 1998b, Dayal 2012)

∩

ti

NP
yeca

Thus, Jiang’s blocking principle must be modified to accommodate Korean data: under
Jiang’s definition, CL-less NC is a syntactic operation that is predicted to block definite
bare nominals. I propose that the blocking principle be slightly modified to account for the
presence of both CL-less NC and definite bare nominals in Korean: the ‘lexical operations’
that do not enter competition unless types are identical must be recast as operations that
involve a lexically filled D. Definite marking in Korean involves a head movement that
results in a lexically filled D. This D position then does not compete with IE because
there is a type mismatch: the ι in D is <et,e> while IE is <ek ,e>. This modified blocking
principle correctly predicts the presence of definite bare nominals in Yi and Korean, and
the absence of definite bare nominals in Bangla and Cantonese. The relevant structures
are summarized below:
Nuosu Yi

Korean

Bangla

Cantonese

Jiang 2012

This paper

Dayal 2012

Cheng et al. 2017

DP
D
(6)

su

NumP

DP
D
sey i

DP
ClPi

NPi

NumP
ti

DP

D
ClP

ti

NumP
Num

NP

D

ti

ClP
Cl ti
D null

D filled

Cheng, Heycock & Zamparelli 2017. Two levels for definiteness. GLOW in Asia 2017. Cheng & Sybesma 1999. Bare and not-so-bare
nouns and the structure of NP. LI 30. Chierchia 1998b. Reference to kinds across language. Natural Language Semantics 6. Choi 2005.
The internal structure of Korean DP. Oxford Univ. Working Papers. Dayal 2011b. Bare noun phrases. Semantics: An International Handbook
of Natural Language Meaning. Dayal 2012. Bangla classifiers: Mediating between kinds and objects. Italian Journal of Linguistics. Jiang
2012. Nominal arguments and language variation. PhD Thesis, Harvard Univ. Ionin & Matushansky 2006. The composition of complex
cardinals. Journal of Semantics. Simpson 2005. Classifiers and DP structure in Southeast Asia. The Oxford Handbout of Comparative Syntax.
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Focus Constraints on Ellipsis — An Unalternatives Account
Muriel Assmann, Daniel Büring, Izabela Jordanoska
Universität Wien
unalternatives.project@univie.ac.at

This paper presents a new account of the focus-ellipsis generalization, (1), within Un- alternative
Semantics (UAS, see Büring, 2015, 2016a,b); our proposal does not use F- or G-markers, and,
as an added bonus, accounts for MaxElide effects without using transderivational constraints.
(1)

The Focus–Ellipsis Generalization (FEG): Focal elements cannot be elided.

FEG is illustrated in (2)/(3): Even though kiss need not bear a pitch accent in a VP focus
answer like (3-a), and can in principle be elided alongside the subject+aux, (2-a), such elision
is impossible when VP is the (answer) focus, as in (3-c); instead, only the non-focal subject can
be elided, (3-b).
(2)

(3)

(Who was Kim going to kiss?) —
a. ALEX.
b. Kim was going to kiss ALEX.

(What was Kim going to do?)
a. Kim was going to kiss ALEX.
b. Kiss ALEX.
c. #ALEX.

It is straightforward to turn (1) into a grammatical constraint, but as the contrast between
(2-a) and (3-c) demonstrates, such a constraint would have to refer to the notion of F-marking,
rather than, say, accenting. This in turn seems incompatible with Unalternative Semantics, or
any other theory that aims to eliminate the need for F-marking.
FEG in Unalternative Semantics A central goal of UAS is to ‘cut out the middle man’ in the
common accenting/stress ↔ F-marking ↔ F-alternatives picture, by attaching constraints on
the availability of focus alternatives directly to independently needed aspects of the grammatical
representation, such as metrical weight (stress). A typical example is the UAS constraint for
prosodic reversal (‘deaccenting’), paraphrased in (4).
(4)

If between two sister nodes [C A B] (order irrelevant) A is metrically s (and B w), then,
a. if As Bw is not the metrical default for C, C only allows f-alternatives in which
(i) the meaning of B is invariable in all focus alternatives, and
(ii) the literal meaning of A is not in any focus alternative
b. else, C allows all focus alternative except those in (a).

(4-a) expresses that [VP KISS Alex] (the metrical default for which would be kiss ALEX ), admits
of alternatives like ‘see Alex’, ‘greet Alex’, but not ‘swim’, ‘see John’ or ‘kiss Alex’; whereas by
(4-b), kiss ALEX (=default) admits of any alternative except those like ‘see Alex’, ‘greet Alex’
etc. No mention of F-marking is required (see again Büring (2015), Büring (2016b) for details).
If the FEG (1) is sensitive to the abstract F-feature, rather than prosodic weight, UAS
has to find a different way to express it. The present paper does so utilizing two other core
features of UAS: That the availability of focus alternatives is constrained cumulatively and
ex negativo, and that constraints may in principle be attached to other grammatical features
than stress/metrical weight (which is crucial in languages that realize focus in other ways than
prosodically). Concretely, ellipsis itself imposes a constraint on the available focus alternatives,
namely that the elided constituent does not introduce alternatives.
(5)

Ellipsis constraint: If between two sister nodes [C A B], A is prosodically realized, but B
is not,
a. the meaning of B is invariable in all focus alternatives of C, and
b. the literal meaning of A is not in any focus alternative of C
1

Applied to (3), represented Merchant (2001)-stye in (6), (5) derives that alternatives must be
of the kind ‘x(6=Alex), Kim was going to kiss’, which matches the question in (2), but not in
(3).
(6)

[[A Alex][B Kim was going to kiss]]

The FEG is thus captured, not as F-marking constraining ellipsis, but as ellipsis constraining
focus alternatives.
MaxElide Effects (5) imposes the same restrictions on alternatives that (4-a) does. To block
(3-c), the first clause, (5-a), would have sufficed, blocking alternatives to kissed. Including (5-b),
however, allows us to moreover capture so-called MaxElide effects Merchant (2008); Takahashi
and Fox (2005).
(7)

The feds discovered a number of our bugs, but we don’t know
a. how many/which
b. *how many/which they did [B discover]
c. which they didn’t
d. which/how many the CIA did.

(7-b), by not including they did in the ellipsis, signals, that the literal meaning of they did (=A
in the sense of (5-b)) is not among the focus alternatives of the ellipsis site, contrary to fact.
If, on the other hand, the subject or the aux (here interpreted as polarity) are different, the
smaller ellipsis is possible, in fact necessary: (7-c/d).
We thus derive an analysis of the MaxElide effect that does not require transderivational
comparison of different ellipsis sizes; furthermore, it follows immediately that . . . we don’t know
how many/which the feds discovered, with no ellipsis at all, is acceptable alongside the maximally
ellided (7-a): (5) is only invoked in an ellipsis structure, and has no consequences for sentences
without ellipsis. A bona fide MaxElide constraint always has to include a story as to why,
given a constraint that seeks to maximize ellipsis, the possibility of ellipsis like in (7-a) wouldn’t
block a non-elliptical structure altogether.
In sum, our proposal implements the FEG without reference to syntactic F-markers, and simultaneously derives MaxElide effects, all using the general format of Unalternative Semantics.
Further issues to be discussed in the full paper include i) the treatment of apparent exceptions
to MaxElide in non-extraction structures (to be analyzed using embedded focal structure) and
ii) a derivation of why kiss ALEX is an impossible ellipsis answer to (2) (which should be a
MaxElide effect but doesn’t follow from what was said above, since certain assumptions about
(covert) focus movement have not been spelled out).
Büring, Daniel (2015). “Unalternative Semantics.” In Sarah D’Antonio, Mary Moroney, and Carol Rose Little,
eds., Proceedings of SALT 25 , 550–575. Linguistic Society of America.
Büring, Daniel (2016a). A Beginner’s Guide To Unalternative Semantics. manuscript University of Vienna.
http://homepage.univie.ac.at/daniel.buring/phpsite/index.php?page=UAS.
Büring, Daniel (2016b). “Discontinuous Foci and Unalternative Semantics.” vol. 56 of Current Trends in
Generative Linguistics, 67–82. Ljubljana: Filozofska Fakulteta Ljubljana.
Merchant, Jason (2001). The Syntax of Silence: Sluicing, Islands, and the Theory of Ellipsis. Oxford: Oxford
University Press.
Merchant, Jason (2008). “Variable Island Repair Under Ellipsis.” In Kyle Johnson, ed., Topics in Ellipsis,
132–153. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
Takahashi, Shoichi and Danny Fox (2005). “Max Elide and the Re-Binding Problem.” In Proceedings of SALT
XV .
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Factors licensing embedded present tense in speech reports
Corien Bary, Daniel Altshuler, Kristen Syrett, and Peter de Swart

Introduction According to Ogihara (1995), the truth of the complement in (1) at the actual
utterance time n (i.e. when (1) is uttered) is not a prerequisite for the use of an embedded
present tense. What matters is the cause of the belief (the state that made John think that
Mary is in the room): the present tense can be used only if this cause still holds at n.
(1)

John said that Mary is in the room.

Empirical evidence suggests that this hypothesis (key observation) is only one of the factors
involved in licensing a felicitous usage of the embedded present. We present two experiments
which show that the cause of belief still holding is a sufficient, but not a necessary factor.
We identify two additional factors (predicate type and who is aware of the falsity of the
belief). These factors collectively suggest that the old idea of ‘current relevance’ (Costa 1972,
McGilvray 1974) is right and cannot be translated into one single concrete factor (contra
prevailing theories) but rather corresponds to a cluster of factors. Thus, this paper presents a
case study of how the applications of experimental methods (see also Altshuler et al. 2015 for
a related corpus study) may lead to different kinds of theories than introspection-based ones.
Background Ogihara (1995) considers various contexts for (1), a present under past sentence. He motivates the key observation by comparing (2a) with (2b).
(2)

John and Bill are looking into a room. Sue is in the room.
John (near-sighted): ‘Look! Mary is in the room.’
Bill: ‘What are you talking about? That’s Sue, not Mary.’
a. John: ‘I’m sure that’s Mary.’
One minute later, Kent joins them. Sue is still in the room.
Bill (to Kent): ‘John said that Mary is in the room. But that’s not true.
The one that is in the room is Sue.’
b. John: ‘I’m sure that’s Mary.’
Sue leaves the room. One minute later, Kent joins them.
Bill (to Kent): # ‘John said that Mary is in the room.’
Klecha (2015) questions the key observation with the counterexample in (3):

(3)

Mary puts a balloon under her shirt. John then observes her in this state, and then
says to everyone: ‘Mary is pregnant!’ Later that day, Mary takes the balloon out from
under her shirt and pops it. Bill, aware of everything that happened, says to Mary:
‘(Earlier today,) John told everyone that you’re pregnant.’

In this scenario, the cause of John’s belief that Mary is pregnant, i.e. the balloon under her
shirt, is absent by the time of Bill’s report. Nevertheless, the present tense is acceptable. Why
should this be? A direct comparison of (2) and (3) reveals a key set of factors that might play
a role in the acceptability: the use of the verb of speech (say versus tell ), whether or not the
audience of the reported utterance still believes the complement, and the duration of the state
in the complement (being in a room vs. being pregnant). To arrive at a better understanding,
we conducted two experiments to investigate the effect of each of these factors.
Exp1: rating task The experiment followed a fully-crossed 2 x 2 x 2 x 3 design, with Latin
square presentation of stimuli lists. There were two between-subject factors (matrix verb
1

(say vs. tell ) and tense of embedded verb (past vs. present)) and two within-subject
factors (predicate type (individual-level vs. stage-level)) and who was aware of the fact
that it was a false belief (A: the reporter alone; B: the reporter and the reported speaker;
C: the reporter, the reported speaker, and the audience)). For each of the between-subject
conditions there were 12 experimental items, divided equally among the within subject factors.
Each item began with a brief scenario introducing two key individuals (Ind-1, who becomes
the Reporter, and Ind-2, who becomes the Reported Speaker) and some friends, the Audience.
Ind-2 remarks aloud to Ind-1 that an Ind-3 has an I-level or S-level property P , an exclamation
acknowledged by the entire group. The scenario then diverges based on who is aware of the
falsity of the belief in 3 conditions: (A) only the Reporter (Ind-1), (B) both the Reporter and
the Reported Speaker (Ind1+2), (C) the Reporter, Reported Speaker and the entire group.
All items ended with the target sentence indicating that a few minutes later, another person
(Ind-4), who is not part of the group, arrives. Ind-1 reports to Ind-4: “You won’t believe this,
but Ind-2 [told us/said] that Ind-3 [was/is] P .” Participants (n=88) were asked to rate the
acceptability of the target sentence in   on a 5-point scale.
Exp2: forced choice task To complement the acceptability ratings from Exp1, we conducted a forced-choice task, in which participants (n=41) explicitly had to choose between
present and past tense for the embedded clause. The items had the same structure as in Exp1,
but the matrix verb was always tell since the matrix verb was not a significant factor in Exp1.
Results The main results indicated:
(i) In both experiments: no interaction between item type (test vs. control) and tense
(p>.05). In particular, present tense is not significantly better in the control items
(with the cause of belief present) than in the test items (with the cause of belief absent).
Thus, – contra the key observation – the cause need not still be present for the use
of a present tense;
(ii) In both experiments: the past is significantly preferred over the present with stage level
predicates (p<.01). In Exp2 there was also a strong preference for the present with
individual level predicates (p<.001). This is consistent with the contrast between (2b)
and (3);
(iii) In Exp1: if everyone is aware that the complement is false (condition C) the past tense is
significantly better than the present tense (p=.04). Thus, when the falsity of the belief
is common knowledge, the present tense is less acceptable.
Discussion The factors above motivate the following three sufficient (but not necessary)
conditions for a felicitous use of the present tense: (i) the cause of belief holding at the
actual utterance time n (key observation); (ii) if, had the complement been true at the
time of the report, it would still hold at n (predicate type effects); (iii) the audience of the
original utterance still having this belief at n (knowledge condition effects). Note that (iii)
indicates that tracking other people’s beliefs affects our choice of grammatical morphemes,
even in the case of beliefs of people who are not participating in the actual conversation. We
discuss the implications of these findings for the (use of the) notions of acquaintance relations
(Abusch 1997, Ogihara 1995) or time concepts (Heim 1994) adhered to in the prevailing
theories to explain the key observation. We stress that (i)–(iii) form a natural class:
they all indicate what must hold at n, suggesting that the long-standing intuition of ‘current
relevance’ corresponds to a cluster of factors rather than one single concrete one.
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Variation in the logic of durativity of ‘until’-like particles:
A contrastive analysis of English and Spanish
Maria del Mar Bassa Vanrell
Overview.- The inability of durative adverbials, like English until or Spanish hasta, to modify telic
predicates is well-known. See the contrast in acceptability in (1) where both until/hasta cannot
modify a punctual verb with a singular indefinite theme, yet they become fine with a bare-plural.
(1)

a.

b.

# Una persona llegó hasta las dos.
a
person arrived until the two
‘#A person arrived until two.’ ≈ a person kept arriving until 2 (odd)
Personas llegaron hasta las dos.
people arrived until the two
‘People arrived until two.’ ≈ different people arrived over the course of an interval

When taking a closer look at these two cross-linguistic related forms, we find an unexpected contrast: English until is still unacceptable when a non-iterative punctual verb takes a plural quantified
theme, but in Spanish the sentence is perfectly fine and receives a cumulative reading, as in (2b).
(2)

a. #30/ many/ some people arrived until 2 pm.
→ Distributive reading: every member of the group kept arriving until 2 (odd).
b. X30/ muchas/ algunas personas llegaron hasta las dos.
→ Cumulative reading: a total of 30/many/some people arrived non-simultaneously
over the course of an interval that ended at 2 pm (OK reading).

Two major traditional approaches have been proposed for English: (i) Dowty’s line (cf. 3a), which
treats measure phrases as universals (where the verbal predicate must hold of its subintervals),
and (ii) Krifka’s line, which translates them as existential adverbials of temporal framing with a
divisiveness/pluractionality selectional requirement (cf. 3b). (In what follows, t0 is a contextually
supplied left boundary; [t0 , x], a closed time interval; and τ(e), the duration of the event e)
(3)

a. Dowty’s approach: JUntil x-timeK = λP. λt[[t0 , x](t) ∧ ∀t0 ⊆ t → P (t0 )]
b. Krifka’s approach: JUntil x-timeK = λP. λe : atelic (P ). P (e) ∧ τ(e) = [t0 , x]

Goal.- The question that arises is how to accommodate the English vs. Spanish difference within
either of these approaches. What kind of parameter is responsible for this variation, and which
of the available theories is better equipped to explain it? A version of the universal quantification approach appears to be more advantageous for English until, since the universal component is
intrinsic to the meaning of the durative adverbial and naturally accounts for the durative requirement, without having to stipulate any theory of atelicity in the presuppositional content. It can also
derive an scopal account that captures the acceptability of telic predicates under negation. But it is
not obvious how to extend such an approach to incorporate the additional atelic meanings of hasta.
I claim instead that a revised version of the existential analysis captures the essence of hasta.
My proposal for hasta (vs. until).- To start, we revise the condition of atelicity that Krifka imposes on until-XPs on the basis of a theory of plurality developed by Spector (2007). Spanish
hasta is an existential temporal framing adverbial subject to a plurality condition, which is responsible for its durative behavior. Following Spector’s treatment of plurals, plurality is not directly
1

encoded into its meaning. The reason for this is that the semantic contribution of plural morphology in DPs does not behave like an entailment or a presupposition, as it disappears under negation.
For instance, note that an ‘at-least-2’ reading is implicated in the homework contains difficult problems vs. an ‘at-least-1’ reading in the homework doesn’t contain difficult problems (Spector 2007).
Something similar to the disappearance of plural meaning takes place with durative-XPs under
negation, which is why punctual events become acceptable in such a context: John didn’t arrive
until 2. In light of the above, hasta-XPs simply place the eventuality within an interval and assert
that there are events e (one or more) whose durations fall e.g. between t0 and 2 pm.
(4)

Jhasta las dosK = λPhev,ti .λe[P (e) ∧ τ(e) falls between t0 and 2pm]

At the same time, hasta also activates singular alternatives of the following form:
(5)

Alternativesingular = λPhev,ti .λe[P (e) ∧ τ(e) falls between t0 and 2pm ∧ ∀e0 [e0 ≤ e ∧
τ(e0 ) falls between t0 and 2pm → e0 = e]]

The activation of singular alternatives induces a process of exhaustification in a way familiar to the
theory of scalar implicatures by negating any stronger, non-entailed, relevant alternatives (Chierchia 2013). The alternative in (5), which claims a unique singular event e within the interval in
question, is stronger than the assertion in (4), as (5) entails (4). After negating the alternative, the
plural implicature that winds up being added to the meaning of hasta is the following: A) There
has to be more than one event of the relevant type OR B) the event must have proper parts.
Under my proposal, e.g. (1a) asserts that there was one or more arrivals of the same person
between t0 and 2, and implicates not just one, which explains its deviance, as it describes a nearly
impossible situation with a telic predicate (but not with an atelic predicate). This proposed analysis
will also be able to predict the ability of hasta, unlike English until, to modify a telic predicate that
takes a plural quantified DP, since it opens the possibility of a cumulative interpretation:
(6)

a. 30 personas llegaron hasta las dos (‘#30 people arrived until 2’)
b. Implicature: A) There were multiple arrivals of 30 people (odd) or B) the 30-people
arrival event has subparts that are not identical to the 30-people arrival event but a
proper part of it: arrival of person#1, of person#2, [...], of person#30. (X OK)

An important further consequence of the present approach is the acceptability of hasta with the
presence of negation despite the type of predicate used. The plural implicature disappears due to
the reversal of entailment patterns. Hence, no pragmatically deviant situation may arise. This is also
advantageous over a presuppositionally-based atelic condition à la Krifka which needs to resort to
a fusion-based treatment of negation so that the adverbial can pick an atelic ‘negative event.’
Conclusions.- By comparing two closely related functions we still find significant variation in their
behavior to the point that a unified analysis of durative until and hasta is not liable. My proposal
is that while until is indeed a universal quantifier as proposed by Dowty, Spanish hasta is a plural
existential quantifier, where plurality is to be couched as an implicature. The plurality requirement
on hasta-phrases accounts for the impossibility for hasta to combine with punctual, non-iterative
eventualities and it has two further important consequences: (i) cumulative readings become available (thereby accounting for the contrast in (2)) and (ii) the plural implicature disappears under
negation, explaining why punctual events are grammatical in such contexts. This predicts at least
two major cross-linguistic patterns in the nature of durativity of until-XPs.
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Further Implications.- A potential subclassification in this twofold proposed system is that there
could be languages that have an existentially-based until that lexicalizes differently under negation
(since NPIs are usually existential in nature, Chierchia 2006). In principle such languages should
not block cumulative readings. Greek seems to be such a language that has an NPI-variant of its
until counterpart (Condoravdi 2008) and the aforementioned prediction is indeed borne out.
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Subjective assertions are weak: an experimental study on perspective-dependent meaning.
The issue – Sentences containing subjective predicates – e.g., beautiful in (1) – intuitively feature
a perspective-dependent flavor, contrary to sentences describing objective facts (as in (2)).
(1) Subjective: Paris is beautiful.
(2) Objective: Paris is in France
While authors have long debated on whether this intuition tracks a lexical distinction between subjective and factual predicates, much remains to be explored on whether, and how, the difference
between (1) and (2) is reflected at the illocutionary level. We show that assertions with subjective predicates (henceforth SAs) display a different discourse behavior from objective assertions
(henceforth, OAs), unveiling a genuine empirical difference between subjective and factual speech.
Background – A wide open issue in the study of subjectivity revolves around whether assertions
like (1) should be treated on a par with (2), that is, as a regular proposal to update the Common
Ground with p or whether they merely presentational moves, which update the speaker’s individual
commitments but don’t aim at increasing the CG (Dechaine at al. 2014). An intermediate position
is that SAs do target the CG, but rely on a weaker norm of assertion than OAs, where p can be
asserted as long as the speaker judges it to be true, but is only added to the CG if all participants in
the conversation judge it as true (Stephenson 2007; see Coppock 2014 for a variant). We test these
proposals experimentally, comparing the behavior of SAs and OAs with respect to two distinctive
parameters of assertions.
Exp1: Silent Replies and CG Update – Adding p to the CG represents the unmarked outcome of
an assertion (Stalnaker 1978 a.o.). As such, while rejection needs to be overtly signaled with
a denial, silence typically leads accepting the proposal, on a par with an explicit “Yes” reply
(Farkas&Bruce 2010). Exp1 compares SAs and OAs on this ground. If SAs work like regular
assertions, silent responses should lead to updating the CG with p. This should not be observed, by
contrast, if SAs are merely presentational, in which case no proposal is made at all; or if they rely on
a weak norm of assertion, in which case an explicit response would be required from all participants
before an update. 2 factors were crossed in a 3x3 design. Each trial consisted of a written dialogue
in which Greg makes one of three possible moves – OA, SA or Polar Question (PQ) – and Mary
provides one of three possible responses – Confirmation, Denial or Silence. Following each dialogue, participants were asked to assess on a 1-7 scale (7=“totally agree”) the statement “It is now
part of Greg and Mary’s mutual knowledge that p”, which operationalized the idea that the CG has
been updated with p. The higher the score, the higher the likelihood that the update went through.
Greg: {OA: “Paris is in France”/SA: “Paris is beautiful”/PQ: “Is Paris in France?”}
Mary: {Conf.: “Yes, indeed!”/Den.: “No, not really!”/ Silence: [Keeps listening, says nothing.]}
Statement to assess: “It is now part of G and M’s mutual knowledge that {Paris is beautiful/is in France.}”
27 items, each with a different set of predicates, were distributed in 9 lists with a Latin Square Design. 54 native speakers of English were recruited on MTurk. The results are plotted on page 2. A
mixed effects model with random intercepts for Subject/Item revealed main effects of Move and
Response and an interaction Move:Response (ps <.001). Confirmation and denials led to respectively high and low CG-acceptance scores across moves. Silent responses lead to high and low
scores respectively following OAs and PQs; following SAs, however, they record a higher score
than PQs, but a much lower one than OAs (ps<.001). This indicates that silent replies were taken
as a cue to update the CG with OAs, but not with SAs.
Exp2: The Effect of Disagreement – A converse property of assertions is that denials are highly

marked and lead the conversation into a state of crisis (F&B), which needs to be acted upon before
the participants can move on. Exp2 compares OAs and SAs by looking at the naturalness of two
types of reactions to a denial: “Aha, interesting to hear!”, which signals a welcoming disposition
towards disagreement; and “No way! That can’t be true”, which signals willingness react to the
denial. 2 factors were crossed in a 3x2 design. Each trial consisted of a written dialogue in which
Greg makes one of three moves (OA, SA or a PQ); Mary responds with a denial; and Greg follows
up with one of the two reactions above. Subjects provided a 1-7 naturalness judgment (7=perfectly
natural) on the final reaction. An example is below.
Greg: {OA: “John is 18.”/SA: “J. is a great teacher!”/PQ: “Is J. 18?”}.
Mary: “No, he’s not.”
Greg: {Welcoming: “Aha, interesting to hear!”/Combative:“No way! That can’t be true”}
If SAs do not differ from OAs, in both cases denials should engender a crisis, making a welcoming
response odd. However, if SAs have no or weaker assertoric force, disagreement should be less
disruptive, making it more natural for the interlocutors to welcome it. 18 items were distributed in
6 lists with a LSD (20 fillers). 54 subjects were recruited on MTurk. To ensure that welcoming and
combative replies were perceived as such, subjects were explicitly instructed to assume that Greg
was not being sarcastic. A mixed effects model with random intercepts for Subject/Item showed
an interaction Move:Response (p <.001). As predicted, combative responses are rated higher than
welcoming ones with OAs (p<.0001). Concerning SAs, welcoming replies are rated higher than
combative ones (p <.001), similar to PQs; however, the two types of response are respectively
rated considerably lower/higher than with PQs (all ps <.001).

Discussion – While OAs feature the canonical behavior of canonical assertions, SAs turn out to be
different on two counts: (i) when followed by a silent response, they do not systematically lead to a
CG update; (ii) they allow the listener to welcome the ensuing disagreement, rather than inducing
a crisis. While this argues against the idea that SAs are just canonical assertions, note that SAs
also behave differently from questions. In particular, the fact that combative responses to denials,
though dispreferred to welcoming ones, are still more natural for SAs than for PQs provides evidence against the view that SAs have merely presentational force. Quite the contrary, these speech
acts do make a positive proposal for increasing the CG, which can justify the speaker’s effort to
stand by the assertion after it has been rejected. Concerning the specific illocutionary profile of
SAs, our findings suggest that these moves are not categorically biased towards the addition of p to
the CG, contrary to what has been argued for regular assertions (see F&B); rather, their discourse
profile, at the very least, must project disagreement as an equally unmarked outcome, explaining
the failure of silent responses to default to CG Update, and the non-disruptive nature of denials.

Embedded implicature: What can be left unsaid?
Anton Benz, Lisa Raithel and Nicole Gotzner
Leibniz Centre General Linguistics
There has been a sharp debate about implicature of complex sentences, a variety of
theoretical approaches have been developed [e.g. 3, 9, 5, 1, 8], and conflicting experimental
evidence has been produced [e.g. 6, 2]. The relevant complex sentences are sentences in
which an implicature trigger like ‘some’ is embedded under a quantifier, which may itself be
an implicature trigger. For example, the sentence (A-E) ‘Each girl found some of her marbles’
potentially gives rise to the inference that each girl found some but not all of her marbles.
In the course of this debate, a view took hold according to which sentence meaning is highly
ambiguous, and different implicatures are just different readings that language speakers may
entertain [in particular 3, 8]. In this talk, we are guided by the standard neo–Gricean view
[7] that considers implicature a part of communicated meaning. Therefore, our main research
question is: What can be reliably communicated by sentences containing embedded or unembedded ‘some’ ? In the following, we operationalise this research question and develop
a new interactive experimental paradigm that tests both the production and interpretation
of embedded ‘some’. We started out with the following basic idea: A speaker who wants
to communicate a certain proposition can express all he wants to express literally, or he
may take advantage of implicature, and leave certain aspects unsaid. This will lead to a
shortening of utterances. Hence, our main research question can be reformulated as follows:
To what extend can a description be shortened without jeopardizing communicative success?
The shortest descriptions will then reveal all the implicatures that can be communicated
reliably. To turn this idea into a testable theory, we formulated two cognitive principles that
guide the elimination of linguistic material related to embedded ‘some’: (ENA-Elim) the
simplification of ‘some but not all ’ to ‘some’, and (N-X-Elim) the elimination of ‘none found
X ’. For example, together they allow the simplification of literal ‘Some found all, some some
but not all, and none none’ (E–A : E–ENA : N–N) to ‘some all and some some’ (E–A : E–E).1
Our assumption was that utterance simplifications based on (ENA-Elim) and (N-X-Elim)
communicate the intended message as reliably as the corresponding literal description, and
all further simplification leads to unreliable communication.
With utterances composed of sentences of the form (X–Y) ‘X of the girls found Y of the
marbles’ with X and Y chosen from quantifier phrases ‘none’, ‘some’, ‘any’, ‘some but not
all ’, ‘some and possibly all ’, and ‘all ’, seven different worlds can be semantically distinguished
depending on whether there are some who found none (E–N), some who found some but not
all (E–ENA), or some who found all (E–A). As a next step towards a testable hypothesis, we
defined a critical production strategy for the seven possible worlds, shown in (1) below, by
application of the two elimination rules to a literal production strategy also shown in (1).
The main test hypotheses were: (I) The critical strategy is as successful at communicating
the state of the world as the corresponding literal strategy; (II) any further reduction of
utterance length makes the utterance significantly less reliable than the corresponding literal
description. Further, the model predicts utterances of differential length for different possible
worlds. In the following, we present an experimental study that tests the efficiency of this
strategy for all seven worlds. Specifically, we tested whether the strategy is successful, and
how it compares to strategies pursued by naive participants, in particular whether they
produce shorter utterances, and if so, whether these utterances are still successful. The
experiments indicate that the critical strategy is among the shortest strategies with almost
maximal communicative success.
1 E–A

: E–ENA : N–N –(N-X-Elim)→ E–A : E–ENA –(ENA-Elim)→ E–A : E–E.
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Interactive Best Response Paradigm. Previous experiments on embedded implicature using picture verification tasks and acceptability judgements have obtained a substantial
proportion of literally interpreting subjects [e.g. 6, 2]. This renders their experimental designs
inappropriate for our task. Since our goal is to test the communicative success of utterances
involving embedded some, we developed an interactive task involving both the production
and interpretation of sentences in a collaborative scenario.
Methods: Participants in our experiment were presented with a scenario involving six girls
who each own a set of four special edition marbles (based on 4). While the girls are playing
the marbles get lost and they have to find them again. During the experiment, participants
took two different roles. (1) The speaker had to describe a picture representing how many
marbles each girl found. (2) The hearer received a message from the speaker and had to buy
sweets to reward the girls. The speaker was allowed to produce up to five sentences by typing
in one the following words into a sentence frame: all, some, none, some but not all, some
and possibly all and any (in German). The speaker could produce a description consisting of
a conjunction of up to five sentences of the form X–Y. Subsequently, the hearer received the
sentences the speaker produced and had to choose the appropriate sweets as rewards. The
reward system was defined such that a girls gets...
• chocolate if she finds all 4 of her marbles
• candy if she finds fewer than 4 of her marbles
• a gummy bear when she finds none of her 4 marbles (as a consolation prize).
Seven possible worlds were represented by seven items in total. The system randomly paired
two participants for a given production-interpretation trial and each participant took a certain
role three times. In total, 53 native German participants took part in the experiment.
Participants took the experiment in groups of varying sizes: there were groups with 4 players,
with 2 players, and groups with 3 players in addition to the experimenter, who played the
critical strategy.
Results: We analyzed participants’ success rate (expected utility) as a function of whether
the hearer selected the appropriate sweets depending on the picture the speaker saw. Overall,
the average participant had a high success rate of 89% (average length 2.09 compared to 1.71
(critical) and 2.5 (literal)), showing that participants understood the task. A t-test showed
that the critical strategy was significantly better than the average participant strategy and
it was also significantly shorter in terms of sentence length (p-values <.001). Interestingly,
when participants produced exact/literal descriptions such as Each girl found some but not
all of her marbles the communicative success was not better compared to utterances where
the short form was used (1).
world

(1)

critical
N–Any
A–E
A–A
E–E : E–N
E–A : E–N
E–A : E–E
E–A : E–E : E–N

% success
97%
93%
98%
95%
98%
93%
100%

literal
N–Any
A–ENA
A–A
E–E : E–N : N–A
E–A : E–N : N–ENA
E–A : E–ENA : N–N
E–A : E–ENA : E–N

% success
97%
92%
98%
88%
93%
82%
93%

Reducing utterance length further can result in three utterances: E–E (39% , 22% ,
34% , 4% ), E–A (12% , 69% , 19% ), and E–N (68% , 5% , 13% , 9% , 5% ).
For all of them the success rate was significantly lower than for the utterances of the critical
strategy. The data, therefore, confirmed both main hypotheses: The critical strategy is as
successful as the corresponding literal strategy, and shortening it further significantly reduces communicative success. The results, thereby, support the thesis that the two proposed
elimination principles (ENA-Elim and N-X-Elim) characterise what can be left unsaid.
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On Acquiring a Complex Personal Reference System:
Experimental Results from Thai Children with Autism
Nattanun Chanchaochai
University of Pennsylvania
Issue: While certain types of pragmatic inferences have been widely studied in the acquisition literature, implicated presuppositions has received much less attention, with some exceptions such as Yatsushiro (2008) and Legendre et al. (2011). Sauerland (2008) adopted Heim’s
Maximize Presupposition maxim to explain the semantic markedness of F-features in
pronouns. Since first and second persons possess a person F-feature, they trigger the lexical
presuppositions referring to the speaker and addressee/participant, respectively. The lack of
such F-feature on third person gives rise to an implicated presupposition that the referent
is not the speaker nor the addressee/participant on this account. This study extends the
contexts of pragmatically-derived inferences to the issue on deictic and person interpretations of pronouns in Thai, a language that is rich in personal reference terms and consists
of not only over 50 personal pronouns, but also kin terms, occupational titles, and personal
names (Bandhumedha 2011; Cooke 1968; Iwasaki & Ingkapirom 2009). The populations under examination include both typically-developing children (TD) and children with autism
spectrum disorders (ASD), a population group which has long been observed to have difficulties with pronouns, manifested in the form of pronoun reversal errors between ‘I’ and
Table 1: Participant Information
‘you’ in English (Chiat 1982; Fay 1979; Kanner 1943).
Methods: Children with ASD and their age-,
ASD
TD
gender-, and non-verbal-IQ-matched TD controls
N =29 N =67
were recruited for the experiment (See Table 1).
24
55
The main design of the experiment adapts the Male N
9;10
9
Fishing Task (Girouard et al. 1997; Legendre et Age M
Age
Min
6;7
6;1
al. 2011). The speech context comprises five par12;2
12;8
ticipants, including the experimenter, the child Age Max
112.95
(tested individually), and 20-inch-tall cardboard Ravens IQ M (SD) 97.8
(22.24)
(15.46)
figures of a boy, a girl, and a monkey. In the beginning of each block, the children were first asked to name pictures of commonly known
animals and objects. The pictures were then distributed across participants. The initial
task was the production task where each child was asked ‘Who is holding X ?’ twice for
each target in a pre-randomized order, leading to answers of ‘Referential form is holding X’.
The comprehension task involved the familiarization phase using the question ‘What is {the
boy/girl/monkey/child’s name} holding?’, while the test phase used different pronouns instead of nouns or names. The test phase included 8 personal reference terms (1 first-person,
4 second-persons (3 for each participant, depending on their gender), and 3 third-persons).
The order of pronouns in question was pre-randomized.
Results: Overall Accuracy - An answer is marked as accurate when it refers to the
right referent. The accuracy rate for production is near ceiling for both ASD (94.6%) and TD
(90.6%) groups, although the difference is significant (Mann-Whitney U =97595, p=0.04).
The accuracy rate for comprehension dropped for both groups (60.4% for ASD; 82.3% for
TD) with a much sharper drop for ASD. The comprehension task accuracy thus yields a

highly significant difference across participant groups (Mann-Whitney U =658640, p<0.001).
Production - The most common personal reference terms that the children in both groups
used to refer to themselves are personal names and personal pronouns. However, they were
found in a reversed preferred pattern, i.e., in ASD group, personal names were used 57.4%
of the time versus 25.9% for personal pronouns, compared to 15.7% versus 75.2%, respectively, for TD. The proportion of counts for the two most commonly-chosen categories for
self-reference showed a very significant difference across participant groups (Fisher’s Exact,
p<0.001). The choice for referring to the experimenter and all other third-persons was not
significantly different across groups (Fisher’s Exact, p=0.23 and p=0.19 respectively).
Comprehension - Overall, third person yields the poorest performance for the ASD group
(See Figure 1 for details). As for the TD group, only the male third person yields poorer
performance. The only form where ASD children outperformed TD children is the formal
second-person pronoun with a non-ambiguous referent. The TD’s performance seems to be
suppressed by the social awkwardness of using the pronoun to refer to a child, while the
ASD children solely paid attention to the person F-feature.
Discussion: The results of this
study suggest that children with
ASD are able to comprehend the
second person lexical presupposition
suggested by the person F-feature,
when the pronoun does not have person underspecification. The pattern
of errors in the comprehension task
also supports the analysis. However,
in the production task, when they
have their freedom of choice as the
language allows for many acceptable
variants, ASD children avoid person
deixis by choosing fixed referential Figure 1: Accuracy in Comprehension Task by Target (E=Experimenter;
terms (names), rather than terms C=Child; B=Boy; G=Girl; M=Monkey)
with a higher level of person deixis (pronouns). The social deictic dimension of the formal second-person pronouns was also largely ignored by the children with ASD. In terms of
implicated presuppositions across populations, challenges arise to resolve implicated presuppositions when certain F-features are unspecified. For the ASD group, person unmarkedness
alone could decrease their performance, as can be seen in the lower performance in all the
third-person forms. The further pragmatic inference that has to be made for gender unmarkedness of male pronouns had an additive decreasing effect in the ASD group. On the
other hand, the TD’s performance was only affected in male third-person pronouns, but not
the other third-person forms. This suggests that the TD group may only be affected when
two implicated presuppositions (from person and gender unmarkedness) appear simultaneously or that the gender unmarkedness is particularly difficult for them. Such performance
on different kinds of implicated presuppositions and deixis might correspond to the order of
acquisition. On a final note, three other second-person pronouns were tested in the comprehension task, yielding different results from the formal second-person term presented in
the abstract. Two of them are commonly used in deictic-center shifting, where adult native

speakers of Thai seem to, prima facie, reverse ‘I’ and ‘you’ while talking to young children,
e.g., asking whether a child wants ice cream by using the sentence ‘Do I want ice cream?’. A
discussion, comparing the phenomenon with person underspecification, will also be provided.
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Interpreting Presuppositions in the Scope of Quantifiers: every vs. at least one
Ava Creemers, Jérémy Zehr, & Florian Schwarz (University of Pennsylvania)
creemers@sas.upenn.edu, jeremy.e.zehr@gmail.com, florians@sas.upenn.edu
This paper looks at presupposition (PS) projection from the scope of the quantifiers every and
at least one, as triggered by be aware (Exp. 1) and again (Exp. 2). We are interested in: (1)
whether PSs project universally or existentially in quantified sentences. Theoretical accounts differ
here (e.g., Heim 1983; Geurts 1999; Beaver 2001; Schlenker 2008, 2009; Fox 2012), but recent
experimental work (Chemla 2009; Tiemann 2014) suggests that the force of the projected PS varies
by quantifier. (2) Whether the descriptively observed readings result directly from the projection
mechanism, or via independent mechanisms such as domain restriction (e.g., Geurts and Tiel 2016).
If domain restriction plays a role, it yields non-universal inferences, even if projection itself is
universal (a universal projection may thus yield a response descriptively equivalent to existential
projection relative to the unrestricted domain–see the picture for ∃P S 2 in Figure 2). (3) Whether
the presupposed content also forms part of the entailed content (e.g., Sudo 2012; Zehr and Schwarz
to appear). Our results show that every and at least one pattern differently, with every giving rise to
universal PSs, that to limited extent can be weakened by domain restriction; and at least one giving
rise to non-universal PSs. Our results also indicate the availability of PS-less readings for both
triggers, apparently more prevalent than domain restriction. Thereby, we present novel evidence
that helps to pin-point more directly which of the theoretical options can actually be substantiated
experimentally.
Experimental Design We use a picture-matching task with a (partially) covered box (Huang et
al. 2013). The covered box allows for a choice that better fits with subjects’ expectations without
making it salient. Both experiments varied the quantifiers every and at least one as a betweensubjects factor, with 80 subjects per experiment. Exp. 1 made use of the factive trigger be aware in
sentences of the form Q alien is aware that he is COLOUR. Participants were told that the aliens
can only find out what colour they have through the use of a potentially malfunctioning machine.
Written sentences were presented along with two pictures of seven aliens (Figure 1). The aliens’ actual color represented the presuppositional dimension and thought bubble-renderings of the aliens’
beliefs the assertive dimension. In the ‘covered box’ picture, the aliens and thought bubbles were
hidden by black squares. In Exp. 2, again was used in sentences like Q alien turned COLOUR
again, paired with pictures showing aliens travelling from a home planet on which they had a
certain colour (the presuppositional dimension), to another planet on which they turned gray, and
finally to a third planet on which they turned a colour other than gray again (the assertive dimension). In both experiments, 6 conditions were included (3 control conditions), with 5 repetitions
per condition and per quantifier (with a total of 60 items per participant).

Figure 1: Illustration of the presentation of the two pictures in Exp. 1.

Conditions and Predictions The different conditions consist of picture-variations using different
colour distributions, yielding varying compatibility with candidate interpretations (Figures 2-5).
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The colour distributions are identical in Exp. 1 and Exp. 2. The critical items are: ∃P S 1, which is
compatible with an existential PS (not all aliens are blue), and the assertion is true (all think they
are blue); ∃P S 2, which is also compatible with an existential PS, but here the truth of the asserted
content depends on the posited reading; and FALSE P S for which the assertion is true, but the PS is
false (none of the aliens are blue). Crucially, the overt picture for ∃P S 1 can only be accepted under
a non-universal reading. ∃P S 2 provides different diagnoses depending on the trigger it is paired
with: when paired with every the overt picture can only be accepted under a domain restriction
reading; when paired with at least one it can only be accepted if the presupposition is not entailed
(and there is no independent requirement for the presupposition and entailed content to hold of the
same individual(s); cf. the ‘Binding problem’ for presuppositions). In FALSE P S the overt picture
can only be accepted under a PS-less reading (note that it also requires the presupposition to not
be entailed). Control items are: FALSE A SSERTION (the assertion is false, PS is universally met),
A LLT RUE (PS is universally satisfied, assertion is true), and A LL FALSE (both assertion and PS are
false).
Results & Discussion Logistic regression mixed effect models were used to analyze the data.
As expected, target acceptance rates for the A LL FALSE, FALSE P S, and A LLT RUE conditions are
at floor and ceiling, respectively, in both experiments (Figure 6 and 7). Results on critical items
are as follows. First, the significant difference for ∃P S 1 between every and at least one indicates
a difference in projection behavior between the quantifiers, with every projecting universally, and
at least one not. The comparable results for ∃P S 1 for aware and again suggest that this is not due
to an effect of a contrast in whether or not the PS is entailed (though the present results do not
elicit such a contrast; see the last conclusion point). Secondly, the 20% acceptance rate for ∃P S 2
for every in Exp. 1 (significantly different from baseline controls) clearly indicates the existence
of domain restriction to satisfy a universal PS. However, the extent to which domain restriction is
available here is much more limited than suggested by related results from Geurts and Tiel (2016).
Finally, the data for ∃P S 2 for at least one suggests that our participants accessed non-entailing
interpretations for again as well as for aware, and the data on the FALSE P S items indicates that
there were readings of both the aware- and again-sentences for which no PS seemed to be involved
at all, though further work is needed to assess how these may be derived.

Figure 2: Exp. 1 (be aware + every):
Every alien is aware that he is blue.

Figure 3: Exp. 1 (be aware + at least one):
At least one alien is aware that he is blue.
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Figure 5: Exp. 2 (again + at least one):
At least one alien turned blue again.

Figure 4: Exp. 2 (again + every):
Every alien turned blue again.
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Figure 6: Results Exp. 1 (be aware)

Figure 7: Results Exp. 2 (again)
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A new type of epistemic indefinite
Virginia Dawson ⋅ UC Berkeley
Introduction. Recent interest in epistemic indefinites (EIs) – indefinite pronouns or determiners which encode speaker ignorance (Alonso-Ovalle & Menéndez-Benito 2015) – has revealed
interesting differences in when different EIs can be used felicitously. This work has largely
concentrated on EIs in Indo-European languages (e.g. Spanish algún (AO & MB 2010), and
German irgendein (Kratzer & Shimoyama 2002), among others). While these EIs differ in the
conditions that constitute sufficient speaker ignorance about a witness, they have in common
that their epistemic effects can be derived pragmatically from the requirement that they range
over a non-singleton domain. Two main analyses have been proposed to account for the epistemic effects of EIs: the implicature account that harnesses the domain requirements of the
indefinites (e.g. K&S 2002; AO&MB 2010), and the conceptual covers account that focuses
on the felicity conditions EIs impose (Aloni & Port 2015). Tiwa, a Tibeto-Burman language of
India, presents a new kind of EI that differs from its Indo-European counterparts in two ways:
(1) it can freely range over a singleton domain, and (2) ignorance of any salient property of
the witness constitute sufficient conditions for speaker ignorance, allowing for much broader
conditions for felicity than seen with Indo-European EIs. In this paper, I provide an analysis,
based on original fieldwork and couched in a Hamblin semantics that allows for a compositional account of the indefinites’ indeterminate base, that links these two properties and situates
Tiwa EIs in the emerging typology. While the Tiwa data lend evidence to the approach to EIs
proposed by Aloni & Port, I argue that they are sufficiently different from canonical EIs to bear
on the data considered in the literature. Instead, the Tiwa data represent a new type of EI.
Epistemic indefinites in Tiwa. EIs in Tiwa are formed from indeterminate phrases (which
also function as wh-words) plus the suffix -khi, and necessarily encode speaker ignorance. -khi
indefinites always take widest scope, freely violating scope islands, such as finite clauses (1).
(1) [ Shar-khı́ phi-do
honmandé ]CP thángane cha.
who-KHI come-IPFV COMP
correct NEG
‘It’s not correct that someone came.’
✓: There’s a particular person, who the speaker doesn’t know, that didn’t come.
∃>¬
#: Nobody came.
*¬>∃
In contrast to German irgendein and Spanish algún, which have anti-singleton or domainwidening effects (AO&MB 2010; K&S 2002), -khi indefinites can range over singleton sets
(2) & (3). In (2), the extension of Indiane PM is {Modi}. In (3), there is only one dress that
is most expensive in an absolute sense. That -khi indefinites range over singleton sets rules out
the analysis adopted for German and Spanish.
(2) Ang [ shar-khı́ India-ne PM-gô ]DP lak mán-a lı́-do.
1 SG who-KHI India-GEN PM-ACC
meet-INF go-IPFV
‘I’m going to meet some Indian Prime Minister.’
Felicitous context: The speaker hasn’t met him before.
(3) Maria [ inda-khı́ [ sogól-a khúli torsha-wa
] kashóng-gô ]DP pre-ga.
Maria what-KHI all-DAT than costly-NMLZ dress-ACC
buy-PFV
‘Maria bought some dress that was the most expensive.’
Felicitous context: The speaker doesn’t know what type of dress it was.
While Indo-European EIs vary in what constitutes sufficient identification in a given context,
they are limited in what kinds of ignorance they convey and in the means of identification. In
contrast, -khi indefinites can encode speaker ignorance about any salient property of the witness
1

(including identity). The use of -khi in (4) indicates that the speaker doesn’t know their friend
John as well as they ought to, while (2) is felicitous in a scenario where the speaker knows the
PM is Modi, but hasn’t met him.
(4) Ang shar-khı́ chor-gô
lak mán-a lı́do. Pene mung Jon, thêbo pego kumún si-ya-ng.
1 SG who-KHI friend-ACC meet-INF going his name John but him well know-NEG-1 SG
‘I’m going to meet some friend (of mine). His name is John, but I don’t know him well.’
By contrast, -khi indefinites are not felicitous in contexts where the speaker is familiar with the
witness in all contextually relevant ways (e.g. a situation where the speaker knows John as well
as any friend, but doesn’t know how many hats he owns, which is not relevant to the discourse).
Finally, the epistemic effects of Tiwa do not show classic implicature-style behavior: the
epistemic effects cannot be canceled (5) and they always project (1). Obligatory projection
suggests instead that -khi makes its epistemic contribution presuppositionally.
(5) Maria shar-khı́-gô lak man-ga, # arô shar-gô ang si-w.
Maria who-KHI-ACC meet-PFV
and who-ACC 1 SG know-NEUT
‘Maria met someone, # and I know who.’
Compositional analysis. -khi indefinites consist of an indeterminate phrase and the suffix -khi.
For syntactic reasons, I assume -khi is a head that takes a DP complement, headed by an indeterminate. Following K&S 2002’s formulation of Hamblin semantics, indeterminate phrases
denote sets of individuals, and verbal predicates denote singleton sets of properties. Indeterminates can compose directly with a verbal predicate through pointwise function application to
yield a set of propositions, resulting in an in-situ wh-question denotation. In EIs, -khi composes
with the DP, which denotes a set of individuals, through FA: -khi takes in the set of individuals
(α) denoted by the DP, and carries the presupposition (formalized here using Beaver’s (1992) δ
operator) that the speaker does not know a salient property Q about the individual selected by
the choice function (6).
(6) J-khiK = λα{f(α) & δ(IDK(f(α)))}, where α ⊆ De , f is a CF, and
IDK = λx. ∃w ∈ Dox-alt(speaker)[Q(x)(w)=1] & ∃w’ ∈ Dox-alt(speaker)[Q(x)(w’)=0]
This choice functional analysis accounts for the exceptional wide scope of -khi indefinites
(Kratzer 1998; Yanovich 2005), and the free variable Q in the presupposition captures the freedom and context dependency of the speaker’s ignorance. It also follows from the analysis that
-khi indefinites can range over singleton sets (7), since there are no restrictions on the cardinality
of the choice function’s domain. The analysis also allows for the infelicity of (5): the identity
of the witness is salient in this context.
(7) J-khi [shar [Indiane PM]]K = {f({Modi}) & δ(IDK(f({Modi})))}}
Aloni & Port 2015. EIs in Tiwa are in line with Aloni & Port’s view of EIs: that they impose a
shift in the method of identification required by the context. Specifically, -khi indefinites signal
that the speaker does not know something contextually relevant about the witness, though this
can be much broader than identification of the witness. While a conceptual covers approach
is appropriate for Tiwa, given how different -khi indefinites are from the canonical examples
discussed in the literature, I claim they represent a different type of EI entirely, and do not bear
on the status of the epistemic component of canonical EIs.
Concl. Tiwa’s EIs are a new kind which can range over singleton sets and can signal speaker
ignorance about any salient property of the witness, significantly broadening the typology.
Selected references. Aloni & Port. 2015. Epistemic indefinites and methods of identification. In AO&MB 2015.
● Alonso-Ovalle & Menéndez-Benito. 2010. Modal indefinites. NLS 18 ● AO&MB. 2015. Epistemic indefinites:
Exploring modality beyond the verbal domain. OUP ● Krazter & Shimoyama. 2002. Indeterminate pronouns: The
view from Japanese ● Yanovich. 2005. Choice-functional series of indefinite pronouns and Hamblin semantics.
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A Comparison of the Modal Particles fei and aber
Stefan Hinterwimmer, University of Cologne; Cornelia Ebert, University of Stuttgart

This paper deals with the interpretation of two modal particles that intuitively express some
form of contrast and correction – the Bavarian modal particle fei (Schlieben-Lange 1979,
Thoma 2009), which does not have an equivalent in standard German, and the modal particle
aber (not to be confused with the conjuction aber, ‘but’), which exists in standard German as
well as in Bavarian. We will show that both are special among discourse particles in the
following sense: They not only make a contribution that is interpreted at a level distinct from
the level where at issue content (Potts 2005) is interpreted – as is standard for modal particles
(see Gutzmann 2015 and the references therein). Rather, they also exclusively relate to
propositions that have not entered the Common Ground via being the at-issue content of an
assertion made by the addressee.
Intuitively, fei is used by the speaker in order to direct the addressee’s attention to a
conflict between her own beliefs and the addressee’s beliefs that is not salient at the point
where the sentence containing fei is uttered: The proposition p believed by the addressee that
contradicts the proposition q believed by the speaker has not been made a topic of the ongoing
conversation. At the same time, by asserting q the speaker implicitly proposes to resolve the
conflict as follows: The addressee ceases to believe p and believes q instead. The modal
particle aber, in contrast, requires there to be a proposition p contradicting the proposition q
asserted by the speaker that is, on the hand, salient at the point where q is asserted. On the
other hand, just as in the case of fei, p may not be the at-issue content of the assertion made by
the addressee. Consider the following mini-discourses (for reasons of space, only the
sentences containing fei are given in Bavarian; the particle doch is added for comparison).
(1)

(2)

a. Paula: It’s warm outside.
Tom: (So a Schmarr’n.) S’is (*fei/*aber/doch) saukoit drauss’n.
Such a nonsense It-is
very-cold ouside
b. Paula is about to leave the house wearing only a shirt.
Tom: S’is fei/aber/doch saukoit drauss’n
a. Paula: Otto has eaten the cake.
Tom: Da Otto hot den Kuach’n (*fei/*aber/doch) net gess’n. Des woa d’Maria.
The
has the cake
not eaten That was the-Maria
b. Paula: Otto was in the kitchen and the cake is gone.
Tom: Da Otto hot den Kuach’n fei/aber/doch net gess’n. Das woa d’Maria.

(3)

a. Paula: The new book by Daniel Kehlmann is great.
Tom: Des is (*fei/*aber/doch) da letzte Schmarr’n.
That is
the last nonsense
b. Paula: I find the new book by Daniel Kehlmann great.
Tom: Des is (*fei/aber/doch) da letzte Schmarr’n.

(4)

a. Paula: In France there is still a king
Tom: (So a Schmarr’n.) In Fronkreich gibts (*fei/*aber/doch) koin Kini mea.
Such a nonsense In France
there-is
no king anymore
Des is a Republik.
That is a republic
b. Paula: The king of France is an idiot.
Tom: In Fronkreich gibts (fei/*aber/doch) koin Kini mea.
Des is a Rebublik.
In France
there-is
no king anymore That is a rebublic

(5)

a. Paula: Noam Chomsky is a famous mathematician.
Tom: (So a Schmarrn.) Da Chomsky is (*fei/*aber/doch ) koi Mathematiker.
Such a nonsense
The
is
no mathematician
Dea is a Linguist.

He is a
b. Paula: Noam Chomsky, the famous mathematician, is the most famous living
anarchist.
Tom: Da Chomsky is (fei/*aber/doch) koi Mathematiker. Dea is a Linguist.
In (1a-5a) neither fei nor aber is acceptable in Tom’s answer since in each case Paula has
asserted a proposition that contradicts the proposition asserted by Tom. In (1b), in contrast, it
can plausibly be inferred from Paula’s behaviour that she believes a proposition that
contradicts the proposition asserted by Tom – namely, that it’s warm outside – , but she has
not asserted that proposition. This is compatible with both fei and aber. In (2b), a proposition
that contradicts the proposition asserted by Tom is conversationally implicated by the
proposition asserted by Paula. This is likewise compatible with both fei and aber. In (3b)
Paula has asserted a proposition which entails that she believes a proposition which
contradicts the proposition asserted by Tom. This is incompatible with fei, but not with aber.
In (4b) Paula has asserted a proposition which presupposes a proposition that contradicts the
proposition asserted by Tom – namely, that France has a king. This is compatible with fei, but
not with aber. Finally, in (5b), the proposition that contradicts the proposition asserted by
Tom is not part of the at-issue content of Paula’s assertion. Rather, it is conventionally
implicated in the sense of Potts (2005). Again, this is compatible with fei, but not with aber.
Based on these and related observations, we assume that a sentence of the schematic form
fei S, with p being the proposition denoted by S, can be uttered felicitously by a speaker in a
context C iff (a) there is no (recent) assertion A by the addressee such that the at-issue content
of A in combination with the fact that the addressee has asserted it entails that the addressee
believes not p and (b) the (speaker believes that the) addressee believes not p. These
assumptions successfully account for the behaviour of fei in (1-5).
Concerning aber, we propose the following usage conditions: A sentence of the
schematic form aber S, with p being the proposition denoted by S, can be uttered felicitously
by a speaker in a context C iff (a) there is no (recent) assertion A by the addressee such that
the at-issue content of A entails not p, (b) a proposition q entailing not p is salient (cf. Kwon
2005) and (c) q is one of the possible answers to the current question under discussion (QED),
with p entailing another possible answer. These assumptions successfully account for the
behaviour of aber in (1-5): In all the (a)-cases, aber is out because a proposition entailing not
p is the at-issue content of the addressee’s assertion. In (1b-c) the proposition that it’s warm
outside, which entails that it’s not not very cold outside, is made salient by the addressee’s
behaviour/the combination of the addressee’s behaviour and observable facts. In addition to
that, the question of whether it’s warm outside can plausibly assumed to be the current QED.
Similarly for (2b), the difference being that the relevant proposition is now conversationally
implicated. Concerning (3b), the felicity of aber in contrast to fei is predicted since while the
proposition that Kehlmann’s book is great is plausibly made salient by the addressee’s
assertion that she finds it great, it is not the at-issue content of her assertion, and the question
of whether it is great can plausibly be assumed to be the current QED. Fei, in contrast, is
correctly predicted to be out since it follows from the at-issue content of the addressee’s
assertion in combination with the fact that she has asserted it that she believes Kehlmann’s
new book to be great. Finally, aber is correctly predicted to be out in (4b) and (5b) since
while presumably being salient, the respective propositions entailing not p, in being either
presupposed or conventionally implicated, are by definition not contained in the current QED.
Selected References: Gutzmann, D. (2015). Use-conditional meaning. * SchliebenLange, B. (1979). Bairisch eh-halt-fei. * Thoma, S. (2009). To p or to ¬p. The Bavarian
Particle fei as Polarity Discourse Particle. * Kwon, M.-J. (2005). Modalpartikeln und
Satzmodus. Untersuchungen zur Syntax, Semantik und Pragmatik der deutschen
Modalpartikeln. Dissertation, University of Munich.

QUD effects on Epistemic Containment Principle: An experimental study
Sunwoo Jeong
Department of Linguistics, Stanford University
Introduction The Epistemic Containment Principle (ECP) is a widely recognized descriptive
and theoretical claim according to which epistemic modals must take wider scope than strong quantifiers such as every or most (Von Fintel & Iatridou, 2003). Although fairly robust in its realization,
a few systemic classes of counterexamples to ECP have been noted. Previous work that aims to
account for these has focused on the subjective vs. objective distinction in epistemic modals (the
former observes ECP, the latter violates it; Anand & Hacquard 2008, Tancredi 2007), and quantifier type (every observes ECP, each violates it; Tancredi 2007). In this paper, we introduce a new
factor that also seems to systematically influence the ECP. We argue that the nature of evidential
source associated with the epistemic modal blocks or facilitates ECP violations, by creating biases
towards different Question Under Discussions (QUDs) that highlight one scopal interpretation over
the other. To support this claim, we present an experimental study which not only corroborates the
existence of QUD effects on ECP but also provides strong empirical evidence to the claim that ECP
is a gradient phenomenon that arises as a consequence of systematic biases in different factors.
Motivation: QUDs and ECP Consider a situation in which Ron is at the zoo, where he hears from
the keeper that 2 tigers and 1 panther, shown in plaque (i), are in the cage. Suppose that Ron utters
one of (1a–e), upon seeing the cage in (ii). In this situation, we have an intuition that (1b) allows
for ECP violating readings in which the quantifier every scopes over the epistemic modal might,
and is thus interpreted as true (whereas the reading in which might scopes over every is false, as
Ron knows there are only 2 tigers). In comparison, we have the intuition that (1a) and (1c) sound
false because the ECP is more strictly enforced in these cases, and might has to scope over every.
(1)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Every bush might have a tiger. (MIGHT  EVERY ( F )); ? EVERY  MIGHT ( T ))
ADV ( V ): Based on what I see, every bush might have a tiger. ( E  M ( T ))
ADV ( O ): Based on what the keeper said, every bush might have a tiger. ( M  E ( F ))
EACH : Each bush might have a tiger. ( EACH  MIGHT ( T ); ? MIGHT  EACH ( F ))
NO - M : Every bush has a tiger. ( F ) f. TRUE : (sees 3 tigers in (i); then (ii)+(1a)); ( T )
ECP:

Percentage True / False

100
75
50
25
0

(i) First visual stimulus

(ii) Second visual stimulus

TRUE

EACH ADV(DV)
AD(V) ECP

ADV(IO)
AD(O) NO M

(iii) Results (Percent T / F)

Figure 1: Sample pictures (a,b) and results (c: True responses: X False responses: X )
In the scenario above, the crucial factor that influences the availability of ‘every  might’ readings seems to be whether the nature of the evidence highlighted by the adverbial phrase is biased
towards providing an answer interpreted with ECP-observing scopal ordering (2a), or towards an
answer interpreted with ECP-violating scopal ordering (2b). For instance, the speaker would have
reason to highlight the information in (i), i.e. the number of tigers vs. panthers in the cage (picked
out by the adverbial phrase ‘based on what the keeper said’) only if the QUD was of the type shown
1

in (2a). Likewise, the speaker would have reason to highlight the information in (ii), i.e. the equal
visual likelihood of each bush hosting a tiger (picked out by the adverbial phrase ‘based on what I
see’) only if the QUD was of the type shown in (2b). As the relevant answers to the two QUDs (as
defined by Roberts (1996), a.o.) involve different scopal orderings, the QUDs evoked by the two
types of evidence seem to nudge the scopal interpretations in different directions.
(2)

a.
b.

QUD: How many bushes are hiding the tigers?
Based on what the zoo keeper said, every bush might have a tiger. (M  E ( F ))
QUD: Which bush has the possibility of hiding a tiger?
Based on what I see, every bush might have a tiger. (E  M ( T ))

Experiment & Analysis In order to test this hypothesis, as well as to test for other factors that
may affect the ECP, we conducted an experiment in which we requested people’s judgments on
a range of modalized/non-modalized sentences with quantifiers (6 conditions; examples in (1a–e)
plus a TRUE condition (1f) where (i) included three tigers), embedded in 4 distinct situations with
visual stimuli (like the one in Fig. 1i,ii). Upon reading each situation, 640 Native English speakers
were asked to judge if a given target sentence spoken by the speaker in the situation was true.
The results of the experiment are summarized in Fig. 1iii, in which the 6 conditions are plotted
against percent T / F responses (y-axis). Fig. 1iii suggests that the basic ECP condition (without any
adverbial phrases) actually elicited gradient responses, suggesting that every  might reading isn’t
categorically pre-empted. This was further corroborated by participants’ optional free responses,
which included comments such as ‘ambiguity of every; could mean each individual or all three’.
However, an effect akin to the ECP does seem to exist to some degree: the ECP condition consistently elicited significantly fewer True responses than the TRUE condition, which is unexpected if
both scopal interpretations were equally available. The ECP condition also behaved significantly
differently from the NO - M conditions and the EACH condition (corroborating the effect of quantifier type), resulting in the following %T order: TRUE > EACH > ECP > NO - M, across all situations.
Importantly, the results also corroborated the effect of the nature of the evidence (ECP-violating
QUD bias vs. ECP-observing QUD bias), resulting in the following order: AD ( V ) > ECP > AD ( O ).
In sum, evidence biased towards ECP-violating QUDs, i.e. AD ( V ), generated significantly more
TRUE responses (i.e. ECP violations) than the baseline ECP condition, whereas evidence biased towards ECP-observing QUDs, i.e. AD ( O ), generated significantly more FALSE responses (i.e. ECP
observations). The experimental results thus corroborate our main hypothesis that QUDs systematically affect the scopal interaction between epistemic modals and strong quantifiers. A series of
mixed effects logistic regression models with T / F response as the dependent variable and relevant
sets of conditions as independent variables further corroborated these results: the difference between all pairs for TRUE > EACH > ECP > NO - M were significant, and the difference between
AD ( V ) and AD ( O ) was significant [β = 0.51, s.e. = 0.2, z = 2.46, p < 0.05].
There exists an alternative (albeit unlikely) explanation to the experimental results: participants
(influenced by the evidential adverbials) could have posited ordering sources that are different
from the given contexts (cf. Portner 2007), and thus responded true while observing the ECP. This
unlikely scenario can be ruled out however, given participants’ free responses for the relevant cases
(e.g., ‘it’s impossible for them all to have a tiger cub; but the possibility exists that each might have
it’); True responses can thus be considered as genuine reflections of ECP-violating readings.
Conclusion & future work In light of these experimental findings, it seems worth examining
whether ECP is an epiphenomenon that reflects a confluence of inherent biases in other more
2

fundamental factors (ECP observing QUDs, subjective modal interpretations, etc.). Future studies
aim to further elucidate the connection between ECP and QUDs by conducting experiments in
which different QUDs are directly provided in conjunction with the target sentences.
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Choosing who to agree with: A psycholinguistic investigation of agreement mismatches
Elsi Kaiser, Justin Nichols & Catherine Wang, University of Southern California
Language often draws a sharp distinction between speaker, addressee and others. 1st-person
expressions (I, myself…) refer to the speaker, and 2nd-person expressions (you, your…) to the addressee.
Others can be referred to with 3rd-person pronouns (she, himself, they…) and other expressions (e.g.
Jane, my uncle Bob). Our work focuses on cases where this neat division breaks down, in particular cases
where 3rd-person expressions refer to the speaker. Consider (1a), a father speaking to his young child,
or (1b), said by news anchor Dan Rather about himself (from Collins & Postal’12):
(1a) Daddy needs to rest a bit! (father to daughter)
(1b) At the time, CBS News and this reporter fully believed the documents were genuine.
Here, Daddy and this reporter are imposters (Collins & Postal ‘12). They look like 3rd-person expressions
and occur with 3rd-person verb agreement, but their intended interpretation is 1st-person I (speaker).
Collins & Postal (2012:5) define an imposter as “a notionally 1st or 2nd person DP that is grammatically
3rd person”, or “a notionally X person DP that is grammatically Y person, X≠Y.”
There are two competing analyses of imposters: the Notional view and the Syntactic view.
According to the Notional view (Stirling & Huddleston’02, Baker’08, Siewierska’04), imposters are
syntactically normal 3rd-person DPs. They are special only in their semantics/pragmatics, as they refer
to a 1st-person referent. Any special agreement properties they exhibit must stem from semantics/
pragmatics/discourse. Syntactically, they are the same as normal (non-imposter) 3rd-person DPs.
According to the Syntactic view (Collins&Postal’12, Collins’14), imposters have special syntactic
properties (covertly include 1st/2nd person forms), which is why they can have 1st/2nd-person agreement
patterns. According to this view, their behavior is syntactically determined, not due to semantics or discourse.
Pronoun patterns: We report a psycholinguistic study that investigates the kinds of pronouns
used to refer to imposter antecedents, to gain insights into the validity of these two competing views.
One of the key observations regarding imposters is that, though they require 3rd-person verb
agreement, plural imposters (e.g. the present authors) or coordinated imposters (e.g. Mommy and
Daddy) can antecede both 3rd or 1st person pronouns and reflexives (ex.2b,c,d). Singular imposters
(e.g. Daddy), however, seem to require 3rd person pronouns/reflexives (ex.2a, Collins & Postal’12).
(2a) Daddy needs to take {his/*my} shoes off first! (father to child, adapted from CHILDES corpus)
(2b) Mommy and Daddy need to take {their/our} shoes off first! (father to child)
(2c) Not now! Ask Auntie Jane to show you the garage. Daddy and Uncle Jim are enjoying
{themselves/ourselves} on the beach. (adapted from Collins & Postal’12, father to child)
(2d) The present authors defend {themselves/ourselves} against the charges (adapted from Collins’14)
How can these pronominal patterns be explained? According to Collins and Postal (‘12),
the left periphery of a clause contains null DPs for AUTHOR (Speaker, 1st sing/pl) and ADDRESSEE
(2nd sing/pl), represented in an expanded left periphery (Rizzi’97) or arguments of a covert
performative clause (see Collins’14, see also Speas & Tenny 2003). For present purposes, the key idea
is that in sentences like (2b), the possessive pronoun can agree with (i) the immediate antecedent
Mommy and Daddy, yielding 3rd-person their, or (ii) with the ultimate antecedent AUTHOR, yielding 1stperson our. (See Collins & Postal‘12 for details). (The same reasoning holds for reflexive pronouns.)
(3) [[DP AUTHOR] Mommy and Daddy need to take {their/our} shoes off first.]
The existence of two pronominal options raises the question of what modulates the choice of one over the other.
Psycholinguistic research suggests that referents which are cognitively more accessible/prominent in
language users’ minds are more likely to be chosen as antecedents of pronouns (e.g. Ariel’90, Gundel
et al.’93). This line of reasoning predicts that in (3), the pronoun will tend to agree with whichever

antecedent (immediate or ultimate antecedent) is more prominent/salient. To test this hypothesis, we
manipulated the salience of AUTHOR: We created sentences like (4), where the main clause was (or
was not) preceded by a subordinate temporal clause that explicitly mentions the speaker(s) using I/we.
If an approach along the lines of the Notional view is correct in attributing a role to
pragmatics/discourse-level representations, we expect that the agreement patterns exhibited by imposter DPs
should be sensitive to the discourse properties/salience of the referent: If the 1st-person referent is
very salient because it has just been explicitly mentioned in the temporal clause, then we might see a
preference for a form that agrees with the ultimate antecedent (AUTHOR/speaker) – compared to
contexts where there is no preceding explicit mention of the 1st-person AUTHOR/speaker. Under
the Syntactic view, however, this is not expected to matter, because both the local and the ultimate
antecedent are syntactically available (see Collins & Postal 2012 for details).
Experiment: We manipulated (i) NUMBER: whether the subject of the sentence was a
singular third-person imposter (e.g. Mommy, Daddy, Grandpa, Grandma) or two coordinated DPs
yielding a plural (e.g. Mommy and Daddy), (ii) PERSON: whether the possessive pronoun modifying
the object was first- or third-person (1: my, our vs. 3: her/his, their), and (iii) CONTEXT: whether
the main clause was preceded by a temporal clause containing a first-person pronoun (I, we) that refers
to the speaker (AUTHOR). Thus, we used a 2x2x2 design (ex.4) with 32 targets and 36 fillers.
(4) Mother says to child:
(a) Mommy will put away {my/her} car keys.
NoContext_ SG_{1/3}
(b) Before I give you a snack, Mommy will put away {my/her} car keys.
(c) Mommy and Daddy will put away {our/their} car keys.

Context_SG_{1/3}
NoContext_PL_{1/3}

(d) Before we give you a snack, Mommy and Daddy will put away {our/their} car keys.
Context_PL_{1/3}
Ratings (1=completely unacceptable, 5=completely acceptable)
5
Task: The subject, possessive pronoun and first- 4.5
4
person pronoun in the initial clause (if present) were
3.5
bold and underlined. (All text was in black font.
3
Colors here are for expository purposes.) 2.5
Participants (n=32) were instructed to rate (5-pt 1.52
scale; 1=compl unacceptable, 5=compl acceptable)
1
how acceptable each sentence sounds if the
underlined expressions refer to the same person
(method from Gordon & Hendrick’97). Each
sentence was preceded by who said it (e.g. Mother says to child); comprehension questions ensured that
people attended to this. The average ratings are in the figure. We analyzed the data using mixed-effects
models (lmer). Right away, we find that our results confirm that singular imposters are not suitable
antecedents for 1st-person pronouns (low ratings in Context_SG_1 and NoContext_SG_1).
Effects of AUTHOR-boosting context? The presence/absence of AUTHOR-boosting
context sentences has no clear effect on the ratings for sentences with (sing or pl) first-person pronouns
(NoContext/Context SG_1,PL_1). Sentences with (sing/pl) third-person pronouns are rated higher
in NoContext than Context conditions (t’s>|3|, NoContext/Context SG_3,PL_3), presumably
because Context conditions involve a clash between 1st-person (initial clause) and 3rd-person pronouns.
Crucially, the finding that sentences with first-person pronouns (SG_1,PL_1) are not clearly
influenced by context is in line the Syntactic view, and goes against the Notional view. However, our
data show that 3rd-person pronouns are preferred over their 1st-person counterparts, regardless of
number or context. This suggests that – although AUTHOR is available as antecedent – the local (and
linguistically overt) antecedent is more salient, suggesting that a syntactic approach alone is insufficient.

Testing theories of temporal inferences: Evidence from child language
Frances Kane (Ulster University), Alexandre Cremers (University of Amsterdam), Lyn Tieu
(Macquarie University), Yasutada Sudo (UCL), Lynda Kennedy (Ulster University), Raﬀaella
Folli (Ulster University) and Jacopo Romoli (Ulster University)
Background: Sentences involving past tense verbs like (1) tend to give rise to the inference that the
corresponding present tense sentence (2) is false. By contrast, (2) doesn’t suggest in any way that
(1) is false.
(1) My dogs were on the carpet.

! My dogs aren’t on the carpet

(2) My dogs are on the carpet.

̸! My dogs weren’t on the carpet

Following Musan (1995) and Magri (2009, 2011), Thomas (2012) derives the inference shown in (1)
as a scalar implicature arising from negating the competitor in (2); in other words a past tense sentence triggers the implicature that its present tense alternative is false. In addition, Thomas proposes
that the absence of the inference in (2) is due to the latter not having (1) as a competitor. Under this
analysis, the asymmetry between (1) and (2) is explained by reference to Katzir’s (2007) structural
theory of alternatives. More specifically, it is assumed that episodic present tense sentences like (2)
have an LF like (3b), where in the T head there is only a pointer to the time of utterance N. On the
other hand, the past tense counterpart in (1) would involve additional covert temporal and aspectual
operators, as in (3a).
(3) a. [[T once [ past n] [ my dogs are on the carpet ]]

b. [[T n ] [my dogs are on the carpet]]

Crucially, under this proposal, the past tense sentence structurally contains its present tense counterpart. In Katzir’s (2007) theory, this asymmetric structural complexity ensures that the present tense
sentence is an alternative of the past tense one, but not vice versa. The structural assumption of
Thomas (2012) leads straightforwardly to a clear developmental prediction. A robust finding from
language acquisition research is that without extra facilitation, 4–6-year-old children compute fewer
scalar implicatures than adults (Chierchia et al. 2001, Noveck 2001, Papafragou & Musolino 2003,
Guasti et al. 2005, Barner et al. 2011, among many others). One recent explanation for this nonadult behaviour is that children have trouble accessing certain alternatives during scalar implicature
computation, namely those alternatives that are to be derived via lexical replacement (cf. Tieu et al.’s
Restricted Alternatives Hypothesis and discussion in Barner et al. 2011 and Singh et al. 2016). A
further prediction of this hypothesis is that alternatives that are contained within the uttered sentence
should not be problematic for children. This is supported by experimental evidence that children
perform better on scalar inferences when the necessary alternatives are explictly included in the
assertion, for example in free choice disjunction (Gualmini et al. 2001, Barner et al. 2011, Tieu et
al. 2016, Singh et al. 2016).
Present study: Assuming the above developmental lexical access hypothesis for scalar inferences
and Thomas’s (2012) theory of temporal inferences, we derive the prediction (P):
P: Children will compute more temporal inferences than classical scalar implicatures.
We report on an experiment testing the prediction (P). Our experiment compared the performance
of 4–6-year-old children and adults on temporal inferences like (1), scalar implicatures like (4), and
adverbial modifiers like (5). The scalar implicature of (4) is assumed to require lexical replacement
(some vs. all), providing a baseline of an inference which children typically struggle with. Turning
to (5), the inference My dogs jumped is generally considered to be due to an alternative which is
contained in the uttered sentence, e.g., My dogs didn’t jump for (5). It provides a baseline for an
inference children are predicted to be able to compute.
(4) Some of my dogs jumped on the bed.

! Not all of my dogs jumped on the bed

! My dogs jumped

(5) My dogs didn’t jump high.

Given this double comparison, the prediction (P) sets up the expectation that children’s performance
on temporal inferences and sentences with adverbial modifiers like (5) will be more adult-like than
their performance on sentences involving some like (4).
Experiment: Methods: We tested the prediction (P) using the following task: participants heard a
puppet uttering a “clue” such as (1), (4), or (5) and were asked to guess which one of three groups of
pictured characters, e.g., dogs (Target Group, Literal Group, False Group) belonged to the puppet.
The materials were designed so that each set of dogs would make the sentence or its implicature
true or false (see Table 1). An anonymized online version of the experiment can be found at http:
//spellout.net/ibexexps/AnonymizedExps/SuB.

Literal meaning
Inference
Temporal inference (1)
Scalar implicature (4)
Adverbial modification (5)

Target Group

Literal Group

False Group

True
True

True
False

False
False

in basket, then move
some on the bed, some not
jumped low

in basket throughout never in basket
all on the bed
none on the bed
didn’t jump
jumped high

Figure 1: Experimental conditions
Each participant received 4 repetitions of each target type, 2 control items that contained 1 Target
Group and 2 distinct False Groups, 2 present tense controls, and 3 fillers. To ensure that participants
would distinguish between past and present tense, the animals remained animated until a response
was provided.
Results & Discussion: 40 English-speaking
adults and 17 children (4;02–5;10, M=5;00)
Scalar Implicatures
Adverbial Modification
Temporal Inference
participated in the experiment. The per- 100%
centages of each of the group selections
Choice
are provided in the graph. The adults 75%
overall systematically favoured the target
group across conditions, although more lit- 50%
eral choices were observed for the tempo- 25%
ral targets. The children performed well
on controls (91% accuracy); on targets, 0%
Adult
Child
Adult
Child
Adult
Child
they chose the Target group less often than
adults in the scalar implicature condition
(mixed-eﬀects logit model: z = 3.0, p =
.002) but not in the adverbial modification (z = 1.0, p = .30) or temporal conditions (z = 1.2, p =
.25). Child testing is ongoing, and we aim to test 40 children in total.
Conclusion: The present study evaluates the developmental predictions of a recent account of temporal inferences by Thomas (2012), and in addition provides novel data on children’s ability to
compute implicatures arising from adverbial modification in negative sentences. To this end, we
developed a new selection task, the results of which replicate the robust finding that 5-year-old children derive fewer implicatures from some than adults, and reveal that children perform more like
adults on temporal inferences and inferences arising from adverbial modifiers. This pattern of results is predicted by Thomas’ (2012) theory of temporal inferences and the developmental lexical
access hypothesis for scalar inferences.
False
group

Literal
group

Target
group

Strong plurals in Spanish interrogatives
M ORA M ALDONADO
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75005 Paris, France
What is the semantic import of number morphology? This paper addresses this question by analysing
the semantics of Spanish singular and plural wh-interrogatives, which appear to be problematic for most
current accounts.
Background Singular wh-questions in English differ from plural and ‘neutral’ interrogatives (headed
by who) in that they trigger a uniqueness presupposition: (1a) can only be used if exactly one person went
to the party (Dayal, 1996). Instead, uttering a plural interrogative such as (1b) triggers the inference that
the speaker believes that more than one person went to the party (plurality inference). Neutral questions
in (1c) trigger neither a uniqueness presupposition nor a plurality inference.
(1)

3 John did; 7 John and Mary did
7 John did; 3 John and Mary did
3 John did; 3 John and Mary did

a. Which person went to the party?
b. Which people went to the party?
c. Who went to the party?

The contrast between (1a) and (1b) can be explained by assuming that: (a) plural marking has weak
semantic import (i.e. weak account of plurality, Sauerland, 2003; Spector, 2007); and (b) interrogatives
presuppose the existence of a maximally informative answer (Dayal, 1996). By (a), a plural question
such as (1b) will range over both singular and plural propositions, while the denotation of (1a) will only
contain singular propositions of the form ‘x came to the party’, with x being an atomic individual. By
(b), the set of true answers to a question should contain a member that entails all the other members.
With singular questions, this can be the case only if this set is a singleton (‘x went to the party’ does
not entail ‘y went to the party’ unless x = y). Following Dayal (1996), the requirement in (b) can be
captured in terms of the answerhood operator defined in (2), by assuming that a question Q is felicitous
only if in all worlds w compatible with common knowledge, AN S(Q)(w) is defined.
(2)

AN S(Q)(w) = ιp.p∈Q ∧ p(w) ∧ ∀p0 ∈Q: p’(w)→ p⊂p’
In words: AN S(Q)(w) is the maximally informative answer to Q in w, if there is one, and is undefined
otherwise.

On this view, the plurality inference associated with (1b) arises as an implicated presupposition (Heim,
1991; Sauerland, 2008): (1b) is infelicitous whenever its singular counterpart 1a is felicitous, i.e. whenever it is presupposed that exactly one person came to the party.
Puzzle Spanish distinguishes morphologically between a singular and a plural form for the interrogative ‘who’ (e.g. 3). The analysis outlined above would predict that Spanish who-interrogatives should
pattern just as singular and plural questions in English. However, singular quién-questions (3a) are
compatible with both singular and plural answers (no uniqueness presupposition), suggesting that the
wh-element ‘quién’ is not semantically singular and can range over both atoms and pluralities (cf. English ‘who’). Conversely, the plural alternative with ‘quiénes’ does trigger a plurality inference, making
the question incompatible with singular answers. If we assume an underspecified meaning for ‘quién’
(just like for ‘who’ in English), the plurality inference for ‘quiénes’ can no longer arise as a implicated
presupposition, since the two items would have the same presuppositional strength.
(3)

3 John did; 3 John and Mary did

a. Quién fue a la fiesta?
WhoSG went to the party?
b. Quiénes fueron a la fiesta?
WhoPL went to the party?

7 John did; 3 John and Mary did

In this paper, I will claim that the distribution of quién and quiénes can be only understood under a
strong account of plurality, such that ‘quiénes’ triggers a strong plurality presupposition, whereas ‘quién’
carries no specific requirement, as far as its semantics is concerned.

1

Distribution of quién and quiénes interrogatives The availability of quién and quiénes interrogatives
is restricted by conditions on contexts: the possibility of using each of these questions depends on the
beliefs the speaker has about the complete answer to her question. A quiénes-interrogative such as (4b)
can be felicitously uttered only if it is common knowledge that more than one person went to the party.
This is is independent of the morphological marking in the noun (e.g. 4c). Alternatively, whenever (i) the
speaker is completely ignorant (e.g. ‘at least one’ scenarios in 5) or (ii) the speaker believes that exactly
one friend came to the party (cf. ‘exactly one’ scenarios in 4a), quiénes-interrogatives lead to oddness,
and the alternative with ‘quién’ then has to be used.
(4)

(5)

a. Una de mis amigas fue a la fiesta pero no me acuerdo quién (# quiénes).
‘One of my friends went to the party but I don’t remember whoSG (# whoP L )’.
b. Varias amigas fueron a la fiesta pero no me acuerdo quiénes (?? quién).
‘Several friends went to the party but I don’t remember whoP L (?? whoSG )’.
c. Mucha gente fue a la fiesta pero no me acuerdo quiénes (?? quién).
‘Many people went to the party but I don’t remember whoP L (?? whoSG )’.
Juan is expecting at least one friend to come to the party.
a. Juan no sabe quién va a venir a la fiesta.
‘Juan doesn’t know whoSG will come to the party.’
b. # Juan no sabe quiénes van a venir a la fiesta.
‘Juan doesn’t know whoPL will come to the party.’
c. Juan no sabe qué/cuáles amigos van a venir a la fiesta.
‘Juan doesn’t know what/which friends will come to the party.’
d. Juan doesn’t know which friends will come to the party.

Unlike quiénes-interrogatives, plural which-interrogatives in both Spanish and English can also be uttered
in ignorance contexts (e.g. 5c/d), indicating that only for these interrogatives the plurality inference is
an implicated presupposition (so that the relevant questions can be used as soon as the presupposition of
their singular counterpart is not satisfied, including in an ignorance scenario).
Account The distribution of Spanish interrogatives can be nicely accounted for by assuming that
‘quiénes’ carries a cardinality requirement, whereas ‘quién’ is underspecified for number (i.e. it does
not carry any specific requirement). While it’s natural to infer that the plurality requirement is encoded
in the semantics of plural morphology, such assumption would not allow us to account for the broader
set of data in Spanish and English (e.g. which-interrogatives). For the sake of simplicity, I will encode
this requirement as part of the lexical meaning. The denotations for (3a) and (3b) are given in (6)
(6)

a. J3aK = λp. ∃x ∈ De . x is human & p = λw went-to-the-party(w)(x)
= {m went, j went, b went, m ⊕ j went, m ⊕ b went, j ⊕ b went, m ⊕ j ⊕ b went}
b. J3bK = λp. ∃x ∈ De . |x| > 1 & x are human & p = λw went-to-the-party(w)(x)
= { m ⊕ j went, m ⊕ b went, j ⊕ b went, m ⊕ j ⊕ b went}

After applying the ANS operator, (6b) will carry a plurality presupposition. In every world where exactly one person went to the party, (3b) will correctly yield to a presupposition failure. Conversely, in
any scenario where the speaker believes there were more than one attendees, (3a) and (3b) are contextually equivalent. A principle such as Maximize Presupposition! (Heim, 1991) would then select the
latter, since this is the LF carrying a stronger presupposition. When a quién-interrogative is uttered,
one should infer that it’s not presupposed that the question has a plural answer, or the alternative with
‘quiénes’ should have been used. Questions such as (3a) therefore trigger an ignorance inference. If
the speaker is considered to be reliable and knowledgeable, following the logic of the epistemic step for
anti-presuppositions (Chemla, 2008), an ‘exactly-one’ inference (cf. implicated presupposition) will be
derived.
Conclusions and open issues Quiénes-interrogatives are the mirror image of singular which-questions:
while the latter presuppose that the complete answer involves an atomic individual, the former presuppose that the complete answer involves a non-atomic individual. However, it is not always enough for a
quiénes-interrogatives to be licensed that the strong plurality presupposition is satisfied:
2

(7)

Mary and John arrive at their apartment, where there is supposed to be no one. They hear two people
whispering inside. Mary asks to John:
Quién está ahı́? / # Quiénes están ahı́?
‘Who is in there?’

On top of the plurality requirement, the plural ‘quiénes’ seem to require ‘d-linking’ contexts, where a
certain domain of individuals is contextually salient (Pesetsky, 1987). Whenever the context is not dlinked, singular quién-interrogatives are the only available alternative. This also include cases in which
the plurality requirement is satisfied by default (e.g. collective predicates). In this respect, ‘quiénes’
patterns with plural indefinites such as ‘algunos’(Alonso-Ovalle and Menéndez-Benito, 2011).
To conclude, my analysis shows that current approaches to number marking (both weak and strong
accounts, Sauerland, 2003; Spector, 2007; de Swart and Farkas, 2010 among others) need to be made
more sophisticated to account for both cross-linguistic and within-language variation: While the distribution of quién and quiénes interrogatives is well explained by a strong plural/weak singular semantics,
the meaning of some plural indefinites (e.g. which-phrases) in both Spanish and English is still best
accounted for in terms of a weak semantics for plural morphology. One might suggest that number
morphology has different semantic import depending on whether it applies to single-word quantifiers
(i.e. indefinite pronouns) or to determiners. Indeed, a contrast between these items is also attested in the
declarative domain, where some singular single-word quantifiers seem to have a weak semantics, making
them compatible with a collective predicate (e.g. “*Every student gathered” vs.“Everyone gathered”).
Acknowledgments. For helpful suggestions and comments, I thank Amir Anvari, Emmanuel Chemla, Milica Denic, Manuel
Kriz, Irene Heim, Roger Schwarzschild, and the audience of Console 25 at Leipzig University. Special thanks to Benjamin
Spector for discussions during the whole development of this work. Of course, all errors are my own.
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On competing degree morphemes in derived verbs of change in Southern Aymara
I address derived verbal predicates of change with the suffix -cha in Southern Aymara (an
agglutinative Andean language). I propose that they combine with two degree morphemes in
competition: verbal POSv and -su. -su restricts the standard of comparison to lexical/contextual
maximal values, so it is preferred over POSv when such values are available. POSv is thus
felicitous when there is no maximum.
Derived verbs of change with -cha. These denote an increase in the degree of a scale a theme
holds in an event. The bases -cha takes derive creation predicates (1) or degree achievement
kind of verbs (2) (Kennedy 2007, Beavers 2011).
(1) Juwanu uta uta-cha-i.
(2) Juwanu uta k’acha-cha-i.
John house house-cha-3s
John house beautiful-cha-3s
‘John built the house (and didn’t finish).’
‘John made the house (more) beautiful.’
-cha takes non-scalar and scalar nouns/adjectives (3). Scalar bases (3a) are open, partially
open or closed. Non-scalar bases (3b) are coerced into scalar to combine with -cha: (3bi)
involves a property open scale with dimension ‘beautiful’ just like (2,3ai): the derived verbs
are true in the same contexts. (3bii) involves a lower closed scale with dimension
‘cultivatedness’. (3biii) involves an extent closed scale measuring the degree of completion of
house construction. As adverbials (too much/a little bit) are grammatical with verbs with -cha
(4) (Kennedy 2012), a uniform treatment of them (i.e., as scalar verbs) seems appropriate.
(3)
Open scale
Partially open scale
Closed scale
ii. llusk’a ‘straight’
a. Scalar
i. k’acha ‘beautiful’
iv. phuqa ‘full’
iii. qañu ‘dirty’
b. Non-scalar i. t’ika ‘ornament’
ii. yapu ‘sown field’
iii. uta ‘house’
(4) Juwanu sinti
/ juk’aki uta a. uta-cha-i
/ b. t’ika/k’acha -cha-i.
John too much / a little bit house house-cha-3s / ornament/beautiful-cha-3s
a. ‘There was too much/a little bit of house building by John.’
b. ‘John made the house a lot/a little bit more beautiful (e.g., by decorating it).’
Adding -su. -su conveys a lexical/contextual maximal degree when combined with predicates
with -cha. Whether or not the base provides a maximum, -su always expresses maximality,
taking the maximum from context if necessary (5,6). Without -su no end point reading is
available. This matches telicity facts—the ablative -tha appears in in-adverbials; for-adverbials
lack it: in-adverbials are preferred with -su (telic reading); for-adverbials are ungrammatical
(atelic reading) (8). The pattern is reversed without -su (7). Based on this, I propose that -su is
a degree morpheme that restricts the standard of comparison to maximal values.
(5) Mariya uta uta-cha(-su)-i.
(6) Jusi ñik’uta llusk’a/qañu-cha(-su)-i
Mary house house-cha(-su)-3s
Jose hair straight/dirty-cha(-su)-3s
a. Without -su: ‘Mary built the house
a. Without -su: ‘Joe made the hair
(and didn’t finish).’
straighter/dirtied the hair.’
b. With -su: ‘Mary built the house (and
b. With -su: ‘Joe made the hair fully
finished).’
straight/dirtied the hair (to high degree).’
(7) Jaqi-naka ma: simana-{wa}/ ??ma: simana-tha uka uta uta/k’acha-ch(a)-i-{wa}.
person-PL one week-EVI
/ one week-ABL this house house/beautiful-cha-3S-EVI
‘The people built this house for a week / ??in a week.’
(8) Jaqi-naka ?*ma: simana-{wa}/ ma: simana-tha uka uta uta/k’acha-ch(a)-su-(i)-{wa}.
person-PL one week-EVI
/ one week-ABL this house house/beautiful-cha-su-3S-EVI
‘The people built this house ?*for a week / in a week.’
There is morphological evidence suggesting this kind of analysis: -su is located next to -cha
preceding all other suffixes (Gonzalo 2011), including those that change the valence of the
verb, e.g., the reflexive -si, and aspectual ones, e.g., the durative -ska—thus, -su does not seem
1
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to be an aspectual marker. This is consistent with the suggestion made in the literature (e.g.,
Pedersen 2015) that degree morphemes merge very low in the syntactic structure.
Proposal. I assume Kennedy & Levin’s (2008) differential measure function mΔ, derived
from a measure function m (a scalar base). mΔ takes an object x and an event e and returns a
degree d representing the amount x changes in the scale measured by m by participating in e. I
propose that mΔ results from combining m as an argument of -cha (I also use mΔ as a variable
below) (cf. Pedersen 2015). mΔ includes a maximum value (if m lexically includes it) and an
obligatory minimal value (x’s degree at the beginning of e). ⟦-cha⟧(⟦m⟧) is an argument of a
verbal degree morpheme including a standard function s.t. mΔ is true of x, e iff the degree d of
mΔ (the amount to which x changes in e) exceeds the value (a maximal/minimal one) of the
standard of mΔ—whose value is assigned by variable assignment g to an index i of type d.
In the spirit of Heim’s (1991) Maximize Presupposition, I propose that Aymara has two
degree morphemes in competition (9): verbal POSv (Kennedy & Levin 2008) and -su. While
g(i) could equal a maximal max or minimal min value of mΔ in POSv (10), it is restricted to max
in -su (11). The alternative with a restricted domain is preferred, so -su blocks POSv when a
lexical/contextual max(mΔ) is available/salient (9)—in a context where the house is finished
(5), or the hair ends up fully straight or dirty (6), -su is preferred to denote a lexical (build,
straighten) or contextual (dirty) max(mΔ); in contexts where the house is not finished (5), or
the hair ends up straighter or dirtier (6), POSv is used.
(9) LEXICAL ALTERNATIVES = {POSvi, -sui}, where -sui blocks POSvi if max(mΔ) is available
(10) ⟦POSvi⟧g = λmΔλxλe[mΔ(x)(e) ≥ g(i)]
(g(i) = max/min(mΔ))
(11) ⟦-sui⟧g = λmΔ : g(i) = maxi(mΔ).λxλe[mΔ(x)(e) ≥ g(i)]
(g(i) = max(mΔ))
I follow Kennedy & Levin (2008) in that Interpretive Economy guides the value g assigns
to i. When max(mΔ) is lexical, g(i) equals the lexical maximal value maxl(mΔ) (12a). When
max(mΔ) is contextual, g(i) equals a contextual maximal value maxc(mΔ) (12b). (12) is
available for -su and POSv, but dispreferred with POSv, as -su has a restricted domain. For POSv,
where no domain restriction holds (10,11), (13) is a third option, i.e., g(i) = minimal value
min(mΔ), as all mΔ include it—(13) is preferred over (12) with POSv, which follows from (9).
The denotations of (5,6) appear in (14) with -su and in (15) with POSv.
(12) a. If mΔ has a maximal value max, g(i) = maxl(mΔ).
b. If mΔ does not have a maximal value, g(i) = maxc(mΔ).
(13) If mΔ does not have a maximal value, g(i) = min(mΔ).
(14) a. ⟦(5)⟧g = λe[houseΔ(house)(e) = maxl(houseΔ)]
(12a)
g
l
c
b. ⟦(6)⟧ = λe[straightΔ / dirtyΔ (hair)(e) = max (straightΔ) / max (dirtyΔ)]
(12a,b)
(15) a. ⟦(5)⟧g = λe[houseΔ(house)(e) > min(houseΔ)]
(13)
g
b. ⟦(6)⟧ = λe[straightΔ / dirtyΔ(hair)(e) > min(straightΔ / dirtyΔ)]
(13)
Predictions. I predict that -su should be possible with lexical verbs of change that permit
max(mΔ), which is the case (e.g., t’unja- ‘destroy’), but disallowed if max(mΔ) is not available,
which is also borne out: -su does not combine with predicates with -pta/-ra, the other two
suffixes in verbs of change. -pta does not take scalar bases, and -ra/-cha differ in that -ra does
not denote a maximal value—if -su were analyzed as an aspectual marker (e.g., introducing an
event bound), it should be possible with these verbs, contrary to fact. As -su overrides POSv
with maximal values, I further predict that a telic reading is preferred with -su (8) and an atelic
one is preferred with POSv (7). Another positive outcome is that adverbials that do not target a
maximal value (e.g., juk’aki ‘a little bit’) are infelicitous with -su but are fine without it (4).
Conclusion. I provided evidence for two competing verbal degree morphemes in Aymara,
which yield different results in (derived) verbal predicates of change.
Ref. Beavers, J. 2011. On affectedness. NLLT. | Gonzalo, R. 2011. La derivación verbal en el aimara de Pomata. PUCP.
| Heim, I. 1991. Artikel und Definitheit. In Semantics Handbook. | Kennedy, C. 2007. Vagueness and Grammar. L&P |
Kennedy, C. 2012. The composition of incremental change. In Telicity, change, state. | Kennedy, C. & B. Levin. 2008.
Measure of change. In Adjectives and adverbs. | Pedersen, W. 2015. A Scalar Analysis of Again-Ambiguities. JoS.
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Extreme nouns and maximizers
Melania S. Masià (Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona)
Degree modifiers with adverbial and adjectival forms constitute an important source of information for cross-categorial manifestations of gradability. One class of such modifiers are adverbs of
completeness (completamente ‘completely’, totalmente ‘totally’) and their adjectival counterparts
(completo ‘complete’, total ‘total’) in Spanish. The former are maximizers, that is, modifiers
restricted to adjectives whose scale has a maximum (Rotstein and Winter, 2004; Kennedy and
McNally, 2005). The relation between the latter, adjectives of completeness [ACs], and an
evaluative noun [EN] seems to be degree modification as well (1).
(1) Juan es un {completo genio / total idiota / absoluto desastre}.
Juan is a complete genio total idiot absolute mess
The presence of degree modification in the nominal domain is still controversial (Bolinger, 1972;
Matushansky, 2002; Morzycki, 2009; Constantinescu, 2011; Sassoon, 2013). In this talk I use
ACs to explore nominal gradability, from its existence to the relevance of scale structure in the
lexical semantics of nouns. In particular, I argue that ENs are gradable and involve extremeness
in their semantics. In addition, ACs constitute more evidence for the presence of a semantic
gradable structure and a DegP in the NP. I show that they are maximizers and thus that scale
structure is relevant in the semantics of (at least some) nouns.
Evaluative nouns denote extreme degrees
ENs are close to adjectives (Morzycki, 2009; Constantinescu, 2011; Sassoon, 2013). This can
be observed in their occurrence in adjectival contexts like interrogatives with cómo de ‘how
much of’ (2a), the A/N of an N construction (2b), or verb-less exclamatives (2c) (Milner, 1978;
Suñer Gratacós, 1990; Hernanz, 2001; Villalba and Bartra-Kaufmann, 2010; Espinal, 2013; a.o.).
(2) a. ¿Cómo de {genio / desastre / alto / guapo / ??medico} es Juan?
‘How (much of a(n)) {genius / mess / tall / handsome / doctor} is Juan?’
b. el {desastre / #médico / ??alto / estúpido } de Juan
‘that {genius / doctor / tall / stupid } of Juan’
c. ¡{Un idiota / Un desastre / *Un médico / ??Alto / Tontı́simo / Fantástico}, este chico!
‘{An idiot / A mess / A doctor / Tall / Very dumb / Fantastic}, this guy!’
Not any gradable adjective is possible in this constructions. In fact, they need to involve some
extremeness, as the unacceptability of alto ‘tall’ shows (2b–c). I argue that the same requirement
applies to ENs. Extreme adjectives (wonderful; Cruse, 1986; Morzycki, 2012) and ENs share
a series characteristic, including ocurring with extreme degree modifiers (3a), being able to be
intensified via prosodic prominence (3b), and entailing their non-extreme counterparts (3c).
(3) a. Juan es un {sencillo / soberano} {idiota / desastre / #médico}.
‘Juan is a {downright (lit. simple) / full-on} {idiot / mess / doctor}.’
b. Juan es un {idiooota / desaaastre / ??méeedico}. J. is a(n) {iiidiot / meeess / doooctor}.’
c. Es un genio/desastre. ‘He’s a genius/mess’ ⇒ Es listo/desordenado. ‘He’s smart/sloppy.’
I propose that ENs denote extreme degrees of properties. Extremeness consists on going off the
salient scale of degrees in a context, to a point where no further distinctions between degrees are
made (Morzycki, 2012). Intuitively, in order to be an idiot, someone has to be dumb to a degree
above any expectation. ENs thus denote gradable predicates and use the same measure function
as their non-extreme counterparts. In addition, they include the requirement that the individual
possesses the property to a degree d that is situated above the contextually-provided relevant set
of degrees C for that property. Idiota (4) thus denotes the property of being dumb to a degree
that exceeds the greatest degree in the salient set of degrees in the context.
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(4) JidiotaC K = λ dλ x[d > max(C) ∧ dumb(x)(d)]
ACs are maximizers in the nominal domain
Maximizers are restricted to (upper-)closed scale adjectives (completely full but ??completely
tall) and set the degree of the property denoted by the predicate to its maximum value. As a
consequence of these semantics, they are associated with the following properties (R&W, 2004;
K&McN, 2005): First, they entail that the end of the scale has been reached, so asserting that
the individual has more of the property is contradictory. This only applies to AC + EN if one
individual is being compared (5a). However, comparing two individuals’ degree of the property
appears to be acceptable. Second, they are compatible with casi ‘almost’, but this is not the case
here (5b). Third, expressions modified by maximizers accept exceptive phrases. In this case, AC
+ EN behaves accordingly (5c). ACs display maximality behavior when modifying, for instance,
adjectival nominalizations (completa libertad ‘complete freedom’).
(5) a. Juan es un completo idiota, pero {#podrı́a serlo más / ?Pablo lo es más}.
‘Juan is a complete idiot, but {he could be / Pablo is} more of an idiot.’
b. ?? Juan es un casi completo idiota. ‘Juan is an almost complete idiot’
c. ? Juan es un completo idiota, menos en asuntos de dinero.
‘Juan is a complete idiot, except with respect to money issues.’
I argue that ACs are maximizers: they set the degree of the property to the maximal value on the
scale (6), as in K&McN (2005). However, the special features of extremeness cause the apparent
non-maximizer behavior in (5). First, it is not (so) contradictory to say that someone is more of
a complete idiot than someone else because the degrees of idiocy are all above the perspective
scale: the maximum cannot be singled out, so it is conceivable that what we originally considered
a maximum (Juan’s degree of idiocy) wasn’t so. Second, casi ‘almost’ seems to presuppose that
the maximum be identifiable. Given that the relevant degrees of idiocy are off the scale, the
difference between a complete idiot and an almost complete idiot becomes trivial (5b).
(6) JACK = λ Ghd,he,tii λ x.∃d[d = max(SG ) ∧ G(d)(x)]

Alternative analyses have focused on universal quantification over properties or dimensions
associated with the noun. (Constantinescu, 2011; de Vries, 2010, 2015). In particular, a complete
idiot would be someone that has all the properties we expect of an idiot. This is problematic for
a couple of reasons. First, most nouns have dimensions associated with them, but only a few
are compatible with ACs in the relevant reading. Second, nouns modified by ACs accept with
respect to phrases, contradicting the universal quantification over dimensions.
(7) Juan es un completo idiota con respecto al dinero. ‘Juan is a complete idiot wrt money.’
Consequences 1) A degree analysis of ENs means assuming a DegP in the extended NP
(Morzycki, 2009; de Vries, 2010). This is consistent with the modifiers in (3a), and also with
the acceptability of ENs with muy ‘very’ (muy genio/desastre ‘(lit.) very genius/mess). 2) The
analysis shows that scale maximums are relevant in the nominal domain as well, and raises
the question of whether more maximality phenomena can be found, for instance in adjectival
nominalizations (completa limpieza ‘complete cleanness’, ??completa belleza ‘complete beauty)
(cf. Constantinescu, 2011).
Selected references: Bolinger (1972). Degree Words. Mouton. Constantinescu (2011). Gradability in the Nominal Domain. PhD thesis,
U. Leiden Kennedy & McNally [K&McN] (2005). Scale structure and the semantic typology of gradable predicates. Language 81(2), 345–
381 Hernanz (2001). ¡En bonito lı́o me he metido! Notas sobre la afectividad en español. Moenia 7, 93–109. Morzycki (2009). Degree
modification of gradable nouns Natural Language Semantics 17(2), 175–203 Morzycki (2012). Adjectival extremeness. NLLT 30(2), 567–609
Rotstein & Winter [R&W] (2004). Total adjectives vs. partial adjectives NLS 12(3), 259–288 Sassoon (2013). Vagueness, Gradability and
Typicality. Brill de Vries (2010). Evaluative Degree Modification of Adjectives and Nouns. MA thesis, U. Utrecht
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Embedding weak pronouns
A. Marlijn Meijer (Universität zu Köln)
Introduction. The present paper addresses a puzzle concerning the use of weak pronouns in
embedded responses. In Dutch embedded responses, the definite pronoun het ‘it’ may be used,
see (1). In contrast, the English weak pronoun it cannot occur in embedded responses, see (2).
(1)
A: Heeft Jan de kat gevoerd? B: Ik {denk ∣ geloof} *(het) {(wel)/niet}
has Jan the cat fed
I think believe it
WEL /not
(2)
A: Did John feed the cat?
B: I {*think ∣ #believe} it.
Webber (1991) already noted for English that that is used more often to refer to propositions
than it. Note that in other environments, i.e. in responses to assertions and in topic position, it
and het behave similarly. In (3), both it and het seem to suggests that the referent was known to
the speaker already (Cornish 1992, Gundel et al. 2003), see (3). This effect is not found for the
demonstratives that/dat. From the perspective of theories on pronominal reference the different
use of the weak pronouns, in (1)-(2), and their similar behavior in (3), is puzzling.
(3)
A: Computerwetenschappers verdienen meer dan taalkundigen.
Computer.scientists
earn
more than linguists
B: {Dat ∣ Het} is verschrikkelijk.
that it
is terrible
(cf. Gundel et al. 2003:42)
Background. Existing saliency hierarchies for reference to nominal entities suggest that more
reduced pronouns signal that their antecedents are more given (Gundel et al. 1993), accessible
(Ariel 1994) or familiar (Prince 1981). Gundel et al. (2003) explain Webber’s finding in Gundel
et al.’s (1993) givenness hierarchy. This hierarchy suggests that it requires its antecedent to be
‘in focus’. Gundel et al. (2003) argue this cognitive status is not easily attained by clausally
introduced entities, as compared to entities introduced as DPs. They suggest this is due to the
low ‘world immanence’ of propositions (following Asher 1993). They further argue it signals
that the speaker knew the proposition referred to already (cf. Cornish 1992); see e.g. (3). This is
in line with the use of weak pronouns as a ‘correlate’ of factive verbs, see (4) (cf. Sudhoff 2016).
(4)
Jan betreurt het, dat Marie weggaat.
(cf. Sudhoff 2016)
Jan regrets it that Marie leaves
Note that on Gundel et al.’s (2003) account the use of Dutch het in (1) is unexpected.
Wolter (2006) extends her saliency account of nominal reference to reference to propositionlike entities with it and that. Building on work by Kratzer (1989, 2004) and Percus (2000),
Wolter argues that both it and that are evaluated with respect to a salient situation. The difference between the two is that that presupposes that the situation relative to which its referent
is interpreted is not the default situation. Default situations are situations regarding which we
evaluate the truth of propositions, i.e. ‘the situation variable associated with the main predicate’
(Wolter 2006:63). All other situation variables (e.g. those forming arguments of nouns) are
non-default ones. However, in (3), it seems that it/that are evaluated with respect to the same
situation: both proforms target the proposition introduced by A (as there is no other proposition available). To account for (3), I suppose that when both it and that may be used to refer
to propositions, the demonstratives offer a way for the speaker to distance himself from the
proposition. After all, these presuppose that the referent is not part of the default situation. This
invites the listener to infer that the speaker was not familiar with the content yet. By Heim’s
(1991) Maximize Presupposition, we infer that the speaker did know the proposition when it is
used in context like (3).
Proposal. In the following, I assume Wolter’s account of the proforms. I suggest that the difference seen in (1)-(2) are due to competition with other items that might be used in embedded
responses. I assume that the proposition-like entity targeted by the proforms is propositional
content (following Kratzer 2006, Moulton 2009, 2015).
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I suggest that in order to account for the differences and similarities between het and it,
we must take into account other embedded response strategies these languages can employ.
Focusing on affirming responses here, (5) shows that in English, speakers may embed so or
a clause involving ellipis (e.g. he did) or a null complement anaphor (NCA). Dutch does not
allow for NCA in embedded responses with think or believe, as shown in (6).1 Alternatively,
speakers can use a construction involving the quotative complementizer van (lit. ‘from’) and a
polar particle (wel/niet) (Hoeksema 2006, 2008). (7-a) shows an example of quotative van by
Hoeksema (2006). The construction van wel/niet competes with het in embedded responses, but
can be used with more predicates. Hoeksema (2006) shows that het cannot be used to respond to
a question together with e.g. zeggen ‘say’, see (7-b). Note that each of the embedded responses
in (5)-(6) are shorter, thus more economical, than those involving ‘entire’ clauses.
(5)
A: Did John feed the cat?
B: I think {so ∣ he did ∣ ∅}.
(6)
A: Heeft Jan de kat gevoerd? B: Ik denk {van wel ∣ *∅}.
has Jan the cat fed
I think from WEL
(7)
a. Dan gaan de mensen zeggen van... ja wat doen we nou eigenlijk?
then go the people say
from yes what do we NOU actually
b. Of
Jan komt? Hij zegt {#het ∣ van} wel.
(cf. Hoeksema 2006)
whether Jan comes he says it from WEL
As for the items in the English response paradigm shown in (5), I analyze the NCA as a
free variable over content (cf. Depiante 2000). As a consequence, it must refer to a salient
proposition in the speech situation. Note that on this account, the NCA lacks a definiteness
presupposition. As for so, this form seems specialized for embedded responses (cf. Needham
2012, Meijer submitted). It seems that embedded responses with so or embedded clauses do
not differ in terms of commitment. However, responses with think and NCA, which must be
accompanied by an uncertain intonation, seem to convey less certainty.
Returning to Dutch, the response with van wel/niet expresses less certainty than its counterpart with het. I suppose this is due to van, which as a quotative marker seems indicate the
individual stance of the attitude holder (see also (7-a)). Although the two kinds of embedded
responses thus compete, they also differ. I suggest that het is allowed in (1) because the competing proform, dat, is unsuitable: dat does not refer to the uniquely salient content in a default
situation. Therefore, its use would be infelicitous in response to a question. Furthermore, embedding NCA is not allowed (see (6)). I suggest that in English embedded responses, it need
not be used due to the availability of so, a small(er) embedded clause and the NCA. Embedded
it can therefore be used for more ‘established’ content.
Conclusion: I provided new cross-linguistic data concerning embedded responses and weak
pronouns that are used to refer to propositions. I accounted for the difference observed between
Dutch and English in (1)-(2) and the similarities in (3), using Wolter’s (2006) framework. A
question that remains for future research is why Dutch cannot embed NCA in embedded responses, whereas English can.
Selected references: Hoeksema (2006). Hij zei van niet, maar knikte van ja: Distributie en diachronie van
bijwoorden van polariteit. Tabu. Meijer (submitted). The pragmatics and semantics of embedded polar responses
with English so. WCCFL35. Moulton (2015). CPs: Copies and Compositionality. LI. Wolter (2006). That’s that:
the semantics and pragmatics of demonstrative noun phrases. PhD Thesis. UC Santa Cruz.
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Not all English embedding verb can take the NCA (see e.g. Grimshaw 1979, Depiante 2000), e.g. believe cannot, whereas think and know can. In Dutch, the NCA only seems to be allowed with weten ‘know’ under negation:
(i)
a.
Of
Jan komt? Ik weet (het) *(niet).
b.
A: Jan komt.
B: Ik weet *(het).
whether Jan comes I know it
not
Jan comes
I know it
Note that e.g. say in English seems to mostly embed NCA in co-occurrence with negation as well (e.g. in I couldn’t
say/You don’t say, but also compare the response: I’d say). I leave the distribution of NCA in for future research.
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Imperatives: How minimal are they?
Despina Oikonomou
(Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin)
In this talk, I present an analysis of imperatives which combines insights from both the minimal
(Portner 2004, 2007, von Fintel & Iatridou 2017 a.o.) and the modal approach (Kaufmann 2012,
Grosz 2009, Condoravdi & Lauer 2012 a.o.). Using primary evidence from Greek, I show that
none of the existent analyses alone suffices to capture a range of data which has not received
attention so far. I suggest that imperatives are mood-Phrases which denote properties of
worlds. The special meaning of imperatives is due to the presupposition contributed by the
imperative mood. As I show, this analysis results in modal semantics but without the modal
operator constituting an integral part of the imperative form itself. First, I present the crucial
data points and then I show how the present analysis can account for them.
A. Evidence for existential force in imperatives It is indisputable that imperatives can express
possibility (e.g. in permission or indifference). However, these cases both in the minimal and the
modal approach (modulo Grosz’s 2009 ambiguity approach) are treated as special. Below I show
that the existential character of imperatives is more pervasive than previously thought and
therefore cannot be accounted in the previous frameworks.
i) Scope of only Imperatives with only have been shown to be ambiguous (Haida & Repp 2011).
(1a) can mean that i) the addressee (A) is allowed to read the notes and not read the books and
ii) A is allowed to read the notes and is not allowed to read the books, as shown by the fact that
both (1c) and (1d) are compatible with (1a). (1b) only differs in that there is fronting of the onlyphrase. Critically, the only reading surviving when only fronts, is that A is allowed to read the
notes and is not allowed to read the books. (1b) is only compatible with the continuation in (1d):
(1) a. Diavase mono tis simiosis. b. Mono tis simiosis diavase.
Read.IMP only the notes
Only the notes
read.IMP
‘Read only the notes.’
c. It would be good to read the books but it’s not obligatory.
d. You are not allowed to read the books.
The data in (1) can only be explained if imperatives involve an existential modal. Fronting only
in general results in wide-scope of only as can be shown with overt modals in Greek. (2a), which
involves an overt possibility modal, is compatible with both continuations in (1c,d) whereas (2b)
is only compatible with the continuation in (1d), suggesting that after fronting, only cannot scope
below the modal (see Oikonomou 2016).
(2) a. Boris
na diavasis
mono tis simiosis.
Can.2SG SUBJ read.2SG only the notes
‘You can read only the notes.’
b. mono tis simiosis boris
na
diavasis.
only the notes can.2SG SUBJ read.2SG
ii) Scope of even The same argument can be made for the interpretation of imperatives involving
the scalar additive particle akomi ke ‘even’ as in (3a). even in (3a) can only scope above the

imperative operator because the additive presupposition cannot be satisfied otherwise due to the
semantics of vote. The unlikelihood presupposition gives us the meaning that Clinton is among
the least likely persons such that the speaker would be o.k. with the addressee voting. Crucially
only a possibility modal is felicitous in such contexts as shown in (3b) vs. (3c).
(3) a. Psifise akomi ke Clinton.
Vote even and Clinton ‘Vote even for Clinton.’

b. You can vote even for Clinton.
c. #You should vote even for Clinton.

B. Imperatives with an overt universal adverbial The data in A vouch for an existential
analysis of imperatives. Indeed, we could assume that there is an existential modal and derive the
stronger readings (commands/requests) via a strengthening mechanism (e.g. as an implicature).
However, there is clear evidence against the permanent presence of an existential modal in
imperatives. As shown in (4), a universal adverbial oposdipote can combine with an imperative
to give an unambiguously necessity interpretation. For example, fronting only as in (4b)
derives the interpretation that A must read the notes and is not obligated to read anything else
(wide-scope of only). Therefore, in contrast to (1b), only the continuation in (1c) is o.k with (4b).
(4) a. Diavase oposdipote tis simiosis.
Read.IMP definitely the notes
↝ You must read the notes.

b. Mono tis simiosis diavase oposdipote.
Only the notes
read. IMP defintely
↝ Only the notes are such that you must read them.

C. Better-Imperatives Whereas the data in A vouch for an existential and the data in B for a
universal modal, we also observe that the imperative can combine with the adverbial better
(kalitera) which as shown in (5b,c,d) is not compatible with an existential, a necessity or even a
weak necessity modal in English (and in Greek). (5a) has a comparative interpretation. It
suggests that there is an alternative (e.g. A stays) and that the prejacent is preferred (by the
speaker) over the alternative.
(5) a. Kalitera fige.
b. #You must better leave.
Better leave.IMP
c. ??You should better leave.
‘Better leave.’
d. #You can better leave.
A minimal but modal analysis Putting all the data together forces us i) to abandon the minimal
approach and ii) to abandon the idea of an all-universal or an all-existential analysis. What about
an ambiguous analysis (Grosz 2009, 2011)? Perhaps it would work but we would need a threeway ambiguity, e.g. existential, universal and comparative preference. But still it would be very
difficult to explain why in certain structures only one of the readings is available. Instead, I
suggest that the imperative form represents a special type of verbal mood, the imperative. As
such I treat the imperative as a proposition with a special mood feature, with the meaning in (6b):
(6) a. [MoodP Mood[+IMP] [TP T [VP A open the window]]] b. λw’. A opens the window in w’
The difference with a plain declarative lies in the contribution of imperative mood. Following
Schlenker’s (2005) insight, I argue that imperative mood triggers a presupposition restricting the
set of possible worlds to those compatible with the speaker’s desires, where desire is used
technically to encode desire for future possible events (cf. Iatridou 2000, for arguments in favor
of a bouletic component in the core meaning of imperatives see Condoravdi & Lauer 2012,
2016). Using Heim & Kratzer’s (1998) notation, we can represent the meaning for (6) - including
the presupposition - as in (7):

(7) λw’: w’ is compatible with speaker’s desires at w. A opens the window in w’.
As I discuss, with the meaning in (7), we can account for all the patterns in A-C. The existential
character of imperatives shown by the data in (A), is the default. When there is no overt operator
existential closure applies so that the presupposition is satisfied and derive the meaning in (8):
(8) ∃w’: w’ is compatible with speaker’s desires at w. A opens the window in w’.
In the presence of an operator, as in the case of the universal oposdipote, the quantifier will
quantify over (7) and derive a necessity interpretation:
(9) ∀w’: w’ is compatible with speaker’s desires at w. A opens the window in w’.
Finally, I analyse better as taking two propositions as its arguments and comparing them in a
scale of desirability/preference (cf. Condoravdi & Lauer 2012). Again it is critical that the
propositions which better takes as arguments do not involve any modal.
In conclusion, the present analysis can account for the diverse meanings of imperatives and also
explain their compatibility with adverbials encoding distinct quantificational force. In addition,
by treating imperative as a special mood inducing a presuppositional restriction to the set of the
worlds, it provides new perspectives in understanding the performative character of imperatives
(cf. Kaufmann 2012, 2016).
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Verb Phrase Ellipsis is discourse reference: novel evidence from dialogue
Till Poppels and Andrew Kehler (UC San Diego)
Introduction It is widely acknowledged that the licensing and interpretation of Verb
Phrase (VP) ellipsis is context-dependent, but the nature of that dependency remains
controversial. One influential family of theories maintains that VP ellipsis is licensed
only if the linguistic context provides an antecedent VP that is syntactically identical to
the elided VP (Fiengo & May, 1994). On that view, the meaning of the ellipsis clause
is derived directly from the (partially unpronounced) syntactic and lexical material at
the ellipsis site. One challenge to such ‘syntactic-identity’ theories comes from “mismatch” cases, in which the ellipsis appears to depend on antecedents that violate the
identity constraint, such as voice-mismatched VPs (Hardt, 1993; Kertz, 2013), nominals (Miller & Hemforth, 2013), adjectival phrases (Kehler, 1995), and VPs with mismatched polarity items (Merchant, 2013). An analogous challenge comes from exophoric
VP ellipsis—ellipsis in the absence of a linguistic antecedent (Miller & Pullum, 2013).
While inconsistent with syntactic-identity analyses, exophora and acceptable mismatch
cases are compatible with the alternative view that VP ellipsis involves discourse reference. On that view, it is interpreted anaphorically and licensed only when a suitable
target meaning is available in the current discourse context (cf. Miller & Pullum, 2013).
Here, we present novel evidence in support of the discourse-reference view based on
short dialogues, in which VP ellipsis is acceptable and interpretable, but does not depend
for its interpretation on the preceding VP even when that VP satisfies the syntacticidentity constraint. Consider the following example:
(1)

Spectator: Can I please see that card trick one more time?
a. Magician: I’m sorry, you can’t. [see it again]
[no-change variant]
b. Magician: I’m sorry, I can’t. [show it to you again]
[change variant]

The spectator’s utterance does two things: it poses a question to the magician, which
(a) provides a VP that could serve as the antecedent for subsequent ellipsis, and (b)
communicates an indirect speech act by implicitly submitting a request—in this case,
that a card trick be performed. The interlocutor’s response in (1-a), the no-change
variant, demonstrates that the meaning of a subsequent ellipsis clause can be provided
by the preceding VP. By contrast, the use of the first-person pronoun in (1-b), the
perspective-change variant, shifts the speaker’s perspective in a way that promotes
the alternative reading based on the implicit request. Crucially, this interpretation is
beyond the explanatory reach of syntactic-identity accounts, as well as ‘syntactic repair’
analyses (e.g. Arregui et al., 2006), which have been proposed to account for mismatch
cases: there is no repair mechanism that could recover the required antecedent VP—in
this case [vp show you the card trick again]—from the one that is given ([vp see the card
trick again]). In what follows, we report experimental evidence on the acceptability and
interpretation of VP ellipsis in dialogues like (1) in order to test diverging predictions of
syntactic-identity and discourse-reference theories.
Method 20 native English speakers read ten 2-turn dialogues like the one in (1), in
which the first utterance contained an active-voice VP (V = {see, get, hear, know, borrow}),
and the second utterance employed auxiliary-focus VP ellipsis. Participants rated the acceptability of the elliptical utterance on a 5-point Likert scale and—in the second part
of the experiment—paraphrased the ellipsis site in a free production task. The purpose
of the paraphrase task was to investigate to what extent comprehenders’ interpretation
1

(2)

After the test I wasn’t sure if I had passed or not.
As it turns out,
a. I did. [pass; *fail]
b. I didn’t. [pass; *fail]
c. it’s unlikely. [that I passed; *failed]

Acceptability

% of verb re−use

of the ellipsis deviated from the meaning denoted by the linguistic antecedent. To that
end, the paraphrases were analyzed by extracting the main verb and comparing it to
the head of the preceding VP to determine whether comprehenders’ interpretation of the
ellipsis matched the preceding VP (e.g. see—see, as in (1-a)) or not (e.g. see—show in
(1-b)). Experimental items were interspersed with 20 non-elliptical and 20 elliptical filler
dialogues, and the latter were used to establish independent upper- and lower-bound
baselines for the acceptability and interpretation of run-of-the-mill VP ellipsis (upperbound example: Can you see the remote control? —I can’t, sorry.; lower-bound: Bill is
popular, isn’t he?. —Yes, but Sarah admires him more than he is by anyone else.).
Predictions If, as we expect, comprehenders’ interpretation of the ellipsis clause in
change items differs from the meaning denoted by the preceding VP (as exemplified
by the see—show mismatch in (1-b)), syntactic-identity analyses would predict these
utterances to be severely degraded in acceptability, since the interpretation they receive
lacks a matching linguistic antecedent. The discourse-reference view, on the other hand,
predicts change items to be more acceptable than lower-bound elliptical fillers, and
comparable to the reference point provided by their no-change counterparts.
Results The results are consistent with the predictions of the
discourse-reference view: despite the strong tendency for change
1.00
items to deviate in their interpretation from the preceding VP
0.75
(5% re-use of the preceding verb, compared to 74% for their nochange counterparts; β = 4.47, p < .001; see Fig. 1), they were
0.50
much more acceptable than lower-bound elliptical fillers (β = 1.39,
0.25
p < 0.001), and only slightly less acceptable than their nochange counterparts (β = −0.22, p = 0.011; cf. Fig. 2).
0.00
change
no change
Discussion The results demonstrate that VP ellipsis can be acPerspective
ceptable even when its interpretation is fundamentally different Figure 1: Verb re-use in
from the meaning denoted by the preceding VP. While these re- experimental items comsults are inconsistent with syntactic-identity accounts and syntac- pared to upper-bound
tic repair analyses, they are compatible with the view that VP elliptical fillers (dashed
ellipsis receives its meaning through discourse reference—a pro- line).
cess that is, in principle, compatible with inferred referents.
0.5
The results also raise a series of new questions. Consider:
0.0

−0.5

−1.0
change

no change

Perspective

Figure 2:

Acceptabil-

Both (2-a) and (2-b) appear to be strictly limited to the mean- ity (z-scores) of experiing denoted by the antecedent VP, even though the possibility of mental items compared
having failed the test is easily inferred from the phrase passed or to elliptical filler means
not. The same limitation appears to apply to the propositional (dashed lines).
anaphora in (2-c): it cannot mean that I failed. A follow-up study to tease apart the
interpretational flexibility of (1) and the “rigidity” of (2) is currently under design.
Arregui, A., Clifton, C., Frazier, L., & Moulton, K. (2006). Processing elided verb phrases with flawed antecedents: The recycling
hypothesis. Journal of Memory and Language, 55(2), 232246. • Fiengo, R., & May, R. (1994). Indices and identity (Vol. 24). MIT
Press. • Hardt, D. (2003). Sloppy Identity, Binding, and Centering. Proceedings of SALT XIII, (Wescoat 1989), 109126. • Kehler,
A. (1995). Interpreting cohesive forms in the context of discourse inference. • Kertz, L. (2013). Verb phrase ellipsis: the view from
information structure. Language. • Merchant, J. (2013). Polarity Items under Ellipsis. Diagnosing Syntax, (January), 44162. • Miller,
P., & Hemforth, B. (2013). Verb Phrase Ellipsis with Nominal Antecedents, (1976), 3436. • Miller, P., & Pullum, G. K. (2013).
Exophoric VP Ellipsis. The Core and the Periphery: Data-Driven Perspectives on Syntax Inspired by Ivan A. Sag, 532.
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Embedding Non-Restrictive Relative Clauses
Claudia Poschmann (Goethe-Universität Frankfurt a.M.)
Outline: Schlenker (2013) argues that, contrary to standard assumptions (e.g. Arnold
2005, Potts 2005, Simons et al. 2010), non-restrictive relatives (NRRCs) can take narrow
scope with respect to operators of the matrix clause. He mentions this embeddability
to be limited to sentence-final NRRCs that establish a coordinating discourse relation
(Asher & Lascarides 2003) to the matrix clause. These restrictions match the characteristics formulated in Holler (2005) for ”continuative” NRRCs, which she assumes to
di↵er in structure from appositive RCs. In three experiments, we tested the availability
of embedded readings for sentence-final NRRCs in German conditionals and investigated
whether this embeddability was restricted to continuative NRRCs.
Experiments: In Exp. 1, with 62 participants and 18 items, we tested the availability of embedded readings depending on the clause-type of the embedded construction
(NRRCs, ”and”-conjunctions, V2-parenthesis). According to Holler (2005), continuatives
are restricted to event-predicate type. Hence, we additionally manipulated the predicate-type (event vs. state). Each item consisted of a little context-story and a target
sentence. The participants had to judge whether the target was appropriate as part of a
summary of the information given by the story. The stories were constructed such that
the wide-scope reading and a modal subordination reading of the target sentences were
ruled out. The targets in (1) were presented in a context in which Gerd got bitten by
a poisonous snake and only can be saved if he reaches Dr. Meier and Dr. Meier gives
him the right anti-dot. The context made clear that we don’t know, whether Gerd can
be saved even if he reaches Dr. Meier, since it’s unclear whether Dr. Meier has got
the right anti-dot available. Thus, if the participants only got a wide-scope or modally
subordinated reading (similar to (1-d)), according to which Gerd is saved as soon as he
reaches Dr. Meier (because in this case Dr. Meier will for sure inject him the right
anti-dot), they were expected to reject the target as part of a summary of the context.
Only if the participants interpreted the NRRC as contributing conjunctively to the antecedent of the if -clause (such as the conjunction in (1-b)), were they expected to accept
the target sentence as a summary of the context-story. (1-a) to (1-c) give an example
for a test item with event-predicate type in the three clause-type conditions of Exp. 1.
In Exp. 2, with 22 participants and 12 items, we directly compared the interpretation
of sentence-internal NRRCs (1-a) and the corresponding matrix clauses in sentence-final
position ((1-d)), again each with event and state predicate. The most salient discourse
relations for the event-type were Narration/Result and for the state-type Explanation/Background. In Narration/Result, the occurrence of the event in the NRRC
is dependent on the event in matrix clause, which might favor an embedded interpretation. In Exp. 3, with 43 participants and 12 items, we therefore only tested NRRCs and
either forced a Contrast-interpretation, which should block this e↵ect, or Narration
interpretation by inserting either ”dann” (then) or ”wider Erwarten” (counter intuitions).
(1)

Target-Sentences:
a. Wenn Gerd rechtzeitig Dr. Meier erreicht, der ihm das passende Gegengift
verabreicht, kann er gerettet werden. (If Gerd reaches Dr. Meier in time,
who gives him the right anti-dot, can he be saved)
b. Wenn (. . . ) und der ihm das passende Gegengift verabreicht, (. . . ).
(If (. . . ) and he gives him the right anti-dot, (. . . ))
1

c.
d.

Wenn (. . . ) (der verabreicht ihm das passende Gegengift), (. . . ).
(If (. . . ) (he gives him the right anti-dot), (. . . ))
Wenn Gerd rechtzeitig Dr. Meier erreicht, kann er gerettet werden. Der gibt
ihm das passende Gegengift. (If Gerd reaches Dr. Meier in time, can he
be saved. He will give him the right anti-dot.)

Results: The results of Exp. 1-3 show that NRRCs indeed can be interpreted as embedded. In Exp.1, we found an e↵ect of clause type (p <0.001) as well as an e↵ect
of predicate type (p <0.001). NRRCs with event predicates got overall acceptance
rates about 49 percent, lower than the corresponding conjunctions (0.92), but significantly higher than the matrix-clause-parenthesis (0.21). NRRCs with state predicate
rated nearly as low (0.25) as the corresponding matrix-clause parenthesis. The contrast
(p <0.001) between NRRCs with event predicate and the corresponding matrix clause
parenthesis indicates that the observed embeddability is not only a discourse e↵ect but
the result of a structural embedding of the NRRCs. In Exp. 2, event-NRRCs again rated
higher (0.51) than state-NRRCs (0.29) (p <0.001) and higher than the postponed matrix
clauses (0.09)(p <0.001), on which a variation of predicate type had no e↵ect. In Exp3,
the predicate-e↵ect was still significant (p <0.01), but acceptance rates raised importantly for all conditions, even for those with state predicates, with Contrast sentences
rating significantly (p <0.01) better (0.82/0.78) than those with Narration(0.70/0.61).
The high acceptance of state-NRRCs in Exp. 3 rules out that embedding is only available with continuative RCs. We can make sense of the great acceptance of Contrast
sentences, if we consider that inserting ”wider Erwarten” not only forces a Contrast
relation, but also blocks the competing wide scope or modal subordination reading of
the NRRC. Discussion: The data show that NRRCs in German can be interpreted as
embedded. Coordinating discourse relations improve the embeddability, but embeddability is not restricted to ”continuatives” (Holler 2005). This is compatible with Schlenker
(2013), who suggests that NRRCs can be interpreted at any sentential node (IP or CP).
His analysis, however, is not fully compositional and does not account for his second observation that embedding is limited to sentence-final NRRCs. We will suggest that NRRCs
are attached at DP-level. NRRC and matrix proposition are linked by a (conjunctive)
relation. In internal position of the NRRC, this relation cannot be interpreted and has
to be resolved by the pragmatics at discourse level. In this case, the NRRC is interpreted
as an independent speech act, which is (not-)at-issue depending on position (Koev 2013)
and discourse structure (Jasinskaja 2016). An extraposed NRRC can be attached to any
sentential node to which it is right-adjacent. In this case, the relation holding between
the NRRC and the matrix clause can be interpreted locally and the NRRC contributes
locally to the at-issue content of the matrix clause. A general preference for high attachment disprefers embedded interpretations even in the extraposed case. Embedded
readings, however, can be forced either by ruling out the competing wide-scope readings
(as in our Contrast cases) or by establishing a coordinating discourse relation which
comes with a strong ”connectivity” (Wang et. al 2005).
References: Asher, N. & Lascarides, A. (2003). Logics of Conversation. Cambridge/ Holler, A.(2005):
Weiterführende Relativsätze. Berlin./Jasinskaja, K. (2016). Salience and (not-)at-issue status of subordinate clauses. In: SuB 2016, 111-112./ McCawley, J.D.(1982). Parentheticals and discontinuous
constituent structure. In: Linguistic Inquiry, 13(1): 91–106./ Koev, T. (2013). Apposition and the
Structure of Discourse. PhD Rutgers./ Potts, C. (2005). The logic of conventional implicatures. Oxford./ Schlenker, P. (2013). Supplements without bidimensionalism. semanticsarchive.net/ Simons, M.
et al. (2010). What projects and why. In: SALT, 20, 309–321./Wang et al. information dependency in
quantificational subordination. In: Heusinger et.al. (eds.).Where semantics meets pragmatics. 267-306.
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Presuppositional implicatures: Quantity or Maximize Presupposition?
Vincent Rouillard and Bernhard Schwarz
McGill University
1. Introduction. It is uncontroversial that hearers routinely draw inferences, so-called “presuppositional implicatures” (PIs, [5]), with reference to competing, presuppositionally stronger,
alternatives to speakers’ actual statements. But there is no consensus on the pragmatic principle
driving PIs: elaborating on [3], some ([1],[4],[8]) posit a principle of Maximize Presupposition
(MP); others ([5],[9]) analyze PIs as Gricean Quantity implicatures (QIs). Here we (i) observe
that the MP account predicts more potential inferences than the QI account, and (ii) argue that
those additional inferences are indeed attested, hence that a MP principle is needed.
2. A curious contrast. We build on [6]’s observation that competition of S with a presuppositionally stronger S’ may or may not support inferences about the speaker s’s beliefs about the
presupposition of S’, p(S’). S in (1) and (2) invites the hearer h’s PI inference ¬bels (p(S’)),
i.e. the inference that s does not believe p(S’): (1)S implies that s does not believe that s has a
sister; (2)S implies that s does not believe that s’s apartment has exactly one bathroom.
(1) S: Al believes that I have a sister. (2) S: A bathroom in my apartment is flooded.
S’: Al knows that I have a sister.
S’: The bathroom in my apartment is flooded.
Notably, (3)S and (4)S do not, at least not obligatorily, give rise to the corresponding PIs: (3)
does not imply that s does not believe that Ed has a sister; and (4) does not imply that s does
not believe that s’s seminar has exactly one Dutch student.
(3) S: Al believes that Ed has a sister. (4) S: A Dutch student in my seminar speaks Chol.
S’: Al knows that Ed has a sister.
S’: The Dutch student in my seminar speaks Chol.
3. Ease of accommodation. Following [6], we take this contrast between (1)/(2)S and (3)/(4)S
to correlate with a contrast between (1)/(2)S’ and (3)/(4)S’ in terms of “ease of accommodation”, reflecting a difference in information theoretic surprisal and/or speaker reliability: in
(1)/(2) but not in (3)/(4), h’s accommodation of p(S’) would be “easy”.
4. Quantity implicature (QI). The QI account of PIs ([5],[9]) capitalizes on the common view
that presuppositional content can be informative for h, viz. if h is led to accommodate it (e.g.,
[2]). In this view, S’ in (1)/(2) is strictly more informative than S, given identical asserted
contents, a(S) = a(S’), and the (stronger) presupposition of S’, p(S’)⊂p(S), which ensures that
a(S’)∧p(S’) ⊂ a(S)∧p(S). Familiar Quantity reasoning (e.g., [7]) will then lead h to infer
¬bels (a(S’)∧p(S’)). Given a(S) = a(S’) (as in (1)–(4)), and assuming bels (a(S)) (by Gricean
Quality), it moreover follows that ¬bels (p(S’)), as intended. But what explains the absence of
the inference ¬bels (p(S’)) in (3)/(4)S? The obvious answer, we suggest, is that presuppositions
must be easy to accommodate in order to qualify as new information for Quantity reasoning. If
so, then S’ is more informative than S for the purposes of QI in (1)/(2), but not in (3)/(4). This
yields a QI for S in (1)/(2), but not in (3)/(4), capturing the contrast described above.
5. No inferences predicted. Note crucially that, if S’ in (3)/(4) indeed does not qualify as
being more informative than S, then the familiar Quantity reasoning employed under the QI
account of PIs cannot derive any inferences about p(S’).
6. A latent inference. We submit, however, that cases like (3)S/(4)S sometimes are judged to
induce PI inferences about p(S’). We illustrate this with (4)S. While we maintain that (4)S does
not routinely invite the inference ¬bels (p(S’)), this inference could emerge under particular
circumstances. Imagine a context where, for some reason, h assumes that bels (belh (p(S’))),
i.e., h assumes that s takes h to believe that there is exactly one Dutch student in the seminar; in
that case, we intuit that (4)S can invite h to infer ¬bels (p(S’)), and even bels (¬p(S’)), i.e., that
s takes the seminar to actually have more than one Dutch student. In support of this assessment,
we present the observation that in the context provided, (5) can be felicitous as h’s reply to (4)S.
(5) Wow, nice, what are the odds of that! By the way, you seem to be assuming that there is
more than one Dutch student in the seminar. Did you finally get to see the class roster?

In this reply, h’s question about how s came to believe ¬p(S’) presupposes that bels (¬p(S’)),
and hence that ¬bels (p(S’)). So the felicity of (5) supports our claim that in the context given,
(4)S supports h’s inference ¬bels (p(S’)).
7. The puzzle. The mere observation that PIs can depend on context is consistent with a QI
analysis of PIs. After all, ease of accommodation, and hence informativeness, is surely context
dependent. However, under the QI analysis, the particular manipulation of the context proposed
above is clearly not expected to have the observed effect. By assuming that bels (belh (p(S’))),
h is guaranteed to assume that s does not consider S’ more informative for h than S! Therefore,
irrespective of ease of accommodation, h is not predicted to draw any QI about p(S’).
8. Maximize Presupposition (MP). We propose that the puzzle is resolved under [6]’s elaboration of [1]’s analysis of PIs. The analysis rests on a MP principle that we render as in (6).
(6) A speaker s addressing a hearer h will not use S if there is an alternative S’ such that:
i. p(S’)⊂p(S) ∧ a(S’) = a(S)
ii. bels (p(S’)) ∧ [bels (belh (p(S’))) ∨ eacs,h (p(S’))]
Here eacs,h (p(S’)) says that given s’s utterance of S’, p(S’) would be easy for h to accommodate. So, (6) states that s will not use S if there is a presuppositionally stronger, but otherwise
equivalent, alternative S’, such that: s believes p(S’) and s believes that h, too, believes p(S’)
or else believes that h will easily accommodate p(S’).
9. The latent inference is derived. The latent inference for (4)S now follows straightforwardly. We detected this inference in a context where h assumes bels (belh (p(S’))). In such
a context, clause (6)ii reduces to bels (p(S’)); and since S and S’ in (4) meet the condition in
(6)i, the presumption that s adheres to (6) will lead h to infer that (6)ii does not hold, hence
¬bels (p(S’)). An “epistemic step” ([7]) can strengthen this further to bels (¬p(S’)).
10. The contrast is derived, too. The MP analysis moreover replicates the QI analysis’ success
of capturing the contrast between (1)/(2) and (3)/(4). Ease of accommodation in (1)/(2), i.e. the
truth of eacs,h (p(S’)), suffices to ensure that clause (6)ii again reduces to bels (p(S’)), capturing
the routine inference ¬bels (p(S’)). In contrast, since accommodation is not easy in (3)/(4),
i.e. given ¬eacs,h (p(S’)), ¬bels (p(S’)) (and hence bels (¬p(S’))) is only a latent inference, an
inference dependent on a context that establishes bels (belh (p(S’))).
11. A symmetric latent inference. The MP analysis predicts a further possible latent inference
for cases where accommodation is not easy. Consider a case where ¬eacs,h (p(S’)), but where
context leads h to assume that bels (p(S’)). In that case, we expect h to be able to draw the
latent inference that ¬bels (belh (p(S’))). Imagine, then, that h assumes that s believes that there
is exactly one Dutch student in the seminar. We expect that (4)S could lead h to infer that that
s does not believe that h believes that there is exactly one Dutch student in the seminar. We
suggest that intuitions support this prediction. As evidence, we offer the observation that on
the assumption that h assumes bels (p(S’)), h might felicitously reply to (4)S as in (7), where h
explicitly signals having inferred bels (¬belh (p(S’))), and hence ¬bels (belh (p(S’))).
(7) Wow, nice, what are the odds of that! By the way, you talk as though I didn’t know that
there is only one Dutch student in the seminar. What makes you think so?
12. Conclusion. We have compared a Quantity based account of Presuppositional Implicatures with an account in terms of a Maximize Presupposition principle. For a class of cases
exemplified by (1) and (2), where accommodation is “easy”, the two accounts predict much
the same inferences. But for cases like (3) and (4), where accommodation is not easy, only
the MP account predicts a pair of attested “latent”, contextually supported, inferences about the
stronger alternative’s presuppsition. This suggests that the MP principle is needed. We have not
presented a direct argument against the Quantity based analysis of Presuppositional Implicatures. However, if we are correct that a MP principle is needed, we have yet to see compelling
evidence that presuppositions count for informativity in Gricean Quantity reasoning.

References. [1] Chemla 2008. An epistemic step for anti-presuppositions. JoS. [2] von Fintel
2008. What is presupposition accommodation, again? [3] Heim 1991. Artikel und Definitheit.
in von Stechow and Wunderlich (eds). [4] Lauer in press. On the status of ‘Maximize Presupposition’. SALT 26. [5] Leahy 2016. On presuppositional implicatures. Topoi. [6] Rouillard
and Schwarz 2016. Epistemic narrowing. talk at NELS 47. [7] Sauerland 2004. Scalar implicatures in complex sentences. L&P. [8] Sauerland 2008. Implicated presuppositions. In Anita
Steube (ed.). [9] Schlenker 2012. Maximize Presupposition and Gricean reasoning. NLS.

Modal arguments of preference predicates as an exception to Percus’ Generalization X
Frank Sode – Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universität Frankfurt am Main
Introduction: Percus Generalization X. Percus (2000) famously formulates two binding conditions for
situation pronouns. This talk addresses the ﬁrst of these two conditions:
(1)

Generalization X: The situation pronoun that a verb selects for must be coindexed with the
nearest λ above it.

At the end of his paper, Percus reformulates this generalization against the background of the assumption
of moving relative world-pronouns:
(2)

“On this way of looking at things, to say that the structures [. . . ] obey Generalization X is to
say that the relative pronoun whose movement makes the VP into a proposition must move from
the situation position in the structure the verb projects. It cannot move, say, from the situation
position inside the DP.” (Percus, 2000, p. 228)

In this paper, I argue that there is an exception to this generalization: The exception is the case where
the DP is identical with the relative pronoun. The relevant examples are modal arguments of preference
comparatives as in (3) illustrated for German:
(3)

Es ist besser, wenn du gehst.
It is better if
you go
‘It is better, if you go’

The motivation Lassiter (2011) sketches a semantics for sentences of this kind. But he doesn’t give
an explicit compositional semantics. My claim here is that the assumption that the DP is a relative
world pronoun is the only non-standard assumption we have to make to otherwise get a straight-forward
compositional semantics for these constructions that can be conservative about the semantics of the
comparative morpholgy and the semantic contribution of the conditional. To show this I will give a
detailed semantics for the adjective gut (‘good’) that restates a classical Kratzer-style modal semantics
with degrees. The basic assumption for this will be that degrees of goodness are equivalence classes
of possible worlds that are equally “good” relative to a given conversational background. This is in the
spirit of Cresswell (1976) and similar to Lassiter (2011).
(4)
(5)

�gut(s(st)t)dsst �g = λf . λd. λw� . λw. GOODw,f (w� ) �f (w) d
GOOD w,g (w � )

= [w� ]g(w) , where [w� ]g(w) ∈ Degg(w) (Degg(w) = the set of equivalence classes
with respect to the conversational background g: {[w� ]g(w) | w� ∈ F(>g(w) )})

This restatement of the semantics with degrees allows us to make use of existing theories of comparatives,
see Heim (2001), von Stechow (2012) amongst others, to account for the comparative morphology in a
compositional way.
The semantics for the conditional clauses can also stay classical: I assume a slight modiﬁcation of
the version in Heim (1992):
(6)

[ λ1 [ w1 [[[(st)(st)st � R2 ] [st if ϕ ]] [st ψ ]]]]

(7)

���g = λR. λp. λq. λw. (∀w� )[[R(w)(w� ) ∧ Sim(p)(w)(w� )] → q(w� )]

The most straight-forward way to combine these two theory-parts is to assume that the DP es is a relative
pronoun of worlds. The core semantics is the following (the free degree pronoun d2 is a simpliﬁcation for
expositional reasons; its the semantic argument-position of either the POS-operator or the comparative
clause):

1

(8)

� [ λ1 [ w1 [[ λ2 [ w1 ES2 d2 gut f3 ist ]] [ � R4 wenn ϕ ]]]] �g =
λw. (∀w� )[g(4)(w)(w� ) ∧ Sim(�ϕ�g )(w)(w� ) → GOODg(3),w (w� ) �g(3)(w) g(2)

The assumption that the es-DP in subject-position has to be a relative world-pronoun for type reasons
motivates to add the exception to Percus Generalization X.
Additional evidence. Additional evidence comes from the licensing of subjunctive morphology in the
root clause. The picture we ﬁnd for German is that there is a strong preference for “mood-matching”
(similar as for the antecendens and consequens of conditionals), i.e., we ﬁnd indicative/subjunctive in
the matrix when we ﬁnd indicative/subjunctive in the wenn-clause.
(9)

a.
b.

besser, wenn du {gehst / *gingest}.
Es ist
you {go.IND / go.SUBJ}
It be.IND better if
‘It is better, if you go’
Es wäre
besser, wenn du {?gehst / gingest}.
It be.SUBJ better if
you {go.IND / go.SUBJ}
‘It would be better, if you go’

According to the semantics given above, we don’t have a conditionalized assessment of goodness, but
an actual assessment of the goodness of certain conditions. This is as it should be: (9-b), for example,
doesn’t mean that under different circumstances I would prefer that you leave but that I here and now
prefer certain conditions to hold. This means: The conditional is not used as a sentential modal operator
but like a quantiﬁer in subject position of a preference predicate. Since we have a non-standard use of the
modal, we don’t get the standard licensing conditions for matrix mood between the modal and the verb.
How then is the morphology licensed? The new hypothesis that the DP es is a relative world-pronoun
allows us to explain the licensing of matrix mood as a case of subject-verb-agreement. The idea is that
es besides its nominal features inherits the mood feature of the conditional clause and licenses the verbal
mood of the matrix verb via subject-verb-agreement. Similar claims have been made for the temporal
domain, see Pesetsky & Torrego (2004).
Application to that clauses. To further illustrate the plausibility of the claim, I compare the conditions
of use of wenn- (‘if’) and dass- (‘that’) clauses in these constructions and show that, ﬁrst, the conditions
of use match the discribed conditions of use for conditionals in Kratzer (1978) and for volitive attitudes
in Heim (1992) that share the core ingridients of this proposal. Second, I show that the conditions of use
are predicted on this account under the assumption of von Fintel (1997)’s semantics for the subjunctive in
conditionals and the assumption that the factive that-clauses denote facts as proposed by Kratzer (2006).
It is also predicted that dass-clauses cannot be used in combination with the subjunctive (10).
(10)

besser, {wenn / *dass} du gingest.
Es wäre
/ that} you go.SUBJ
It be.SUBJ better {if

Cresswell, Maxwell John. 1976. The semantics of degree 261–292. New York: Academic Press. •
von Fintel, Kai. 1997. The presupposition of subjunctive conditionals. In Orin Percus & Uli Sauerland
(eds.), MIT Working Papers in Linguistics, Vol. 25. • Heim, Irene. 1992. Presupposition Projection
and the Semantics of Attitude Verbs. Journal of Semantics 9.3. 183–221. • Heim, Irene. 2001. Degree
operators and scope 214–239. Berlin: Akademie-Verlag. Kratzer, Angelika. 2006. • Kratzer, Angelika.
2006. Decomposing attitude verbs. Available on: semanticsarchive.net • Lassiter, Daniel. 2011. Measurement and modality: The scalar basis of modal semantics: NYU dissertation. • Percus, Orin. 2000.
Constraints on Some Other Variables in Syntax. Natural Language Semantics 9.1. 173-229. • Pesetsky,
David & Esther Torrego. 2004. Tense, case, and the nature of syntactic categories. Cambridge, Mass.:
MIT Press. • von Stechow, Arnim. 2012. Syntax and semantics: An overview. In von Heusinger Klaus
Maienborn, Claudia & Paul Portner (eds.), Semantics: An International Handbook of Natural Language
Meaning HSK 33.3, 2173–2223. Berlin: de Gruyter.
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The semantics of sufficiency and excess
Linmin Zhang, Concordia University (zhanglinmin@gmail.com)

Overview. We argue against the view that enough- and too-constructions, which typically
express sufficiency and excess, include in their lexical entry (hidden) modals or conditionals
that lead to actuality-related entailment. Instead, we propose that they only express relations
between individuals and extents (or intervals) in a certain dimension, and inferences with
regard to actuality entailment follow directly from the structure of extents (plus pragmatics).
Background. Karttunen (1971) first pointed out that enough- and too-constructions are
similar to implicative predicates such as manage to in having an implicative reading, i.e.,
they imply that their complement holds (e.g., (1)) or fails to hold (e.g., (2)). To account
for this, Meier (2003) proposed that enough and too are quantifiers that relate an extent
predicate and an incomplete conditional and interpreted as comparisons between two extents
(see (1a) and (2a)). As Hacquard (2005, 2006) pointed out, under Meier (2003)’s analysis, the
implicative reading of (1) (i.e., John actually left) is of a pragmatic nature and depends on
contexts: actuality entailment of enough-constructions is due to a totally realistic accessibility
relation in interpreting the possibility modality such that it only picks out the actual world,
guaranteeing that the complement holds in the actual world.
(1)

(Yesterday / Usually,) John was clever enough to leave.
Enough-constructions
a. Meier (2003): the value v s.t. John was v-clever is greater than or equal to
the minimum of all values v 0 s.t. if John was v 0 -clever, John was able to leave.
b. Hacquard: [[(1)]] presupposes that there is a degree of cleverness sufficient and
necessary for someone to leave (in all accessible worlds w, if someone had this
degree, he left), and asserts that John had this degree.

(2)

John was too lazy to walk to school.
Too-constructions
a. Meier (2003): the value v s.t. John is v-lazy is greater than the maximum
of all values v 0 s.t. if John is v 0 -lazy, John was able to walk to school.
b. Hacquard: [[(2)]] presupposes that there is a degree of diligence sufficient and
necessary for someone to walk to school (in all accessible worlds w, if someone had
this degree, he walked to school), and asserts that John didn’t have this degree.

However, based on the contrast between French perfective and imperfective sentences (see
(3) and (4)) (English is ambiguous on this), Hacquard (2005, 2006) claimed that actuality
entailment of enough-constructions is not due to pragmatics. Instead, she proposed that the
meaning of enough / too contains a definite description of degrees that triggers a presupposition,
and this presupposition establishes an equivalence relation between a degree of adjective and
the realization of the complement (see (1b) and (2b)). The non-implicative reading of (4) is
due to the presence of a genericty operator that can include non actual worlds.
(3)

(4)

Jean a été
assez rapide pour s’enfuir (# mais il ne s’est pas enfui.)
Jean was-perfective enough quick for escape
but he didn’t
escape
‘John was quick enough to escape, but he didn’t escape.’
; actuality entailment

Jean était
assez rapide pour s’enfuir (mais il ne s’est pas enfui.)
Jean was-imperfective enough quick for escape but he didn’t
escape
‘John was quick enough to escape, but he didn’t escape.’
6; actuality entailment
1

New data. Here we argue that due to the existence of naturally occurring examples like (5),
in which enough- and too-constructions are conjoined, previous analyses cannot be on the
right track: no matter actuality entailment is semantically or pragmatically encoded, they
predict that (5) is contradictory, but it is not. (5) simply means that the café cannot host a
meeting. This example suggests 3 points: (i) hidden modals or conditionals cannot be part of
the intrinsic meaning of enough- and too-constructions; (ii) while enough is associated with
necessary conditions for something to happen, too is associated with sufficient conditions for
something not to happen; (iii) as already pointed out in previous literature (e.g., Kennedy
1999), things or events can be measured in multiple dimensions. Obviously, in each dimension,
there is a range of values that makes it favorable or feasible for something to happen, thus
hidden modals should be part of the meaning postulates of the complement of enough or too.
(5)

This café was large enough but too noisy for us to have a meeting.
Meier and Hacquard’s prediction: The café can and cannot host a meeting.

Proposal. (6) and (7) show our analyses for enough and too. They each take three arguments:
a scalar adjective, an interval, and an individual. The interval indicates a range of values
that makes it favorable or feasible for something to happen, and thus this information is
provided by the complement of enough or too. The scalar adjective provides the information
of dimension. The use of enough presupposes the existence of a lower bound, and the use of
too presupposes the existence of an upper bound. Obviously, exceeding the upper bound leads
to a sufficient condition for something not to happen, while reaching the lower bound leads
to a necessary condition for something to happen (see the closeness of intervals in (6) and
(7), and negative sentences have this reversed). Actuality entailment of enough-constructions
arises when there is pragmatic meaning strengthening: i.e., we assume a sentence provides
both necessary and sufficient information (cf. the use of numbers in I ate 3 apples). In French
imperfectives, a silent genericity operator allows exceptions and thus cancels this entailment.
def

(6)

[[enough]]hhdt,eti,hdt,etii = λShdt,eti .λIhdti .λxe .S-dimensionhe,dti (x) ⊆ [Ilower bound , +∞)
I.e., in the dimension associated with the scalar adjective S, the measurement of x
reaches the lower bound of the interval I.

(7)

[[too]]hhdt,eti,hdt,etii = λShdt,eti .λIhdti .λxe .S-dimensionhe,dti (x) ⊆ (Iupper bound , +∞)
I.e., in the dimension associated with the scalar adjective S, the measurement of x
exceeds the upper bound of the interval I.

(8)

[[tall]]hdt,eti = λIhdti .λxe .[heighthe,dti (x) ⊆ I]

(9)

[[John is too tall for gymnastics]]
LF: [[[[[too]]hhdt,eti,hdt,etii [[tall]]hdt,eti ][[for gymnastics]]hdti ][[John]]e ]
[[(9)]] ⇔ height(John) ⊆ (Iupper bound for gymnastics , +∞)
I.e., the height of John exceeds the upper bound for gymnastics.
Presupposition: there is an upper bound for gymnastics in the dimension of height.

(10)

[[Mary is tall enough for basketball]]
LF: [[[[[enough]]hhdt,eti,hdt,etii [[tall]]hdt,eti ][[for basketball]]hdti ][[Mary]]e ]
[[(10)]] ⇔ height(Mary) ⊆ [Ilower bound for basketball , +∞)
I.e., the height of Mary reaches the lower bound for basketball.
Presupposition: there is a lower bound for basketball in the dimension of height.

def

def

References. Hacquard. 2005. SuB 9.; 2006. SALT 15. | Karttunen. 1971. Language 47. | Kennedy. 1999. | Meier. 2003. NLS 11:1.
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Grammaticality and Meaning Shift
Márta Abrusán
IRIT Toulouse / CNRS

It has been argued that some sentences are felt ungrammatical because
they are analytic (e.g. “There is every philosopher in the garden” cf. Barwise
and Cooper 1981). Similar explanations have been give to other constructions, cf. Chierchia 1984, 2004, 2006, von Fintel 1993, Gajewski 2002, Fox
and Hackl 2007, Abrusán 2007/2014. . . However, in many cases analytic sentences are acceptable or merely semantically anomalous (e.g. “Every woman
is a woman”). How should we explain this difference?
Chierchia and McConnell-Ginet (1990) and Kamp and Partee (1995) proposed that ungrammaticality does not arise when the meaning of predicates
in analytical sentences is restricted by meaning shift. I will elaborate on this
proposal using methods from Distributional Semantics.
Distributional Semantics is a computational approach to semantics designed to capture the meaning of words based on their distributions in context. It sheds new light on the nature of meaning shift during semantic composition that is also at work in the case of the interpretation of grammatical
analytical sentences. I discuss preliminary results of joint work with N. Asher
and T. van de Cruys that show that the same computational method that
captures meaning shifts of lexical predicates (in particular, adjectives and
nouns) does not show relevant types of meaning shifts with logical vocabulary
(in particular, determiners). This suggests that analytical sentences whose
analyticity depends on the logical vocabulary will not be reinterpretable by
meaning shift and should be ungrammatical.
In sum, I argue that Distributional Semantics leads to a better understanding of what aspects of lexical meaning can or cannot shift in context.
These results support a two-tier view of lexical meaning, as proposed in Asher
(2011), according to which lexical items have both an internal and an external meaning. Our results suggest that meaning shift can only affect internal
meaning.
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Miners and Modals
David Boylan
This paper extends the miners problem from Kolondy and MacFarlane 2010 to epistemic ‘should’s.
I show these cases clarify the nature of the problem: in particular, non-probabilistic extensions of
the classic semantics for ‘should’ fail to account for them. I show that a hybrid possible worlds/probabilistic
account does better and suggest that miners cases are good evidence that our semantics for ‘should’
and conditionals can access probabilistic information.
1. The Classic Semantics for ‘Should’ The classic semantics for ‘should’ is as follows:
(1)

Jshould φKc,w,f,g = 1 iff ∀w′ ∈ BEST (w, f, g) ∶ JφKc,w,f,g = 1

where BEST (f, g, w) = {w ∈ ⋂ f (w) ∶ ¬∃w′ ∶ w′ <g,w w} and w′ ≤g,w w′′ iff {p ∈ g(w) ∶ w′ ∈
p} ⊇ {p ∈ g(w) ∶ w′′ ∈ p} (Kratzer 2012, von Fintel 2012). This semantics is usually paired with
the Kratzer 2012 for conditionals (where f + φ is the function f ′ st. ∀w ∶ f ′ (w) = f (w) ∪ {φ}):
Jif φ then should ψKc,w,f,g = 1 iff Jshould ψKc,w,f +φ,g = 1.

2. Information Sensitivity: As Kolodny and MacFarlane 2010, Charlow 2011 and Cariani et al.
2013 have established, the following kind of case is problematic for this semantics:
Miners. Ten miners are trapped either in shaft A or in shaft B, but we do not know which. We can
block one shaft, but not both. If we block the right shaft we save all the miners, but if we block the
wrong shaft we kill all the miners. If we block neither shaft, just one miner will be killed.
Here the following sentences are true:
(1)
(2)
(3)

I should block neither shaft.
If the miners are in shaft A, I should to block shaft A.
If the miners are in shaft B, I should to block shaft B.

To predict all of the above are true, a semantics for ‘should’ must be information sensitive.
Where g is an ordering source, f1 , f2 are modal bases, BEST is information sensitive iff for some
w, f1 , f2 , f1 (w) ⊆ f2 (w), w ∈ BEST (f2 , g, w) but not w ∈ BEST (f1 , g, w). Since the classic
semantics is not information sensitive, it cannot predict that (1)-(3) are simultaneously true.
3. Epistemic cases: So far, the literature has presupposed that the miners problem is limited to
deontic ‘should’. The following, I claim, is an example where ‘should’ has an epistemic reading:
Exam. Alex and Billy are the top math students in their class and will take their weekly algebra
exam tomorrow. The following is true:
• Alex does best in 66% of the exams.
• Given that Billy studies tonight, Billy will probably get the best grade: out of exams he
studied for, Alex did best in 66% of them
1

• Given that Billy doesn’t study, Billy will certainly not do best. Alex did better in all of the
exams that Billy didn’t study for.
• Billy always lets a fair coin toss decide whether he will study. He studies just in case it comes
up heads.
When ‘should’ is read epistemically, the following sentences are true here:
(4)
(5)

Alex should do best.
But if Billy studied, then he should do best.

Given the set up, the set of best worlds should not entail that Billy studies nor that he doesn’t.
To predict (4) is true the set of best worlds to entail that Alex does best. BEST (f, g, w) ⊆
Alex does best and BEST (f, g, w) ⊈ Billy studies. To predict (5) is true, we want the set of best
worlds which are worlds where Billy studies to be ones where Billy does best. So BEST (f +
Billy studies, g, w) ⊆ Billy does best. But, as in Miners, for all these conditions to be met, BEST
must be information sensitive.
4. Problems for Conservative Solutions: Conservative responses tackle the miners problem using
purely possible worlds semantics. One option, outlined in von Fintel 2012 is to posit a context shift
from a subjective to an objective deontic “should” here, thus rejecting the assumption that (1) (3) are evaluated in the one context and avoiding any modifications to the classic semantics. But
positing ordering sources analogous to the subjective/objective distinction overgeneralises in the
epistemic case: we falsely predict that in Exam there can be true readings of sentences like:
(6)

If Billy studied, then Alex should do best

Another prominent conservative account, that of Cariani et al. 2013, grants that there is information sensitivity and uses a set of propositions representing the decision problem faced by agents
in cases like Miners to get an ordering on worlds which is information sensitive. But there is no
obvious way to reinterpret CKK’s decision parameter in such a way to get the right predictions
here. This highlights a more general problem facing conservative accounts: in cases like Exam
there are no analogues for the deontic parameters that get us the right results.
5. Solution: I claim information dependence is a probabilistic phenomenon and show how we
might account for it within a hybrid probabilistic possible worlds framework. We retain the semantic entry in (1) and the Kratzer account of conditionals but give a different definition of BEST .
Firstly, we depart from the classic semantics in using orderings on propositions to generate an ordering on worlds. We say that g, the ordering source, is a function from worlds and modal bases to
orderings on propositions ≾f,g,w . From an ordering ≾f,g,w , we can first define a set of best propositions:
P BEST (f, g, w) = {p∣¬∃q ∶ q ≾f,g,w p and ¬p ≾f,g,w q}
This allows us to define a domain of quantification for ‘should’:
BEST (f, g, w) = ⋃{S ∶ S is a maximal consistent intersection of elements of P BEST (f, g, w)}
where A is a maximal consistent intersection of elements of B iff there’s no C ∈ B s.t. A ∩ C ⊂ A
and ≠ ∅.
To account for deontic miners cases, we suppose that g(w) yields an ordering which tracks the
relevant expected utilities:
2

p ≾w,f,g q iff EU (p∣ ⋂ f (w)) ≥ EU (q∣ ⋂ f (w))
Given probabilities and utilities consistent with the case, the unique proposition in P BEST (f, g, w)
will entail that I block neither shaft; this makes (1) true. However, when we restrict the ordering
to just the worlds where the miners are in shaft A, this generates a new ordering based on the
expected utilities conditional on the fact that the miners are in shaft A. In this case, the unique best
proposition entails that I block A; this makes (2) true. Analogous reasoning holds for (3).
To account for epistemic cases, we can use an ordering which orders proposition based on
whether they meet a threshold probability or not:
If P (p∣ ⋂ f (w)) ≥ t, then, for every q, p ≾f,g,w q.
If not, then p ≾f,g,w q iff P (p∣ ⋂ f (w)) ≥ P (q∣ ⋂ f (w)).
Given probabilities consistent with the case, we get the result that some best proposition entails
that Alex will do best; this predicts the truth of (4). When we update the ordering with the modal
base restricted to the worlds where Billy studies, some best proposition entails that Billy will do
best. This predicts the truth of (5).
6. Upshot: Epistemic miners cases help us clarify the nature of the problem. They strongly suggest
that information sensitivity is genuinely needed and that it is a probabilistic and not a deontic
phenomenon. Giving a semantics access to probabilistic information yields a general solution to the
problem. I suggest that information sensitivity is good evidence that the compositional machinery
of weak necessity modals and conditionals can be sensitive to probabilistic information.
References: Cariani et al. 2013, “Deliberative Modality under Epistemic Uncertainty”; Charlow 2011, “What We
Know and What to Do”; von Fintel 2012, “The Best We Can (Expect to) Get?”; Kolodny and MacFarlane 2010,
“Ifs and Oughts”; Kratzer 1991, “Modality”; Kratzer 2012, “The Notional Category of Modality”; Kratzer 2012,
“Conditionals”.
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On the impediment of logical reasoning by non-logical inferential methods
Andreas Haida, Luka Crnič & Yosef Grodzinsky
The Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Syllogistic reasoning is an element of Aristotle’s philosophy of science. It serves to distinguish
logically valid (+v) from logically invalid (–v) arguments. See (1) and (2) for examples:
(1)
All desires are sins, some beliefs are desires; therefore, some beliefs are sins.
(+v)
(2)
All desires are sins, no desires are beliefs; therefore, some beliefs are not sins.
(–v)
There is wealth of experimental studies investigating the performance in syllogistic reasoning
tasks. These studies show mean error rates of up to 80% and more in judging the (in)validity of syllogistic arguments such as (1) and (2) (e.g. Dickstein 1978). This has sometimes
been taken to show that humans do not engage in logical reasoning at all (e.g. by Chater and
Oaksford 1999). Other researchers concluded that people do perform logic-based reasoning but
also employ inferential methods that support logically invalid inferences or obviate logically
valid inferences (e.g. Chapman and Chapman 1959; Dickstein 1978; Rips 1994; Geurts 2003).
Two such methods are scalar-inference (SI) computation and illicit conversion (IC):
SI
SI
(3)
a. some X are Y not all X are Y
b. some X are not Y not all X are not Y
IC
IC
(4)
a. all X are Y all Y are X
b. some X are not Y some Y are not X
Note that (1) is invalidated by the SI of the conclusion (i.e., the two premises do not entail
the SI of the conclusion); (2) is validated by the IC inference of the first premise (i.e., the IC
inference of the first premise, in conjunction with the second premise, entails the conclusion).
The study to be presented here is the first to analyze the use of these two inferential methods in
individual performance. Our study reveals a systematic relationship between the use of the two
methods and individual variation therein, the existence of two groups of reasoners, an effortrelated response bias, and the preferred loci for SI computation in a supra-sentential context.
Method: To measure the impact of SI computation, we identified five classes in the classical set
of syllogistic arguments (256 form types of which 24 are valid in Aristotelian logic). Specifically, we identified two classes that are invariant to SI computation, viz. (i) invariably invalid
and (ii) invariably valid syllogisms, and three classes that are affected by SI computation, viz.
(iii) invalid syllogisms that are validated by the SI of one of their premises, (iv) valid syllogisms
that are invalidated by the SI of their conclusion, and (v) invalid syllogisms that are validated by
the SI of a premise but only if the SI of the conclusion Class Characteristic
Ex.
SI
IC
is not computed (i.e., the syllogisms of class (iii) are ren- (i-a) [–v –v –v] IO4A
dered +v by the SI of a premise whether or not the SI of
SI
IC
(i-b) [–v –v +v] AA2A
the conclusion is computed). To quantify the impact of IC,
SI
(ii)
[+v +v]
AA1A
half of the items in class (i) were chosen to be invariant
SI
to IC, subclass (i-a), and the other half to be validated by
(iii)
[–v +v]
IA3O
SI
IC
IC , subclass (i-b). Similarly, a proportion of the items in
(iv-a) [+v –v –v] EA2O
class (iv) were so chosen that IC performed on a premise
SI
IC
+v] IA4I
reverses the invalidation of SI computation performed on (iv-b) [+v –v
SI
(v)
[–v ±v]
AO1I
the conclusion, defining subclass (iv-a) and (iv-b). (For
balancing reasons, the other classes were not divided in this way.) This classification is shown
by the table above. The last column gives a representative type in standard notation.
Regarding SI computation, we put forward the hypothesis that there are three groups of reasoners: those that do not compute any SIs (Logicians), those that compute SIs for premises but
not for conclusions (Validators), and those that compute SIs for both premises and conclusions
(Strengtheners). The table on page 2 shows the behavioral patterns exhibited by idealized members of these groups (where 3 stands for accept as valid, 7 for reject as valid, and 7/3 for accept
as valid iff IC is performed on one of the premises). Furthermore, we expected to observe an effect of the use of IC in class (i-b) and (iv-b), driven by a hypothesized proportion of subjects that
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perform IC on premises, and no effect in the other classes (since they are invariant to IC). We
conducted a forced-choice experiment in which participants had to accept/reject as valid 20 syllogism tokens of each of class (i) - (v) (100 judgments × 119 participants on Amazon MTurk).
The mean acceptance rate of each class is shown in the table below. The last column displays
the correlation between a subject’s IC usage rate and the subject’s acceptance rate of syllogisms
of the respective class. (A subject’s IC usage rate is given by the difference between the number
of syllogisms the subject accepts in (i-b) and (i-a). We call the corresponding variable %IC.)
Results: Since the judgments with respect to class (i-a) Class L V S % acc.
r
and (ii) are not impeded by SI computation or IC, the (i-a) 7 7 7 19.0
—
error rates of 19% false positives and 23.7% false neg- (i-b) 7/3 7/3 7/3 52.8
—
atives are the most immediate reflexes of real perfor(ii) 3 3 3 76.3
.51
mance errors. They show that there is no general (iii) 7 3 3 64.6
.43
positive response bias. The green cells in the table (iv-a) 3 3 7 55.3 –.1
show which observations are consistent with our hy(iv-b) 3 3 7/3 77.9
.48
potheses. (With respect to the acceptance rates, the
(v)
7 3 7 56.4
.28
ANOVA and post-hoc tests show that all and only those
differences are significant that are greater than 2.5 pp.) The acceptance rate in the red cell runs
counter to our expectation that syllogisms in (iv-a) are accepted more often than syllogisms in
(v) (because of the hypothesized group of logicians). For class (ii), (iii), and (v), the observed
correlation between %IC and individual acceptance rates is not expected.
Discussion: We propose that the unexpected correlations are explained by a positive (or antinegative) answer bias that is triggered when a subject makes an effort to validate (by performing
IC on a premise) and perceives a success (by recognizing a syllogism as valid regardless if the
effort was in fact necessary); when no such effort is made, positive responses are sometimes
supressed. The lack of a difference between the acceptance rates of (iv-a) and (v) can also be
explained by this bias: In the case of (iv-a), r = –.1 suggests that more than half of all times that
a subject performs IC on a premise the subject also computes the SI of the conclusion. Hence,
less than half of all efforts are accompanied by the perception of success. In the case of (v),
a higher proportion of efforts is accompanied by success (as suggested by r = .28). Thus, the
positive answer bias lifts the acceptance rate of class (v) more than that of class (iv-a). This
explanation is corroborated by the fact that elimination of subjects with %IC > 30% eliminates
almost all subjects that accept more syllogisms of class (v) than of class (iv-a).
Identification of groups: For each subject x, the difference Δx between the number of syllogisms x accepts in (ii) and (i-a) is a measure of x’s logical abilities. With Δx , x’s performance
relative to the other classes is gauged by the degree of deviance from Δx . This allows us to to
identify behavioral patterns by abstracting from individual differences in logical abilities. Our
identification method confirms the hypothesis of three groups of reasoners only partially: there
is a small group of subjects (≈ 5% of all subjects) that qualify as logicians, a larger group of
subjects (10% – 15%) that qualify as validators (both determined by a density-based clustering
algorithm, DBSCAN), but no subjects that qualify as stregtheners. That is, we do find strengthening behavior (as shown by the difference in acceptance rate between class (ii) and (iv-a)) but
subjects compute SIs consistently only for premises.
On the existence of a natural logic: In response to the existence question in the call for papers
we give the following answer: In logical reasoning performance, we observe two consistent
behaviors (that of logicians and validators). Both behaviors can be characterized by systems
of inferential methods. Hence, there are two systems that might be called natural logic. One
natural logic is Aristotelian logic (or first-order logic with non-empty domains of quantification). The other – more common – natural logic can be characterized by how it deviates from
Aristotelian logic, viz. by the drive to increase derivable inferences through semantic/pragmatic
enrichment of premises.
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Bayesian Philosophy of Language, “Natural
Logic”, and the Stability Bridge
Hannes Leitgeb
LMU Munich

In recent years, Bayesian theories have become highly influential in science (e.g. Bayesian psychology) and in philosophy (e.g. Bayesian epistemology and philosophy of language). Sometimes these theories are presented
as replacing the more traditional logic-based approaches. Is the “natural
logic” perhaps probabilistic in nature? I will start my lecture with some
brief methodological considerations: as far as philosophy is concerned, I will
suggest that both logic and subjective probability theory are in the normative business of rational reconstruction which does not recognize anything
like a “natural logic“ at all. (The situation might be different for linguistics
as an empirical discipline.) Then I will turn to the question how logical and
probabilistic reconstructions of rationality and language might be related by
general normative bridge principles. One such bridge principle will turn out
to be particularly attractive: belief, assertability, truth, and other all-ornothing notions might not just correspond to high probability but to stably
or resiliently high probability. (This is worked out in detail in my recent:
The Stability of Belief. How Rational Belief Coheres with Probability. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2017.) I will study three instantiations of that
stability bridge: in the first one, a counterfactual is true if and only if its corresponding conditional chance is stably high. In the second one, indicative
conditionals are not truth-apt, but an indicative conditional is assertable if
and only if its corresponding subjective conditional probability is stably high.
(The resulting assertability conditions can also be represented distributedly
in artificial neural networks.) In the third one, the pragmatics of language
is probabilistic while its semantics is not, and the stability bridge principle
contributes to the bridge between pragmatics and semantics.

Julia Lukassek, Tübingen University & Alexandra Spalek, Oslo University
Distinguishing Coercion and Underspecification in Type Composition Logic
In the newer literature, underspecification and coercion are understood as mechanisms
that allow for a conceptually based enrichment of semantic representations. The current
theoretical discussion, however, lacks a clear-cut distinction of these mechanisms and their
roles. Both these mechanisms have been proposed as tools in the modeling of meaning
enrichment in the same empirical domains, i. a. the combination of aspectual verbs with
their internal arguments, cf. Egg (2003) vs. Asher (2011), without a genuine comparison
of their explanatory force.
Based on data from Spanish and German, we integrate these two mechanisms into one framework: 1) underspecification is a feature of the semantic representation that is deliberately unspecified wrt. certain meaning components leaving space
for conceptual and/or contextual enrichment, cf. Bierwisch (1983), Egg (2003) and 2)
coercion is a repair mechanism for combinatorial conflicts, cf. Asher (2011). Formally,
we implement underspecification by means of a lexically induced underspecified variable,
while we adopt Asher’s (2011) notion of coercion understood as a pragmatic repair of a
combinatorial conflict licensed by a lexical polymorphic type.
We show that both mechanisms are simultaneously necessary in order to
account for the full range of combinatorial potential of verbs with their arguments. As a case in point, we chose Spanish congelar (‘freeze’) and its German equivalent
einfrieren. Asher (2011) argues that freeze selects for an internal argument of type liquid
covering readings like (1a) (compositional case). His analysis also foresees some compositional conflicts (cf. 1b) and allows for the interpolation of a suitable argument licensed
by a polymorphic type that is restricted to container-type objects (coercion case).
(1)

a. El técnico de laboratorio congeló la sangre.
‘The lab technician froze the blood.’
b. Mi novio ha congelado las latas.
‘My boyfriend has frozen the tins.’

More recently Spalek (2014) expands the picture to cases like (2) where neither Asher’s
compositional type justification nor his interpolated type adjustment seem to be at work.
Spalek claims that Spanish congelar has both, the physical reading, as identified by Asher,
and an additional abstract reading exemplified by (2). Here, congelar selects for an event
as internal argument and is interpreted in terms of an interruption of this event rather
than a change of a liquid’s physical state, cf. (2a) (compositional case). For (2b) we
assume that the interpolation of an event happens on the basis of a structured object
susceptible of change like prices (coercion case).
(2) La OPEP decidió congelar a. la subida de los precios / b. los precios este año.
‘The OPEC decided to freeze a. the rise of the prices / b. the prices this year.’
Interestingly, German einfrieren shows a parallel variety in the internal argument position. Both physical (3) and abstract (4) interpretations are possible. Additionally, both
interpretations allow for a variety of argument types. In fact, (3b) proves that the restriction to container-based pragmatic repairs in the physical reading is too strict. The
location of a liquid – here: the pasta – seems to be good enough (coercion case).
(3) Ida hat a. den Wein / b. die Pasta eingefroren.
‘Ida froze a. the wine / b. the pasta.’
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(4) Der Finanzminister hat a. die Unterstützung / b. die Mittel eingefroren.
‘The secretary of treasury froze a. the support / b. the funds.’
To account for the richness of observed data we propose a generalized lexical
semantics in Type Composition Logic (Asher, 2011) that is capable of accounting
for all these naturally occurring verb-object combinations. In our account, physical and
abstract interpretations of congelar/einfrieren are a matter of lexical underspecification
wrt. the resultant state of the event, cf. the underspecified predicate variable P in (5a).
Upon combination with an internal argument of type liquid or event, P will be specified
either to solid or to interrupted-event. This is ensured by the general type frozen
in (5b) that outputs the type solid for liquid-type internal arguments and the type
interrupted-event for event-type arguments.
Beyond these compositional cases, both congelar and einfrieren allow for a coercion
based interpretation. This is guaranteed by the two polymorphic types within the type
presuppositions for the third argument of the predicate freeze. Congelar/einfrieren selects
for either a liquid or an event in the internal argument position. If none of these type
requirements are met, a suitable argument can be interpolated along restricted lines.
Either, we interpolate a liquid on the basis of a location or an event on the basis of a
structured object. Crucially, the semantics only tells us that we introduce a suitably
typed variable. The specification of this variable is left to pragmatics.
(5)

a. Jcongelar/einfrierenK = λΨλΦλeλπ∃s. Φ(π∗argf2 reeze :agent)
(λxλπ1 . Ψ(π1 ∗argf3 reeze :liquid–Λι(hd(Ψ)vlocation)
∨ event– (hd(Ψ)vstructured-object))
(λyλπ2 . freeze’(e,x,y,π2 ∗argf1 reeze :become(tyP S (P))) ∧
result’(s,e,π2 ) ∧ P(s,y,π2 ∗argP1 :frozen(TY+ (argf3 reeze ))))
b. General type frozen: (liquid ⇒ solid)∨(event ⇒ interrupted-event)

In our account both underspecification and coercion are lexically based.
Whereas underspecification is encoded as a lexically introduced underspecified variable
in the logical form, coercion is licensed on the type level as a lexically determined repair
strategy for type conflicts. Our lexical entry for congelar/einfrieren shows that underspecification and coercion are in fact two distinct mechanisms suited for different types
of meaning enrichment.
Our case study thus shows that coercion and underspecification work orthogonally and that it is possible and necessary to integrate them into one
formal system. We exploit the advantages of Asher’s TCL framework where logical
form and typing information about the variables are integrated into one representational
format. This allows us to differentiate underspecification and coercion not only conceptually but also formally. The study of change of state verbs is especially informative, since it
provides an empirical domain where both mechanisms are at work for independent reasons.
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Generics and Typicality

Robert van Rooij (ILLC, Amsterdam)

Although generics are studied mostly in formal semantics, recently they attracted the attention
of cognitive psychologists and social philosophers as well. The reason is that generics play a core
role in the way we learn, represent and reason about groups in the world (cf. Leslie, 2008). One
of the important— and worrying (Hasslanger 2011)— findings in these areas is (i) that we accept
generic statements of the form ‘Gs are P ’ typically if relatively many Gs have property P , but (ii)
that if we are unfamiliar with a group and we learn a generic statement about it, we still interpret
it in a much stronger way: (almost) all Gs are P (Cimpian et al 2010). This paper provides an
explanation of (i) and (ii) based on a new interpretation of Tverky & Kahneman’s (1974) ‘Heuristics
and Biases’-program by analyzing typicality in terms of contingency.
Typicality is well-studied in cognitive psychology. Groups (or categories) are represented by
typical, rather than by all and only all, members, or by typical features, rather than by necessary
and sufficient features, because agents have limited attention and limited recall of examples. But
what are a group’s typical members or features? According to Rosch’s (1973) prototype theory,
it are the average members of the group, or the features most members have. Barsalou (1985)
experimentally showed, however, that at least for goal-derived categories, the typical members are
instead the category’s ideal members; those that best satisfy the goal. More recent empirical findings
(e.g. Ameel & Storms, 2006) show that extreme members of a group are also considered typical for
many, if not most, other types of categories, namely if categorization is performed in a contrastive
way. Typical members of a category have features that distinguish them from members of other
categories; as such they highlight, or exaggerate, real differences between groups.1
Typical members have features that are representative for the group. On our preliminary proposal, we measure the ‘representativines’ of O for C in terms of what in Conditioning Psychology
(Rescorla, 1968) is called the contingency between C and O. This contingency, or strength of association, between cue C (e.g. tone) and outcome O (e.g. shocks) is measured by P (O/C)−P (O/¬C),
abbreviated by ∆PCO . On our preliminary proposal, a familiar feature f is representative for a rather
unfamiliar group G iff there is no feature h with a significantly higher contingency with G than f ,
i.e., if ¬∃h ∈ Alt(f ) : ∆PGh >> ∆PGf . Notice that a representative feature for group G doesn’t have
to be one that most, or even many, members of the group have. Instead, a representative feature is
one
S that distinguishes group G from its alternative(s) (In the definition ¬G is an abbreviation for
Alt(G), where G 6∈ Alt(G)), which is exactly in line with the view on typicality discussed above.
In fear-conditioning experiments with animals it is found that the association between cue (e.g.
tone) and outcome (e.g. shock) increases with the intensity of the outcome (i.e, the shock). Similarly,
Slobic et al (2004) et al. found that events with high emotional impact are better remembered and
give rise to stronger associations. To incorporate the insight of Slobic et al and of fear-conditioning,
we will measure the representativeness of f for G by ∇PGf , where the latter is defined as follows:
∇PGf := ∆PGf × V alue(f ). V alue(f ) measures the intensitity/importance of feature f .
Shanks (1995) shows that ∆PGf is the asymptotic value of the weight given to f when the
learning task is modeled using the Rescorla-Wagner learning rule (Rescorla & Wagner, 1972), the
most influential learning rule in associative learning which is equivalent to the delta rule used in
connectionists models. Interestingly enough, Shanks also points out that associative models using
the delta rule learning algorithm can immediately explain the finding that associative learning is
influenced by the magnitude or Value of the outcome, motivating not only ∆PGf , but also ∇PGf .
1

Important is that if a number of contrastive categories are represented by such extreme members, the extensions of the
categories can still be recovered, just like when they are represented by prototypes.

Semantic claim: a generic sentence like ‘Gs are f ’ is true iff ¬∃h ∈ Alt(f ) : ∇PGh >> ∇PGf and
∃h ∈ Alt(f ) : ∇PGf > ∇PGh , i.e., if f is (among the relative alternative features Alt(f )) among the
most representative feature of G.
This analysis makes the truth of a generic context-dependent. It depends on Alt(f ), on Alt(G),
and on V alue(f ). I claim that this context-dependence allows us to account for various types of
generics:
1. If Alt(f ) = {f, ¬f } and V alue(f ) = V alue(¬f ), the generic ‘Gs are f ’ is true just in case
∆PGf > 0, i.e., P (f /G) > P (f /¬G), i.e., Cohen’s relative reading (‘Dutchmen are good sailors’)
2. If ∀h ∈ Alt(f ) : V alue(h) = V alue(f ) and P (f /G) is not high, ‘Gs are f ’ is true just in case
P (f /¬G) is very low, and thus f is very distinctive for Gs. (‘Ducks lay eggs’)
3. If ∀h ∈ Alt(f ) : V alue(h) = V alue(f ) and P (h) ≈ P (f ), ‘Gs are f ’ is true only if ∀h ∈
Alt(f ) : P (f /G) >> P (h/G), or if ∆PGf is only somewhat above 0 and ∀h ∈ Alt(f ), P (h) is
not low, P (f /G) has to be (very) high (‘standard’ generics) (‘Dogs have 4 legs’)
4. If ∆PGf is only somewhat above 0, and P (f /G) is not high, V alue(f ) has to be high for ‘Gs
are f ’ to be true. (striking generics) (‘Ticks carry the Lyme disease’)
S
5. If Alt(f ) = {f, ¬f }, V alue is irrelevant and Alt(G) ∩ f = ∅, then ‘Gs are f ’ is true just in
case P (f /G) > 0, i.e., the existential reading. (‘Indians [do]F eat beaf’)
Even if hearers accept generics due to our proposed weak truth conditions, hearers still interpret
generics about a relatively unknown group in a much stronger way: (almost) all Gs are f . Why?
According to a natural pragmatic proposal, the strengthening of ‘Gs are f ’ about a relatively
unfamiliar group is because typicality (or perhaps better: sterreotypicality) is confused with
probability (or perhaps prototypicality). There is a natural psychological reason why hearers
confuse high ∇PGf , i.e. (P (f /G) − P (f /¬G)) × V alue(f ), with high P ∗ (f /G). Here, probability
function P ∗ is more subjective, and P ∗ (f /G) typically higher than P (f /G). Why? (i) Because
we forget about V alue(f ) due to Tverky & Kahneman’s (1974) avalability heuristics and (ii) we
tend to think that if f is representative for G, then P ∗ (f /¬G) ≈ 0, due to the causality and
representativeness heuristics. Notice that if P ∗ (f /G) is high we have explained why the generic ‘Gs
are f ’ is interpreted meaning that most Gs are f .
Ad (i), according to T & K’s (1974) availability heuristics, people assess the probability of an event
by the ease with which instances or occurrences can be brought to mind. But this is certainly the
case for events involving individuals with horrific or appalling features i.e., ones with high V alue.
Ad (ii), Tverky & Kahneman (1974) show that if we see a correlation, we tend to interpret it in
the preferred (strongest) way: as causal. (Note that somes philosophers of science, e.g. Suppes,
use ∆PGf to measure the causal strength of G for f ). Moreover, they show that an event is seen as
more likely than it actually is, if it can be understood: if it can be causally explained. Furthermore,
according to the Associative Theory of Probability Judgements judgements (Gluck & Bower, 1988;
Shanks, 1990), people typically confuse high ∆PGf with high P (f /G), which explains Tverky &
Kahneman’s conjunction fallacy and the fact that people many times neglect base rates.
If time permits, we will show how our weak semantic approach combined with our strong pragmatic analysis explains why generics are excellent tools for persuasion, and easy to (mis)use by

gifted advertisers and populists (‘Muslims are terrorists’). Also, we will suggest that our analysis
seems promising as well for the analysis of other phenomena, such as habituals ( ‘Hillary Clinton is
a liar’), dispositions, and conditionals.
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